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MA-24 MONO POWER AMPLIFIER
Pure class A30 Watt into 8Ohmsl Mos
Fet output stages U Low impedance drive
capability ULow stray-field, toroidal power
transformer with oxygen-free copper (OFC)
windings UHigh quality resin coated, glass
epoxy circuit board with 70µ thick copper
tracks U Copper-plated chassis to reduce
eddy current generated distortions U Uses
custom made 'audio grade' electrolytic
*power supply capacitors U Non-magnetic
gold-plated input terminals.

See your nearest Music Link dealer for ademonstration.
ABERDEEN
BELFAST
CAMBRIDGE
CARDIFF
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHRISTCHURCH
CRANLEIGH
CONGLETON
DAWLEY
DERBY
DUBLIN
EDGBASTON
EDINBURGH
FOLKESTONE
GATESHEAD
GLASGOW
GUERNSEY
GUILDFORD
HERTFORD

HOLBURN HI Fl
ZEUS AUDIO
UNIVERSITY AUDIO
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
PETER TYSON
PETERS HI Fl
HATV
SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE
CONGLETON HI Fl
MID SHROPSHIRE AUDIO
ACTIVE AUDIO
CEOL PRODUCTS
MUSIC MATTERS
IN HI Fl
V J HI Fl
LINTONE AUDIO
MUSIC ROOM
TELESKILL
PJ HI Fl
ULTIMATE AUDIO VISUAL

0224 585713
0232 332522
0223 354237
0222 228565
0228 25891
0244 319392
0202 473901
0483 268181
0260 297544
0952 630172
0332 385185
0103531 961358
021 692 1359
031 225 8854
0303 56860
091 477 4167
041 832 5012
0481 22323
0483 504801
0992 583399

HUDDERSFIELD
JERSEY
LEICESTER
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
NEWARK
NEW MALDEN
NORTHWOOD
OXFORD
PRESTON
SHEFFIELD
SHREWSBURY
STAFFORD

HUDDERSFIELD HI Fl
SOUND ENGINEERING
LEICESTER HI Fl
COVENT GARDEN
RECORDS
HI Fl EXPERIENCE
BABBER
DEANS
GALAXY
HI SPEK
TIME AND TUNE
SPATIAL
PETER ELLIS
UNILET PRODUCTS
NORTH WOOD AUDIO
OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS
NORMAN AUDIO
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS
SHROPSHIRE HI Fl
MUSICAL APPROACH

0484 544668
0534 21735
0533 539753
071
071
081
071
071
071
071

379 7635
580 3535
579 6315
723 4630
637 2624
349 1166
247 0567

"Possibly the best amplifier in the world".

071 637 8702
0636 704571
081 942 9567
0927 420877
0865 790879
0772 53057
0742 756048
0743 232317
0785 55154
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AKG has designed new reference headphones: the K 1000. It was
clear from the start that natural spatial reproduction is only
possible without any ear cushions that would change the sound.
This was the idea.
Based on unbiased studies of all transducer types, AKG chose the
proven dynamic transducer. However, AKG has updated this concept by developing a new type of magnet assembly called the
VOL ( Ventilated Linear Dynamic) magnet, using laser interferometry, and coating the diaphragm with an organic violin varnish
formulation that has been in use for centuries.
AKG AKUSTISCHE U. KINO-GERATE GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.
Brunhildengasse I. P.O.B. 584, A-1150 Vienna AUSTRIA
Tel: ( 1) 95 65 17-0, Telex: 131839 akgac a, Fax: ( 1) 95 65 17-245
AKG ACOUSTICS LTD.,
Vienna Court, Lammas Road, Godalming, Surrey GU7
1JG'GREAT BRITAIN
Tel: (4868) 25 702 Telex: 859013 akgmic g. Fax: (4868) 28 967

The way in which state-of-the-art audio technology has been put
to work in carrying out a revolutionary idea placed the K1000
in the " Reference" class in at reviews that appeared to date.
Listen to the Reference at the selected K1000 dealer nearest you.
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ontroversy over data compression
is likely to be the biggest issue in
audio over the next few months.
The Berlin Funka.usstellung ( report, page
30) saw Philips proclaiming everybody
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originality for this thought!) that lb- bit
CD is the best we are going to get in the
forsecable future. It may be a short but
regrettable step from the assumption that
the CD standard is adequate for all purposes, to the assumption that a datacompressed format ( which can sound as
good as CD under non-critical conditions)
is adequate too.
Then comes the suggestion, if the trans-

highest-quality • 16- bit sound', Mini Disc

mission and/or recording media are to be

would offer ' still excellent' sound. Earlier
this year, at a London DCC press confer-

data-compressed, why not simply master

ence, Philips' spokesman Jerry Wirtz has
said that listening tests had shown up ' no
problems' in the PASC sound. lie further
pointed out that if in future any problem
did emerge, the system could be adjusted
to deal with it.
While Philips and Sony are busy canvassing support for their new music-carrier
systems, broadcasters are trying ( as Barry
Fox explained last month) to establish
standards for digital audio broadcasting
(DAB), which will also use data compression. In fact, research work on data compression for broadcasting began com-

everything in data/compressed format
too? If such thinking were trt_l)_ ewine
universal, we could see the end of an era,
the end of audio evolution as we have
seen it over the past 50 years; the end, in
fact, of the pursuit of high fidelity.

The HiFi Show
For the ninth year in succession, The Hi Fi
Show was held at the Heathrow Pcnta
Hotel in mid-September, sponsored as
usual by HFN/RR. Trade and public attendance was excellent this year, and the
Show was generally judged to be a great

were

success. Although the Show Guide and
our News pages had covered a host of
new products launched at the Show, there

announced. In his article ' Future Codes'
(June ' 91) Bob Stuart of Meridian
expressed his reservations about the

were major surprises, like the Roksan CD
transport, Meridian's CD- R machine and
much besides. HFN/RR's own programme

psychoacoustic assumptions behind the
then- current edition of the proposed

of lectures and demonstrations included
Dr Malcolm Ilawksford on digital loudspeaker equalization, question and answer
sessions with Barry Fox, Stan Curtis with a

pression

for

before

DCC

broadcasting
or

Mini

began
Disc

long

MUSICAM standard, which was also the
subject of alistening test report by Martin
Colloms (July '91).

ABC

,.
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mine which parts of the audio signal can

STEVE

No UK reviewer has yet had an opportunity to do his own unfettered subjective
test, at home, of the PASC or ATRAC
systems, so that sound quality debate has
not even started yet. Yet even if the data
compression standards do prove to be
'adequate', and their effects ' inaudible' to
most of the people for most of the time,
the mere introduction and acceptance of
such systems could be aaturning point in
the development of audio technology.
In the early days of CD, some recording
industry professionals looked forward to
the development of digital audio formats
of higher specification, not lower, than
Cl). But it now seems ( and I claim no

first chance to hear B&W's professional
digital room-compensation system, and
live demonstrations of CD- R recording.
l'he complete, 'official' Hi Fi Show report
appears next month.

Next month
Alongside The
month's issue

Show report, next
features an in-depth

explanation of B&W's digital roomcompensation system, while equipment
reviewed includes the astonishing
Accuphase DP7(X:D player, the Mordaunt
Short Classic loudspeakers and many
other new products and prizes too. The
December issue goes on sale Friday, 15
November.
5

Just for the

KRELL. opt
A

bsolute Sounds has been for over a
decade the leading source of highend audio equipment in Great Britain.

The secret to this success lies in the company's
ability to select and promote the very finest
equipment produced in the world today and.
since its inception. Absolute Sounds has built a
global reputation for creating systen

without

equal.
Absolute Sounds recognised the she .
ir
brilliance of Krell products from the loiry
beginning. After 12 years Absolute Sounds'
support for this brand has grown even stronger
because Krell never tails to further the state of
the art, together with the pioneering of fully
balanced electronics. with each new model.
Recently, Krell has focused on the entry- level
end of the range, to make the magic available
to awider audience. The range now starts with
the superb value-for- money KST 100 power
amplifier and KU pre- amp. the best way yet to
embark on ahigh- end journey.
And for seasoned Krell users, the company
has redefined the ultimate in Class- A
amplification with the breathtaking KAS
Reference models.They add new meaning to
the concept of controlled power.
The same scope has been applied to digital
technology. with Krell taking an early lead in
this exciting field. The Krell digital catalogue
starts with the Stealth processor and the 1- Bit
player, through to the radically different MO2
and MD1 CO turntables and SPB64X processor.
As with the famous Krell amplifiers and preamplifiers, all Krell Digital components offer
magnificent build quality, matchless reliability
!BS011 -11.0t \ lb II\1I
lilt)
58 Durham Roadiondon SW20 ODE
Telephone:081 947 5047
FAX:081 879 7962
1 ha\ the simplcst ot tastes...
Iam ak avs satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wihle

and performance which allows you to forget the
technology and thrill to the music.
Contact your authorised Krell dealer for a
demonstration. Just for the Krell of it.
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Classical ' pace' ...
Dear Sir, I'm delighted to find that Martin
Colloms's definitions of pace, rhythm, and
dynamics (HFN/RR, Sept ), which Ihad
always suspected of having arock/pop
context, correspond so closely with my
own experience with classical music. My
favourite test track for CD players is a
chorus from liogwood's recording of
Messiah, and in the course of tweaking
the equipment you would swear that the
metronome speed varied as the singers
changed from lethargic to lively and
engaged and then again to flippant and
casual. Iwonder if this isn't closely related
to what our American friends call ' inter transient silence'.
While electronic design can certainly
cause these effects, Ibecame most clearly
aware of them while trying to damp
physical resonances, especially in the
transport of aCD player. Iwas using sheet
Sorbothane to try to control that uppermidrange stridency which is often the
result of acoustic feedback, and the more I
used the better it got; but by then the
pace was utterly leaden and somnolent. I
decided that Sorbothane ( in this
application at least ) was changing mid frequency vibration to smearing and lowfrequency rumble that destroyed intertransient silence. The graphs in the
advertising material for Navcom do
indeed show longpersistent resonances
in Sorbothane.
Ken Kessler's articles similarly show
how much the sound of electronics can
be changed by tweaking, particularly in
controlling acoustic feedback. This sets a
problem for reviewers — should the
equipment under test he set up normally
in the listening room ( though its position
and support will affect the sound ) or
should it be tweaked with accessories to
achieve maximum performance as many
reviewers for The Absolute Sound do?
'Ile scientific approach would he to keep
the electronics acoustically isolated from
the loudspeakers, but this would give
results very different from normal use.,1
wonder if this is how Professor Lipschitz
has his laboratory set up — it might explain
his contention that ' if amplifiers do not
sound the same, then there must be
measurable differences between them'.
Would it he possible to measure the effect
of acoustic feedback? Martin Colloms is
silent on his procedure, though I
remember his report on adisastrous
experience with alarge purpose-built
equipment unit. If we are told the
loudspeaker stands and cables used, why
not how the electronics are set up? And
why don't more manufacturers follow the
European practice ( Goldmund,
Micromega and so on ) of trying to design
the problem out of the equipment?
On another subject, I'm happy to see
more recognition of the importance of
correct absolute phase to reproduction,
an area in which Lipschitz was apioneer.
I'm along-time convert, thanks to HFN/
RR, hut I'm also blessed with linear-phase
H1-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Quad speakers. Iwish someone would
explain how it can be experienced by the
majority of hi-fi listeners whose
loudspeakers change phase over the
frequency range. ( A 720° rotation is not
uncommon.) The conventional I2dB per
octave crossover normally has the bass
and treble units connected in opposite
phase, as do such high-end reference
speakers as the Celestion SL series and the
Apogees. In such cases I'm sure the sound
will change as you reverse phase, but I
can't see how either can sound right.
Reviewers praise linear-phase speakers
like Epos, Spica or Vanderstern, but rarely
comment on this aspect of their design or
its importance for those concerned with
correct phase reproduction.
David Foxon, Oxford

... and Kennedy's crawl
Dear Sir, Mr Breunig in his June review
attributed the slow tempo of the first
movement lof Brahms's Violin Concerto
to Tennstedt rather than to the soloist.
But having heard Nigel's performance of it
in Auckland last year under adifferent
conductor and compared it with the CD,
noting the consistency of interpretation, I
feel Nigel is the one responsible.
Russell Finnemore
Auckland, New Zealand

KEF slated
Dear Sir, Ihave attached slate slabs to the
base of my KEF 105/3 speakers, bolting
them to the spike inset sockets. Each slab
of slate has four adjustable spikes of its
own ( a 'Target' DIY kit ). Slate Audio
quoted £ 211.50 for their own slate base,
which Ithought excessive. So Iwent to a
monumental mason ( Beattles of Carlisle)
and was able to do the entire job with
local slate, beautifully cut and dressed, for
less than £75. This has resulted in a
fantastic improvement in the performance
of the speakers. Iguess that all floorstanding speakers would benefit. The slate
slabs provide alarger, more stable
'footprint' and the weight and deadness of
slate provide wonderful, out ofthe-box
imaging.
Michael Wilcox, Northumberland
Chromiumplated?
Dear Sir, As aregular reader Imuch
enjoyed the wealth of equipment reviews
in your September issue, particularly of
the upmarket equipment. But there was
one disappointment: Paul Miller's review
of the Deltec PDM2 D/A converter did not
say how it sounded with classical music.
For such an expensive component it
would have been nice to know how an
orchestra sounds. Also aviolin, the upper
frequencies of which so often have a
'chromium plated' sound with digital
equipment and recordings. One is told
that the converter is something special,
but does it reproduce instrumental tonecolours accurately, or is it highly detailed
but cold and hard?
G Williams, Bournemouth

Class A Threshold
Dear Sir, Thank you for the flattering
review of the Threshold SA/3.9c Stasis
amplifier and FET Nine/e pre amplifier
which appeared in your August 1991
issue. 1was alittle surprised that a
technical error appeared in the text
regarding the class A power rating of the
amplifier.
Each channel of the SA/3.9e is biased at
the factory at 2.1 amperes. Being aclassic
push-pull class A design, the amplifier will
leave class A at almost exactly twice that
current at output, or 4.2 amperes. Into
8ohms, this peak is equal to slightly more
than 140W, which allows for asteady
state sine wave output of 70W RMS.
Therefore, class A operation of the
amplifier extends significantly beyond the
16W stated in the article.
At 2.1 amperes bias and with plus and
minus rail voltages of 35W, you will see
dissipation on each channel of I46W,
which again corresponds to the dictum
that apush-pull class A amplifier will idle
at twice or more its rated output.
Thank you for this opportunity to
correct this error in an otherwise fine
review.
Nelson Pass, Chairman & Co-Founder,
Threshold Corporation, Sacramento,
California, USA
Dear Sir, As arelatively new reader of
audiophile magazines, Icontinue to be
shocked at some of the statements made
by some equipment reviewers. After
reading Martin Colloms's review of the
Threshold model SA/3.9e in your August
issue, Ifelt prompted to put my thoughts
on paper. Mr Colloms's title, as found on
page 5of the August issue, is aTechnical
Adviser. Iwould expect atechnical
adviser to be well versed in circuit design,
yet anumber of statements he makes in
the review cause me to wonder!
1 ) Mr Colloms questions the class A
output capability of the SA/3.9e calling it
'semi-class-A' and states that the amplifier
'allows for afine classA output of
16watts'. Does Mr Colloms understand
that the output stage is of complementary
design operating push-pull? With an idle
current of 2amps ( which Mr Colloms
states), the output stage can deliver
7
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±4amps of peak current before the
output devices switch on and off as they
do in class A/13 designs. As the NPN
devices increase in current flow, the PNP
devices decrease, and vice versa. This
allows the output stage to double its idle
current value before reverting to class A/B
operation. This translates to about
64watts of continuous sign wave power
into 8ohms in class A mode. Not 16watts
as Mr Colloms suggests. So Threshold's
claim of 60watts is correct.
2) Threshold's heatsinking is very
conservative and certainly does not need
to be doubled in order to deliver the rated
output when you understand that the
output stage is push-pull class A. Such
would be the case if the output stage was
not complementary where the output
devices were fed via constant current
sources. This type of circuit has about half
the efficiency of the class A push-pull
designs and would need more
heatsinking. Perhaps this is Mr Colloms's
thinking?
3) The output stage is not dynamically
biased by an optocoupler as Mr Colloms
suggests. As amatter of fact, it is not
dynamically biased at all!
4 ) There are fourteen output devices
per channel, not twelve. Two are used for
the class A voltage amplifier of the Stasis
circuit. The remaining twelve are used as
class A current-mirror devices of the Stasis
circuit. If you look, you can count them in
the picture!
Let me say in conclusion; the more I
read the ' audiophile' type magazines, the
more Ibecome convinced that who we
have writing these reviews are abunch of
self-styled experts. Most of what they
claim they can hear, they can't prove in a
double-blind test unless they use
equipment that is poorly matched.
(Example: A current-hungry low
impedance loudspeaker driven by an
anaemic tube amp. ) And then they
criticize the double-blind method
because they are embarrassed when they
see their poor scores. I'm just waiting for
someone to put the guts of aHailer amp in
the chassis of aKrell amp without some
`golden-eared' reviewer looking inside.
I'm sure the .Krell chassis will do wonders
for how the Hailer amp sounds! Ithink I'll
just throw away my ' high end' magazines
and go buy acopy of Stereo Review. At
least Julian Hirsch isn't trying to gather a
following and knows his circuit designs.
Jon SBeckett, Hammond, Indiana,
USA •
Martin Colloms replies:
Iam indebted to Jon SBeckett and Nelson
Pass for pointing out asimple error in my
review of the Threshold SA 3.9 power
amplifier. Istated that the 2A standing
current in the output stage would support
a16W output into 8ohms with aClass A
envelope. This is in fact the case for a
single ended stage while for the usual
push-pull arrangement the actual peak
current available into the load is double
the standing figure. As one half of the
output stage pushes the other pulls; thus,
HI•Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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for the 3.9, the available RMS current is
2x2A x 0.707 = 2.83 which corresponds
to 64W into 8ohms, meeting Threshold's
claim in full. In addition, this output stage
can be more accurately described as using
multiple class A current mirrors and it was
mistakenly assumed that these related to a
constant current technique which would
imply alarger heatsinking requirement
than that seen on the 3.9. With this point
clarified it is now clear that the 3.9 can be
judged as having an appropriate level of
heatsink capacity.

Not-so-live NICAM
Dear Sir, Excuse me if Iam mistaken, but
in your ' News' note in September '91
issue regarding the LPO stereo broadcast
Mahler 8on Saturday August 31, you state
'live', but Ithink an error has occurred. I
was privileged enough to be at this
particular concert at the RFH on January
27th, 1991 when the recording took
place.
David Salmon, Sussex
We regret that the information we received from the
BBC was unclear and inferred that the broadcast
would be live. You are quite correct in pointing out
that the concert was the one recorded in January —
Ed

Source for SFX
Dear Sir, The item ' BBC adds more SFX'
on page 15 of your September issue states:
'alternatively, the CDs may be bought
singly from Chappells in London's Bond
Street'. Iwent into Chappells last Saturday
morning, and they denied all knowledge
of this, saying that they had not handled
any records of any sort for at least 8-10
years - they are purely instruments and
sheet music. It would appear that you are
misinformed.
Ishould still be interested to know
whether the CDs can be obtained singly
from anywhere else, as we are asmall
amateur drama group and the full sets are
somewhat expensive.
John C Hendy, Northampton
The BBC sound-effects are obtainable from
Chappell's Record Music Library, 82 Bishop's
Bridge Road, London W2 (tel 071-243 0688)News Ed

Saul and the ' Silver Peril'
Dear Sir, As arelative latecomer myself to
recognition of the virtues of the Sin silver
peril, Iread with interest Saul Benson's
account of his apparently blinding
conversion on the road to Damascus.
Apart from the two ( almost as important)
factors of more tracks on most new CD
issues and that pre-amp line inputs aren't
afflicted with any of the maddening zaps
and RF pickup to which phono inputs
seem to be so susceptible, Ithink he will
find his foray into the world of digits less
absolute in its joys than his letter perhaps
forecasts.
Few who have lived with both media
for awhile will deny that after the initial
honeymoon there soon emerges a
dichotomy with which to wrestle. Some
digital recordings are just as horrible,
albeit in adifferent way, as the bad

examples of the analogue medium, whilst
others are simply inferior to their
analogue counterparts, as acomparison of
some of the Sheffield Lab and Reference
Recordings stock will easily demonstrate
(by accident or design, we can only
wonder). Then again, afew of the digitals
on CD trounce their vinyl counterparts
and when the original recording is digital
only, to buy the vinyl in the belief that
because it's on avinyl record it must
sound better seems to me to be simply
colouring to taste. A digital recording
cannot be more accurate or faithful to the
original master than on DDD CD, and this
was one of the reasons Ibegan three years
ago to look to CD as apossible alternative
primary source.
My favourite combination seems ( very
broadly ) to have evolved to analogue
recordings on CD, which Ido believe to
be asuperior storage medium - Iam not
yet convinced however of the superiority
of digital recordings as ageneral rule,
though many of the digital Concord Jazz
issues are very fine by any standard. Then
again, the many digitally remastered
analogue reissues on CD are also amixed
bag- Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon
and The Incomparable Ella ( Fitzgerald)
compilation are quite magnificent on CD
and afford these classics awhole new
fresh lease of life, while John Klemmer's
gorgeous Brazilia sounds virtually
identical to the record, and Joni Mitchell's
Hissing of Summer Lawns just doesn't
have acertain something that the vinyl
does - it seems subtly flat and
expressionless. A few are plain awful.
The only rule therefore seems to be
that there are no absolutes either way.
CD/digital is getting better all the time,
but so too is analogue still getting better
and for anyone to sweepingly claim that
either one is superior to the other is like
trying to define absolute grey. 1am not
saying that Mr Benson is about to ditch his
entire collection of vinyl and take out a
second mortgage to replace the whole lot
with CDs ( not that he'd be able to
anyway), but it will be interesting to read
how he's getting on in six months' time
with all the new CDs he undoubtedly will
be buying - Ifor one will still be playing
records as well as CDS, probably ruing
having replaced afew of the former with
the latter.
Julian Stevens, Bristol
Paul Benson comments:
Many thanks for your courtesy in allowing
me to comment.
What asensible, well considered letter.
Ican't help but agree with all Julian says.
Yes there have been times when I've put a
record on and thought ' Oh God was I
wrong', and this has been echoed when 1
perhaps then pick aparticularly lousy CD
to play.
But then there are, as Julian points out,
bad records and good CDs, and my
findings seem to concur with this. The
recent Bonnie Rain CD:Luck of The
Draw, is exceptional and is an AAD
recording. Richard Thompson's latest
9
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release Rumour and Sigh is also
exceptional and is an ADD recording. But
then Tom Petty's Into The Great Wide
Open is also AAD but is as awful as any of
his records - it sounds as if it was mixed
on ' rock monitors' with their distinctive
over- rich bottom end ( which translates
on aflat reproducing system to poor bass
reproduction ) and recorded by rock
musicians whose hearing has been so •
impaired by exposure to loud music that
their idea of aflat response has an
exaggerated top end ( which they can
presumably hardly hear) and an
aggressive middle ( which they possibly
equate with energy and excitement). So
maybe the presence of an A ( an analogue
link) is not in itself aguarantee of success.
Iagree it will be interesting to see what
Ithink in six months. The purpose of my
letter was to point out that it is possible to
see merit in CDs and to enjoy them, and
to suggest that changing your mind is not
asin.
Also, my CD player ( and listening
environment ) have been Belted - that is
been given the Peter Belt energy
treatments - to such alarge extent that I
don't wish to suggest that my experience
is typical. The improvements, particularly
to CD, that the simple, cheap but
bafflingly inexplicable Belt treatments
bring are so great that Idon't expect
others to be getting anything like the
quality of reproduction that Iam gettingeven with multi- thousand pound players.
(In fact there is every reason to believe
their reproduction will be vastly inferior,
but that's another story.)

lack of 'box' coloration that Iwas going to
find hard to match. After listening to many
box speakers Ihad given up the search for
an acceptable replacement.
Then came the DIY transmission line
article. This, Ithought would at least offer
the opportunity to build some speakers
that would probably offer reasonable
performance at areasonable price and be
aesthetically more acceptable. Well,
having got over the initial shock of the
cost of the drive units, Itook the plunge

Reconsider, baby

Quads ( but not quite the refinement of
the mid- range) and my old Isobariks. To
say that Iam pleased with these speakers
would be an understatement - are
transmission line speakers the best kept
secret in hi-fi?
Paul Clark, Marlow, Buckinghamshire

Dear Sir, Inotice that you decided to
discontinue the compact disc new release
lists effective with your July issue. They
will be sorely missed, especially by those
of us outside the UK, particularly those of
us in countries where the retail sale of
imported CDs, records, and music
cassettes is illegal. Those catalogue
numbers were crucial to our ability to
obtain the discs by post from record
shops in the UK. Irealize that the new
release lists were atransitional holdover
from the now-defunct Which CD
magazine, but they were quite useful.
Please reconsider!
Phil Cohen, Bay Harbor, Florida, USA
Hmm! - Ed

Winning Lines
Dear Sir, The time has come to put printer
to paper about my experience with the
DIY transmission line speaker project
IIIFNIRR July I.
The article appeared at atime when I
was under serious domestic pressure to
remove my treasured EIS Quad
electrostatics, following extensive
redecoration. The Quads had been
making beautiful music for some three
years with DNM amplification but they
just did not look beautiful. The problem
was deciding what to replace them with.
A true panel convert, Ihad found that the
Quads provided levels of resolution and a
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and built the speakers ( five weeks of
week-ends and evenings!).
At last the day arrived to fire up the new
arrivals. Ican't say that Iwas expecting
the world, but at least areasonable
performance and awife happy with the
looks would have been acceptable. I
mean, these speakers couldn't possibly
provide the level of detail of the Quads
and the DNMs probably wouldn't be able
to drive them properly would they? With
some trepidation Iconnected up,
switched on the amp, set the volume and
repaired to my listening seat.
The first impression was that there was
no bass; but no, that wasn't right. There
was plenty of bass, very low and very
clean - these were exceptionally clean
(even dry ) sounding speakers. And then
there was the tone of instruments, natural
and uncoloured to an extent Ihad given
up expecting from any box speaker. But
possibly most remarkable of all was the
level of detail and resolution, after two
weeks Iam still discovering sounds on
records that Ihave never heard before.
These speakers provide what Ithought
was an impossibility, that is the best of the

CD

TUNE-uP
CENTRE

CO players and discs demand
regular maintenance for crystal
clear sound. Run your system
through A- T's service bay soon
and hear the difference

autto.lochnica

AT 6078
CD LENS
CLEANER
Unique 8brush action
removes dust/smoke
contamination from internal CO lens for
reduced tracking error and greater fidelity.
Disc contains digital control codes for fully
automatic cleaning in 10 seconds flat.
Solve this industry acknowledged
problem today

AT 6079
DAMPING
RINGS
(Five Pack)
Green damping
rings fit CO's outer
edge to absorb
stray laser light and
increase moment of
inertia tor smoother
sound. Protects face
and edge from handling and surface scratching.

AT 674
CD STABILISER
Carbon libre disc
to place on CD
and stabilise it
during play.
Especially effective
in ' economy'
players, It helps
reduce servo
movement and error
correction in all transports

AT 6059
BATTERY CD
CLEANER

Canon's lip sync loss
Dear Sir, Martin Colloms on the Canon
S50 Loudspeaker ( Sept '91 issue): Mr
Colloms doesn't half write some crap.
Anyone who can hear the ' treble edge
delay of 0.2msec ... marginally affects
one's perception of lip synchronization'
has certainly sniffed too much ( green)
marker-pen fumes. A 0.2msec delay
translates to moving away from the sound
source by less than 2inches. Martin,
thanks for many laughs over the years. I'd
worry for you, however, if someone
decided to extend the trade descriptions
act to include your contribution to hi-fi
journalism.
SHolloran, Middlesex
MC declined to comment fun her on this! But note
that his green pens are water-based - Ed
Readers' Letters
Contributors to ' Views' express their own opinions, not
those of HFNIRR. We reserve the right to edit or shorten
letters for publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources
permitting, at our discretion, but we regret that we are
unable wanswer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi.
We cannot answer queries over the telephone.

Automatic disc
cleaning in 40
seconds 1Spray
on special fluid
and ' spin' the dirt
away to leave your
collection sparkling.
Includes fluid and
additional micro- porous cleaning pad.

AT 6030
MANUAL CD
CLEANER
Simple yet
effective radial
cleaning for
optimum disc
performance.
Each lever slide
cleans and advances
platter 30° for quiet
and safe operation.
Special cleaner fluid included.
CO ACCESSORY PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FROM

5.95

audio-technica'
a INNOVATION

0 RRECISION

13 INTEGRITY

Technics House. Lodorood Close. Leeds L911 5UU,
SALES 0532 7714, FAX 0532 704635

SEE THEM AT GOOD HI- Fl STORES

Il

PUT TOGETiTIËR A TAILOR-MADE

r -riftn .

SEPARATES
Classic groups are made
up

of

great

individuals,

and everyone has particular
favourites.
Oir

the melancholic tone

of acello to the deafening roar
of a thrash metal drummer.
Each will benefit from a
different type of hi-fi reproduction. And as you're doing
the listening you should be
the one putting together your
m Z. ICZPO—ir

system.
Our range of separates are
designed to bring you an
infinite repertoire of sound.
But however you put them
together, all our remote controlled components can be
operated by the SH-R500
remote. (In fact it's so versatile
it'll control most makes of TV
video and satellite as well.)
All in all this year's collection has been created to suit
everyone, whichever models
you choose.

Separates shown

SC- VX800

Amplifier ST- G901 Tuner RS-BX707
Quartz Direct Drive 3 Head Cassette
Deck. SI-PS900 Programmable CO
with

MASH.

SH-R500 Learning

Remote Control for components with
infra- red receivers.
Contact your nearest Technics
dealer as listed in Yellow Pages b
Thomsons Directories.

Technics
\iusic Lovers.
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DENON SHYBRID DACS
A new, hybrid Burr Brown digitalto-analogue converter, which has
already found favour with Altai, lies
at the heart of Denon's latest CD
player. The £ 180 DCD 580 features the Al DIA converter and
includes auto-edit, repeat mode, a
20 program memory, plus headphone output and remote.
Confident that they had taken
multi- bit technology to the
extreme, and anxious not to miss
out on the Bitstream boom,
Denon's engineers consulted Burr
Brown. The result is a DAC with
improved S/N, while zero cross
distortions have been eliminated.

ROGERS LOOKS TO THE FUTURE

The Al-PCM67 is a single 2µ BICMOS monolithic chip to which
Denon has interfaced its own
digital filters.
Also new from Denim is acompetitively priced, three- head, dualcapstan cassette deck, the DRAI
710 at £230. A slide-drawer loading mechanism will feature on the
company's forthcoming DRS 610
and DRS 810 cassette recorders.
Hayden labs, tel ( 0753) 888447.

SWEDISH HI-FI ASSOCIATION

Swisstone Electronics, the company behind the Rogers range of
loudspeakers, has invested in a rebuilding programme for Its

A number of Swedish hi-fi companies joined forces to form

Mitcham factory. The new production line will produce the

the informal manufacturers' association which presented a

company's latest range of speakers ['News', Oct] for domestic and

joint display at The HiFi Show. Brands included Copland

export hi-fi markets as well as traditional broadcast monitors.

(distributed in the UK by Absolute Sounds), which proudly

A hi-wireahle version of the popular BBC- designed IS3/5A minimonitor is being developed and is
poised to make its public debut.
While many will mourn the loss of
the IS7t and Studio la designs,
Swisstone's new marketing manager, Colin Hinkins, is confident
that the new IIK line-up of IS2a/2,
and 1S4a/2, I-58a plus P-20 and

ATC 's NEW MODELS

P-22 export models will see the
company through the decade.
These were the last designs of
Richard Ross, who has had to bow
Out of loudspeaker development
after many years, due to illness. He
is replaced by Mike Deadman who
spent a number of years at Mordaunt Short before the company
was acquired by TGI.

showed the CTA401, avalve integrated amp from Ole
Moller, good for 100W output. The front panel is finished in
classic silver alloy with aflush bonnet to hide the triode and
pentode Shunguany Golden Dragon tubes. Contact the
Association on 071-935 9601.

REVOX WINNER

ATC Loudspeaker Technology

Winner of the superb Revox H-I

has upgraded its 350W three-

cassette

way active SCM50A speaker,

August competition is John Dud-

which now benefits from

deridge from Luton. He correctly

deck featured in

our

modified power amps and

identified the answers as I . c; 2.c;

incorporates the midrange

3.d; 4.h, and has taken delivery of

dome found on the company's

his £1200 first prize.

larger monitors. ATC's latest
'baby' speaker is apassive SCM20. This two-way design has a
devastating pillar-box red
piano finish with contrasting
black grilles. ATC, Stroud, tel:
(0285) 760561.

SENNHEISERS ULTIMATE CANS
A £ 9000 price tag for a pair of
headphones my seem excessive, but Sennheiser is confi-

1

BRIEFING

117
ALPHASON

has de

UAL's full range

modular storage system for CD,

being brought to the UK for the first

cassette and video tapes (with

time in five years. RAM Projects is

optional wall bracket), plus anew

handling two new amps, the

compact speaker bracket. Alphason

CR900 receiver, CT700 tuner, a

tel (0942)876307.

single and twin cassette deck, plus

ATC Loudspeaker Technology is

the 18-bit CD100 — CD version of

supplying three pairs of SCM100As

the 505. RAM tel 061-866 8101.

for use in ahelicopter simulator

GROOVE TUBES of California is

which has to produce an SPL of

launching its range of valves into

push-pull tranAucer technol-

140dB to re-create battle scenes,

the UK. Tel (0902)674902.

ogy and accompanying valve

and 120dB at 20Hz to produce the

LEE has published the 16th Edition

amplifier complete with Bit stream DAC, s the ultimate

noise of the rotor blades!

of the Wiring Regulations which

dent that

its

Orpheus,

with

AUDIO TECHNIC.A is warning

»fti

open- back audiophile electrostatic headphone. Contact
Sennheiser UK. ( 0628) 850811.

conte into force on 1January 1993.

-Major

ME, tel 071-240 1871.

fake replacement styli for its popular

CIARE Electronics of Newbury is

INTERTAN has issued its 1991192

cartridges, claiming that these may

to distribute the Morel range of 18

electronics catalogue, which is

have poor quality diamonds
which could damage records.

hi-fi speakers in the UK. Most use a

available, free, from Tandy stores.

double magnet driving system and

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS of

aluminium Hexatech voice coils.

Rotherham celebrated its tenth

Tel (0635)298574.

birthday on 9October with ahi-fi

DIGIPAK is anew cardboard

party at its showrooms.

packaging with plastic tray for

NITIY GRITIY's f250 Record

CDs. Produced by Tinsley Robar,

Master, awet scrub/vacuum dry

under license from AGI Inc, it is

cleaning system for 45s, 78s and

intended to replace the jewel box.

LPs, is available from UK
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NEWS
NEW OLDE RUARK
In response to customer demand,
Ruark has introduced the first in
its Classic range of period-look
loudspeakers. The £800 Rhapsody
is a two-way infinite baffle floorstanding model available in a
choice of three real wood finishes
(walnut, mahogany, or yew) with
burred

LASERDISC GETS S8M BOOST FROM PIONEER

inlay

veneered

rear.

top

and fully

Mounted

in

a

Pioneer is to plough the equivalent of $8million into promoting

30mm Medite baffle, the 25mm

the LaserDisc format across Europe, in an effort to see it reach the

rear-coated fabric-dome

same level of success found in Japan and the US. A Pioneer LD

and I86mm mid-bass units are

label will be created to provide software.

angled

Two new PAL- only LaserDisc
machines are to be launched in
Britain, although it is unlikely that
large quantities of suitable software will be available in the
immediate future because of what
are described as 'contractual problems' over copyright. But Pioneer's
UK wing is to continue selling the
dual- format CI.D1450 player
which, at £499, can play both the
scarce PAL material plus American
NTSC-encoded discs. The two new
players are the top-of-the-range
£549 CID2600 which is capable
of playing both sides of a ' PALI
disc without turning over, and the
'budget' single- sided CLD600
machine at £349, which lacks
digital output.
This is the latest launch of a
format which was previously
described by Pioneer as LaserVision and in the UK saw two largely
unsuccessful launches by Philips
with its CD-Video players. With
Pioneer now taking what it
described

dis

as

a ' systematic'

West One, tel 071-

486 8262.
PIONEER is to launch adomestic
DAT recorder in the UK. The D.50
will sell for around £550 when it
goes on sale at the end of the year.
SEE of Wamngton has gone into
voluntary liquidation. Revolver
Products has been formed to handle
the Revolver range of turntables.
Tel: ( 0925)571173.
SLATE AUDIO has been able to
reduce the price of most of its stands
and hi-fi furniture range. Details
from Slate, tel (0525) 384174.
SUPERPHON has appointed
Studio Acoustics of Newton Abbot
as its UK distributor of the SP- 100
line stage pre-amp, SA- 120 60W/ch
power amp, plus forthcoming SA200 and SA-400 power amps. Tel
(0626) 67060 for details.
WORLD WORLDLIFE Fund is
featuring arevolving CD carousel,
to store 28 CDs, in veneered oak for
£29.95. Tel (0283)510344.
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approach, it is unlikely that any
major UK developments will take
place before 1992. This time,
though, Pioneer has sought support from the software houses by
including video and music producers in the campaign. Film-makers
are convinced that movies must be
released simultaneously on ID and
video tape if the new format is to

upwards

tweeter

towards

the

listener to give optimum sound
dispersion

while

avoiding

the

need for a sloped front to the
baffle.

Terminal

allowing bi-wiring,
under

the

connections,
are located

26.51itre

cabinet.

Ruark, tel (0268) 728890.

succeed.
Speaking at the Cannes launch,
the director of video production at
EMI Classics, Roger Press, referred
to LaserDisc as 'a very consumerfriendly product', pointing to its
ability to play conventional,

CASTLE STORMS IN
The Storm Grey Trent is the
latest loudspeaker from Castle
Acoustics and sees the company attacking the entry level
with

sound-only CDs. He said that the
seeds were sown for a
'tremendous evolution in software

The

creation by music and movie companies'. EMI has been exploring
many new creative avenues, from
the Nigel Kennedy videos to the
first HDTV recording of Wagner's
Ring Cycle under Sawallisch.
Indeed, opera is an area where EMI
has provided Teletext sub-titles of
the complete original language libretto to enhance the intrinsic
value of the programming, so that
even German speakers can understand the Ring in greater depth.
Pioneer believes it has sufficient
disc production capacity at its
existing plants in Japan and America, but has not ruled out the
possibility of a new ID factory at
its Wakefield component site,
should the need arise. The company's Japanese engineers have
admitted that they have been
working on arecordable ( WORM)
I.aserDisc which is poised for
release to industry, although they
were reluctant to speculate on
consumer developments. Pioneer
is also studying the possibility of a
combined LaserDisc/CD-I
machine, although it stated that it
would need to know more about
CD-I software plans first. Indeed,
high-definition ID players were
also likely once aspecification was
agreed. Pioneer, tel 081-575 5757.

a compact ( 337x 180-

x196nun, hwd) £ 129 product.
MDF

cabinet

houses

a

130mm paper pulp cone bass/
mid unit and 30mm ferrofluid
damped plastic cone tweeter,
crossing over at 31(11z. Contact
Castle, tel ( 0756) 795333.

ROTEL REVAMPS HI-FI SEPARATES
Following the announcement of its high-end Michi separates
('News' Oct), Rotel is launching a complete line-up of more
affordable separates in the 900 Series. This is a logical follow-on
from the successful 800 range, which embodies the company's
Balanced Design Concept of the early 1980s. Specific areas of
improvement have been power supply and component selection.
Five integrated amplifiers emerge,
from the 20W/ch RA-920AX at
£130 to RA-980BX which is rated
at 100W/ch and priced at £400. It
features an all-new phono stage
catering for m-m and m-c cartridges, twin tape inputs, plus
power amp ' in' and pre-amp 'Out'
to permit upgrading. New preamps see the launch of the £ 150
RC-960BX and RC-980BX at £260,
and based on the Michi circuit.
Matching power amplifiers are the
60W RB960BX at £ 180, and more
powerful ( 120W) RB980BC at
£340. With areputation for superb
tuner designs, Rotel is planning
three new models The 'budget'
RT930AX is a three-band digital

tuner with 20 presets for £ 150.
The £ 190 RT 950BX, which is
loosely based on the highly
regarded RT850, is athree-bander
with 20 memories and uses dualgate Mosfets for the VHF front-end.
A top of the range tuner, the
MF/VHF RT-9708X, is in the pipeline, and the expected price will
be around £230. Still maintaining
the options of low-bit or traditional multi- bit decoding, Rotel is
launching two new CD players.
The RCD955AX uses Philips' classic 16-bit 4-times oversampling
system in a £260 package, while
the £300 RCD965BX uses the
latest Philips PUM chip-set. Rotel
UK, tel ( 0908 ) 317707.

KONTAK *
"For the cost Of acouple of CDs, here san improvement akiii ›pending afew grand"
KEN KESSLER
111H NrWS \\ l) RI
REV1t1A .,AL( UST 19 1)0
Kontak is a High Tech Cleaning Solution
Electrical connections are inherently imperfect. The two parts of an
electrical connector never fit exactly, which allows contaminates to
develop and cause oxidization. This in turn will significantly impair the
electron flow and signal integrity. Regular use of Kontak cleaning
solution will maximize the performance of your equipment by minimizing
loss of signal and power in electrical connections.

0,194 451209.

NEWS
SONY ES GOES MOBILE
sony has takea Its high-cild separates range philosophy into the
in-car entertainment arena with
the announcement of Mobile ES'.
A total outlay of around £6500
will ensure a complete system to
overcome the inherently poor
acoustics of a vehicle's interior.
Sony's work in this field will lead
to sophisticated DSP hi-fi products
such as digital crossover networks.
Sony has attempted to address
such problems as the coherent
arrival of the direct sound from the
speakers, the driver's position
away from a central stereo location, correct instrumental timbre
and stereo imaging.
The core component to Mobile
ES is the XFS-Pl, a digital preamplifier, and DSP controller — the
only visual component in the
entire system. Hidden away arc the
dual front-end diversity tuner, 10disc CD player and dedicated

MORDAUNT SHORT '5' RANGE
With new drive units, innovative
cabinet construction and styling,
Mordant« Short's five-model Series
5 range directly replaces the current Series 3. All Series 5 bass/mid
drivers have injection-moulded
'single piece' cones, where the rubber surround material is also injection-moulded into the cone mould,
so bonding directly to the plastic
cone without an adhesive joint. The
individual driver grille cloths are
mounted on contoured rim mouldings to provide a 'zero diffraction'
grille. The cabinets have lowresonance front and rear baffle
mouldings, connected by tensioned
steel rods which clamp the whole
assembly together. All models have
rear-facing reflex ports and use MSdesigned metal-dome tweeters. All
have Positec' overload protection
and fully- shielded magnets for
audio-vision use. The five models
range from £ 120-£400 ( the floorstanding MS5.50). Tel 0705 59 7722.

power amplifiers, tailored to particular frequency responses for
tweeters, mid-range speakers and
sub-woofers respectively. The controller provides digital surround
control reverberation time and
density, early reflection time and
level adjustment, room size and
wall selection, a6-band 1/
9 octave

LOW-COST SATELLITE/SUB-WOOFER
Studio Power, which recently became ci part of the Danish
loudspeaker group Eltax, is introducing the Sub200 subwoofer system to the UK. At £ 129, the twin satellite ( lin
tweeters and 3in mid drivers) plus single bass bin package,
with two 6in units in push/pull configuration, becomes the
lowest- priced available. Studio Power's new Bingley telephone number is (0274) 551877.
each unit. Mobile ES is duc for
launch in November and release
will be through a strictly limited
number of specially trained deal-

digital parametric equalizer and
9-step digital dynamic range suppressor.
Sony's ZES-X I digital crossover
network, using finite impulse
response filters, provides near infinite slope attenuation without any
phase shifts, for up to three

NEW TUNERS FROM AVI
stroud-hascd electronics specialist

ers

ONKYO AMBISONIC DEAL
SONY

Following the announcement that
Mitsubishi is to manufacture ambisonic surround sound equipment

AV International is developing two

['News' Novi, anotheriapanese com-

new tuners; a INicam stereo TV version and ahighly specified FM-only
hi-fi receiver. The Nicam model, at
£499, provides both video and
audio outputs and has remote control. The £600 FM remote-control
midi-sized stereo tuner contains
few off- the- shelf components,
relying instead on bespoke discrete
circuits designed by AVI's Martin
Grindrod. Also from AVI comes an
£800 outboard DAC, AES/EBU compatible and ideal for professional or
consumer
(0453)

applications.

-- 65682.

AVI,

tel

Sony's ES in-car range employs
sophisticated DSP technology ! na
CD/radio system which typically
costs f6500.

crossover frequencies to cater for three
and four-way designs.
The crossover frequency can be
adjusted by 1
/.octave
4
in each frequency
hand. Digital tinte
alignment for the
individual drive units
in amulti-way system
is also possible, as is
programming dine
rent delay times tiff

Hi-fi accessories are big business,
so it's not surprising that new
ranges emerge. Path Premier has
just secured UK rights to handle
the ' Rolls Royce' of audio
accoutrements. The Sumiko range

•
""

encompasses accessories such as
the £250 Flux Buster cartridge
demagnetizer and cables
including the £595 hand-made
Magnum with phono and XLR
options. There are more ' tweaky'
The latest company to adopt Bitstream D/A conversion is Proton

products, too, like the sheets of

who, rather than simply producing a badged Philips' box, has

Navcom isolation material and

developed its own digital filters and analogue stages for the £250

the £35 Microdamper CD mat.

AC-422. The minimalist design is aimed at offering simple, easy to

Full details available from Path,

understand controls. Portfolio Marketing3 tel ( 0494) 890277.

tel 021-776 7616.
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pany has taken out a licence to use
the

technology

Onkyo

in

presented

its
its

products.
ambisonic

line-up at the Audio Show in Tokyo
where it was announced that both

companies intend to release products in the US and Europe in the

near future.

Nimbus

Records.

responsible for issuing the licences.
is confident that Ambisonics will
take-off given the recent developments

in

home

entertainments

which call for a high quality surround- sound s).stem.

PATH HANDLES SUMIKO TWEAKS

PROTON GOES FOR BITSTREAM
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Contact Sony tel ( 0'8-I I
for further ( k- tails.

(. - On0

When designing your
listening
environment,
preferences
are
always
different, should your hi-fi
system be well defined or
unobtrusive.

Loaded with state-ofthe-art features, it has a twin
CD player for up
to
140
minutes
continuous play and
a 24 track memory
assignable to either
or both decks. The digitally
synthesized stereo tuner with a
24 station
memory gives
excellent stereo reception. The
dual cassette deck comes
•TM Dolby Licensing Corp.

The
Memorex-550
system
solves
all
your
problems. Catering for all
musical tastes it will fit
comfortably into any situation.

Making The Most Of Your Music

complete with Dolby* NR,
auto reverse and an Auto
Synchro
Editing
System.
The
30W
RMS per channel
amplifier
has
infrared
remote
control,
motorised volume control and
Auto Control Centre. The belt
drive turntable includes a
quality magnetic cartridge and
to finish off, a pair of 2-way
bass reflex speakers to enhance
any style of music.
So
whatever
your
preference, the Memorex-550
Midi System provides an
excellent introduction or a
welcome update to your hi-fi
needs.

Take advantage of our special November/December
promotion price of just £349.95. Normal Price £499.00
InterTAN U.K. Ltd., Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane. Walsall. West Midlands. WS2 7PS Tel: 0922 710000

or finishing touch?

NEWS
ON THE EDGE

EVENTS

A new company, Aylestone

17 OCTOBER: Manders Hi-

Audio, is marketing anovel

Fi Quad evening (with new

approach to solving baffle

FM66 tuner) at Springfield

diffraction problems. Image

House, Grimsby. Tel (0472)

Master is available, made to

351391 for tickets.

measure, through mail order,

19-20 OCTOBER: Chiltern's

as a £49.95 kit. The product is

HiFi Show, Aylesbury. Tel

especially effective on square
cabinets, according to inventor
David Phillips. He took the idea
from Olsen's work on cabinet
Kenwood has added to its range of hi-fi separates with the
KA4040R and KA5040R ' no-compromise' remote-controlled integrated amplifiers, rated at 60W and 80W respectively.

(0296)431020.
25-27 OCTOBER: Northern
Ireland hi-fi show, Belfast.
Contact Zeus Audio, tel (0232)

shapes and their response

332522.

curves. Image Master is

25-27 OCTOBER: In

designed to diffuse standing
waves to prevent cabinet edges

Phase's show, Swindon. Call
(0793)534095.

In both cases, the control circuitry
has been isolated from the audio
path through the implementation
of gas- filled relays operated by a
pulse-controlled rotary encoder
for input selection. The new mod-

says, is intended for both home
and studio use, even though it
includes SCMS copy inhibit. The
compact DX- - hand-held unit is a

els are said to he sonically iden-

£500. Kenwood is proud of its
rotating head with narrower drum

Call 10A on (0727)48195.

height and re- aligned pitch which
has permitted a small transport
assembly. "rhe full-size £700 DX-

HiFi and video '91 at Royal

tical to the existing KT- 4020 and
KT- 5020. Connection to suitable
Kellwood components gives a
completely remote- controllable
system. The new KT-6040 is a
matching £ 200 VHF/MF tuner
using gallium- arsenide front-end
FEE. 39 random presets and
optional 28- key remote.
Kellwood has also announced
the availability of its two new DAT
recorders: a portable and a mains
powered unit which, the company

1-hit design featuring subcode edit
functions and selling for around

from re- radiating by rounding

31 OCTOBER — 3

the edges with acoustic foam.

NOVEMBER: Institute of

Contact Aylestone Audio, tel

Acoustics' Reproduced Sound

(0533) 833902.

Conference in Windermere.
1-3 NOVEMBER: Scottish
Scot Hotel, Edinburgh, and
not 25-27 October as stated

7030 hi-fi recorder beviewed by
Paul Miller in HEN/R121, has centrally- positioned tape drawer and
uses dual 1-hit DACs with 3rdorder noise shaping while analogue inputs arc sampled through

previously. Contact HiFi
Corner, tel 031-652 1885.
2-3 NOVEMBER: The Hi Fi
People show, Peterborough.
Call: (0633)341755.

a 1-bit 64-times ois A to D converter with 4th-order noise shaping.
Kenwood UK, tel ( 0923) 816444.

6-9 NOVEMBER: Harrogate
Audio& Video Fair — this
event has been cancelled.

TECHNICS COMES HOME FOR AMP DESIGN
The latest Japanese company to opt

sushita devised the circuit based on

for UK design and Far East construc-

his own and later patented it. Dr

tion

Sandman's

is

Technics.

Following

Pioneer's A400, Denon PMA250 and

Beyer Dynamic's
latest range of
high quality headphones is said to
cater for every possible need. Top
of the new range are the open-

idea,

published

in

September 1982 and dubbed Class S,

Banbury. Call (0295) 272158
for tickets.

Sony's latest designs ('News' Oct),

used a Wheatstone bridge type cir-

Technics has received UK design

cuit which

input for its new integrated ampli-

audio amplifiers of crossover distor-

fiers, while retaining tone controls

tion originating in the output tran-

super-Mare. Tel (0934)

eschewed

414423.

could

rid

transistor

The

sistors. Panasonic UK's legal depart-

£200 SU-VX600 ' reviewed in this

ment has gone on record to say that

issue — see p491 and SU-VX500 at
£160 are added to the VX series,

'a manufacturer cannot contact all

joining the 90W SU-VX700. Tech-

although by applying for a 1983

nics' Class AA circuitry is included
in the new models to isolate the

Patent,

high current drive stage from the

and 'ample opportunity for opposi-

voltage control amp.

tion'. Dr Sandman is anxious that

• Technics' implementation of
Class AA was the subject of a recent

due recognition be given where
applicable and claims that the Tech-

article

nics' arrangement suffers from a

in

Wireless

by

other

brands.

Electronics

World and

World magazine,

whose

potentially
its

received

interested
design

widespread

would

have

misplaced resistor which makes the

models, both lightweight 'phones

believes that a student working at

impedance variations and is there-

featuring triple neodymium '
rare

Technics'

fore inferior to his original design.

parent

Sandman

company

Mat-

show, Weston-

publication

correspondent

Aubrey

23-24 NOVEMBER: Paul
Roberts' hi

parties',

backed DT911 and closed DT901

earth' magnet systems and soft

12 NOVEMBER: Arcam
evening at Overture of

circuit

sensitive

to

loudspeaker

REVOX INTO SPACE

velvet circumaural ear cushions.

The recently formed UK

Easyline is the

Successors

subsidiary of Swiss audio

name of the latest

to

the DT990 (the

manufacturer Studer/Revox

range from Philips, although the

and bass-reflex DT801, cater for

launched its compact, 34cm

products' appearance has some-

open- and closed-back preferences

satellite antenna at The Hi -Fi

thing of a ` 1930s' feel. In slate-

respectively. Mid-priced launches

Show. By using the latest

grey casing with easy to use func-

from Beyer are the DT311 and

conical horn technology this

tions, the f40 AE2300 portable

DT411

aerial is capable of 32dB gain

radio will doubtless appeal to

yet is lighter and more compact

Hacker users

DT2I 1 and DT2I ITV , the latter

than abulky dish type. The

streamlined stereo radio/cassette,

with left/right volume control and

AS- 2000 from Revox UK is

the AQ5414, and the 47.3510 clock

a stereo/mono selector. Beyer GB,

easy to install and costs £289.

radio at £30 are also available.

tel (0273) 479411.

Revox tel ( 0635) 76969.

Philips, tel 081-689 2166.

'990Pro continues),

while for

the DT8I 1

the

cost-

conscious customer there are the
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of old.

An £80
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LOUDSPEAKERS

The SIXES are the brilliant result of acomplete re-appraisal

the application of Tannoy's Differential Material Technology

of Hi Fi loudspeaker design by Tannoy's team of acoustic,

have realised arange of loudspeakers that will be adelight

Name

industrial and production engineers.

to your ears and eyes.

Address

The advanced new cabinet structure and shape have many

Return this coupon to Tannoy, and we will send you the

audible benefits, quite apart from being avisual pleasure.

eight page colour Tannoy SIXES brochure by return.

These, coupled with tweeters that reproduce smoothly all

TIMM®

Please send me the Tannoy SIXES brochure, together with aprice
list, reprints of recent Tannoy reviews in the Hi Fi press and the

—

name of my local Tannoy SIXES dealer.

Postcode
Send to: Sales Department, Tannoy Ltd, Rosehall Industrial Estate,
Coatbridge, Strathclyde, Scotland, ML5 4TF Tel: (0236) 20199

I

the way up to 30kHz, moulded cone-piston bass units and

TECHNOLOGY
T

he run-up to the Berlin show saw
the cold war between Philips and
Sony on DCC and Mini Disc turning

hot. Philips lined up deals on DCC with
Grundig and B&O ( inevitable), Thomson
(expected), BMG/RCA Records ( useful)
and Sanyo, Sharp and Yamaha ( agood shot
in the arm). Matsushita ( Panasonic and
Technics) are of course already on board,
while Tandy was there from the start.
Sony and Matsushita had been on the
point of signing to support DCC a year
earlier, for an announcement at the Italian
Show. But both got cold feet. And Sony
feet stayed cold longer than Matsushita's.
Prior to Berlin, Sony had still not signed
up to support DCC and still had no hard
news on MD support. But Sony was
annoying Philips by muddying the software waters — for example, by leaking
news of enthusiasm for MD from Michael
Jackson. Meanwhile Philips was getting
ready to tie Dire Straits into DCC.
Sony was also leaking news of talks with
Philips about across-licence deal, which
would give both companies rights to use
either DCC or MD. It is as easy to make a
case in favour of DCC as it is to make an
equally strong one for MD. MD is a
technology for the future; DCC builds on
existing technology. Does the world go
with the easy option, and accept its
limitations like restricted playing time and
dependence on auto-reverse, or wait longer and pay more for something which
has vast potential?

Forgotten Dolby S?
Amidst all this, most people seem to have
forgotten the other option, Dolby S. While
in California recently Ivisited Dolby Labs
HQ in San Francisco and got an update on
Dolby S.
Tape decks with Dolby S-type encoding
are now creeping onto the market, albeit
at the top end of the price range. The
record companies were at one stage on
the point of committing to the release of
pre-recorded S-type musicasssettes, but
were stalled by the parallel debate on
DCC and MD.
'We are not competing with DCC', says
Dennis Staats, Dolby's Licensing Manager
at the company's San Francisco headquarters. Maybe Dolby Labs think this, but you
can hardly blame the software industry for
seeing things in a different light.
Staats has spent the last two years trying
to break the chicken-and-egg softwarehardware cycle. During this time Sony has

The single S-type chip is an analogue
integrated circuit, and the most complex
ever designed. There are 2,700 separate
elements ( operational amplifiers, resistors, diodes, transistors) integrated into a
single microchip. This is 200 more than
the ' allowable limit'. But the raw chips
still cost deck-makers only around S5
each. The chips are mono so two are
needed. But the same chip works both for
encoding and decoding. No extra royalty
is payable to Dolby if the recorder also
incorporates B- and C-type encoders. So
the cost of building S-type noise reduction
into a deck can eventually be very low.
But the S-chip needs a6V supply. This
makes it unusable in most portable equipment. Professional units will need a DC
to- DC converter. These gobble power.
All this adds up to one thing. The
record companies will only release prerecorded S-type software if it is compatible with existing equipment.
This is how Dolby B- type succeeded
nearly twenty years ago. B-type tapes
sound acceptable on equipment without a
B-type decoder. This is also why C-type
never took off. C- type recordings do not
sound acceptable when played back on
equipment without a C- type decoder.
In San Francisco Dolby gave me aseries
of demonstrations of how S-type tapes
sound when played back on equipment
with S-type decoder, B- type decoder and
no decoder at all. Dolby's sales pitch, and
the demonstrations bear it out, is that
there will often be an advantage in
playing S-type tapes back without S-type
decoding.
Around 80% of all cassette units are
used on the move, either as portable
stereos or for in-car entertainment. In
these situations there is likely to be high
background noise, so the last thing the
listener wants is the wide dynamic range
offered by CD or digital tape — with wide
dynamic range the quiet passages become
inaudible. Denon, NAD and Kenwood
already sell audio equipment with abuiltin compressor that artificially raises the
level of quiet signals, eg from CD.
S-type encoding compresses the signal
by 24dB. If the recording is played back
with S- type decoding, the dynamic range
expands to its original, but with the
almost complete extinction of noise. If the
same tape is played back without decoding, the signal remains hissy and is compressed by 24dB. If the S-type tape is
played back through a B-decoder, which

been putting eggs in several baskets,
talking to Philips about DCC, developing
MD and making S-type chips for hardware
manufacturers to build into analogue cassette recorders.
The first stage of Sony's development
was a 3-chip set for Dolby S, but only
Harman-Kardon used these in adomestic
player. Now Sony has finished work on
the single chip and Pioneer is first to use
them in decks. Sony's ultimate goal was
always asingle chip, with the triple only a
halfway stage.
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Harman-Kardon was first on the market with aDolby S
cassette deck, but will the system catch on?

B A

R

R

Y

F 0

X

expands the low-level high frequency
signals by 10dB, then the S- type recording
is reproduced with some hiss and around
14dB of compression.
Dolby's argument is that the system is
far more stable than C-type, which means
that there is far less ' noise pumping' if it is
played back without decoding. After
several hours of listening to S-type recordings played back in all imaginable ways,
with A/B tests against original source
material, Ihave to say that Dolby's argument does seem to hold water.
When played back without decoding,
the S-type recording does sound louder or
'hotter'. This is just what people with
portable stereos and car players will want.
It is just what hi-fi enthusiasts will not
want, but they can ' undo' the compression by using adeck with S-type decoder.
To my mind the solution to all this is
simple. Philips has made much of the fact
that DCC decks will be able to replay
conventional analogue cassette. Why not
build an S-type decoder into the analogue
circuitry of a DCC deck, and so provide
the best of all worlds?
While trying to extend the life of
analogue tape, Dolby has just announced a
remarkable new digital film sound system.
This follows on from work done by Dolby
on digital sytems, first for satellite and
now for audio landlines. The postproduction studio which George Lucas
built on aranch in Marin County, North of
San Francisco, is now linked by Dolby
digital line to Lucas film's main studio four
hundred miles down South in Hollywood.
Directors and producers can watch afilm
in one studio with synchronised stereo
sound mix from the other.
Dolby Labs probably know more about
digital audio than most of the companies
now developing digital competition for
Dolby S. Both DCC and MD rely on
compression systems of exactly the type
which Dolby started to use ( for example
for the transmission links) early enough to
unveil in working prototype nearly two
years ago. This prompts the question.
How come Dolby did not get in first with
the idea of DCC?
21
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The Compact Disc player you li ten to with your eyes open.

1.)
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as frame number search and multispeecl play.

Way ahead in

And with a steadily growing list of titles
player you listen to

available, you can add to your collection for

with your eyes open. Combining true HiFi

years to come, as the laser pick-up system

The Compact Disc

digital sound, and astounding clear picture quality, your Pioneer Laser Disc player
offers you a whole new dimension in home

ensures there will he no deterioration in

entertainment.

quality of picture or sound.
The sophistication of our Laser Disc players

Nothing can spoil your enjoyment as no
interference can affect

(..) PIONEER

the player's life- like
picture quality. And
with each player's

IV

high resolution picture

X. St 333s A.
ane13.111,7-

and low video noise,

n
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MIriletCELIM
tete.
Metal! M

CLI) 2600

your favourite title will

runs through to their convenient operation.

be crystal clear and exciting every time.
To accompany that dynamic picture cla-

Pioneer's exclusive Alpha-Turn Mecha-

rity, both the CLD 2600 and the CLD 600

nism on the CID- 2600, for example, plays

incorporate our advanceci Direct Linear Conversion ( DLC) circuit
which includes a 1-bit

etCr.GC

D/A convertor, eliminating zero-cross dis-

CID

tortion and improving conversion accuracy

side B automatically when side A has finished.
Operate the shuttle ring on the handset

for cleaner, more precise stereo imaging.
All Laser Disc players offer full compatibility playing no

GIEM

111101000:49Ce

or front panel of the CLD-2600 and you direc-

(,) PIONEER

less than five kinds

Ltrerftz

of disc: the 30 cm
•

and 20 cm Laser Discs,

111111111111111111111IIIIi-

the 12 cm CDV plus
12 cm and 8 cm plus

-•••••••

CLD 600

compact discs.
The 20 cm and 30 cm CAV type Laser Discs
offer the ultimate in convenient "trick play"
functions on the CLD-2600 and CLD-1450 such

tly control the picture's forward or reverse
scanning motion.
Pioneer's new Laser Disc players. Now you'll
have areal performance to come home to !

(ID PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment
hrepinme Pioneer on 0800-.100-.1-i0jhr

READING WHAT THE CRITICS SAY,
YOU'D THINK THAT
REVIEWING MUSICAL FIDELITY
IS A LABOUR OF LOVE.
Our hi-fi is well known for its ability
to arouse passionate emotions.

contact with all the emotional power of

While in CD Review, another critic

the music ... its overall control, fine pitch

was smitten by the charms of our P180

"By the time the cadenza had been

definition, dynamics, delicate handling

power amplifier, confiding " My

reached, Iwas a mass of goose bumps,"

of other low level information all placed

Impressions are of an amp that definitely

sighed

it

has personality .... a sort of transparent

one

reviewer,

describing

how

highly

hearing Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante on
the

new

A120

integrated

from

Musical

amplifier

Fidelity

enhanced

his

perception of this favourite work.

in

my

estimation."

And there is awriter for HI-FI News &
Record

Review

who

waxes

positively

musical signature: namely a combination
of strength,

control

and

lyrical about the new B1 integrated amp,

momentum.

The

P180

easy

flowing

has

power

saying " The comparison between the old

and

His emotional experience took place

and the new B1 is easily told by reference

handle any speakers thought ' difficult."

during the Andante movement, which is

to the chalk and cheese simile, with the

Then there is the writer for Hi Fi

the spiritual core of the music.

old B1 taking on the role of chalk...

"It's a 27 year old recording and

In

his

view,

however,

-The

current

aplenty

and

will

capably

World who had a brief encounter with the
more

P180

married

to

Its

outboard

Choke

whilst it makes no great sonic demands

important comparison is to the Pioneer

Regulated Power Supply ( CRPS) and was

on the system, it's easily destroyed by

A-400, an amplifier which in the last year

excited

ham-fisted processing. In the case of the

or so has helped in a thirty-somethingish

makes the amp " sound more controlled

A120, the concentration and the magic

revaluation of what it is to be a budget

and refined ... improved the imagery and

were all there..." he reports with pleasure

amplifier in the early ' 90s ... Now the list

added aspaciousness to the sound, while

in High Fidelity magazine.

includes the Musical Fidelity Bi.

improving upon the sense of tightness

He's not the only one who finds
Musical Fidelity highly involving.

"Right from the beginning Ifelt that
the new whiter- washing B1 was doing

to

discover that

the

upgrade

in performance."
He was frankly

poetic

about the

"Personally, I've always been afan of

things that the Pioneer was only hinting

remarkable sound quality of the P180

the Al", confesses another critic in High

at . . . It was the B1 that at certain

with CRPS. going into rhapsodies over its

Fidelity. " Now Musical Fidelity has seen

moments . . . induced an effect akin to

"Passion,

fit to introduce a Mk11 version . . . First

drawing a finger slowly down the spine",

Perhaps reading these comments

impressions were of a slightly

leaner,

he concludes with unblushing frankness.

has aroused within you a strong desire to

tidier bass, no loss of midrange warmth or

In the same issue he was moved to

experience these pleasures for yourself.

clarity and that distinctively crisp yet

describe the character of our new com-

slightly understated top."

pact disc player thusly: " Ifound the CD1

ment you, instead pay a visit to your hi-fi

silver-tongued and expressive: it offered

dealer and listen to the latest products

grated amp, High Fidelity's reviewer was

good

from Musical Fidelity. You'll soon begin

delighted to find that " it allows intimate

damentally musical and involving."

Getting to know the new A200 inte-

treble

resolution

and

was

fun-

Don't

Grace

let

and

Fire."

unsatisfied

longing

tor-

to understand why hearing is believing.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST WRITE TO MUSICAL FIDELITY. 15
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RADIO
C

ar radios with features offered by
the second- generation of the
Radio Data System are now

appearing, hut is it too late for RDS
technology to survive? With the advent of
digital audio broadcasting by 1995 (HFN/
RR Oct '91), the need for many of the RDS
functions will be virtually eliminated.
One company pressing ahead with a
new RDS set for in-car use is Panasonic. Its
RDISEN is capable of EON, or enhanced
other network, a feature whereby the
radio can be programmed to re- tune to a
station for the duration of atravel bulletin
and then restored to the original frequency. Previous RDS sets could switch to
one radio station from only silence or

tin.

Others

have

the

necessary

data

encoded as part of the jingle which, in
theory, will be played before travel news.
That's fine until there's a late traffic flash
at the end of anews bulletin, for example.
One really cunning station used a switch
built into the fader of its travel sources,
those like the AA, police headquarters and
so on. There are still teething problems
though as presenters forget to press their
button or don't start the announcement
with a jingle but end with one, so the
system becomes 180 degrees out of
phase.
Some of the first-generation RDS sets
from Japan had glaring problems, not least
in determining when a signal was too

cassette tape operation.
Second generation sets might have
come too late though to secure sufficient

poor to listen to, and therefore when to

consumer interest in the whole RDS
philosophy. The broadcasters themselves

that their designers didn't appreciate the
problems of VI1F reception in Europe

board. There's also a connection so that
the radio/cassette will mute when the car

could do a lot more to promote the RDS
service. While the engineers have
designed all the necessary hardware and

with severe multi-path in urban pockets
and the often weak signals in vast open

telephone rings, a neat touch. More practical facilities cater for a portable CD

spaces between.
Panasonic's latest

to

player to be connected through a fasciamounted 3.5mm socket, an attenuator

solve the early headaches, and my experience of the reasonably priced RDISEN

button to reduce the level by around
/ 0th ( handy for use at police roadside
4
1

(£334), would suggest that, to a large
degree, they have done just that. The

installed it at transmitters up and down
the country, the programme makers are
not supporting their colleagues. For
example, many commercial stations are
not using the RDS facility since they see
little point in additional financial outlay
simply to he able to display their station
name on a few ' special' sets when their
loyal audience knows what the station is
called. And the concept of re- tuning to a
stronger commercial station as a car
moves out of range is not in the station's
interest. They want to retain all the
listeners they can, even if the signal does
get a hit scratchy, without handing them
on a plate to a competing station.
The BBC itself hasn't helped matters,
with only five of its local radio services
carrying the necessary RDS travel flags to
trigger the sets, catering for 33.4% of the
population. But that situation is about to
change as the whole chain of BBC local
stations is drawn into participation.
Around

November/December

Surrey,

start hunting for abetter one. The trouble
with the early radios from the Far East was

range

attempts

TREVOR

BUTLER

featured,

checks), and fully adjustable bass, treble,
front/hack and left/right balance. All the
usual RDS functions are present such as

FR25EN ( at £ 389) is based on the same
electronics and RDS circuitry.

Clock Time with internal clock to maintain time display between RDS updates

The RD ISEN looks a little daunting, its
front panel bristling with a panoply of
control buttons. In essence their use is

(although currently only BBC services
provide time data), an alternative fre-

more

expensive,

and

better

fairly logical. Consider separate banks to
operate the radio, RDS functions, cassette
tape, and optional CD player. While driving it is easy to press the wrong button
until one becomes acquainted with the
layout, which takes only a few accidentfree journeys.
The set is what is called ' fully retractable': that means it slides into adashboard
mount and will take acar thief under ten
seconds to remove; so make sure _
you
remove it whenever you park the vehicle.
This proves to he areal hind, but is better

quency list to find the strongest possible
source of the requriecl programme, a
station name read-out and, of course, full
travel facilities. Programme type reception ( PTV) is also possible, to enable
selection by a particular type of programme, say news or rock music. At
present only a handful of commercial
stations along with the BBC national
networks transmit PTY data, and then
only in a static form with Radio One
permanently displaying ' Pop', R2 ' Easy
Listening', for example. It is possible to
programme the Panasonic to search, from
the 15 agreed genre, for aparticular type
of programme, but it does this on a 'search
basis' which is rather time consuming.

GMR in Manchester, Sheffield, Leeds, Bristol and CWR from Coventry will start a

than the idea of coded sets. Ihad one of
these which was stolen. The police reck-

full RDS travel service. These will be
followed next year by the remaining local

oned it would have taken an expert under
two minutes to whip out. ' Ah, hut it's

Whatever the future of the expanding

services to complete the English chain by

security coded', I said. The policeman
wasn't impressed. Apparently it's little or

Radio Data System, and whether it has

the end of 1992.
One annoying foible of the BBC's set-up
is that all its local stations are linked by a
generic coding, thus as one station
becomes weak, the listener is automatically plunged into the midst of another
programme from adffferent, but stronger,
BBC local service. - Luckily the latest Panasonic sets have a button to defeat this
feature, by selecting ' Local' mode which
also eliminates reception of weak signals.
Even when the your local station is
using the TA ' travel announcement' flag,
it's doesn't mean all will run smoothly.
The way the transmitter is triggered to
show the flag varies. Some radio stations
have a special button which the hardpressed presenter must remember to
press before commencing a travel bulle HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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no deterrent as the code on some models
can be broken by placing the radio in a
deep freeze, while really professional
thieves have a machine which will re-

come too late to he widely accepted by
the consumer, only time will tell — but
one thing is for certain. Panasonic has
achieved excellent results with its
RDI 5EN EON receiver and has put its

write the radio's memory, including the

earlier RDS reception problems well and

security code!
After a few weeks of my using the new

truly behind. IL

Panasonic's set, friends were used to me
arriving at pubs, restaurants, concerts and
alike carrying my car radio — odd though I
must have looked. Apparently in several
parts of the world it's already become
quite the norm, with some radios provided with a special carry pouch.
The new Panasonic units incorporate
some de- luxe features, such as the ability
to change the colour of the display from
amber to green to match the car's dash25
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HEADROOM
romises made in the September
'Headroom' have to be kept, don't
they? It's the only reason I can
justify this survey of CD mats, atask which
left me more confused that any round- up

p

Q Damper CD Mat ( from AR'1' on 081-876
6976, price on application)

I've yet undertaken...

dimensions: they look like CDs from the
find of Oz. Micromat Gold is a hefty
lump, with gold foil on its top surface and
a blackish, rubbery underside which

The jungle drums at the summer CES
were beating out two rhythms: one said
that CD mats were alive, vital and essential. The other? CD mats are dumb,
unnecessary and merely a way of ripping
off unsuspecting audio casualties. The
latter has been addressed, not subtly, by
the appearance of transports and whole
players with trays which prevent anything
thicker than a Cl) from passing the por-

Master mat (from Acoustic Energy on
081-840 6305, price to be announced
None of them share anything other than

sticks to your CD the way an old Oracle
turntable mat glommed onto your II's.
The CD Absolver is a lightweight affair
with asilky green underside and asmooth
black upper surface. Evolution II? high
tech from the land of the 2CV and
anti-British prime ministers, pure Kevlar

tals, while other transports feature dropdown clamping mechanisms that won't
suffer an add-on device. And then there

so you can tell your friends that your CD

are top- loaders
mently oppose
puck supplied
bless Pioneer's

graphite in a fetching, Spinal Tap noir

whose designers veheanything other than the
with the machine. And
little cotton socks for

producing players with platters which
require face- up installation of the disc.
But

there's

the

camp

which

does

recommend mats. Its members have been
overactive/overimaginativc, producing
mats so exotic, so far removed from the

is being enhanced by Formula One technology. ART. naturally. opts for pure
And Master Mat? Green underneath like
the Absolver, but rubbery so it sticks like
Micromat Gold.
Faced with five mats with distinct perplayers. The CAL Tempest II SE, Marantz's
Cl)- 12 and CD- 11 Rcdux, the Meridian

overall, but its slipperiness meant that
sharp action from the loading tray could

200, the Technics portable which Iuse in
my car — Ieven loaded up acarousel- type

knock it out of place.

digital research. Which is why I've undertaken this peek at the sort of mats which
are not fixed permanently to each disc à

mats are apain in the keister, yet another
hassle forcing its way between me and

for each disc.
Kevlar composites,

lead

sandwiches,

graphite — I almost wish that Philips
would rethink the CD standard, re-specify
the thickness for another mil or so, insist

with

five-disc

capacity

when

I

started feeling lazy.
And what did I learn? Firstly, that all

musical gratification.
But Ipersevered. And persevered. And I
learned that mats differed not one jot

of ' space' to the minimising of edginess to

Evolution 11? It's got this thing about
Philips transports and hates the Japanese
with the ferocity of an Italian trade

gains in the scale of the dynamic contrasts. No single mat did everything, let

Still less hassle than mats: this is the green pen that started
it all at Las Vegas,january 1990

colouring. Still others want to
discharge electrons from 1h1 1.
while others — almost recidivist
in nature — merely want to dampen
the discs.
What all of them do is change
the sound. What none do is work best
all of the time. Which means we're

work toward making digital sound more
like the analogue form that music is
(despite the claptrap from technoids who
think that anything digital' is intrinsically

man's meat is another man's poison.

with playing the damned things.
But such is not the case. The mats

itself Others take care of stray
laser reflections with their green

you not. CD still needs all the help it can
get and even marginal improvements, eg
minimizing the need for error correction,

virtuous). But the improvements varied

on opaque labels and let us just get on

making the Cl) part of the motor

First, let me tell you that none of these
made any of the players sound worse.1 kid

from other tweaks or even whole components in their lack of universality: one

minister. CD Absolver? Loved the Meridian, loathed the other Philipses and went

before me are said to attack all manner of
nasties, with damping being but one of
them. The heavier ones may ( or may not )
improve the motor's performance.
the mass and contact allegedly

orgasmic in the Technics portable. Micromat Gold and Master Mat? Too macho for
the featherweights, made ' em sound dead
and sluggish. Worked atreat in the CD- I2.
And Q Damper? That one worked hest

player

for your entire collection, rather than one

KESSLER

sonalities, I lined up a rack's worth of

first to appear way back in 1984/5 ( when
Meridian unleashed its rubber thingie)
that you'd think it was the hottest area in

la CD Upgrade's excellent stickuns. And
about the only thing which you can't
argue against is the fact that you buy one

KEN

from superior imaging and the recreation

alone did everything well.
Your player sounds grainy? Try Micromat Gold, Master Mat or the Sicomin.
Slight smearing? Go for the Absolver or
Master Mat. Does it shout, with a lack of
top- to- bottom coherence? Micromat Gold
and Q Damper to the rescue. Upper
frequency nasties getting to you? Q Damper or Sicomin.
But is it worth the effort? The clock is
ticking and 1 hate wasting even mere
seconds of my lift. Cl) Upgrade or green
pens. once applied, mean pleasure without pain, from play to play; they're in
place and you can treat the disc as if you
were anormal human being. Better still, a
transport-cum-player which is good to
begin with means no messing about with
any tweaks whatsoever.
I don't wish to insult or demean the
manufacturers because I believe all of

back to system dependence and even

them to be sincere and Ido feel that each

the type of disc...
I have before me the following mats:

player — will provide audible improve-

Sicomin's Evolution II (, 27.95 from the

ments. But the sad fact is that we're still
left with CD. And adding these mats to

Accessories Club)
Micromat Gold (from the Finyl people on

mat — once matched to the appropriate

such a flawed format is like putting Grey
Poupon mustard on the bangers at the
local cafe. And Grey Poupon or not, the

0I0- l - 207-929-4553, price $ 135.00 )
CD Absolver (from Immedia on 010-1-

bangers are still bits of mystery meat

415-486- I31, price not known )

wrapped in a pig's intestine. +
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Most compact discs
are made on a Sony.
The lucky ones are
played on one too.
Today, 95% of all CD's are mastered

( Particularly

occasional dull patch.) Add a full infra- red

converter

do

come

where,

on angthing less than a Song CD separate.
linear

you

opera

let's

densitg

it,

for

on Song equipment. Silly then, to plag them

A high

face

handg

across

the

remote control and you've got an exceptional

system turns the numbers into notes more

range of machines

accurately, and

of Song compatible separates and gou've

with

far more

definition,

Slide one into a stack

than ever before.
They
to

CD

programmed
ang

order,

skipping any tracks

gou

don't

like. And

index the CD, letting

gou whiz

can

the

be

in

gou

plag

can

forward to your favourite bits.

got an unbelievable hi-fi.
And gou can

bet that gour CD's will

thank gou for it,too.

SONY:

Why compromise?
Sone I58 rewstered trade mark of Sony CorporatIon

BERLIN

counterweight ) at the same level
as the record to improve track.
ability and reduce wow and flutter caused by warped records.
The TD320 moves into Mk III

1
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,
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Internationale Funkaussteflung Berlin 1991
30. Aug.- 13. Sept

I
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he Berlin Funkausstellung
is no ordinary hi-fi show.
This hi- annual event
attracted aim( ist 400,000 visitors
in 1989 and this year was set to
exceed that figure, helped by an
influx of east Germans who now
travel freely to the west.
Encompassing audio, video.
and communications, the German extravaganza - housed this
year in 25 halls plus marquees
and open-air displays, totalling
83,50() square metres - is
Europe's flagship electronics
exhibition for, unlike the American CES, this is a consumer orientated affair.
There were several new audio
formats to contend with as well
as Germany's own inimitable
high-end products. Sony's Mini
Disc, Philips' DCC and Kodak's
interactive Photo-CD attracted
media interest world-wide, making it difficult to negotiate the
clusters of television film crews

who seemed to set up their shots
to create maximum congestion.
The Show runs for ten days
and, given the number of exhibitors, it would take virtually as
long to cover every stand in
detail. My three-day tour concentrated on the most exciting
hi-fi news that the event could
muster. German firms were out
in fin-ce on their home territory
and trying to disguise any hint of
a downturn in sales.
Headphone and microphone
manufacturer Sennheiser had
two exhibits: one covering the
mundane, everyday products,
and the other to show off
Orpheus - its £9000 headphone
(see ' News' ). German headphones came also courtesy of
Quart. AKG, and Beyer Dynamic with its complete new
range ( also covered in ' News' ).
The Germans are big in speakers,
too - second, perhaps, only to
our own manufacturers. All the
big names were there from those
like Heco which already has
distribution in the UK, and
others like Silbersand who
don't, hut would like to. Its
loudspeakers are a little out of
the ordinary, ill that they employ
special filters with feedback
detectors on each diaphragm to
control, electronically, the output. Also from this high- end
manufacturer comes a bizarre
transistor amplifier, watercooled to maintain the temperature of the final stage ( the towers house capacitors, not valves ).
The chrome- finished FM-( 0
mono- block ( pictured far right ).
rated at 80W pure class A and up
to 600W in Ali nu ide. sells tie
DM -0000.
hile the matching
EM20 pre-amp will set you back
a further DM24000.
Another absolutely stunning

amplifier was shown by
Burmester, probably Germany's foremost high- end producer. Its £ 20,000 project, called the 909. is a massive cube
who ne electronics incorporate
separate digital and analogue
pre- amp stages plus a DSP section to manipulate the sound in
the digital domain. Four DACs
with 8- times ( is are employed.
one each f
or the positive and
negative portion of each channel. The main display is hidden
behind a mirrored screen, with
the control buttons on an
accompanying handset. Also
catching the eye was a pair of
speakers actually built into tree
trunks. Elac's German agent,
John & Partner, commissioned
sculptor Marc Loerke to breath
new life into athousand year old
oak tree which was split in two
by alightning strike. Weighing in
at astaggering 24kg, one face of
the trunk acts as a baffle for a
two-way speaker. Being strictly a
one-off, the price is DM40.000.
Turntables are am ther stumg
area for Germany's hi-fi industry
with Dual ( pronnunced 'doo-al' )
and Thorens ( with a silent ' h')
supporting the mainstream anal)gue market. One company,
Rake, decided that wasn't
enough. It has nude what must
qualify as the world's largest
record deck which sports two
tone arms. The platter, made
from acrylics and stainless steel
is over 9cm thick, is driven by
three separate motors. On a
nuire sensible scale. Thorens
announced substantial improvements to six of its models in the
low to medium price range. Four
turntables benefit from the company's new TP50 unlearn',
which lus its bearings fiir the
vertical arm movement ( and

form with a solid aluminium
flange surrounding the central
bearing, which may he upgraded
by replacing it with a TD3001
bearing. Thorens has developed
the TP30 arm with up- rated
bearings for its * ED280 turntable.
Making its entry at budget- level
is the TD180, a belt-drive deck
with electronically controlled
synchronous motor and catering
for 33/45 and 78rpm at a price
below that of rival Dual where
two stone- plinth models were
on show for dealer evaluation,
with the most popular due to
enter the market later in the
year. But stealing the limelight
from record decks on the Dual
display was the Logic series. file
Logic I pre- amp-cum-controller
features a large LCD panel to
provide continuous on- screen
dialogue and graphic symbols
such as revolving cp. User
operation is achieved under full
remote control. Other components are linked- up to provide a
complete CD/RDS-tuneritwincassette system.

Brits
Several British hi-fi companies
have a strong presence in the
highly competitive (:erman market. The Linn distributor had a
stand larger than I've seen Linn
itself produce at home. But given
the number of important product announcements this was
easily justified. Enter the Optik,
the final name fin- Linn's CD
transport due for launch around
February 1992. Facilities abound
on this practical looking
machine from its fiNC electrical
output connector to a small »type socket ( à la PCs) for
remote control and a '(: 1)-sync'
socket. Also from Linn comes the
Powertek SOW power amp and
matching Pala which will sell
together for £690. The pre- amp
is fairly minimalist, tittering just
record and listen selectors plus
mute and mono buttons alongside a ganged I. R volume. The
long-awaited Kremlin tuner also
made an appearance, having
reached pre- production stage as
had the I.K100, a small power
amplifier due in November.
Mission used the Berlin event
to announce its new CD player, a
Bitstream design with 2nd- order
noise shaping, which is, in essence, are- worked Philips ntodel.
What's interesting is that Mission
has an add-on DAC option using
the DM: - chipset. The (
1)
player is duc in October for
£300. the sanie price as the
DAC5 whose arrival won't be
until December. Heybrook is
making good headway in the
German market. New products
available for Funkausstellung.
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alongside the recently introduced £ 900 Sextet floorstanding speaker. were the Signature modular amplifiers, and a
mini bookshelf speaker, the
£11() Prima, squarely aimed at
'entry level'. This two-way uses a
fully screened 13cm bass unit
coupled with a 13mm hard
dome tweeter, nuking it suitable
for A/V applications. In contrast,
the new Signature amplifiers
from Heybn)ok are high-end
products. The passive control
unit is designed to work with the
matching monoblocks, variable
power stereo amplifiers. A tuner
and remote control unit for the
series are under development.
Germany's B&W distributor
also handles Rotel
and was
pleased to have the new '9'
Series ( see ' News' ) before it was
widely available in Britain! B&W
itself is expanding the range of
products under the Solid banner
with the introduction of the
Ovale, a £299 satellite and subwoofer system.

Technologies
This was not an event for technophobes. Apart from major
announcements concerning
Digital Compact Cassette and
Mini Disc ( see box), the show
was achance to sample Pioneer's
latest push for LaserDisc ( see
'News') and experience PhotoCD and the different, but compatible, interactive CD, or CD- I,
as well as something which for
the moment is being launched as
aprofessional product — recordable CD. Denon's CD- R unit was
not up and running in Berlin ( as

it was later at our own Hi Fi
Show), but Marantz had assembled a crude recording system
with apair of mies on its CDR- 1
write-once machine, which will
sell for around DM I2,5(X) when
released to the pro' sector in
January 1992, with blank CD- R
disks at around DM100. The
Marantz unit allows postrecording editing by writing a
temporary table-of-contents and,
only when the disc is filled or
the recording completed, is the
final ToC edited and written to
disc. Marantz also had a prototype of its first DCC recorder,
the DCC850 which is expected
to sell in Germany for some
DM 10(X).
Making its debut at Funkausstellung, Kodak has officially
entered the audio market with
Photo-CD, although its machines
are to be made and badged by
Philips which will be making
available its own dedicated
Photo-CD players by next summer. Combining photographic
and compact disc technologies,
the new format was only 'prelaunched' according to Kodak's
project manager Willy Cooreman, who said he was confident
Photo-CD would emerge as one
of the brightest stars in the
whole CD environment'. This
will be helped by the existence
of over 250 million 35mm
cameras whose owners will be
able to display their pictures on
a domestic TV with a quality
'higher than HDTV'.
The event was a key one for
Philips, which not also gave the
European Press its first taste of

DCC, and announced the progress of CD- I, but was able to
show prototypes of some serious
hi-fi separates due for 1992
release. Having become established in data and educational
applications, domestic CD- I
machines will be introduced this
autumn in the States, followed
by Japan and, by mid- 1992,
Europe. This year has seen Philips largely neglecting hi-fi with
just a handful of audiophile co
players and a new amplifier
(reviewed this issue) released.
But the company is keen to
refute suggestions that it has
abandoned the hi-ti separates
arena. Next year will see Philips'
C9 system with its modern styling concept finished in Anthracite, rather than traditional black
boxes. Due for release are moderately-priced units such as the
CD930 differential Bitstream CD
player, FC930 twin auto- reverse
cassette deck, the FA930 integrated stereo amplifier, and the
FT920 digital stereo tuner
featuring RDS and a clock/timer

function. These see a departure
from midi-sized units as Philips
moves towards a truly digital
hi-fi system with 'digital' speakers, DCC recorders, a digital
pre-amp and DSP unit featuring
scratch suppression and room
equalization in a consumer version of the Marantz Audio Computer ( reviewed this issue).
More up-market products in the
range will f011ow, with apre-amp
permitting digital dubbing and
IR remote room system with
built-in intelligence. the new
CD950 CD player will feature
DAC 7 converter chips, and will
match the FC950 three- head cassette recorder. The RT930 RDSequipped tuner will incorporate
the text scrolling display facility
in readiness for use by broadcasters. An integrated Dolby ProLogic stereo AN controller, the
FR940, is also scheduled.

Major players
This might have been Europe's
showcase event, but the
Japanese majors were not going

New technology available
now includes recordable CD,
which came courtesy of Denon
(top right) and Marantz
(below). German high-end
was in force with Silbersarzd's
water-cooled amplifier and
Rake's OTT turntable with
two arms (far right). British
brands had major announcements, such as 13&W's introduction of the new Ovale
satellite and sub-woofer in the
now-established Solid range
(right)
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SHOW REPORT

Sennheiser's ultimate headphones, the £900 Orpheus, had adedicated exhibit.
Below left, Heinz-Peter Gerlach holds a Sony Mini Disc player.

Thorens new entry-level TDI80, with 78rpm facility and priced wbeat Dual. Above right
Linn's new Optik CD transport

DCC
To call the Philips media presentation 'patronising' is almost
an understatement; quite
simply, those who arranged the
gathering had no appreciation
of the heavily technical
environment of the Berlin
event. The audience was subjected to aclumsy audio-visual
presentation fronted by former
Tomorrow's Worlds presenter
Peter McCann.
The news conference, introduced by Wim Widens ( MD of
the Business Group Audio), did
confirm that Philips- owned
companies such as Grundig
and Marantz will be supplying
DCC hardware alongside
Blaupunkt, B&O, Thomson,
Sanyo, Sharp and Yamaha with
co- developer Matsushita
(Technics/Panasonic), and
InterTan ( which owns the
Tandy High Street shops and
Memorex tape brands), with
the tapes themselves made by
Philips and also by BASF. No
major Japanese tape manufacturers were named.
Unfortunately Philips opted
out of a question-and-answer
session, leaving pressed hacks
to fight for one-to-one interviews with the various big-wigs
from the music industry who
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to be left Out. All the big guns
were there, and in fiece, with
many occupying virtually a hail
to themselves. While this allows
for agrand exhibit, it does little
for audiophile style listening.
New products on Sony's large
stand were overshadowed by
excitable Mini Disc announcements, but there was a hidden
IX:C recorder, too. The Philips
model, with badge removed, was
hidden under a black cloth and
said to be for 'comparative purposes only'. Other important
news from Sony was of a new
range of Data-Discman electronic book players with graphics
and sound functions in addition
to conventional text displays
found on existing models. Three
new generation units using the
8cm/200Mb discs will be introduced.
DAT players continue to make
the news. Pioneer has confirmed that it will be supporting
the format with the 1)-500 hi-fi
separate recorder, and Sharp
with its RX-P1H. This is claimed
to be the most compact portable
DAT recorder available, measuring just 91 X36X 121mm, without plug-on A/D unit.
Matsushita concentrated its
efforts at the event towards
Panasonic video- related products with miniature camcorders and a home video printer.
Hi-fi news was scarce, although
the Technics wing of the corn.
pany has completed its Digital
Reference Series. Other big

generation required five chips,
had been invited along. It transpired that Philips has good
and the second is currently
software support for its DCC
down to four, Wirtz said that
format, better than Sony could
third-generation needed just a
muster at its Mini Disc briefing,
single IC for playback-only use.
for instance. One man at both
Philips plans to coincide the
big launch of DCC with the
events was Geoff Holmes from
Time/Warner. He confirmed
tenth anniversary of the compact disc. The top-end DCC'active collaboration' with Philips while only hinting at the
900 will therefore appear in
'willingness' to work with Sony
April 1992, with the mid-price
on Mini Disc.
DCC-300 following by late
Jerry Wirtz who was
summer which will also see the
responsible for the informal
DCC-180 'personal-portable'; a
car player is promised towards
DCC press briefings in Eindhoven last year was obviously
the end of 1992.
embarrassed by the Berlin
The slogan used by Philips
bungle. Hosting active DCC was ' Everybody is supporting
dems back on the Philips stand
DCC'. With key players not yet
he took time to clarify a numinvolved, although there was
ber of points which were
talk of 'current negotiations',
'unclear' at the news conferthis is something of an overence. He carefully showed all statement or perhaps just wishTB
the Teletext facilities inherent ful thinking.
with the DCC format from 21
. . . and Mini Disc
lines of 40 characters for television or monitor displays, 2 Sony emphasised that recordlines of 40 characters suitable
able MD would be positioned
primarily as a 'portable or perfor alap-top remote, or asingle
sonal audio system'.
line of 12 characters intended
MD players will also play
for the DCC recorder's own
display panel. There's also the
pre-recorded discs, which can
be manufactured easily in
option to have the lyrics changexisting CD pressing plants.
ing colour as they're sung, in
Sony cited record company
true lcaraoke style. Integrated
'support' for Mini Disc from
circuit development is also
BMG, EMI, Warner and Virgin
progressing. While the first-
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names including Aiwa, Yamaha,
JVC, Kenwood and Akai all
showed their latest ranges,
which mainly mirrored products
now available in the UK. TEAC
had interesting news of a portable DAT recorder, the DA P20
which, with added SCMS copy
inhibit for consumer use, is
based on the similar Tascam
professional product. Also from
TEAC is the X1 Cl) player which
uses a new 1/16-bit DAC and
forms part of the Esoteric Series,
the price ( around DM 90()0 ) and
ceramic metal flake finish confirming its status.
My first Funkausstellung was
an experience I shall long
remeMber, not least for my
exploration of the now open
eastern sector of Berlin, which
made this the city's first united
Audio Fair. The whole of Berlin
takes part in the event, from
hoardings to greet visitors stepping off planes at the airport, to
posters in the streets and an
amazing assortment of high-end
hi-fi exhibited everywhere from
shops to car showrooms. Radio
and IV stations move out of
their studios and into the Funkausstellung for ten days of ' live'
broadcasting. Perhaps one day
we might see a similar audio/
video show, with its Europewide importance, staged in Britain. But, for the moment it takes
a 6(X) mile journey to see the
latest in the world of consumer
electronics from over 900
brands.
Trevor Butler

as well as Sony Music Entertainment. However, statements
from representatives of Warner
and BMG left the impression
that there was as yet no definite commitment to MD disc
production.
Describing the market positioning of MD, Mr Kozo
Ohsone, Senior Managing
Director of Sony Corporation,
deflected the suggestion that
MD might be intended to
replace CD. ' Ibelieve the MD
will complement the CD,' he
said, 'Just as the compact cassette complemented the LP.'
Artist endorsements of Mini
Disc quoted by Sony include
Michael Jackson's.
Sony asserted that there was
room in the market for both
DCC and Mini Disc, stating that
it was 'evaluating' DCC. Disbelief was expressed at Sony's
promise of MD software availability, citing earlier unfulfilled
promises for pre-recorded
DATs. Sony's line of argument
was not helped when the
spokesman for Sony Music
Entertainment indicated the
division's independence in its
support of MD by saying 'we
are not supporting Mini Disc
because we were told to ... we
did not support DAT.
Sil
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WIN1.
TECHNIC
DIGITAL REH RE:\CE
SYSTEM:
The Technics Digital Reference System offers impeccable performance and
remote-control. It could be
yours if you are the winner
of this month's easy-toenter competition. First
Prize will be the complete
set of five components,
worth over £2500, while 50
runners-up will receive the
new CD premiere recording of Panufnik's Piano
Concerto, sponsored by
Technics.

PRIZES
WORTH
£3000

The exciting First Prize system is
based on the SU-MA10 amplifier,
which incorporates its own MASH
13/A converter. Internally, the SUMA 10's twin-mono construction
and Technics X- PRO twin capacitors ensure optimum performance.
The ' Digital Direct Drive' system
allows the user to bypass all preamplifier circuitry. Power output
is a generous 125W per channel.
The si *-MA10 retails at £799.95.
The SV-DA10 Digital Audio
Tape recorder employs MASH
technology for both digital-toanalogue and analogue-to-digital
conversion. The SV-DA 10 allows
master-quality recordings at home:
it retails at £629.95.
For superlative compact disc

replay, the Technics SL-PA10 CD
transport mechanism features
floating construction using coilsprings and viscoelastic material
on a vibration-damping base. The
SIRA 10 retails at £469.95.
Technics top-of-the range RS8965 (here in the gold finish,
available Jan '92) is a three-head
deck packed with performance
and convenience features. The
Advanced Precision Record Level
System ( APRS) makes it easy to
find truly optimum record levels.
Price of the RS- B965 is £349.95.
Last but not least in the First
Prize line-up, and also just out in
gold, comes the Technics ST-G90
digital FM/AM tuner with innovative 'Twin RF and IF' construction,
giving computer-controlled autoselection of normal and supernarrow bandwidth for both RF and
IF stages. The ST-G90 'normally
retails at £299.95.
Finally, for 50 Runners Up, we
are proud to offer the offer the
Technics-sponsored Conifer CD of
Sir Andrzej Panufnik conducting
his Piano Concerto in its premiere
recording with the London Symphony Orchestra and Polish pianist
Ewa Pablocka.

COMPETITION
ENTRY FORMTHE QUESTIONS
1) What is the specified
power output of the
Technics SU-MA10?
a1125W total
b ) 25W per channel
)125W per channel
d ) 100W per channel

2) MASH D/A and A/D
converters are both
found in which model?
a) SV-DA10
b)SU-MA10
C) SL-PA 10
d) RS-B965

4) Which feature gives
optimum reception in
the Technics ST-G90
tuner?
a) Dolby
b ' Twin RF & IF
c ) rotary encoding
d ) 39 presets

3) Which circuit ensures
optimum record-level
setting on the Technics'
RSB-965 cassette deck?
a) MASH
b) DBX
c) HX-PRO
d) APRS

Send to: Technics Competition. HIFi News & Record Review Editorial Office.
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive not later than 29
November 1991. 0 Tick here if you do NOT wish to receive information on
Technics products.

The Rules
I ) The competition is open to 1.K readers only. All entries must be un the entry form
provided: photocopies will not be accepted and only one entry per reader will be
considered. No other correspondence may be included with entries.
2) There will be no cash or other alternative to the prize offered. The winner will lx.
the first correct entry opened
3 ) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, and of Panasonic'
Technics or its agents, will not be eligible.
4 All entries must be received by first post on 29 November 1991, when judging
will

be

carried

out.

The

Editor's

decision

will

be

final

and

binding;

5 ) The prize winner will be notified by post and the results will be published in the
February 1992 edition of HRMR.R.
6) Entries become the property of link House Magazines.
7) Entry to the competition is liken to indicate acceptance of the rules.

HOW TO ENTER
Simply select which answer (ato d)
you consider most appropriate for our

1:

Name and Address

four questions and mark the coupon
accordingly. Then fill in your name,
address, and adaytime telephone
number.
Post your entry to arrive by first post on 29 November, 1991.

no

correspondence of any kind will be entered into regarding the competition.

Daytime tel no

Wacky,
controversial radical
valve amps.
Just what youd' expect
f
rom Michaelson Audio.
We've been called alot of things but
boring is not one of them.
One critic says in Audiophile that
our four-box 112 Watts per channel
Chronos pre- and power valve amps look
like Battersea Power Station.
But after listening to them (
perhaps
with eyes closed), he called them awesome and says he was gobsmacked. " Ihad
little idea quite how much sheer gutthumping power such abeast can deliver.
Believe me, it's frightening..."
Another reviewer bravely says
Chronos are "quite gorgeous" adding that
they look "adamn sight better than your
standard parallel sided breadbox."
To judge from his review in HiFi
News & Record Review, he likes the
sound, too. "Across the bandwidth it
sounded forceful and in control...
"But it's the mid- band ( isn't it
always?) that makes tubes the choice of
the connoisseur, and here the Chronos
positively sings."
Then critics from HiFi Choice had
their say. "From the opening bars of the
music you can hear that Chronos is in
the top league. There's that sense of ease
and spaciousness which is so characteristic of high quality valve amplifiers...
Chronos power amps can swing dynamics
which will take your breath away."
MI

In their view, the Chronos soundstage is "as close to ' being there' as the
limitations of the listening room and the
recordings are ever likely to allow."
At Michaelson Audio we recognise
that not everyone has room for our
massive monuments to valve supremacy.
So we also make Odysseus, an
integrated valve amp. It looks "slightly
less outrageous but the aesthetics are still
a matter of taste", according to HiFi
News 6' Record Review. It's "
ahigh-end
monster in (almost) budget clothing..."
"But the real reason for buying an
amp like Odysseus ( unless you're merely
wild about the styling) is its midliand.
Choose whatever tubey adjectives you
like — clarity, authority, detail, warmth —
the Michaelson has 'ern in spades, with
an added plus . . . . the Odysseus offers
wall-to-wall coverage, exploiting the
precision focusing of small speakers...
it performs like atrue champion."
Perhaps by now you are asking
yourself, just how weird do Chronos and
Odysseus look? And why is there no
picture of them in this advert?
The reason is this: we want you to
visit your hi-fi dealer to hear and see
them in person.
Call them stunning or bizarre, they'll
probably leave you speechless.

•
CHAELSO

N

AUDIO

MICHAELSON AUDIO IS DISTRIBUTED BY MUSICAL FIDELITY, 15 ' 16 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA9 OTE OR TELEPHONE ( 080 900 2866

LOUDSPEAKERS

I

n this article, we have set out to
describe the range of BBC designed
loudspeakers, both past and present,

used in programme balance and monitoring. The detail is brief but goes some way
to explaining the reasons why the designs
came into being, and the application for
which they may have been designed. The
current range of monitor types is also
described.
BBC loudspeakers are designed to provide a neutral sound which is consistent
and repeatable: units can be supplied and
maintained over a number of years with
minimal change in performance.

THE BEEB'S
FAMOUS BOXES
The BBC has an impressive trackrecord of loudspeakers, designing
its own for generations

Classification
The BBC uses a classification system to
distinguish between types of louds-

by Graham Whitehead amd David Walker

peakers:

around 1958. The tweeter units were
mounted on a perforated sub- baffle in
front of the 111: unit, to enable accurate
monitoring at close range.
The following units were used:
Plessey. 15- inch paper cone woofer
2 x Rola-Celestion 11F1300 tweeters.
When the Plessey became obsolescent,
it was replaced by the Goodman's C129/
15pr, and an 'A' added to the code.

LS2/- chassis units
IS3/- loudspeaker assemblies for outside

LS5/1 and A
These studio version of the LS3/I and A,

broadcast use
LS5/- loudspeaker assemblies for studio

designed to replace the ISU/10, first came
into

use
Before these classifications came into
use, loudspeakers were coded I.S1.1/--. In

service

in

the

early

1960s.

The

cabinets were larger than the IS3/1 and
the tweeters were mounted above the
woofer, rather than in front of it.

future, outside broadcast and studio
loudspeakers will be lumped together

The following units were used:
Plessey ( IS5/1 ) or Goodman C129/15pr
(LS5/1A), 15 inch paper cone woofer

under IS5/- code. Over the years, many
different assemblies have been used in a
variety of applications. This article will be

2 x Rola-Celestion liF1300 tweeters.
Special versions, coded LS5/2 and 'A'
were produced for use in some television
areas. These had a trapezoidal enclosure

confined to the more common types used
in balance and monitoring.

Cone materials

shape to enable the unit to be suspended
close to the ceiling.

The type of material used to form the
cone of aloudspeaker has amarked effect

LS5/5

variety of materials has been used. The

A large, free-standing assembly for studio
monitoring, built into a grey- painted

original, and most common, material was
paper, which was pulped, compressed,
and formed. Control over the resultant
sound quality was difficult, especially in

which the pre-amp and power amplifier
were mounted. The pre- amplifier
included a bass equalisation circuit to

on overall sound and consistency, and a

cabinet with an integral floor stand in
The massive LSU/10 enclosure and floor-standing LS5 ,1
in use at Maida Vale in 1961

the critical midrange area, and over the
years many alternative materials have
been tried with degrees of success.
In the mid- sixties, partially as aresult of
development work at the BBC research
department, Bextrene - a kind of polystyrene - started to be used. Its major

Yesterday's monitors

advantage was that by vacuum-forming a
material which was produced in bulk by

Since the 1940s, the BBC has used a
number of different assemblies which

an automated process, more consistent

have been progressively superseded as
technology or operational requirements

results could be obtained. The resultant
sound quality could be controlled, was
more repeatable from one sample to the
next and the HF response was superior.
However, it was necessary to coat
Bextrene with a damping compound to
remove colorations in the region of 1.5

than Bextrene and hence greater sound
levels are possible for the same power
input. This is the material currently being
used for BBC Grade 1 monitors.

changed. Listed below are some of the
more historically significant types, examples of which can still be found in use in
less critical applications.
LSU/10
This large assembly, in a floor-standing

2kliz. This process has never been automated successfully and introduces a
potential source of variability. The dope
was applied by hand, hence the end result

oak cabinet about 5ft high, was designed
just after the Second World War for
general studio use and remained in service until the early sixties. Some may still

depended upon the skill and dexterity of
whoever was wielding the paintbrush!
The use of plastics - notably polypropylene - developed during the 1970s, again
with pioneering work at BBC research

be found in service in talkback or PA
applications.
The following units were used:

department. Polypropylene offered similar improvements to Bextrene hut being
inherently self-damping, it did not need to
be coated. Because of its lower density,
polypropylene yields greater efficiency
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Parmcko 18- inch dual concentric woofer/
horn tweeter
Lorentz I.PH66 tweeter ( for extended HF)
Modified Leak TI/12 valve amp: 12 watts.
LS3/1
A grey-painted totally enclosed assembly
for outside broadcast use, first introduced

allow some compensation for room
acoustics. It came into service around
1968, eventually being replaced by the
I.S5/8. Maximum spi at 15m was
103dB(A ).
The following units were used:
12- inch Bextrene cone woofer ( IS2/1)
8- inch Bextrene cone midrange ( 1S2/2)
Cclestion IIF 1400 tweeter
modified Quad 50D power amplifier
(AM8/11)
pre-amp and equalizer ( AM1/20)
A ' B' version of the IS5/5 was introduced around 1974 when plastics used in
the original unit could no longer be
obtained. This used aSpendor BC2/8 MkIl
midrange unit and was housed in a
cabinet with teak veneer finish.
As with the IS5/1, aversion of thelS5/5
(IS5/6), mounted in atrapezoidal cabinet
allowed suspension from the ceiling.
These were mainly used in television
studios.
LS3/4 and B
This assembly came into service in the
late '60s. It was built into a trapezoidal
cabinet having an angled front to allow
mounting close to the ceiling in installations where space was at a premium eg,
outside broadcast vehicles or above
videotape machines.

speaks

for

8000P Stereo Power Amplifier

that

itself:

7
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Cambridge Systems Technology Limited 26 Roman Way Industrial Estate Godmanchester Huntingdon Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel 0480 52521

LOUDSPEAKERS
The following units were used:
Spendor BC2/8, 203mm Bextrene cone
woofer
Rola-Celestion HF1300 tweeter
The original, BBC-specified, plastic
material used for the surround on the bass
unit stress relieved with continued use
and became tight. Not surprisingly, this
modified the sound quality, and alternative versions using different plastics have
been developed over the years. ( See
LS3/4C and 1-S5/11 below.)
LS3/5
The original version of the well-known
1S3/5A. The following units were used:
KEF B110, 110mm Bextrene cone woofer,
KEF T27 27mm Mylar dome tweeter.
The assembly developed out of acoustic
modelling work at the BBC research
department in the late sixties. It was
developed into an assembly which could
be reliably and repeatably manufactured
on a commercial scale.
LS3/7
Similar in size to the IS3/1, and designed
to replace it for outside broadcast use, the
LS3/7 came into use around 1975. Some
are still in service for talkback, but none
should now be used for monitoring. Maximum spi at 1.5m was 104dB(A).
The following units were used:
Spendor 12- inch Bextrene cone woofer
Son Audax HD I2xD25, 25mm fabric
dome tweeter.
The amplifer ( AM8/15) is a modified
Quad 303 where one channel drives the
LF and one the HF, by the use of an
electronic frequency- splitting and
equalizing network housed in a bolt- on
plinth.

Today's monitors
The following monitors are in current use
for programme balance and monitoring.
The aim is to have aneutral, 'family' sound
such that progammes can be mixed,
edited and reviewed in different studios
and rooms and on different loudspeakers,
without a significant change in balance.
All loudspeakers purchased by the BBC
for programme balance and monitoring
are passed through the listening facility at
the BBC Design & Equipment Department
at Chiswick in west London. Each individual assembly has electrical and
frquency response measurements made,
and is auditioned against aStandard loudspeaker of the same type. No attempt is
made to match loudspeakers in pairs, and
performance is such that any individual
loudspeaker can be used with any other as
a 'stereo' pair. In this way, similar acoustic
performance can be maintained over the
years. Additionally it provides ameans of
quality control over those assemblies
which are licensed by the BBC for commercial sale.
The major, mainstream monitors arc as
follows:
LS5/8
A large floor-standing assembly used as
the reference for high level, high quality
studio monitoring. It replaces the I-S5/1
and IS5/5. Maximum spi at 1.5m is
116dB(A). Just under a thousand are in
HI- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BBC service. The assembly was designed
in the late 1970s and is made under
licence by Swisstone ( Rogers).
The following units are used:
Rogers 12- inch Polypropylene cone
woofer
Son Audax HD 13D3411, 34mm fabric
dome tweeter ( IS2/15 )
modified Quad 405 power amplifier
(AM8/16)
The AM8/16 contains an equalizing and
frequency- splitting pre- amplifier. The
woofer and tweeter are each driven from
a separate amplifier channel.
Special versions, coded LS5/81. and R
are also produced. These are similar to the
IS5/8, but with the baffle angled inwards
at 30 degrees for corner- mounting in
vehicles. Left- and right-handed versions
make up apair. Special acoustic treatment
to the vehicle is required due to the close
proximity of the loudspeaker to the walls.
Eight pairs are in BBC service.
LS5/9
A medium-size studio monitor for highquality monitoring in areas where the
IS5/8 would be too large. It was designed
in the early 1980s to produce similar
subjective sound balance to the IS5/8.
Maximum spl at 1.5m is 105dB(A ). Over a
thousand are in BBC service. Made under
licence by Swisstone ( Rogers), and
Spendor.
The folk)wing units are used:
8- inch polypropylene cone woofer ( 1S2/
14 )
Son Audax liD13D34H, 3-imm fabric
dome tweeter ( IS2/15)
crossover ( FL6/36 )
Would normally be driven from a commercial 50W amplifier
LS3/5A
A small 'bookshelf assembly for use in
restricted areas, such as outside broadcast
vehicles, first available in 1974. Extensively used in local radio.
Maximum spi from a pair at I.5m:
95dB(A). Over 100,000 have been sold
commercially, worldwide. Made under
licence by Swisstone ( Rogers), Spendor,
and Harbeth.

The mini L.53/5/1 monitor has found favour in hi-fi
installations the world over
The following units are now used:
KEF B110 SP1228, IlOmm Bextrene cone
woofer
modified KEF 127 SP1032, 27mm Mylar
dome tweeter
KEF SP2128 crossover ( F1.6/38)
Would normally be driven from a commercial 25W amplifier.
LS3/4C
A medium sized triangular-shaped assembly, for mounting on a ceiling or wall
where space is at a premium. Used in
television on mobile control rooms and
video tape cubicles, it replaces the LS3/4
and LS3/4B, or may have been converted
from one of the above. Maximum spi at
15m is 1()1dB( A ). About 40 are in BBC
service.
The following units are used:
8- inch Bextrene cone woofer ( 1-S2/13)
Son Audax HD I3D34, 34mm fabric dome
tweeter ( I-S2/12 )
Normally driven from acommercial 50W
amplifier.
LS5/11
This is amodified IS3/4 first introduced in
1990, intended to produce asimilar subjective sound balance to the LS'5/9. It uses
the same units as the 1.55/9, fitting into a
modified LS3/4 cabinet, with the crossover also modified. Maximum spi at 1.5m
is 106dB(A ).

Commercial loudspeakers
For operational reasons it is preferred to
retain a BBC type loudspeaker wherever
possible. In general, these provide aconsistency of sound that would not be
possible if a variety of different commercial assemblies were to be used. For a
small number of situations, acommercial
type offers an operational advantage. For
instance, in applications such as the monitoring of rock music at very high sound
level, various commercial types have been
used. +

Rogers Swisstone) makes the LS.519 under license
from the BBC

Based on an article from BBC Engineering's house journal
Eng Inf and reproduced by kind permission of the authors
and the Director of Engineering.
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Filling out the forms, Iwas still
sceptical.

He asked if he could look around. Assuming he was
just sheltering from the weather, Isaid "Of course,
please do." After afew minutes Iasked if Icould help.
He said he wanted to upgrade his turntable and
possibly the rest of his system!

As Ihanded him areceipt for £3,500 he said: " I'm a
refuse collector - sorry, that's why I'm in abit of a
state."

Over the next hour Idemonstrated combinations of
Mission speakers and aMission CD player, with a
Cyrus amp and power supply (frequently going
outside for fresh air... ). He was impressed. "Can you
arrange finance for me, mate?"

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

II

'
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"What's your occupation Sir?"

Iswore to myself that Iwould never judge anybody by
their appearance again
Mission/Cyrus - More to us than meets the eye
Stuart Winder - Audio T, 442-444 Cranbrook Road,
Cants Hill, Ilford, Essex Tel: 081-518 0915

an d

BASINGSTOKE 4Feathers Lane Tel: (0256) 24311
CHELTENHAM 40-42 Albion Street Tel: (0242) 583960
EDGWARE 173-175 Station Road Tel: 081-952 5535
ENFIELD 159a Chase Side Tel: 081-367 3132

at audioiT
GANTS HILL 442-444 Cranbrook Road Tel: 081-518 0915
HAMPSTEAD 190 West End Lane Tel: 071-794 7848
OXFORD 19 Old High Street, Headington Tel: (0865) 65961
SWINDON 60 Fleet Street Tel: ( 0793) 538222
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"At home I use valve amplification
and prefer listening to vinyl. CD
misses the air and ambiance of a
recording." Niro Nakamichi, HiFi Choice, June 1991

.Art Audio - two stereo power amplifiers and the
excellent Maestro mono blocks. All are switchable
fr lllll triode to pentode and offer excellent sound
qualit at arealistic prices.

If you want to hear what Mr Nakamichi is talking
about, come and listen to our selected range of valve
amplification.

Audio I
tomb

We are the only dealer in the UK to specialise
exclusively in the valve sound. Here you can compare
and contrast various pre and power amplifier
combinations and really hear the difference they
make. Even CD players can be helped by using valve
amplification.

.
avery uide range of amplificat"
gdetailed triode sound with g
Ilooks.

Concordant Audio - three pre-amplifiers that are truly
exquisite. S
th. detailed sound with depth and
all partner well with the Exultant Quad II
amplifiers.
Croft - a wide range of pre and power amplifiers.
Well established designs. offering immaculate
sound quality at affordable prices.

We have a range of turntables, cartridges and
speakers to suit. Recent additions to the range are the
fabulous Pentachord System, Grado cartridges, Mytho
and Magnaplanar speakers.

Orange - a new range fr
Germany with accurate
spac* sound and high build quality.

Telephone us to arrange a demonstration and bring
along your records to hear how they should sound.

Sound Design Studios - seamless, faithful and very
spacious sound. Ir
their reasonably priced
integrated pre-amplifiers to the awesome 150 watt
OTi. mono blocks.

You'll find no hard sell....

Just sound advice.

.
VINYL TUBE AUDIo .
where music matters

10

BADA dealer

Iwas in the shop one rainy November day when my
colleagues disappeared and Isuddenly found myself
alone. Looking up, Irealised why. Standing in the
doorway was arather smelly tramp.

Ex-de
strat• . second-hand equipment and rare
records available, please pl
for details.
13-15 Eortess Road, IAnidon NW5 I
Al)
Tel: 071-185 4854
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because
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bass, but it occupies amere 81/2 X

reflections ( especially the latter, as

loudness characteristic when off-

Walker's splendid overview of the

IIins.

suggested by some BBC research)

axis.

listening room ) described sonic
acoustical prublcms Iwas having

279mm for younger readers!

are more inclined to reinforce the

change of tonal balance or loss of

So I twisted a friendly arm in

stereo image by virtue of arriving

upper treble when the speakers

in what was intended at the time

order to try out one of the first

with the same delay across awide

are toed well in, which means that

to be just a weekend cottage. But

pairs not earmarked for export and

frequency

part-time occupancy has perforce
given way to full-time residence,
and what would have been a mere

have

are

being split across a time/phase gap

my close-to-wall placing need not
bring the drive- units themselves

surely the only such speakers to

between mid and treble — as must

too near to reflective surfaces; and

face a challenge of solid stone to
the left and light wood panelling to

happen
way

paths

second, such angling exploits the
resulting loudness differential to

the right.

except one in the vertical plane.
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concerned asymmetries arising
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from strongly contrasted reflective
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loudspeakers much nearer to
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sound-

overall damping effect, while the

the case of the Uni Q this advan-

either lateral extreme, with barely

picture in a rather small room.

sofa did much to assuage the UR

Apart from an amplifier imbalance

imbalance

tage is paralleled by an unusually
even and broad-banded decline in

noticeable broadening.
Of course, this loudness/angling

which compounded the problem

troublesome. Central images were
still somewhat vague and inclined

overall level when the speaker is

mechanism is masking rather than

but was soon apprehended, my

eliminating the room's original LH

August

pro-

to slight leftward broadening, but

visional, being penned before fur-

the bias was now probably too

rotated away from a face-on' position, as revealed for instance in
Martin Colloms' review of the 105/

nishings were finalised and whilst

also

there, and no doubt there are
other acoustic imperfections

employing various interim speaker

small to trouble anyone except
zealots like myself. However, more

exploits this same feature to pro-

which will need addressing even-

systems.

some

remarkably, when the new KEFs

duce a flat

tually. So having now got every-

breathing space in which to pon-

were in situ the residual asym-

response,
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thing into seemingly proper hi-fi
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activated by a spectrum shaped

order I'm at last about to send off
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mean hemispherical

so

that
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bias, which must still be lurking

point-source behaviour of the Uni Q seems to make the speakers less

the same as that heard by the

all

my cherished but bulky KEF RI05/

listener
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Services

2s. l'he same firm's RI 03/4 looked

dependent on their setting than

sophistication

renowned

computer

a likely candidate, since not only

conventional models, presumably
because the stereo information is

the much less ambitious 103/4, but

does it feature an impressive pack-
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directly.
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to
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data

their

analysis.

Further news in due course.
John Crabbe
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angerous ground — that's what
you'd call the selling of 'black
boxes'. Add-on devices have
never been welcomed in 'serious' hi-fi
circles, however much the Capri-driving,
Sun- reading knuckle-draggers might see a
graphic equalizer Ior its replacement, the
DSP' — Edj as astatus symbol. But in the
high end? Forget it.
Still more perilous is saying something
nice about black boxes, even if only in an
apologetic, context- sensitive way.
However much usefulness and suitability of-purpose you can attribute to a Dolby
Surround decoder or a NIC,AM adaptor,
they do not qualify as part of the pure and
absolutely necessary roster of components: source plus amp plus speakers.
Unless, ttrat is, you happen to watch
videos or TV or dub tapes ...
Saddled as we are with a minimalist
mindsct which deems even balance controls as the Devil's work, it's hard to write
about a black box which — on paper —
commits every cardinal sin. Hell, it's not
even black, which is sort of like the enemy
sporting camouflage. But since the badge
says ' Marantz', you're -right to expect gold.
And never has the colour been more
appropriate. Because, fellow purists, the
AX1000 Digital Computer is the first
'black box' to come down the pike which
actually inspired a sense of loss when it
was removed from my system. Well, for a
couple of days anyway ...
So complex and feature-packed is the
AX1000 that I didn't have a chance to
sample all it can do during a fortnight's
worth of heavy use. Admittedly, much of
what it offers is of minimal or only novelty
value, gimmicks which arc available elsewhere from a number of sources. And
much though Ihate to employ raw lists in
areview, Ifear that it's the only way Ican

MARANTZ
AX1000:

convey to you what this unit contains.
I'll ask you now to add up in your mind
the cost of each facility were you to
purchase them as separate items. That's
because, when you hear the price, you're
going to bellow with rage — even though
the AX1000 is the first of its type, and it's
aimed squarely at professionals or wealthy
andfOr psychotic audio casualties. It's
more ashowcase of things to come than a
viable proposition in the winter of '91. For
the time being, here's what Marantz is
offering in one box, in the digital
domain, under four main headings:
1) Frequency control
a) parametric equalizer
b) room equalizer
2)
a)
b)
c)

Ambience control
reverb
concert hall simulation
digital surround ( though it ain't called
'Dolby'... )
d) stereo width control
e) 'out of head' headphone EQ dedicated
to specific brands and models
3) Signal conditioning
a) dynamic compression and expansion
b) LP scratch suppression ( digitally!)
4)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Measuring
sine-wave generator
white noise generator
pink noise generator
real-time frequency analyzer

In addition, the unit can double as a
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OMPUTER
LATES

Marantz offers just about every
useful digital processing function
you can think of in the AX1000
Audio Computer: much, much
more than a black box . . .
by Ken Kessler

Photography/Bill Richmond
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DIGITAL PROCESSING
die-hards are not about to show interest in
superb stand-alone IVA converter and AID
the blackest of black boxes.
converter ( for those with digital tape
Which leaves us with categories 1and
decks), which has got to be worth a few
4. Half of the latter can be purchased for
hundred notes. Now, add up the cost of
mere pounds in the form of test CDs with
the above, and you'll understand why a
white and pink noise tracks, while I'm
price not unadjacent to £9000 is ( Ican't
Diagram below
certain that Exchange & Mart would turn
believe I'm saying this) almost reasonable.
shows the ' tree' of
up all manner of discarded lab gear which
You don't? Then read closely...
DSP-based
would generate sine waves or analyze
Okay, so the stuff in Section 2 — bar the
functions provided
frequencies in real time. But add Categcinema surround effects and the headby the AX 1000 via
ory 4 to the facilities in Category 1 and
phone equalization system — qualify as
its two independent
you'll see why the AX 1000 is worth nine
party tricks for people who like hi-li but
audio signal
big ones even ifyou never use any of the
hate music. And you can get most of those
processors
.other bits.
tchatchkes in far less expensive digital
sound processors from Yamaha, Sony and
the other Japanese brands, including
Maranta. And — with the possible excepAUDIO COMPUTER AX1000
tion of the stereo width control, if used
judiciously — all of it is tiresome crud
which soon loses its novelty appeal. As for
Signal
Frequency
Ambiance
the surround sound and the headphone
control
control
conditioning
effects, their worth can be gauged according to whether or not you watch alot of
Dynamic Comeression
videos or use headphones with any regParametric equalizer
/Expansion
ularity.
Category 3 may prove useful if you're
Scratch
an archivist or serious home tape user.
Room Correction
Cooker! lid
suppression
l'he compander section allows you to
compress CDs for tape recording, simulate DBX ( remember DBX?), compensate
PrO-lOgiC surround
for small speakers, whatever. And the
scratch suppression? It should have been a
standard fitment on the Finial Laser TurnSiff...cooed
table. But Iwould suggest that anyone still
listening primarily to LPs (cg, me) qualifies as apurist of the most fanatical sort,
and the use of such aband-aid would he
Headphone out of headl
tantamount to admitting that vinyl has
I • ilings which need correcting. No, LP

osommilliffle

Measuring
Sine generator

r White- noise
L

generator

Pink-noise
generator
Real time
Frequency analyser

Your HiIR choice
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of 2 single speaker demonstration
studios and 17 years of specialised
hi-fi sales and service. The stores

are totally independent but share
the same enthusiastic dedication and
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professionalism giving you guidance and

4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall,
Reading, Berks. RG1 7QF
Tel: 0734 585463
Opening hours:
Tues Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs 10am-7pm. ( Closed for
lunch 2pm-3pm except Sat)
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unrivalled expertise.

E

ach store has in common 10 significant
quality manufacturers — ARCAM,

3 Bridge Street, Guildford,
Surrey, GU1 4RY
Tel: 0483 504801
Opening hours:
Mon- Sat 9am-6pm

AUDIOLAB, CELESTION, CREEK, LINN,
MERIDIAN, NAKAMICHI, PROAC, QUAD
and ROTEL.

E
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MICHELL, MARANTZ, MUSICAL
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DIGITAL PROCESSING
Let's just skip the parametric equalizer,
OK? I'm not in the mood to justify the
existence of equalizers - graphic or parametric - which cause those pitiful, lacking-in-confidence users to boost here and
cut there, buggering up the sound in the
process and then wishing that they never
installed the thing in the first place.
Especially when they find that it's often
left in by-pass mode: Then you get to the
room equalizer and, hey, we're talking
about every tweak in the universe at the
push of a button or two...
Am Istirring up arguments by suggesting, nay, repeating that the room is 'the
weakest part of any hi-fi installation'? Do
we all agree that, even though Room
Tunes and Gryffusors and Tune Traps and
Sonex and all the other weird accessories
work, they look stupid and do nothing for
the room's aesthetics? And do we all agree
that rebuilding aroom to make it 'acoustically perfect' is costly, inconvenient and
for the most part impractical? tAnd do we
also agree that it would be amiracle if you
could press abutton and turn your room
into aflat, uncoloured showcase for your
hi-fi? Without having to hang one damn
thing on the wall? And without having to
move one stick of furniture?
That's what the AX1000 does, and in
about 10 minutes instead of the week or
more required by an acoustician, a team
of carpenters and someone to clean up
the mess. And in pro situations, time is
money, so you can imagine why studio
bods might find this a godsend.
If you're computer-literate, the menus
which appear on the two screens on the
fascia will seem familiar. Access is via
remote control, which also means that
you can do A/B comparisons from the
listening seat. Just weave through the
menus until you find the necessary section for room equalization and let the
machine do its thing.
All that's required is a high quality
mono microphone at the listening position. Marantz supplied acostly AKG microphone, which Ifixed to a stand at the
hot spot, its capsule at ear height and
aimed directly at the centre of the speaker
line. Back away from the microphone so it
doesn't pick up any extraneous noises and
watch the monitors as the unit goes
through the motions.
First, it will ask you to set levels;
invariably the first burst of pink noise
through your speakers will be a few dB
out. The sound is sampled and filtered 16
times, a channel at a time. Then the
machine calculates and tweaks and
squeezes and pinches, eventually producing a frequency line ( the word curve
seems somewhat inapproprate) to meet
the demands you specified; Iopted for
20-20kHz, flat to ± 0.5dB. Because the
unit can store anumber of settings, Iwas
able to compare this setting with equalization for 65-18kHz. Additionally, the
screen shows you what your system
produced prior to equalization: you can
watch it flatten before your very eyes.
If the above sounds too easy, that's
because it is, especially when compared
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during operations, configured as per the
LEDs in a high-quality tape deck.
The remote control handles everything,
with the screens providing confirmation
of your actions. The only operations not
needing reference to the screen are
remote volume setting and A/B'ing the
processed and bypassed signals - which
you will want to do on a continual basis
because you 'ain't gonna believe the
metamorphosis.
Smack in the middle of the remote is a
loypad' reminiscent of a Sega games
console or aPC controller ( it's an 'upsidedown mouse'), This is used to steer the
cursor from screen to screen, from command to command and for increasing or
decreasing values. I wouldn't have
minded a conventional QWERTY
keyboard option, but that's something
Marantz will have to consider for the
future. Other controls on the remote are
on/off, mode switching, menu select,
volume control, mute, ' enter' for executing functions, cancel ( to escape from a
mode), numerical keypad for certain

to the old ' mechanical' methods which
take hours if not days. Installation involves
nothing more than the connecting of the
AX 1000 in a tape loop, between a line- operations and three function buttons.
Enough of the descriptions, though; the
level source and pre-amp or between pre'prototype' owner's manual is a half-inch
and power amplifiers; this depends on
thick, so summing it up here is impossible.
your own attitude toward 'extra links in
More relevant is how the AX 1000 worked
the chain'. Iused it between aCD player
in its primary mode, equalizing a room.
and the pre-amp, partly for simplicity and
The first revelation was that Ihad done
partly for easy comparisons with the
a fairly good job setting up my system.
AX 1000 in straight-through mode. This
Marantz's Doug Randall looked at the
confirmed just how well-designed it is,
curve, unsurprised at the roll-offs at the
because its 'straight through' presence
frequency extremes. He described that as
was impossible to detect.
'normal', and more to do with the room
The back is packed with sockets, attestthan the gear itself. Which is why you
ing to both the unit's flexibility and its
need the AX1000. The only bizarre result
professional aspirations. RCA phono sockwas avery sharp suck-out at 85Hz, as if the
ets are used for analogue input and
room featured a built-in notch filter.
output, the latter consisting of options for
Applying compensation with the
normal stereo and surround- sound.
AX1000 produced a reading within the
Directly below these are balanced ver0.5dB we specified. Out with avariety of
sions, using standard three-pin XLR connectors. Digital connections include Tos- test recordings and we were off. And not
only did the AX1000 work, it acted as if it
link and coaxial inputs and outputs. And
had a mind of its own, treating different
then there are the video options.
levels of adjustment. And during the two
Ididn't mind looking at the tiny moniweeks, I could only find a handful of
tors, but Marantz obviously felt aneed to
recordings which sounded better in
make the visuals available in a variety of
bypass mode - all of them mono and with
forms. So each of the two screens is
just a lone voice or solo instrument.
complemented by eight BNC outputs,
Tonal balance and quality seemed
enabling the user to feed the signal to
unaffected for the most part, changes in
normal NTSC monitors ( no PAL yet...),
these areas being subtle rather than gross
S-VHS TV inputs, RGB monitors, you name
(as they would be if modified by agraphic
it. This came in handy at the Summer CES,
equalizer). This can be explained partly
when Marantz was able to show what the
by the minimal demands my set-up made
AX1000 can do via large TV sets; the same
on the Marantz, the room being fairly
technique was used at The HiFi Show in
dead and flat and the gear being carefully
September. Professional ( studio) users
matched. But all of the changes were
would rack-mount the unit. And would
easily detected and consistent from track
want access to the visuals from the
to track, especially stereo imaging.
operating seat at the mixing desk. SimiThe most vivid evidence of the
larly, in home use, aTV monitor between
AX1000's presence was a shifting of the
the speakers would allow you to do all the
soundstage to a line in front of the
adjusting from the listening seat, without
speakers. Stage depth was virtually
having to crane your neck.
unchanged; it was as if the whole performBetween the screens at the front is a
ance had been moved forward, with the
flip-down panel, revealing another set of
musicians given a bit more space. VocalToslink digital inputs and outputs, brightists benefited most; in one specific examness and contrast controls for the moniple - Tina Turner singing ` Nutbush City
tors and the XLR socket, used for the
Limits' - the repositioning suggested
microphone used during room equalizamovement of acouple of metres, not that
tion. Above these is alevel meter for use
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CELESTION 100 WINS
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CIELEST1011
For a colour brochure phone the Celestion information line on 0473 723131
or for a full demonstration see your nearest dealer.

DIGITAL PROCESSING
I'd mind having Tina Turner in my lap.
The outer boundaries remained the
same, hut the sounds emanating from
extreme stage left and right took on
greater prominence. In effect, the AX1000
changed the shape of the stage so that, if
you imagine it as viewed from above, it
went from being lozenge-shaped — deep
in the middle with narrowing ends — to
something more rectangular.
This, of course, meant less with mono
material, although individual sounds were
separated into layers. This allows the
listener to hear far greater detail in
treasured mono performances, even
sparse recordings like my ' reference' Bill
Broonzy disc. But all of the recordings,
mono or stereo, enjoyed a boost in
subjective dynamics, suggesting that the
room equalizer segment of the AX1000 is
a perfectly-functioning expander in disguise. ( Note that I'm not referring to the
onboard compander section.)
Switching from unprocessed to processed, I heard more ' sparkle' and ' life',
especially with transients at the frequency
extremes. Bass drum kicks delivered greater impact. ( With rap, the effect was
overpowering and nausea- inducing. Then
again, rap is nauseating.) But these

changes weren't limited to powerful percussive or electric instruments. Acoustic
guitar, delicate solo piano and vocalists
with decent range ( Patsy Cline, Howard
Tate) also managed to stretch the system,
revealing a `performance envelope' previously not in evidence.
Frankly, it made the system in bypass
mode seem, well, kinda dull. On the other
hand, the equalized system could seem, at
times, a bit relentless, with its grab-youby- the-throat impact, detail and sense of
great energy. But I loved it.
Straightforward rationalization could
turn the AX1000 into aviable acquisition
with an approachable price tag. As it sits,
it's adream add-on for those without any
prejudices toward a processor. It's what
Acoustic Research threatened us with a
few years back — the still-born ADSP.
On a less anathema- to-purists level, it
has its uses for reviewers because the
onboard test section provides some useful
information when comparing components. ( Isaw anoticeable difference in the
curves when we compared two from my
system, with only the power amps
changed — both were top performers
without serious sonic deviations.)
What I'd like to see is an AX1000

without the stuff in the 'Ambience Control' and 'Signal Conditioning' categories,
fewer video outputs and a less costly
monitoring system; the inbuilt monitors
could be omitted, as VGA or PAL outputs
would allow the owner to feed into an
existing computer monitor or standard
TV. Also added to the ' Mk H' should be an
interface for a PC or Apple computer —
which I'm told would be easy to do, as the
heart of this is the Motorola chip found in
Apples and Macs — as well as a printer
port. Of course, the last-named wouldn't
be needed at all if the info's being fed into
a computer; just print it off your PC.
I'd like to see a stripped version for
£1000. And it would sell like hotcakes
once the dealers learned how to demonstrate it. Because, if you can overcome
your loathing of add-ons, you might find
that your room needs the kind of help
which can only otherwise be provided by
chunks of foam or weird- looking panels.
Too bad Bose already grabbed the name
'room mate'...
Supplier Marantz HiFi ( UK) Ltd,
Kingsbridge House, Padbuty Oaks, 581 Bath
Road, Longford, Middlesex UB7 OEH. Tel:
(0753) 680868.
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suit his taste. In the old days we were able to

reduction and time delay. We found that in the

change components such as capacitors or resistors

majority of decoders the matrix decoding and the

to see if they were able to improve the sound; now

noise reduction are done in the analogue domain;

many of these analogue components are integrated

in the AX 1000 all three major surround decoding

in ICs.
The second group of people includes the semi-

functions are processed in the digital domain,

„0...b« .
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three main functions: matrix decoding, noise

using software and processing power which does

e

TATSUO KABUMOTO

professional or serious musicians. The AX 1000

not limit the dynamic range of the original source

would be very useful to asmall recording studio.

material, and the final output is I6-bit resolution.

Finally, for ouch° dealers who would like to

Two signal conditioning features have been

provide apremium service to their customers it

designed to allow the listener to improve the
quality of sound; dynamic range control and

will be ahelpful tool in setting-up equipment in

scratch suppression. Scratch noise suppression is

IIW: Since the Audio Computer is
expensive, how is Maranta assuring the

very important to the audiophile who has alarge

the customer's home.

purchaser that it will not be obsolete in

Kabumoto, managing director of Marantz

collection of vinyl recordings. This function works
in the following way: the incoming analogue

International, put forth his ideas why the

signal from the phono pre-amplifier is digitized

the near future?
TK: We chose acomputer-based layout

AX1000 product is so important in the

and the scratches detected. A digital interpolation

conforming to the DIN EuroCard standards.

market place. Ifirst asked Mr Kabumoto
about the origin of the Ax1000 project.

system removes the scratch noise and replaces it

This allows us to be completely 'future safe'. Any

with interpolated information from before and

new development can be implemented in the form

TK: It comes from the experience we at Marantz

after the scratch. The scratch suppression level is

had in 1985 with the first 'digital amplifier', the

adjustable by the user.

of upgrade cards.
IIW: Do you think the availability of

IN AN EXCLUSIVE interview Tatsuo

DPM-7. The DPM-7 had the ability to do

Finally, the measurement functions: signal

powerful interactive DSP products could

digital signal processing, but it had no ability to

generators digitally synthesize sine waves for any

stimulate interest in hi-fi again?

do measurement. Hence there was no interactivity

frequency from 20Hz to 20kHz, and white noise

between the music and the environmental

and pink noise, with level adjustment from OdB to

TK: Interactive digital signal processing will
stimulate interest in hi-fi because it will enable the

surroundings. This was because of the lack of

—80dB. The final measuring device is areal time

public to have better quality sound. Interactive

processing power and processing speed [available

analyzer, with 27 bands offrequencies from

DSP will also kelp audio/video, because it will

at that time].

40Hz to 16kHz.

allow the user to get the effects the producer of the

IIW: The Audio Computer has alarge

IIW: Who do you see as the primary users

number of DSP functions. Can you

of this product?
TK: Isee three main groups of people who might

film wanted to get across.
[interview by Howard Woo]

explain which facilities are unique?
TK: The DSP functions fall into four categories:
frequency response control; ambience control;

use the Audio Computer: they are serious
audiophiles, semi-professional musicians, and

Under the heading of ambience control comes

high-end audio dealers. The way audio has
developed in the past decades has limited the

digital movie surround. Surround decoders have

audiophile's ability to create musicial sounds to

signal conditioning; and measurement.
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We've taken the lid off the
new Hafler range of amplifiers
Since 1976, Hafler products have been known for
sonic excellence, price effectiveness, and reliability.
Hafler innovative circuit designs have received unprecedented acclaim from critics and consumers alike.
By design, all Hafler amplifiers are models of efficiency
—only proven, superior components are used.
Only the most streamlined designs are employed and
any "frills" that might decrease reliability or increase
cost are rejected. The ultimate goal is maximum
performance at an affordable price.

Phono input loads can
be easily changed to
match the cartridge of
your choice

Optional phono board
offers adiscrete J-FET
circuit featuring again
switch for either moving
magnet or moving coil
cartridges

Circuit board shield
obstructs in/out feedback paths, ensuring
stable amplification, and
eliminating induced
hum

All discrete primary
signal path exploits
the tube-like " sonic
qualities of J-FETs
that give the SE100 a
distinct advantage
over op-amp based
preamps

Voltage regulator heat.
sinks allow ahigher
voltage heardroom
power supply

Hafler SE100 Preamplifier
The Hafler SE100 Preamplifier follows the tradition of the
DH110, enhancing it with the vacuum tube characteristics of
J-FETs. The result is an affordable preamp derived from the
circuitry Stereo Review ranked with the best preamplifiers
on the market.
Hafler have improved the circuit topography by
arranging the controls to follow the circuit flow, providing
the most direct audio path possible and the necessary
isolation between input and output signals. The volume
control gives superb interchannel level tracking while the
headphone output has adedicated circuit to prevent
interference with any other output signal.
To keep costs down for CD purists, aphono board
is available as an option for both moving magnet and
moving coil cartridges.

This volume control
potentiometer is rarely
found on reasonable
priced equipment and
provides superb interchannel level tracking
and low contact
distortion

Four lateral MOSFETs
per channel provide
trouble-free operation
and "tube-like" sound
Heavy duty 5-way
binding posts

5E100
Tone defeat removes all
tone control circuitry
from the line amplifier

High quality film capacitators
used in signal path improves
sound quality
New thermal protection
circuit accurately monitors
output device temperature

Independent dual line
output selectors for
driving two stereo
power amplifiers
offer unusual system
flexibility

Headphones are driven
by ahigh quality power
amplifier — isolated to
prevent hard driven
headphones from distorting tape or line
outputs

The Hafler 5E240
120 watts of affordable high
performance power
The SE240 employs aproven double differential pushpull cascoded input stage. This circuit is notable for its use
of ultra-high performance J-FETs which improve linearity
while maintaining low distortion and low noise.
The 5E240 utilizes four lateral MOSFET output devices
(per channel) to deliver the midrange clarity and musicality
of tubes with the improved bandwidth and speed
of transistors.
Other features on the SE240 include oversized heatsinks for
improved performance into low impedance loads, new
thermal protection circuitry for increased reliability, gold
input jacks, gold 5-way speaker jacks, and bridged-mono
switch for 350 watts into an 8Ohm load. These features
make the SE240 the affordable high performance amplifier.

5E240

Oversized transformer
to meet power output
requirements

30,000µI of
capacitance to
ensure adequate
power reserves

Simplified construction
improves reliability and
results in consistent
performance

Hafler

Sole UK distributor:
HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717

r.
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To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Gro ve, Lon don N7 8EQ .Pl ease
,on Hafler amplifiers.
Name
IAddress
Postcode
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details
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AMPLIFIERS

FOUR AFFORDABLE
AMPLIFIERS
Critically-priced amplifiers from
Britain, Europe and Japan: Arcam
Alpha

3,

Philips FA890, Technics

SU-VX600 and Yamaha AX- 550
by John Nelson
et's start by opening acan of worms.
If we admit the proposition that
different amplifiers sound different,
how can we decide which one sounds
'best'? And what happens with different
speakers and source components? Is it
really possible to say definitively that
Amplifier A will always sound better than
Amplifiers Bor C in any system and in any
room, to all listeners and with any type of
music? Can we be sure that the conclusions of a reviewer will reliably read
across to all potential purchasers? Indeed,
why should we assume a priori that
'reviewing' is a valid activity?
Assuming that the answers to all these
questions are decidable at all, can the job
of reviewing a group of amplifiers be
tackled in ameaningful way? If so, how? In
my opinion, the short answer is 'with
extreme difficulty' — especially bearing
in mind the dazzling variety of ways in
which the car-brain systems can be
comprehensively misled by outside
factors.
Be all that as it may, the brief was
to test four low-cost integrated
amplifiers falling within a similar
price range — the Arcam Alpha 3,
Philips FA890, Technics SUVX600 and Yamaha AX- 550 —
and to come to a conclusion
about which was best. The Arcam and
Technics both cost £ 199, the Philips is
£230 and the Yamaha £ 240. For better or
worse, it was decided that the best
approach was to ask an unsighted fiveperson listening panel to compare the
amplifiers with each other and with suitable references, to make copious notes on
what they found, and to submit to random
checks to convince me that they were
able, reliably, to decide which one was in
use at agiven moment. The panel was not
allowed to know what was being tested,
but members could ask for ' Unit A', ' Unit
B' and so on whenever they so chose.
They also did not know that two of the
units they listened to were, in fact, references. One of these (' Unit E') was the
resident Krell KSP-7B/KSA-8013 combination, which has received a few internal
modifications and ' demon tweaks' and
HI- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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which seems to be generally accepted as a
consistently good performer and realiable
reference standard. Amongst other things,
Irather thought that it would be interesting to see whether the Krell combination
at about 30 times the price of the
amplifiers under test sounded 30 times
better. The other ( ' Unit C' ) was aPioneer
A-400, which was chosen since it has
received enthusiastic reviews in anumber
of publications and which has established
itself as something of aclass leader at the
price point of the review amplifiers. At
£230, it appeared to be the one to beat.
The speakers used fin the tests — which
lasted on and off for about afortnight of

afternoons and evenings — were mainly
TDL Monitors, with Spendor BC 1s, Au:
SCM20s and BBC L.S3/5As also available
on demand. A KSP-7B pre-amplifier was
used to drive the KSA-80B and the programme sources included aMeridian 20613,
avariety of high-class analogue front-ends
and a modified Quad FM4. Levels during
the tests were maintained to within 1d13
with amicrophone, oscilloscope and test
tones. The listening rooms of two longsuffering panel members were used for
auditioning as well as my own.
5»
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Last month we featured the debut
of a new breed of British
audiophile amplifier from designer
John Shearne. We think that it
combines the best of the worlds of
valves and transistors. This
month, however, we feature a
remarkable valve power amplifier
which redefines the state of the
authentic valve tradition. The
revised version of the Audio
Innovations FIRST AUDIO
AMPLIFIER is that product, the
design of Mr Guy Sargeant.

accusations of profiteering; not
with our overdraft! You have to
speculate to accumulate.

The design is visually very attractive, making a strong statement
rather than the usual bland black
-box and yet even this fails to
prepare the listener for the surprising sound quality. In a few
words, that quality amounts to an
embarrassment compared to
many high-technology and very
"Audio Innovations FIRST AUDIO AMPLIFIER"
elaborate modern market leaders.
But is the FIRST not archaic? In
terms of its basic circuit topology,
it is; but modern thinking and
modern components make it far
superior to any product manufac- SECOND AUDIO AMPLIFIERS.
acclaimed speakers. " It sounds
tured in the heyday of triode valve Wow, awhole 15 watts for £3,000!
awful ... Ijust have to watch the
amplifiers. But here, in the digital But the joke is on our misconcepTV instead." Well, shop around,
nineties we have a 7.5 watt pure tion of power equating to dynamic
by all means, until you find a
class A direct- heated triode range: immediately we are forced
professional HiFi retailer. Saving
amplifier with no overall or local to revise our ideas when, for
10-20% of the cost and sacrificing
feedback. It employs the best example, a relatively inefficient
the specialist service and advice
modern components such as loudspeaker produced over we offer our customers is no real
handmade paper- in-oil capacitors; 100dB from the aforementioned
saving at all. The cost of constant
non-magnetic resistors and high- 7.5 watt triode amplifier. However,
annual " upgrading" and missing
purity proprietory wires ( no printed it is to be recommended for Magout on music easily justifies a
circuit board). As such, its price of neplanar audiophiles rather than
good dealer's profit. At The Music
£1,530 is extremely reasonable.
Room, we feel that we can easily
JBL types; but even here, Imay
be wrong. Audio Innovations compete with the open market.
The Audio Innovations FIRST has
an impressive track record in two make a large range of valve
Between our two shops, we have
respects. In over three years of amplifiers, integrated, pre- and the largest Disposals List in the
power to suit the requirements
dealing with them, they have
country, now running to two
achieved a remarkable reliability and pockets of everyone who pages; computer- updated, it is
wishes to invest in a very satisnot even approached by some of
available by return of post on
fying product. Our most popular
the industry's most respected
receipt of a stamped addressed
solid-state leaders. In the second model has been the Series 500 envelope or by fax. Currently,
integrated amplifier (£990) which
place, reviewers across the world
items range from new AIWA DAT
have already discovered the sec- has now been joined by the inex- HD-S1 for £475 to a Goldmund
ret. The influential Jean Hiraga, in pensive Series 300 (£ 499); Studio IV with T3F at £4,500 ( mint
remarkably open and sweet, very
Nouvelle Revue du Son stated
condition but less than half current
that " The use of triodes has once much like the sound of the Audio list price). Both items are truly
Research
SP-8.
again shown in the most startling
remarkable. In Manchester we
manner its incomparable musical ity ... the FIRST AUDIO is no MORE BARGAINS
longer advisable, it is a MUST." We all like a bargain, so we
encounter many " promiscuous
Closer to home, words have been
patrons" with a mixture of regret
equally unminced! " For me"
and condescending resignation;
stated George Entwistle in HiFi
Answers, June 1989 " they're so they picked up some five-star
reviewed product, with a secondfar ahead of the competition,
hand Best Buy and an ex-dem
when it comes to separating
music from hi-fi, there's really very pair of last month's highly
little else Icould live with."
With price and power doubled up,
as monoblocks they are called the
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have the very fine EQUINOX
phono stage and line pre-amplifier
for £ 1,750 as one special example
of the refurbishment sale. Yes, at
last we are installing aparadise of
opulence befitting the excellence
of our establishment and reflecting the finest agencies we are
proud to represent in the north of
England. We will not hear of any

New:- Mail Order/24-hour service: 041-332 7712

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BN. 061-835 1366

Our bargains list currently boasts
awide choice of Audio Research,
Magneplanar, Martin Logan and
Krell products plus many fine British amplifiers and loudspeakers.
We have, for instance, a brandnew pair of Magneplanar 3.3R
loudspeakers, cancelled by acustomer for financial reasons, hence
£2,950 or close offer. In the meantime we are delighted to enjoy this
remarkable new model which is
assured of classic stature for the
future. Without doubt, it represents the pinnacle of design from
this distinguished American chapter of audiophile and musical history. We have a number of
second-hand SMG's and 1.4
loudspeakers at very tempting
prices, mostly careful owners
upgrading up one model. Please
phone for details, you won't regret
it, and they safely flat-pack for
transport anywhere.
Regular readers will be aware of
our high regard for Danish audio
design. After a long delay which
has resulted in significant
improvements, the 1991 Heathrow Exhibition relaunched the
DALI Skyline loudspeakers.
Priced at £ 1,595 they at last offer
European alternative to Apogee.
We continue to recommend
GRYPHON pre-amps as the finest
money can buy and thank a Mr
Peter Russell for his letter stating
that we were absolutely right on
this and that he has now purchased one elsewhere!! Promiscuous patrons, you will surely
miss us if we go. Do give us a
chance before you exercise your
perfect right to shop around, and if
you make aclandestine purchase
from the importer or his front- men
then you will find yourself without
anyone who has any concern for
your rights. The problems easily
outweigh any benefits. The magazines all agree on the need to find
and support agood dealer. We do
try to justify your support and over
many years have won substantial
recognition of our work.
Do visit us soon; in Manchester
we will be in our extended and
newly palatial premises. In Glasgow, we are tempting you back
with a choice selection of
audiophile vinyl and CD's
imported from all four corners of
the earth. Sounds expensive, but
very good!! Happy Listening!!

The Music Room, 98 Bath Street,
Glasgow G2. 041-332 5012
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98 Bath Street, Glasgow G2 2EN & 50 Bridge Street, Manchester M3 3BN
Tel. 041-332 5012 ( Glasgow), 061-835 1366 (
Manchester), 041-333 0212 ( Fax).
We save our customers more by the benefit of our experience than by mere discounts or bargains. Yet it costs no more, however,
to buy either new or second-hand from The Music Room. Our ever-expanding " bargain list" is now the largest of its type in
Britain, and can help your dreams come true a little sooner than you thought. As always, you are advised to contact us for the
latest position. The following is a mere selection.
AIWA HD-S1
ALEXANDER
A&R Cambridge
ARCAM
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO RESEARCH
CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE
CLEARAUDIO
COUNTERPOINT
DECCA
EAR 509
EQUINOX
GOLDMUND
GOLDMUND
GRYPHON
HECO
KRELL
KRELL
KRELL
KRELL
KRELL DIGITAL
KUZMA
LUXMAN
MAGNEPLANER
MAGNEPLANAR
MAGNEPLANAR
MAGNEPLANAR
MARTIN LOGAN
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
PRIMARE
PRIMARE
PROAC
QUAD
ROKSAN
ROKSAN Xerxes
ROTEL
SD ACOUSTICS
SOURCE
VOYD
WHEATON
YAMAHA TX-540
YAMAHA EQ-550

The best sounding DAT we've heard, despite its size!
566 Loudspeakers " good gear in small bulk"
A60 A Classic British Integrated Amplifier (3 in stock)
Black Box 1, one of the first and best British DAC's
Series 1000 -Valve PreAmp, amazing value
S-9 MC Transformer, high gain, revelatory quality
LS- 1, if you thought passive was best try this!
Classic 60, the authentic Audio Research
Classic 30, affordable authentic Audio Research!
C70 PreAmp, an absolute snip!
T50 Tuner, again incredible value for money
P25 Integrated Amplifier, a steal!
CT50 Cassette Deck, a remarkable and patriotic deck
Delta Cartridge, less than 50 hours use; fights digititis
SA- 12 Hybrid Power Amps (2 so you can bi-amp)
Speakers with Kelly Ribbon, for the collector
Monoblock Valve Power Amps, gun metal finish
Line Passive PreAmp, amazing sonic qualities
Studio IV with T3F Arm, ultimate glorious analogue
ST4 Turntable with simplified T3F Arm, beautiful
KT Pre-amp, by far the world's finest pre-amp
640 Loudspeakers Mahogany
KSA 250, are you man enough for this?
KSP 7b, why are Krell pre- amps overshadowed?
PAM- 1, comment as above, hence a fantastic bargain
KSA 50, the classic Krell, so partner with above item
MD- 1 CD Turntable, go on spoil yourself!
Tonearm, sonic quality on a budget
PD-300 Turntable, distinguished product
SMGa, affordable musical excellence
1R, a step up from SMGa
25R, a milestone product
33R, the finest ever from a distinguished designer
CLS II, love at first sight
Mechanic Tonearm, remarkable precision engineering
R-852 Speakers ( black)
MA-50 Mono Power ( pair), curiously underrated
A370 Power Amp, lots of power and weight
P270 Power Amp, overshadowed by the P180?
A100 Integrated Amplifier, very fine
B200 Integrated Amplifier, very good value
Digilog DAC, very remarkable, so why so cheap?
Ti Audiophile Tuner, exceptional quality
MC- 1 Loudspeakers
Series 928 Pre-2 Monos, as used by our MD
Series 928 PreAmp with sexy RC, very underrated
Studio 3 in Rosewood and with stands
606 Power Amp, a bargain
Xerxes with Linn LXV arm, Mk IPSU ( Black)
RB-300/VdH wired ( Rosewood)
RC850/2 x RB850 Pre- and 2 mono power amps
SD- 1 Speakers New type, truly remarkable (Walnut)
Classic Turntable, black with ODYSSEY Arm
Turntable with split phase -SU ( Mahog, slight mark)
Triplanar Tonearm Mk II, the finest pivoted arm
Tuner, Yamaha tuners are distinguished
Room and System Equaliser inc mic, remarkable price

PRICES:
LIST
DEAL
new G
£599 £475
ExDem M
£299 £220
s/h G
£100
s/h G
£100
ExDem M
£ 1,350 £995
ExDem G
£799 £299
On Dem G
£ 1,657 £ 1,250
On Dem G
£3,499 £2,750
New G
£2,498 £ 1,950
s/h G
£399 £300
ExDem G
£ 199 £ 139
ExDem G
£ 189 £ 139
ExDem G
£249 £ 189
Mint G
£250
s/h G
£ 1,295 £750
ExDem G
£125
s/h G
£ 1,800 £ 1,250
ExDem M
£ 1,800 £ 1,200
Mint G
£ 10,600 £4,500
Mint G
£5,997 £3,995
Mint G
£5,485 £3,495
ExDem M
£600 £459
ExDem M
£5,997 £4,750
ExDem G
£2,750 £2,150
s/h G
£2,500 £750
s/h G
£ 1,850 £ 1,250
ExDem G
£5,380 £3,495
s/h G
£399 £ 180
s/h G
£450
s/h G
£665 £395
ExDem G
£ 1,190 £895
ExDem G
£ 1,995 £ 1,495
Mint G
£3,333 £2,950
ExDem G
£3,798 £2,650
Mint G
£450
ExDem M
£250
Mint G
£875 £600
s/h M
£2,500 £ 1,450
s/h M
£ 1,500 £995
s/h G
£499 £250
ExDem G
£350 £299
ExDem G
£399 £300
ExDem G
£270 £220
M and G
£230 £ 180
Mint G
£7,650 £5,500
ExDem G
£4,250 £2,250
s/h G
£1,250
s/h G
£635 £375
s/h G
£500
Mint G
£650
s/h G
£400
ExDem G
£ 1,495 £995
s/h M
£750
ExDem M
£ 1,350 £995
Mint G
£ 1,995 £ 1,150
New G
£ 159 £ 119
Mint G
£ 199 £ 149

All pre-owned items (s/h) are fully guaranteed for 6months; ExDem goods for 2years from date of purchase. Prices include VAT
17 1/
2%. UK Carriage charges UK £5-£10; next-day delivery available. Major credit cards accepted by telephone, Mon-Sat
10am-6pm. 10% deposit secures any item for up to 28 days. Credit available to personal callers.
Peace of mind guarantee: purchased goods may be exchanged in full within 14 days from receipt or refunded less 10% to cover
our handling costs. Our name is your assurance of satisfaction. We are internationally trusted dealers and consultants; established
1979.

ARCAM ALPHA 3
The Alpha 3 is billed as a 40W-perchannel amplifier and offers phono ( for
magnetic or high-output m-c cartridges),
CD, tuner and video inputs and switchable tape monitoring and replay facilities.
It is ablack box some 430 X 80 x 200mm
(wdh) in size, and turns the scales at 4kg.
On the front drop are the input selector
switch; push-buttons for tape mode selection; volume, bass, treble and balance
controls; a headphone socket and the
mains power switch. On the rear is an IEC
mains socket, substantial 4mm speaker
output terminals and RCA ( phono) inputs.
Internally, a substantial toroidal mains
transformer feeds IN5404 rectifiers and
two 10,000 F 50V reservoir capacitors.
The output devices are plastic.
encapsulated equivalents of the ubiquitous 2N3055/2N2955 devices in what
appears to be some form of complementary-symmetry arrangement. The
unit is built on a single good-quality
glass-epoxy printed-circuit board with silk
screening and minimal internal wiring. A
spare loudspeaker fuse is thoughtfully
clipped to the PCB and the well written
manual explains that they may blow
the amplifier is run continuously at avery
high level into a speaker of too low an
impedance'. True, but Iwonder whether
on that basis it might have been better to
provide two spare fuses instead of one!
There appears to be no other protection
circuitry. The disc front-end amplifier
uses asingle NE5532 op-amp. Overall, the
constructional quality is high and there is
no real evidence of corner-cutting from
an engineering point of view.
Sonically, the Alpha 3 was thoroughly
enjoyed by the panel and acquitted itself
very well indeed in most areas. Using the
line- level inputs, the amplifier's presentation was said to be 'easy and unfatiguing,
with no obvious problems' and ' quite
natural and confident-sounding — good
control, very musical and not at all intrusive'. With phono sources, the result was
thought to be ' harder' and 'steelier' and
no-one liked it as much as either the
Technics SU-VX600 or the Yamaha AX550 when using analogue disc. Full
orchestral climaxes and the end of Bach's
E flat major organ fugue ( BWV552) left
the panel, if not exactly gritting their
teeth, at least sitting on the edge of their
chairs. Later discussion led to aconsensus
that the Alpha 3's phono stage seemed to
52

make something of amuddle of complex
textures and fortissimo loudnesses, and in
this area it gives something away to the
competition. With CD sources, however,
it was a different story and the Alpha 3
generally got on with the job of musicmaking without intrusiveness. For most of
the time, it passed the all-important test of
being able to generate and sustain the
listeners' interest in both familiar music
and new material.
There were acouple of minor technical
reservations. On one or two occasions the
panel sensed that even into the TDL
Monitors — which have slightly aboveaverage sensitivity — the Alpha 3 was
approaching the limits of its power headroom when driven hard with orchestral or
rock material, and there was a distinct
sense of 'hardening' and 'harshness' at
higher listening levels. We also had some
problems with hum, especially on phono,
and also when trying to use the Alpha 3
with aNICAM video machine, and quite a
lot of time was spent sorting this out. Part
of the difficulty was due to Arcam's use of
a common ground for chassis, input and
speaker negative, which is all very well
except that in certain circumstances ( and
especially when the mains supply is by
courtesy of aPME system) this can lead to
intractable hum problems. Ialso noted an
occasional vulnerability to RF breakthrough; purchasers of the Alpha 3 who
live close to a transmitting station or a
radio amateur may possibly have to seek
assistance should problems arise as a
result.
Overall, however, the Arcam Alpha 3is
remarkably good for the price — wellmade, good-sounding and versatile.

ARCAM

ALPHA

Test results

3

Arcam Alpha 3

Power output ( RALS into 80hins, both channels driven at
IkHz for 0.1X Till)),
41.3W(L), 43.2W(R)
Signal/noise ratio, CD/line,
78dB ( unweighted)
Signal/noise ratio, disc:
67dB ( unweighted)
Input sensitivity, CD4ine:
225mV fur rated output
Input sensitivity, disc:
2.2mV ( m 4n ) for rated output
Input impedance, disc:
37R-ohms + 220pF ( m- m )
Input impedance, line:
48k-ohms

Separation, line ( dB),
Separation, disc ( dB ):
Output impedance ( ohms)
Damping factor
Dimensions ( whd,mm )
Typical price inc VAT

20Hz
89
81
0.09
242

1kHz
88
79
0.10
239

20kliz
67
61
0.32
203

430 x 80 X 200
£199

Supplier:
A&R Cambridge, Pembroke Avenue, Denny
Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS
9PB. Tel (0223) 440964

PHILIPS FA890
Despite its redoubtably European name,
Philips nowadays sources quite anumber
of its products in the Far East; Irecently
reviewed one of the company's in-car
amplifiers for another publication and I
would suspect that the FA890 was made
in the same factory. It is very Japanese in
feeling, with the large black casework
(400 x 130 x 330mm in size) containing
a good deal of fresh air and a dazzling
display of font sizes and faces on the rear
drop. The front panel is substantial but the
rest of the structure is not especially so,
and experimental prodding with a finger
produced considerable flexing. The facilities provided are very comprehensive,
and aneat remote-control unit makes life
easy for couch potatoes!
On the front are the power switch,
speaker selectors and record source selector, together with bass and treble controls
and input selectors for phono, two auxiliary line-level inputs, tape, tuner and CD.
There is also aloudness on/off switch and
a balance control. The rear drop carries
RCA input sockets and am-rn/m-c selector
switch. Two different speaker systems can
be driven. There are also three AC outlets.
Internally, a large C-core mains transformer is at upper right with a powerswitching printed-circuit board adjacent
to it. Two more small boards carry tonecontrol, source-selection and speakerselection switches and components. Most
of the amplifier is built on a single PCB,
with a large internal finned heatsink carrying the power devices — a pair of
Toshiba 2SA1301/2SC3280s per channel.
Another board on the right drop of the
casework handles the inputs and yet
another deals with remote operation of
the volume control. All told, the FA890 is
built on a total of nine printed-circuit
boards, with the consequence that there
is quite alot of internal wiring, secured by
four token cable ties. Not a single mains
connection is shrouded, and there is
ample opportunity for service engineers
to electrocute themselves when working
on the amplifier. In my opinion the FA890
is an object-lesson in how not to wire
electronic equipment, and it wins no
prizes for contructional quality; the other
amplifiers, particularly the Alpha 3, are far
better in this respect.
As far as audio quality is concerned, the
FA890 belied its unpromising interior by
sounding quite good for most of the time.
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l'he metal casework is not earthed
although aground terminal is provided on
the rear drop, and initially some hum
problems were experienced whcn using
the m- c input. These were largely
resolved by experimentation, but some
residual hum could not be banished and
rather got in the way of good results.
With line- level sources, the panel
observed that the FA890 sounded ' bright
and up-front, perhaps alittle too much so'
and that it was ' slightly shallow and
cold-sounding compared with most of the
others'. All were agreed, however, that it
had a very smooth and convincing midband and that there was no lack of weight
and extension in the bass.
Extended listening heightened the
sense of something slightly awry in the
upper frequency range, however, and the
'coldness' mentioned earlier seemed to
make itself felt as a 'slightly acid' and
'glaring' quality on upper string and
woodwind. The effect was more noticeable when using the phono source, and
the comparison with the Krell system
brought to light what the panel called
'sheeniness', 'steeliness' and in one listener's memorable phrase — ' it makes all the
speakers sound as though they have metal
domes'!
You get alot of facilities for your £ 230,
including remote control and a lot of
output power, but the FA890 is not quite
in the same class as the Alpha 3 or the
Technics model. The panel member who .
commented that the FA890 'bops and
bounces along rather well, but it's a bit
uncultured and rough round the edges'
probably summed it up better than pages
of prose and graphs.

PHILIPS

F A890

Test results -

Philips FA890

Power output ( RMS into 80hms, both channels driven at
IkHz for 0.1% THD ):
92W ( L),94W(R)
Signal/noise ratio, CD/line:
87db ( unweig)sted)
Signal/noise ratio, disc:
65dB ( unweighted, set to m-c )
Input sensitivity, CD/line)
202mV for rated output
Input sensitivity, disc:
163uV ( m-c), 3.1 7mV ( min ) fur rated output
Input impedance, disc:
135ohms ( m-c), 48K + 130F ( m- m)
Input impedance, line:
52K

Separation, line ( dB):
Separation, disc ( dB ):
Output impedance ( oluns)
Damping factor

20Hz
79
71
0.14
332

11eHz
79
69
0.17
277

20kliz
61
59
0.54
234

Dimension., ( whilmm )
400 X 130 X 330
Typical price inc VAT
£230

Supplier:
Philips Electrical, Cie House, 420 London
Road, Croydon, Storey. Tel 081-689 4444
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TECHNICS SU-VX600
The SU-VX600 measures 430 X 130 x
280 and weighs in at just over 8kg. Its
claimed power output is 2 x 55W into
8ohms, both channels driven, and 2 x
100W into 4ohms for I% 'I'11D. Speaker
selector switches allow two separate sets
to be driven. Next come bass, treble and
balance controls, a tone-control defeat
switch, a loudness button and a large
rotary volume control which dominates
the centre of the panel. Record and replay
selectors offer tape 1, tape 2, CD, tuner,
phono and an auxiliary. A smaller switch
beneath selects m- m or m-c inputs, and
there is a stereo/mono selector and subsonic filter. By Japanese standards the
front panel is understated and pleasing.
Internally, the Technics is impressive: it
is much less messily constructed than, for
example, the Philips unit and there is
evidence of considerable attention to
detail. A large C-core mains transformer
(boasting the legend '() FC') is at rear left,
with an encapsulated pair of two
12,000p.F reservoir capacitors next to it.
The amplifier circuitry is on asingle main
PCB, with daughterboards plugged into
good-quality edge connectors. A large
finned heatsink sits in the centre of the
board, on which is mounted an SVI3205
power transistor module.
Sonically, the Technics amplifier was
generally liked by the listening panel, and
there was general agreement that its
phono stage was much the best of the
tested group. ' Musical, self-effacing, very
good indeed' was one verdict, as was ' it
manages to keep out of the way of the
music and just gets on with things: I'm not
aware of an amplifier with a particular
personality'. Similar comments were
made about the line- level stages. The only
consistent mild reservation was that the
soundstage generated by the SU-VX600
was noticeably ' flatter' and narrower than
those produced by the other amplifiers,
whatever input was used. l'he effect was
slight but repeatedly observed, and it
appeared that the listening panel was able
to use this sonic hallmark to decide
reliably when the Technics amplifier was
in use. Certainly they could accurately
and consistently distinguish it from the
others within about fifteen seconds. Since
the measured crosstalk figures were
beyond reproach, and remembering that
anything over about 25dB separation is
perceived by listeners as asolid left- right

differential, it is interesting to speculate
on the origin of this phenomenon.
The SU-VX600 attracted particular
praise for the way in which thick orchestral textures and dense organ counterpoint refused to 'clog up' and it could
drive any of the speakers used in the
course of the review to window-rattling
levels. At high volume, it lost alittle of its
poise, especially in the bass — on some
heavy metal material played at the obligatory loudness, the comments were that
the I.F end of things became 'abit soft' and
'rather flabby' and percussion became
'ragged round the edges' but at more
restrained volume settings there was no
complaint. The panel thought that over
extended listening periods, the Technics
was very unfatiguing and very like the
Krell combination in this respect. Some
amplifiers ( especially some expensive
ones) have the knack of making you want
to switch the system off after an hour or
two, but the Technics is not subliminally
tiring in this way.
Overall, this is avery good amplifier by
any standards, well- made and with plenty
of facilities. If you are in the market for a
budget amplifier which nevertheless does
justice to analogue material, it is, as the
saying goes, the only game in town. In
some ways the best buy of the tested
group, although I would love to know
why its presentation of soundstages is
noticeably flatter and more backward
than was the case with the others. What is
even more curious is that many amplifiers
with this characteristic couple it with
being fatiguing to listen to for long
periods, but this is decidedly not the case
with the SU-VX600.

TECHNICS SU-VX600
Test results

Technics SU-VX600

Power output ( RMS into 80hins, both channels driven at 1
kHz
for 0 IX 1HD).
77W(L),75W(R)
Signal/noise ratio, CD4ine:
90elb (=weighted)
Signal/noise ratio, disc:
69dBiunweighted, se to MC)
Input sensitivity, CD/line:
263mV for rated output
Input sensitivity, disc:
131uV ( m-c), 2.7mV ( m-m) for mat output
Input impedance, disc:
110ohms ( mcl, 43K + 1250,( m-m)
Input impedance, line:
41K

Separation, line ( dB
Separation, disc ( dB
Output impedance ( ohms
Damping factor

20Hz
75
67
0.22
179

Dimensions ( whd,min )
"typical price '' VAT

IkHz
73
64
0.26
171

20kHz
67
57
0.31
141

430 x 130 )( 280
£ 199

Supplier:
Technics, Panasonic ( UK) Lui, Willoughby
Road, Bracknell, Berks. Tel (0344) 86244
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The Absolute Sound
KRELL
The current range of Krell continues to
dominate the high power amplifier market.
From the KSL — KST 100 ( see the review in
the October Hi Fi News) to the KSA 150/250
you will not find better equipment at the price.
Sound quality and build quality are as usual
exemplary.

from Acoustic Arts
AUDIO RESEARCH
The important news from Bill Johnson and his
merry band are two very impressive new
introductions, namely the LS2 line stage
preamplifier and PH1 phono stage. Both
products represent the state of the art' in
each category. In the American publication
Peter Moncrieff refers to the LS2 as a
"landmark product". The PH1 would of course
provide avery interesting upgrade path for
any pre-amp as well as earlier Audio Research
products.
CLASSE
This company have been busy improving their
superb range of amplifiers as well as adding
two new budget models, the DR4 pre-amp
and DR10 power amp. These new models are
absolutely marvellous, the new DR6 which is
already regarded as one of the finest preamps in the world, is now even better and
must represent the best value for ' state of the
art' performance currently available.

Acoustic Arts Limited
101 St. Albans Road
Watford Herts
Telephone:
Watford 245250

MARTIN LOGAN
The very finest of electrostatic loudspeakers.
The well established Sequel II and CLS II are
now joined by the 'QUEST' which looks like a
larger version of the Sequel but with improved
transparency and more extended bass. An
absolute winner!
SON US FABER
The Electa and Amator continue to offer the
most elegant and best finish available in
small box loudspeakers and probably
represent the best sound available for use in
small rooms. This interesting and enterprising
company have now added an exciting new
model " Extrema" as their ' state of the art'
product. Read Hi Fi News October for afull
review.
APOGEE
The big news here is the arrival of the Centaur
Minor. At last an affordable Apogee of
domestic size which completely re-defines the
performance parameters for the £ 1000 +
price range.

Fax: 0923 30798
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FOR THE STATE OF THE ART
AKG, A & R, ATC, Acoustic Energy, Apogee, Audiolab, Audio Research, B & W, Basis, Beyer, Celestion, Chord,
Classe, Convergent, Counterpoint, Denon, Dual, Ensemble, Goldmund, Jadis, KEF, Koetsu, Krell, Linx,
Magneplanar, Marantz, Martin- Logan, Meridian, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, PS Audio, Quad,
Radford, Revox, Rogers, Roksan, SD Acoustics, SME, Sennheiser, Solen, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stax, TDL,
Tannoy, Target, Teac, Thorens, Tripod, Wadia, Wharfedale.

AMPLIFIERS
CONCLUSION

YAMAHA AX-550
The Yamaha AX- 550 is a black box
measuring 430 x 150 x 330 and
weighing nearly IIkg. The comprehensive specification list quotes output powers of 85W/channel into 8ohms for
0.015% TI-II) and some fairly enormous
'dynamic power per channel' figures
derived by the II1F Dynamic Ileadroom
Measuring Method. As with the Philips
amplifier, the Yamaha can be remotely
operated with an infra-red hand-held controller which can also talk to aCD player;
in the case of the AX- 550, you can select
the amplifier's input sources or alter the
volume.
The features list is comprehensive. Bass,
treble, balance and a ' loudness' control,
together with mode and subsonic filter
buttons and a record output selector, lie
along the bottom. There is also abutton to
select between m- c and cartridges.
Internally, the Yamaha amplifier features achunky mains transformer, a suitably large bridge rectifier and two Elna
I2,000µ1' reservoir capacitors. The main
PCB is flanked by two large finned heatsinks, and some small daughtertx)ards are
plugged into it via high-grade edge connectors. As with the Philips amplifier, the
output devices are a pair of Toshiba
25A230 I/2SC3280s per channel. Internal
wiring is chiefly in ribbon cable, which
always manages to look slightly untidy
anywhere other than inside a microcomputer, and Idisliked the unshrouded
mains- lead terminations and freelyfloating mains wiring. Other than those
points, however, constructional quality is
generally very good. The rear drop is
rather less cluttered than on some of its
competitors, and all functions are clearly
explained in the Yamaha's well-written
and illustrated manual.
Sonically, the Yamaha AX- 550 was
generally well- liked and for some reason
was consistently preferred to the other
three units and the A-400 when driving
the BC I
s. ' Plenty of power but also plenty
of grip and authority; a little hit soft and
laid-back by comparison with the others
hut nice presentation and easy to live
with' was one comment which almost said
it all. The AX- 550's phono stage was not
quite the equal of the SU-VX600 but it was
preferred to everything else bar the Krell
combination. The criticisms which were
made during comparisons referred to a
slightly Shut-in' and ' airless' quality on
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some choral and vocal material; a Monteverdi motet with a particularly characteristic and airy ambience ( lit Queant
Ltxis' on Argo ZRG5494) lost alittle of its
flavour. There was also a sense that the
overload margin was being rather too
closely approached on a couple of occasions with high-output m- m cartridges.
Via the line- level inputs, however, there
were few complaints. There was aconsensus that the overall audio quality had a
hint of being 'slightly electronic and
processed, with just atinge of artificiality
in the mid-range' but the effect was very
mild and only really evident at high
volume levels — which, incidentally, the
AX- 550 could generate with case. Bass
was well-controlled and damped, with
plenty of power and weight, and the
treble was generally well liked. The loudness control was felt to have arather odd
effect — it seemed to tilt the frequency
response and add rather too much boost
at low frequencies, and we found no use
for it — but the subsonic filter's turnover
frequency and slope was just right for
removing rumble and other I.F artefacts
from the output of budget turntable/arm/
cartridge combinations without too much
loss in the way of low-frequency musical
information.
The Yamaha AX- 550 is anice amplifier,
which deserves careful auditioning. It did
not induce much in the way of fatigue
after extended listening periods, which is
probably as important a subjective parameter as any other, and the mild weaknesses of its phono input are very unlikely to
be noticed when using the sort of system
for which the AX- 550 is marketed as an
ingredient.

YAMAHA

AX- 550

Test results

Yamaha AX-550

Power output ( PhD into 80hms, both channels driven at
IkHz1orO.l% THD ):
87W(I.),88W(R)
Signal/noise ratio, CD/line:
83db ( unweighted)
Signal/noise ratio, disc:
71dB ( unweighted, set tu m-c )
Input sensitivity, CD/line:
22mV for rated output
Input sensitivity, disc:
190uV ( m-c), 2ImV ( m- m) fur rated output
Input impedance, disc: 210oluns ( m-c ), 47K + 95pF ( m-m
Input impedance, line:
47K

Separation, line ( dB ):
Separation, disc ( c1B ):
Output impedance ( ohms)
Damping factor

20Hz
73

66

0.16
262

MHz
73
64
0.17
254

201tHz
62
51
0.46
202

Dimensions ( whd,mm )
430 X 150 x 330
Typical price inc VAT
£240

Supplier:
Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Ltd, 200
Rickmansworth Road, Watford, Hens WD1
7JS. Tel (0923) 33166

With the possible exception of the Philips
FA890, all these amplifiers belied their
'budget' prices in the standard of their
construction. Both the Technics and
Yamaha units are very well put together,
with the former in particular looking
much more expensively engineered than
its sub-£ 200 price tag would suggest. The
Arczun lacks m-c cartridge facilities and
one or two other bells and whistles
possessed by the Japanese competition,
but by and large it makes up for these
omissions with an essentially very good
performance.
In general terms we were impressed by
the high sonic standards reached. The
Philips FA890 was probably the one we
would all least like to live with for
extended periods, but in absolute terms
you get a lot for £ 230. Direct comparisons with the likes of aKrell system show
up the FA890's rough edges clearly, as
might be expected, but comparing it with
its competitors shows that the differences
are not massive. Indeed, it would be an
interesting exercise to try the same comparisons as those carried out here in the
average dealer's demonstration room
where levels are uncontrolled, the speakers may be an unknown quantity, there is
pressure from various conscious and
unconscious factors and so on. Iwonder
whether the average potential purchaser
of any of these amplifiers would, in fact,
hear very much difference between them
under those conditions.
An exception might he that the Technics' presentation of its soundstage is
rather different from any of the others.
'Ibis should not put anyone off, any more
than whose who like the Royal Festival
Hall should studiously avoid other venues.
The SU-VX600 may well suit your private
aural perceptory system, and it certainly
deserves auditioning on other grounds —
notably its excellent performances with
both m- m and m-ccartridges. l'he Yamaha
AX- 550 is also no slouch in this department and has the added attraction of
being able to produce plenty of power
with excellent 'grip' and authority. The
Alpha 3 cannot cater for low-output m-c
cartridges and does not offer outstanding
results with the m- m variety either, but it
is redeemed by very good performance in
other areas. A hit more power output
would have been nice, as would one or
two more facilities.
At the end of the day, neither I nor
anyone else can say which of these
amplifiers is 'best'; prospective purchasers
should also audition the Pioneer A-400,
although one thing emerging from this
review was that the A-40() is not ( as some
would have you believe) streets ahead of
others at this price point. Two panellists
consistently thought it better than the
Philips but worse than the other two, and
another found it very fatiguing to listen to
for more than an hour or so at one sitting.
Having listened to it in my normal system.
Ialso think that it is quite good hut not
outstanding. +
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Not with an RDS radio. Because an RDS
radio literally travels ahead of you, comparing
frequencies and inaudibly re-tuning to ensure
the best possible reception.
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No more hazardous fiddling with the radio
on the motorway. No more frustration as your
favourite programme crackles, hisses and then
disappears.
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RDS (which stands for Radio Data System)
was developed by the BBC and is afree service.
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An RDS radio conveniently shows the
station's name rather than its frequency.
Some sets also feature an incredibly
accurate clock which never needs re-setting.
Even when the battery has been disconnected
or when crossing time zones.
The RDS Travel Service allows your radio
to receive relevant local travel news even when
you're listening to acassette or travelling in
silence.
And now the latest sets incorporate anew
feature called Enhanced Other Networks or
EON. This dramatically improves both the
auto-tuning function and provides an even
better Travel Service by interrupting national
radio with Local Radio travel news.
So make sure your next car radio is RDS
equipped.
It'll change your tune. Automatically.

mpi electronic uk ltd
wood lane
manchester
m31 4bp
tel 061 777 8522 fax 061 777 8533
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RDS SECRETARIAT, ROOM 104, 1DUCHESS STREET, BBC BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON W1A IAA. Facsimile: 071:436 2760
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DR 4/DR 10
ontrary to popular belief, the
competition for high end, solidstate supremacy isn't aone-, twoor even athree-horse race. The consensus
remains that Krell/Cello/Mark Levinson
is/are the brand(s) to buy if you want a
no-compromise solid-state amp. Iwon't
argue with that, as I've used Krells for
years, find the Cellos eminently desirable
and have great respect for the Levinsons.
But Iloathe ' absolutism', so Iwould argue
with anyone ( outside of an employee of
or retailer for one of those brands, of
whom it would be expected) who said
they're/it's the only brand(s) to huy.
In the UK at least, there's a big gap
between the best that the British can
muster and the bottom rungs of K/C/MI.
ownership. And the smallest Classé products fit neatly into that gap. I
Note: I
know that there are numerous Britishmade tranny amps slugging it out in the
£1000 plus category. But I've yet to hear
one which is tit to sniff aClassé's, let alone
a Krell's, exhaust. I
Hi-fi differs not one jot from cars,
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Classé's re-styled, less expensive
DR-4/DR-10 combination could be
a new high- end favourite . . .
by Ken Kessler
cameras or clothing: if you want the best,
you have to pay for it. Yet in real terms,
the price of audio nirvana is actually
coming down. And Classé — whatever the
state of the Canadian dollar versus the
pound — remains somehow approachable,
despite costing, for pre and power amp,
the same as awell-equipped Lada. ( Or is
that analogy oxymoronic?)
hie previous Classé range won hearts
because of sensible pricing, superb
engineering and world- class performance,
despite looks which I'd call, euphemistically, ' industrial'. If you don't think that
the latter is important, then how would
you feel if you woke up to find that your
other half had suddenly turned into an
extra from Tod Browning's Freaks? Given

the choice, you'd rather have a swellsounding amp with drop-dead looks than
a swell-sounding amp styled by some
clown who learned his craft from the man
who produced the Allegro.
The new range has been tidied up and
polished, though it still bears a prosaic,
wholly functional mien. The models seem
slimmer, lighter, less blatantly macho and
therefore more in keeping with the ' lite'
1990s. But the removal of a high schlep
factor hasn't meant a loss of grunt or
authority, so don't think that Classé has
suddenly gone soft.
Instead, there's an impression that
you're getting your money's worth, without any frills or wastage. It's like dining
out in Europe versus eating in the USA.
Here, you get just as much food as you
need; in America, there's this foolish
desire to pile it high, forcing you either to
ask for adoggie bag for the leftovers, or
embark on a major guilt trip as a kilo's
worth of nourishment ends up in the
garbage disposal.
The DR-4/DR-4I. is the company's basic
pre- amp; ' L' denotes line- level-only while
the ' 4 without suffix features a comprehensive phono stage offering m- m or m-c
selection via the rear panel, with resistors
and solder supplied for changing the
loading values. An Allen key is also supplied, for removing the top plate for
access to the sockets.
Even though the fascia seems sparse,
you do get all that's needed to control
your system, with naught but polarity
inversion missing from the complement
of switches and knobs. Along with
volume, balance, tape monitor and source
select for five inputs, there's a mute
control — necessary as the DR- 4 lacks an
on/off switch. Classé is firmly of the school
which argues that hardware should be left
on at all times; the Classé has no automuting circuitry, hut getting into the
habit of leaving the pre- amp muted during
switch-on/off, should you not agree with
leaving it powered, could prevent nasty
surprises.
At the back of the 430 x92 x305mm
(whd ) box are gold-plated phono sockets
for all connections, a toggle switch for
m- m or m-c phono, plus one pair of XI.R
connectors for balanced input. These are
switched by the front panel selector and
are not paralleled to any other input. Iwas
able to A/B balanced versus unbalanced
source connections by connecting it both
ways at once; but with the 1.5m cable
runs Iwas using, Ifound the differences
far less important or impressive than the
effects of the quality of the unbalanced
interconnects, or even the choice of
mains cables. The back panel also carries
both unbalanced and balanced outputs,
which are connected in parallel, so you
can if required run two sets of power
amplifiers, one in balanced mode.
Mains reaches the Classé via a detachable cable connected with astandard IEC
plug. All UK purchasers will receive Classé's Reference AC Linecord, or MasterLink
as it's known in original form. As this is
one of the best mains cables I've ever
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AMPLIFIERS
used, I feel that its inclusion is a plus.
Using bog- standard wire and a couple of
other twcaky AC cords caused an audible
drop in sound quality, especially in the
area of dynamics. The power amp, too, is
supplied with this cable.
!loused in a chassis measuring only
430X 165 x406mm ( whd ), the DR- 10
power amp seems small despite sharing
the standard width for amps of this genre.
Removal of the lid showed a tidy interior
full of 'designer' components, with ahefty
power supply and plenty of breathing
space ( even though the unit only runs in
true Class-A for a couple of watts). The
front panel features an on/off switch and
red LED, and the new look is cleaner and
smoother, though not as luxurious as
Levinson's nor as chunky as a Krell's.
The back carries 5-way binding posts
for the speakers, and phono sockets for
unbalanced inputs and XI.R connectors
for balanced operation. Balanced and/or
mono operation are by internal switches;
an Allen key is provided for lid removal.
Iborrowed a second DR- 10 so Icould
try

the

amplifiers as

monoblocks;

the

100W/channel into 8 ohms rating
becomes 400W in single channel mode.
The wattage doubles again into 4 ohms, so
Iwas feeling power- mad when using the
Apogee Divas ( 3 ohms-ish ) and the Sonus
Faber Extremas ( 4 ohms).

Listening

in the CD era. It's quiet, remarkably
coherent from top to bottom, supremely
transparent and devoid of ' transistoritis'.
And out of the three, it offered the best

what it does through ribbons.
Family resemblances no longer surprise

dynamic capabilities, with a noise floor
way below the softest notes on ' Ps like
Remembering Rig Bill Broonzy and head-

every product emanating from a nonmonolithic manufacturer reflects the per-

room to cope with the level swings on the
12in version of ' Assassin of Love'.
Whether using phono or line sources,
the DR- 4 emerged as a champion in one
key area, bettering the far dearer SP- 14 if
not the Audio Research LS2 ( also double
the price). Its major strength, above its
coherence, blinding speed and of-a-whole
consistency is its sheer transparency. By
comparison, the SP- 14 showed slight
traces of cloudiness on sparse recordings;
the only pre-amp in my arsenal which
seemed even more transparent and 'seethrough' was the Gryphon. The best

Lyra Clavis, Lyra Lydian and ART Audio
MC- I. Changing resistors proved to be a
pain in the tush, but it did confirm the

absence of textures rather than an actual
widening or deepening of the space occupied by the sound. This move into awhole
other category involved aprice penalty of
only £ 500 or so over my cherished

giving it free rein when necessary or
damping and tightening when that's

but ( mercifully) the sound retains solidity

needed, too. Despite prodigious ba.ss performance — if you can stomach the bile

and weight, with no hints of ' edge' to
increase the potential for listener fatigue.
What the lean nature of the Classé does
provide is a warts-and- all character that
many may find overwhelming and too
much like hard work. This type of listener,
and Icount myself as one, tends to prefer

sources, especially CD players exkbiting
inferior, 'choppy' decay on transients, or

Michell GyroDec/SME IV turntable/arm
combination with cartridges of varying
output: Ken Chan Koctsu, Koetsu Urushi,

soundstage, though all you're hearing is an

Drive ... but with gain.
"Ille price for this is atouch of leanness,

Classé may prove too revealing for some

balanced and unbalanced) and the California Audio Labs Tempest II SE CD player.
To test the phono section, I used the

hi- wired to hi-amped Divas. When driven
by the DR- 4 ( balanced or unbalanced),
the DR- 10 seems to expand the size of the

But the real virtue of the DR- 10 is its
powerbase, the way it controls the music,

and Aragon 4004 power amps, with the

the Day-Sequerra FM Reference tuner in
both modes, the Marantz CD- 12 ( also

ing up the sound of the system in away I
hadn't experienced since moving from

object passive pre-amp, like the First
Sound or the better Mod Squad I.ine

system of Audio Research SP- 14 pre- amp

Cclestion SI.700 SEs, Sonus Faber Electa
Amators and "IDI. 0.5s. Sources included

sonality of the designer. So it was no
surprise to learn that the DR- 10, too,
excelled in terms of transparency, open-

Aragons, and it's a vivid, dramatic gain
which even a Quad acolyte would hear.

tuted singly and then together in my basic

above speakers as well as the AR M- Is,

me; the older Iget, the more Irealise that

had the invisibility of a top- spec, cost- no-

illustration Ican provide is that the DR- 4

the sound of valves, which Ifeel no need
to justify at this point. Suffice to say, the

The DR- 10s and the DR- 4 were substi-

the Classé will blend perfectly with electrostatic-speakers. Ican already vouch for

too much artifice in the form of exaggerated transients.
Once the Classé has been mated to the
right sources and attention has been paid
to cable selection — this pre- amp positively embraced the new Masterl.ink
'clear' — the resultant character is sweet
and detailed, with a natural midband just
right for showcasing emotion- laden vocals. And what it does for massed strings,
giving each player its own space and
avoiding any steely screech, suggests that

and hatred on Professor Grill's latest
regurgitation, its lower octave excess will
tax any hardware — the DR- 10 never loses
its light touch nor its speed. The ex- Public
Enemy hatemeister threw in more gratuitous low notes than I've heard since
Eddy Grant at his peak, and they exist to
humiliate amps and speakers.
The magic is that the bottom doesn't
overshadow the top, and the Classé positively sparkles throughout the midband
and upper registers. With both the Sonus
l'abers, possessing a tweeter so critical
that it can be driven easily toward shrillness, the Classé aimed for and attained
their maximum capability; detail, extension, wide dispersion and no nasties.
Weaknesses? It's the usual caveat about
the kind of care needed in assembling a
'package' when the performance of a key
component is so finely tuned. Lesser
speakers will compromise the oh-soconvincing three- dimensionality. Sibilant
sources will come out sounding like

manual's recommendations for selecting
optimum gain. The m- m setting provides
35d13, with straight-out- of-the-box m-c

Spitting Image's impression of Roy Hattersley. And so on, and so on ... Regarding

adding another 22dB. With a total choice
of 11 settings, the maximum ' extra' gain is

speakers, the cartridge's gain requirements and everything else to which your

40dI3 so even the ART could be used

dealer should attend.
So if the matching is some form of trial,

without additional help.
Icompared the phono stage with the
Most:ode Superlt and the Marantz Music
Link phono amp, finding the Classé to rest
somewhere in between the two. It was
quieter but less ' lush' than the MosCode,
and warmer but less analytical than the
Marantz. No pecking order, though, can
be established, because preferences were
made according to the choice of cartridge, with the Urushi sounding best
through the Classé, the Ken Chan with the
Most:ode and the Lyras with the Marantz.
If that doesn't seem like much help,
maybe this will; the phono stage of the
Classé is no after- thought, as so many are
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cables, the bass capabilities of the loud-

the pricing is not. With the pre-amp
costing £ 1739 in ' L' form or £ 1849 with
phono section, and the amplifier costing
£2319, you have a package which offers
performance that would have set you
back £ 7000 as recently as two years ago.
Size has been eliminated as aconcern. The
styling is no-nonsense yet suggestive of
high quality. As far as street cred is
concerned, your reputation is safe — and
at a price which is realistic. Now that's
what I call progress. 4Supplier: Absolute Sounds, 58 Durham Road,
London SW20. Tel: 081-947 5047.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

THE TEST OF TIME ;
QUAD ESL63
Ten years after its introduction,
the Quad ESL63 electrostatic
loudspeaker remains aworldwide
reference model
by Martin Co/loins

T

he ' new' Quad electrostatic speaker
has enjoyed strong sales since
1981, and what with minor
improvements and the passage of time, it
seemed appropriate to produce an
entirely fresh assessment using a new
sample pair. The listening tests were
carried out as part of a major group
speaker test project, and it was extremely
interesting to put the ESL63 up against
more recently- introduced models.
As today's panel speakers go, the Quad
now seems a relatively compact model,
and in terms of full- range electrostatics it
is still realistically priced.
Radiating almost equally from front and
rear, it is very sensitive to wall reflections
and needs to be spaced away from the
rear wall by aminimum of several feet, as
well as being angled in towards the
listener. Easier to drive than its predecessor, the ESL63 simply needs a good
amplifier in the 25-100W range, and
should present no difficulties aside from
the need for a mains supply ( of minimal
current drain) to each speaker.

Sound quality
Despite the difficulty encountered with
this model in serving a listening panel of
six in a relatively confined space, its
innate quality won through, achieving
commendable panel ratings of 68%. Take
it from me ( as a long-term if occasional
Quad user), this score does not truly
reflect the quality perceived at central or
near- central listener positions, and in
situations where the speaker has more
space to breathe and integrate. Its high
quality was nevertheless confirmed in this
unsighted auditioning, but it is worth
noting that recent listening panels are
showing amore critical attitude in regard
to the bass. The Quad was found to be
weaker here, in quality, quantity and
power- handling. Never its strong point,
the I.F was described as ' compressive' and
'puffy' ( in the context of the excellent
mid- range), yet the speaker could still
play bass tunes well. But the mid was a
marvel, showing a broad, even, accurate
balance — yet also sounding fast, articulate, detailed, and with quite good transparency. The treble was not thought to be
quite as clear — beautifully integrated with
the mid, highly accurate, but marginally
dulled in the upper ranges in terms of
both clarity and dynamics.

In agood room, stereo images are wide
and deep, with afine representation of the
recorded acoustic and asatisfying degree
of transparency at the price. As signal
sources have continued to improve, the
Quads have shown an ability to keep up
with progress, their quality being sufficient to exploit ongoing improvements.
For moderate levels, both rock and classical music are served well. Classical
quartet and piano ( excellently reproduced) can be played at any sensible
volume, but large-scale bass- heavy material needs some care to avoid overload.

Design and technology
Though smaller than most others of the
genre, this bi-polar open-panel design
benefits from good siting and some stand
elevation. Essentially aone-piece thin-film
electrostatic, with a high-sensitivity constant- charge diaphragm, driven push-pull
and hence low in distortion, the ESL63 has
its directivity and frequency response
controlled via multiple concentric ring
drive. The radiating area naturally and
correctly decreases with rising frequency,
thus achieving high off-axis uniformity. A
complex combination of a high- voltage
transformer and compensated delay- lines
provides the electrically contoured drive
voltages. Proofed against overload, dust
and humidity, the exterior is aneat piece
of industrial design which has not dated.

Lab report
Computed at the listening point, the
loudspeaker offered an equivalent sensitivity of 85dB/W, which was alittle below
average. The present model is not too
difficult an amplifier load ( Fig.3), and was
rated at 6ohms nominal. A maximum
sound level of 100dBA was possible from
apair in atypical listening room, but peak
programme powers much over 100W are
not recommended.
On- axis at 2 metres ( necessary due to
near- field effects) the response is very
well balanced ( Fig. I ). The bass resonance
tuning is evident, as are some mild
interference effects in the high treble, but
overall it worked pretty well. Pair matching was very fine. With 3rd-octave
smoothing ( Fig. 2), the even response
trend is perfectly obvious, as is the fine
integration of off- axis outputs up to 30 6.
Between 30° and 40 ° the response quickly
becomes more directional.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
At 86dli

Fig.4 ) the distortion was very

low above 20011z, and still rated

good'

below that frequency. But at the 96dB
sound level ( Fig.5 ) the LE range was
nearing overload in the lower regions,
which is poor for amodel in this category
— but still satisfactory in practice if used
with care. Above 2001Iz the 3rd-harmonic
distortion content was commendably low
under all test conditions. The room curve
(Fig.6) suggests a mildly lightweight
sound. but smooth, well balanced, and
with real bass extension — particularly if
not driven too hard.

MLSSA measurements
The main part of the review

dowed result is excellent for the first

compromise to that found with dynamic

0.6mS but after this, the speaker does not
quieten as much as one would hope;
compare with, for example, the BMX' 804

or moving-coil systems.

dynamic design reviewed in September.
The high-frequency structure is discontinuous and appears responsible for the
significant slowing of the decay rate.

This classic performer has endured well.

Turning to the waterfall views, the early
decay is superb — the first 0.6mS is a
superb example to designers of exactly
what can be achieved. The low frequency
ripples are partly a function of measurement and display limitations but the ` hash'
on the treble range is real enough. Above

work was

carried out some time ago, so my editor
suggested that Ishould add some MLSSA
impulse- derived data to the test in order
to bring it into line with current magazine
review practice. The Quad is an especially
interesting example since its essentially
non- resonant, electrostatically driven film
diaphragm and non-cabinet construction
should ensure very low stored energy.
This part of its behaviour is associated
with its natural low-coloration sound.

6kIlz, the Quad is less well behaved after
the initial clearing phase.
Extending the dynamic window to
60d11, with the more frequency-conscious
0.2mS window risetime, the early clearing
is still evident as is the good mid- range
performance, but some decay 'clutter' is
obvious in the treble. Ifeel this is associated with my subjective characterization
of Quad treble as mildly masking the
depth and transparency, with a hazy
veiled effect. Quad treble does not quite
reach

the

absolute

clarity

of a good

Conclusion
Fundamentally offering front- rank neutrality, the broad mid- range foundation was
covered in an exceptional manner — of
true monitor quality. The treble was not
as clear and detailed as one might wish,
while the bass performance was dated by
comparison with more recent standards.
To assess the degree of bass limitation a
personal audition is strongly advised. The
mid- range was a joy to hear and made up
for an awful

lot, while classical prog-

ramme, if not played too loud on the
bigger compositions, worked very well in
practice. But loud dynamic rock is really
out of the question.
I.ab measurements confirmed the
innate neutrality and exceptional
homogeneity, thanks to the unique
design. Modern amplifiers drove it without fuss, and the new protection circuits
were naturally less obtrusive and less
potentially damaging. This speaker continues to stand up to the competition,

ribbon, for example.
Conversely, the results do confirm the

offering one of the most accurate elec-

presentation. The initial decay is tidy and
rapid but levels out at around — 40dB, this

excellent transient accuracy of the first

strong recommendation is assured, but

arrival sounds from the speaker. As in all

with the proviso that the purchaser check

continuing for an extended period at least
to 8mS. Again, the Blackman Ilarris win-

things, the final performance is something
of acompromise, hut adistinctly different

that it is suited to his or her particular
application and room environmeni+

Looking at the ETC results, the leading
curve is for the unwindowed. unfiltered

QUAD

trostatic

mid- ranges

ever

evolved.

A

ESL63

Fig 1. Quad ESL63: on-axis response at 2m
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Fig S. Quad ESL63: distortion at 96dB spi
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Fig 8. Quad ESL63: MLSSA decay waterfall, 30dB
(early decay)
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Fig 2. Quad ESL63: one-third octave response family
at 2m
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Fig 6. Quad ESL63: room-averaged response (RAR)
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Fig 4. Quad ESL63: distortion at 86dB spi
Supplier:
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, Huntingdon
PE18 7DB. Tel (0480) 52561
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Fig 9. Quad ESL63: MLSSA decay waterfall, 60dB
(later decay)
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Frequency response within ± 3d8( 2m )
I.F runoff ( — 6d8 ) at Im
Bleb frequency extension ( typical in
room
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V ) at Im

41101.•

•••••
Fig 7. Quad ESL63: windowed ( right) and
unwindowed ETC decay plot
Tine -

Quad ESL63
93x 66 x 27
(inc base)
25-100W
Free-space un
stand ( or Boor )
5211z-20kIlz
4311z
3011z

85d8W
(m-cequivalent )
Approximate maximum sound level
101XIBA
(pair at 2m) .
Impedance characteristics ( e2St of drive ) Average
Forward response uniformity
Very good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT )
£2072
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CD PLAYERS

Six mid-price machines from
Arcam, JVC, Micromega, Philips,
Technics and Yamaha: do they
really outperform the best of the
budget models?
by Martin Callow
ast month's group test on ' budget'
CD players ( around the £ 200 mark )
showed what very good value many
of these machines represent. This time, it
is the turn of amore expensive collection
(£350-£650) to bid for your attention:
these models could be expected to provide alift in sound quality which, taken in
conjunction with extra features and better build quality, ought to be sufficient to
justify the much higher pricing.
In this month's group, Philips
is represented with the Mk II
version of the CD850 (£ 380),
updated from first-generation

SIX MID
Bitstream to the BS DAC configuration,
while Technics supplied the top model in
its standard range, the SI.P5900, still
competitively priced at £ 350. The French
specialist company, Micromega, is a newcomer to this moderate price category,
with the Logic (£499) based on abudget
Philips chassis. Arcam's latest Bitstream
model is the Delta 70.3 (£650 ), while the
_WC X1.-7, I01 I (£ 520) was briefly assessed in the ' Starting l'oint' CD systems
series WI:IV/RR Aug ' 911. Yamaha is
included in this group, represented by the
£420 CDX1050.
Low- hit technology continues its inexorable takeover in this sector, as well as in
IIEFI \ I',Xsx RECORI

REVIEW
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DDING VALUE ;

PRICE CD PLAYERS
the budget range covered in the October

well as revealing the potential for good

issue tests. All six players reviewed here
are low-bit, high-oversampling types, the

rhythm. Two contrasting amplifiers
helped us in this task, a current Musical

circuitry arranged in varying degrees of
complexity. To maintain a sense of prop-

Fidelity Al and a Naim 62-140 pair, these
driving the Epos ES II loudspeakers, still

ortion, I had on hand the established
Arcam Alpha ( a multi- bit design) as a
reference from last year. Readers may

firm favourites in their sector.

ARCAM DELTA 70.3-BS

recall that on my usual listening- test
scaling, this model ( now £420) attained a
score of 16.5, and remains an excellently-

Externally, Arcam's flagship CD player is
unchanged for its Mark III debut. A neat

balanced example of the art.
The replay system was chosen to be
reasonably representative in price terms,

conversion', the previous models using
the popular Philips multi- bit technology.

and yet revealing of such classical virtues
as neutrality, detail and transparency as

legend proudly proclaims ' Bit Stream D-A

Of interest to owners of older machines, is
the news that Bitstream audio sections
65
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Organisation

London the moving sale
143%-35% off all demonstration stock

T

URNTABLES ETC: Linn LP12, Lingo - £ 1049, Linn Ekos - £ 949,
Linn Troika - £ 550, Roksan Xerxes - £ 595, Roksan Artemiz &

Shiraz - £ 995, CD PLAYERS: Woodside ( Radford) WS2 - £ 895,
Micromega CDF1 Classic - £ 895 ( s/hand), Micromega Logic - £ 449,

4 Pickfords Wharf,

AMPLIFIERS: Creek CAS404011 £179, Exposure XV - £ 559, Naim
NAC62, NAP140 - £ 895, SPEAKERS: Epos ES14 - £ 425, Ruark

Talisman Active - £ 575, Naim SBL £1195 Plus lots more of everything.
All sale items are ex- demo or good

o
condition used

MI MI II

Clink Street,
London,

SE1 9DG.

071 403 2255

BLACK

SATIN

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

GOLDRING

Goldring's range of Black Satin Hi•Fi System
Supports represents ahighly effective and
extremely flexible route to audio excellence
in the home or studio.

MRS 220 WITH EXTRA SHELF ( MBS 990) ADDED
TO MAKE 3SHELF UNIT

Goldring Black Satin support systems are
superbly crafted and designed by skilled
technicians to achieve the ultimate
performance from recorded music through
quality audio components.
MRS550

From basic solid turntable tables to fiveshelf units. the Goldring range offers
outstanding flexibility — you can add
separate individual shelves as required —

GOLDRING PRODUCTS LTD

and each shelf is isolated on specially

8Greyfriars Road.
Bury St. Edmunds.
Suffolk, IP32 7DX.

designed spikes, afeature lacking in most
other ranges.

MRS

Telephone: 0284 701101
Fax 0284 750040
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CD PLAYERS
may be retrofitted if desired for £ 180. A

Sound quality

hill-width model, the Delta is compact in

Two

immediately

the Arcam style. It looks good, nicely

ity was thought to be rather pointless - I

about this player: one, that it had its own
distinctive character; and two, that it was
quite different from its predecessor. As

would have preferred the fine motorised
potentiometer already in use at Arcam. I
felt. in the end, that the Delta 70.3 fell
between the devil and the deep blue sea.

non-

before, the display-off feature significantly
improves the performance. The review
rating of 11.5 - rather average - refers to

resonant structure. No headphone socket
is present, there is a simple remote

the display off position; when fully bright
the result was 10.

Installed on the test bench, the Delta 70.3
delivered excellent channel balance and

restrained, with positive-acting control
buttons in a clear and unambiguous control layout. The case is all- aluminium and
although fabricated from various extrusions,

the

result

is

a solid

and

control. An audiophile feature is the
three- position display brightness control,
the final position selecting its complete
extinction. Two audio outputs are provided, one fixed and one variable via a
simple remotely-controlled volume control, seven rather coarse steps of 3dB, 0 to
-21 dB. The digital output is coaxial.
Inside, ahigh constructional standard is
obvious, with care taken over power
supplies and layout. Double-sided printed
circuit boards are used for the transport

In

things

The compromised remote control facil-

may

absolute

be

terms,

said

the

scores were

numerically similar to the previous findings but the Mk III successfully abolishes
any glare. The mid- range was pleasantly
smooth and sweet, finely- balanced on
both rock and classical material. In the

Lab report
high channel separation figures. No interchannel phase difference was evident and
the output was linear phase as well as
absolute phase correct. A low-source
impedance j
fixed output Idelivered ahigh

treble it was notably tidy, free from tizz or

2.4V output, nearly 1.6dB standard and
thus easily capable of confusing the result

grain or any exaggeration. Compressive
effects were moderate but its ' rhythm'

of casual A/B tests.
At full level distortion was moderate,

performance was just average - not as
good as an Alpha, for example.
As regards the stereo presentation, the

reading - 88dB. A slight

improvement

was seen at - 10dB, while the results at
-70dli were just satisfactory: third harmonic was present at - 36dB together
with some upper harmonics. Expanding

and decoder sections. Independent power
supply transformers feed the digital and

Delta 70.3 gave a very well focused but
rather close view of the front stage. Stage

analogue sections. l'he Philips transport is

width was very good, but the image did

the older, full size CM4 in moulded plastic

not show sufficient depth. Quieter, and
more distant sounds were recessed, while

the analysis to 1001diz produced the
result seen in Fig la, where the noise
bursts at 88kIlz were not well filtered and

the panel listeners noted a shortfall in

lay at typically - 68dB. At lower modula-

transparency, a factor most definitely in
demand at this price level.

tion

- the Ilall motor type which continues to
give an excellent performance in many of
the more costly models currently available. As to conversion technology, the
player uses a 7321 Bitstream chip as a
digital filter leading to a 7350 Bitstream
differential DAG Selected electrolytic and

levels

the

channel

imbalance

increased to 3dB by - 90dB and 4dli by
- 100. The low-level linearity was not
particularly well matched between chan-

good quality film capacitors are included

nels. Despite differential BS DAC Operation, the resolution is just 15.5 bit. With a

in the package. The output stages employ
LM627 IC op amps, while the thick film

CCIR signal-to-noise ratio of 93dB, the
overall dynamic range was 97dB.

volume 'chip' is the Philips component.

Down at - 90dB modulation I
Fig 1c
the non- linearity had moved to a fairly

ARCAM
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243 - 7000 IK
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harmless second harmonic dominance, if
unexceptional at - 15dB of distortion,
002012212,0021

Ks 142ft .21.1

- 105d13 relative to full level.
Quite good results were obtained for
high frequency intermoclulation, though

A.

m0000
0000
0000

the - 88dB difference tone was visible on
the graph ! Fig 41. The products beyond
20k1 lz were quite well controlled. The

0000
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frequency response showed the usual
mild Philips ripple and was otherwise
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Fig la. Arcam Delta 70.3: spuriae up to 100kIlz
associated with ¡ kHz tone at - 70dB
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Frequency response, right
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80dB
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93dB
IkHz
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16kHz
De-unphasis(errorindBl•
+0.01
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Output level,OdB
2.404V 1.5"MB
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47ohms
Track access time, ttr.15)
3secs
Error correction capability
gap 2.5rum
Mechanical noise
low
Spuriae up to 1001cHz
67.5dB
Errorat - 90dB lift:right
-1.9dB + I3dB
Dimension(whd,mm )
430 x90 x290
Typicalprice( inc%Ar)
£650
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Fig lb. Arcam Delta 70.3: intennodulation spuriae
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Fig lc. Arcam Delta 70.3: dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at
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Supplier:
A&RCambridge,PembrokeAvenue,Dermy
IndustrialCentre,Waterbeach,CambridgeCBS
9PB.Tel:(0223)440964

respectably flat. Good accuracy was
shown by the de-emphasis function, and
no premature clipping was seen on white
noise.
Track access was fine at 3 seconds,
while error correction was strong, and
both shock and vibration were handled
well by this strongly built player. A
moderate 10mV p-p of mixed RE noise
was present, but Iwould not argue if more
analogue filtering were provided.

Conclusion
The basic ingredients were good and it
was somewhat mystifying to find that so
much effort and expense should have
resulted in something rather less satisfying than its established, cheaper
brother. Perhaps it was something to do
with the internal layout, which was none
too clever, bearing in mind its distribution
of clock and other digital signals.
No recommendation is possible for this
player though Iam sure that Arcam will
not take this criticism lying down, but will
have another go at this design.
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JVC XL-Z1011

employs JVC's own low hit decoder,
involving a fourth- order noise-shaper

One of JVC's most expensive creations,
the 1011 proudly proclaims ' Digifine' on

feeding high oversample-rate DACs in a
differential configuration. JVC calls its

the fascia; a reference to an isolating
section in the digital audio path which
includes a technique for improving the

system ' PEM"Pulse Edge Modulation.'

synchronization between the various data
lines. ' K2' is the name JVC gives to this
opto coupled technique. Technology
aside, the 1011 is a full-sized deck, and
lacks for nothing in the way of features. I

Inside there is afair sized power supply
and some evidence of internal screening
to try and keep noisy parts such as the
display from quieter areas such as laser
signal detection. K2 is enclosed in its own
can, leading to the JVC PEM DAC, JCE
4302A. The subsequent audio stages have

liked the simple titanium finished fascia,
the single button controlling play/pause. If
desired, the remaining open/close button

a serious audio- quality content with JRC
5532 ICs plus a conscious selection of

could be used for stop. The more complex controls are either on the comprehensive remote-control handset or con-

even the resistors. Output muting is by a
relay; the laser drive is rack and pinion.

cealed beneath a magnetically latched
hinged flap on the front panel. Repeat
modes include the whole disc, selected
tracks or programme phase, point A to B.
The 10- key pad arrays aid rapid selection
while edit facilities are also incorporated.
The orange vacuum fluorescent display
has track and time information plus a
track calendar to 20. Like the Yamaha
1050, the 1011 has a motorized volume
control. This may be remotely actuated or
manually operated on the front panel.

both electrolytic and film capacitors and

Sound quality
First impressions of a highly impressive
sound turned out to be misleading for this
model. From the outset, the JVC produced
a big, wide stereo stage with obviously
good clarity and fine depth. However as
the listening progressed, it became evident that there was something amiss with
the treble which possessed abrittle edge,
a needle- like piercing effect on treble
transients. The treble remained bright and
forward regardless of-pre-conditioning. In

contrast to this zippy treble, the bass was
comparatively soft and slow and could not
keep time with the rest of the range.
Instead of a clean edged dynamic slam,
the 1011 could only manage a softened,
compressed ' bump'. Some mild ' nasal'
coloration was present in the upper midrange, which was otherwise quite clean.
Focus was rated average while the full
rhythmic qualities present in good programme were not well produced by this
model. On my listening test, it scored
close to the average at 10.5. A score of 9.3
was obtained for the variable output.

Lab report
Channel balance was almost perfect while
the frequency response was very flat
through the mid- range, slightly shaded
down by 20k1 lz, an increasingly common
trend. Channel separation was fine and no
interchannel phase difference was apparent. The output was absolute- phasecorrect, virtually linear phase. The source
impedance was low at 120 ohms, the
output reading + 0.65dB in level, 2.I6V
referred to the standard 2V level.

De-

emphasis error was fine at around 0.12(.113.
Full level distortion was excellent and
remained so throughout the test sequ-

Both the relevant output socket and
headphone socket are controlled and a
fixed audio output is also provided.

ence. At full level, the higher frequency
intermodulation was an astonishing
- 113dB, this IkIlz tone invisible on the

Digital output is coaxial and optical, and

graph IFig 2d Iwhich also showed negligible upper- range distortion products.
Down at - 70(1B the low noise floor

may be switched off to reduce unwanted
interference.
On the technology front, the 1011
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Fig 2d. JVC XL-Z1011: lineariry plot below - 60dB
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other spuriae were evident, either IFig
2a I. At - 90d1i recorded level, the distortion was still fine, invisible in fact, with a
top class sinewave recovery Ing 2e1.
Checking out linearity, both channels

90dB the level errors were respectably
less than 1dB ! Fig 2b 1pointing to full 16

DOO

DU.

to

2(.IB measured error down to - II5dB. At

2 000

. .

analysis

were perfectly matched with less than

sr•

d/lv

distortion

-50dB but there wasn't any to measure!
With the analysis extended to 100kIlz, no

ilcHz
0.08dB
111dB
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88dB
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113t.18
10 »dB

20kIlz
0.05(111
85dB
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Channel balance
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1111)0dB
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Intermudl9kile201:11z, - 10dIt
-0.16dB
Frequency response. left
-0.05dB
-0.11dB
0.03dIS
Frequency response. right
110t111
SIN,2011z-201:11z,unwtd
10-1dB
SiN,CCIR/ARS1,11diz air
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5kIlz
161d1z
+0.02
-0.12 - 0.05
1>e-emphasis( errurint.111)•
2.16-tV 0.65cIB
Output levetOdB
120uhms
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Track aciatime,( tr.I 51
3.5 SCCS
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98dB
Spuriae up to 1110kHz
-0.60dB - 060dB
Emma( - 90tIBIt.ftiright
435)( 116X380
I)imensiun(whd.nlm )
£520
Typicalprice( nu:VAT )
•worstaumnel

bit code recovery and adynamic range of
some 108dB. A small amount ( 5mV ) of RE
noise was present at the output, with no
specific frequency maximum. Track
access was typical at 3.5 seconds with
very good error correction at a 3mm gap
concealed, while mechanical noise and
hum were both very low. It resisted shock
and vibration very well and showed no
signs of premature clipping On the white
noise test track.

Conclusion
JVC has shown that, technically, it can
match the best of them. This player was
virtually distortionless, and performed
very well on all the other technical
parameters. Build and finish were good
and it came well equipped while the
simple fascia and concealed subsidiary
controls were a further attractive feature.

STOP. • a..

Fig 2c. JVC XL-Z1011: dithered ¡kHz sinewave at
-90dB, with distortion spectrum above
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Supplier:
jVC(UK)Ltd,jVC House, 12 Priestley Way,
EldomwallTrading Estate, London NW2 7BA.
Tel:081-4503862

On the sound quality side, it has some
interesting plus points including its open
character and fine stereo staging, but its
final score was not high enough at the
price to quality it for recommendation.
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CD PLAYERS
MICROMEGA LOGIC

the digital- output- off and display- off
switches. Surprisingly, nothing is said in

'Timing' was quite good in real terms.
with average- plus dynamics and a nicely

Priced at £ 500, this is the least expensive
player in the Micronusa range. It is

the instructions about these, despite the
fact that they can improve pertifrmance —

coherent,

apparently based on a budget Philips
machine ( the CD 618, typically £ 170 )

technically, high frequency noise levels in
the player are improved and the resulting

and is in fact built in the Philips factory at

sound changes are also substantial.

conveyed: in this area, as well as in terms
of rhythm, the Arcam Alpha has the
measure of the Logic, but the Logic

Ilasselt, but to Logic specifications. Distinguishing external features include the
control legend language, French, the provision of a front panel button for digital
output 'off' ( important, as we shall see
later), and the AFF' ( for afficheur) button, to switch off the digital display.
Basic facilities include a full remote
control ( labelled in English ) with a 10- key
pad and basic facilities. A headphone
terminal is fitted with adedicated volume
control. The player has adigital output via

well- ordered

presentation.

llowever, we felt dynamics were not fully

counters with its non- fatiguing and inte-

Sound quality

grated character.

Used after a day of warm up and first
auditioned with digital output ' on', the
Logic was quite remarkable, in fact strikingly similar to its £ 170 '618 namesake.
Scoring I() on my listening tests, you
would he forgiven for suspecting a con
trick. In particular, the treble was somewhat bright and grainy and the sound

Lab report
With its single Bitstream chip. the test
results were likely to be unexceptional
though, interestingly, the Logic measured
better than its decoder brother the Duo
(to be reviewed). Errors at — 90dB were
restricted to a shortfall of 2dB on each

lacked dimension and clarity. But turning
off the digital output produced an amaz-

channel, but was this due to layout or chip

ing result — the score jumped to 13, with a

first IFig 3hl it was also clear that the spot
results at — 90 were misleading in that

variations? Looking at the linearity graph

coaxial socket while the ( analogue ) audio
output is fixed at 2V from a standard
phono socket. Play facilities include ran-

dramatic increase in treble purity and
greater clarity throughout the frequency

linearity was really on the way out just

dom, programmed, A- B repeat plus other

range. Transparency reached the 'good'

beyond — 90dB. This meant that resolu-

repeats

level, and decently wide and deep stereo
images were produced. Turning off the
display produced a further lift, reaching
an ultimate score of 14.
The sound was quite open and crisp,

tion was equivalent to 15.6 hits, with an
unexceptional dynamic range of 92d1).

and

tape

length

editing.

The

fluorescent display shows time information with a 0-20 track bar indicator.
Internal inspection did reveal something remarkably like a Philips C0618,
with a 7321 single-ended Bitstream processor DAC. The JRC audio ICs of the '618
have been replaced by Signetics 5532, and
the RCS remote kx)p has also been

more so than the comparable Arcam
Alpha, while in contrast to the Philips
original, the mid was neutral and sweet.

omitted, while a slightly larger mains
transformer helps feed a more complex

logic- controlled

features,
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rate. The output was slightly lower than
usual, the Logic producing I.893V at full
level, — 0.8dB below nominal, and this
should be taken into account when A/li
testing.
ance held; for example, at — 90d13 it could
achieve afair sincwave, albeit anoisy one.
Track access was normal at 3seconds, and

2 »o

88

this

At very low signal levels, the perform-

00

375

ideally

tially flat with the merest lift at 20k1 lz,
+0.15dB. De-emphasis was quite accu-
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884

and

reduced. Frequency response was essen-

e

Fig 3a. Micromega Logic: spuriae up to lOOkIlz
associated with ¡ kHz tone at — 70dB

second harmonic at — 35d13 plus audible
spurious tones; for example, 7.4kIlz at
—33dB. Extending the analysis to 100k1 lz
revealed further spuriae at the — 90dB

200k1 1z,

namely

MICROMEGA
3Ftl

audible at high volume settings. The
spectrum analysis for — 70c113 showed

level I
Fig 3a I. In addition, some 15mV p- p
of mixed RF noise was present above

display. No board differences are discernible, though the player does have two
extra

The unwcighted signal-to-noise ratio was
just 81dB and some noise was in fact

Channel balance
Stereestparation
Channel phase difference
THDOdB
THD — 10dB
111D — 70dB
Intermud 19kHz/20kHz,OdB
Intermiftl I9k117./20kHz, — 10dB
Frequency response, left
Frequency ftwonse,right
SIN,2011z-20kliz,unvrtd
S/N,CC1R/ARM, Iklizni
De-emphasis( crrur in dB )•
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
Track access time.( tr.15)
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to I00kIlz
Error ai — 90dB left/right
Dimension( whd, mm )
Typical price ( inc VAT )
•worst chimnel

Micromega Logic
20Hz
0.17dB
8611

lkilz
201kHz
0.18t1B 0.18d13
85dB — 8&JB

87/83dB

88dB
89dli
81dB
40/34dB
96(1B
91dB
—0.04d13 + 0.10dB
0.04dB + 0.10dB
81JB
88dB
IkHz
Sidi z
16kHz
+0.18 — 0.06 + 0.12
I.825V — 0.80dB
200ohms
3
gap 1.5mm
low
—2.04.111 — 2.1dB
420X 104 X280
£500

the error protection was fine, covering a
gap of I.5mm, if alittle bit below the usual
Philips standard. Shock and vibration
were handled well, with no loss in output
or track skipping.

Conclusion
As far as the lab results were concerned,
the Logic proved unexceptional. In fact, in
some areas it had obvious weaknesses,
which brought it closer to the results
expected from an ordinary pre- amplifier:
such is the very high technical standard
which CD replay can deliver these days.
While Iwould like to sec better results,
given today's knowledge of psychoacoustics, none of the shortcomings could be
considered as prejudicial to sound quality.
While it was ver) , like a budget Philips
deck inside, it was freed from certain
sonically-dchilitating sub-systems, while
the unsignpostcd switch-off for the digital

Fig 3c. Micromega Logic: dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at
—90dB, with distortion spectrum above
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Supplier:
Micromega, MusicalDesignCo, POBox 13,
London E18 1EG. Tel: 081-9890692

output and display finally lifted it out of
the ordinary. Iwould hesitate to say that it
offered good value but its musical sound
was strong enough for me to recommend
that you arrange your own audition.
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CD PLAYERS
since the previous ' 850 model, dual - 321
Bitstream DACs, operated differentially,
being replaced by a - 350 BS DAC, which

PHILIPS CD850 II
Philips rushed out the CD840 to prove
that it could make Bitstream work, and
followed

it

a year

later with

a more

considered design, called the '850. A year
improved basic performance has allowed
afull complement of features to be added
without a loss of sound quality. At £ 398,
the '850 II comes highly equipped. It has
two layers of ['I'S or user library memory,
doubling the number of possible entries.
CDs may be titled via an alpha- numeric
keyboard, a second function after the
usual 10- key track entry buttons, which
are present on the remote control and the
front panel. It has a 30- track programmable memory, a headphone socket with
level control and achoice of either optical
or coaxial digital audio outputs which
may

be

switched

off via

the

relevant

control on the front panel. "Ille display is a
large, bright fluorescent design, including
commands and title spellout, plus full
track and timing information. It may be
dimmed in eight steps but not switched
off altogether. Ali and

normal

repeat,

random and scan modes are all possible,
while edit facilities are present to aid tape
dubbing. Clearly Philips does not want to
be left out of the features race, and has

is wholly differential from the start. A

Lab report
Superb

performs the digital filter

Sound quality

balance

was

shown,

tion. Interchannel phase difference was
zero, and the output was linear phase.
absolute- phase- correct. S(itirced from a
moderate 200 ohm impedance, the fixedlevel output was just 0.32dli below the 2V

greatly different from the previous model.
The 14.5 listening- test score was a fine

standard at 1.93V. Full level distortion was
fine throughout the frequency range, and
at - 10dll modulation approached the

result for the money: on certain aspects.
some listeners might even score it higher.
Compared with many players in this
report, the 850 II had much more life'
through its mid- range, a genuinely more
believable performance than usual. Vocals
were rendered with greater subtlety and
expression,

a wholly

natural

effect

achieved despite mild thinning and
brightening of tone noted in the upper

state of the art. Some
developed at lower
readings at IkHz
measuring - 46 and

distortion imblance
levels, the - - Odll
on dithered tone
- 49dli for left and

right channels respectively. The high frequency intermodulation tests showed up
no surprises IFig 4d Ithough higher order
analogue filtering would be welcome.
Low-level linearity was impressive as the

mid range and certainly in the treble. It

graphs indicate ! Fig 4h j. Both channels

demonstrated an honest, direct clarity.
Sound stages were big, both wide and
deep, and coupled with good locus. Bass

were well matched and resolved to IdB

was certainly above average if not fully
dynamic or explosive.

dynamic

Good treble detail was present. mixed
with a moderate roughening. On both

accuracy down to - 110d11. A full 16 bit
recovery was achieved with a practical
range of 100d1l. A first rate
sinew ave was produced with a
distortion level better than - 115dli relative to full level jFig 4c I.
Frequency response was very I1.

with

no significant de- emphasis error. Signal to
noise ratios were about average at
No RF products were present, the most
significant noise signal being in the 88k1 Ii

audio output terminals. The other has a
standard, fixed output level.
A change of converter has been made

.47n:.7.1""el °""'

channel

together with very good stereo separa-

A high standard was achieved, though not

even included its - step, 3d13 per division
remote volume control on one of the

PHILIPS

the current average.

single ' 321

function on the data bus. The transport is
a standard CDM4 II, well isolated on
spring suspension.

on and we now have the CD850 II, whose

rhythm and timing it was rated well above

region at some 2-4m\' p- p.

CD850
io

11 * Of

Track access was fine at

II

TO mOTS1 RIGh1 [ modO41

dent

10 10:
Ap
8

3 seconds,

while shock and vibration were well
rejected. Little mechanical noise was evi-

cm-

and

a

Vcry

good .inun

of error

protection Wets : 1»CNSCd. A peak test signal
to white noise was unclipped.

6 000:
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Conclusion
Philips is wcll prepared for the new
season with this latest redesigned and
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Fig 4d. Philips 850 11: linearity plot below - 60dB
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Fig 4e. Philips 850 11: dithered ¡kHz sinewave at
-90dB, with distortion spectrum above
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Supplier:
Philips Electronics , City House, 420-430 London
Road,Croydon, Surrey CR93QR . Tel: 081-689
2166

smartened up model. With true differential Bitstream technology, it gave a fine
sound quality, particularly the delighfully
expressive mid- range, and the lab perIiirmance was also fully up to scratch.
Well-equipped, even though the optional
variable output has a restricted volume
control, the value package is a good one
and a recommendation is in order.

TECHNICS SL-PS900
At £ 350. the SL- P590() is the least expensive model in this particular test group.
Built on a larger- than- usual scale and
measuring 1130mm high, it follows the
latest styling convention by having a
centrally- mounted transport with the dis pia
located immediately above this.
Mechanical refinements include a fast,
slick and almost noiseless tray load.
Packed with other features and facilities,
the nun may he remotely controlled; in
tact, the handset is amassive affair, with so
many buttons that it took sonic time to
get used to. Icounted 46, surely some
kind of record: the numeric keypad has 22

under 8- bit micro-computer command,
increasing the speed of recovery from the
more severe disc faults. Using MASII, of
course, the digital- to-analogue conversion

distortion was low, with just a trace of

find tape- edit functions or random play,
but this was before I stumbled on the
'Function Management System.' This provides no less than 17 user- programmable

involves no less than 8 1-bie converters

functions arranged under the control of

in a double- differential
figuration.

however prove particularly satisfying in
the longer term, with my notes describing

for astart! Despite this, Icould not at first

just five keys. These cover everything you
could

imagine

including

random

play,

peak search. A/If tape programming, tone
fade etc. Direct functions include remote
control of output using a motorised
volume control. Fixed and variable audio
outputs are provided while the headphone socket has its own locally variable
output facility. The display, not quite large
enough to read from across the room,

balanced

con-

a mildly contrived ' electronic' sound, not
'free' in the sense so clearly expressed by

Sound quality

the Philips 85011.

Technics has broken out of what

my

listening tests had revealed as a ' grade 10'
straitjacket with this player. A subjective
score of 1Iwas achieved, with the '900
showing atouch of the superior definition
and life known to be possible from its

presents track listing, timings and indexing plus all the various functional modes

audiophile two- box creation, the ' 1000.
The ratings relate to the fixed output,
since the variable source scored just 9.3,

including peak search. An approximate
indication of remote volume setting is

and is worthwhile only for direct connection to suitable power amplifiers. Key

also given. A digital output is available on
the optical format.
At 6.2kgs, this is quite a heavy player
using akiw-resonance, reinforced compo-

subjective points included a crisplyarticulate upper- mid and treble, partly

site base. The linear- motor head laser
transport is spring mounted, the assembly

the

floated on its own subchassis. Other
thoughtfiil engineering touches include
the anti- resonance bituminous damping

dynamic than in the mid range.
Clarity was good, sufficient to produce
quite large stereo soundstages, quite deep
and wide. Focus was fine. Subjective

on the cover shell and the rugged high
precision transport. Separate power transformers feed the analogue and digital

engendered by some thinning and brightening of the tonal quality in this region. In
bass,

it

together with

showed
firm

sibilance at times. Its rhythmic performance was thought to be pretty average.
Mier a good first impression, it did not

fine

extension

articulation

if less

Lab report
Technics has worked hard to refine this
player, and achieved excellent linearity
and a dynamic range of II 5d1f, this
resolution indicating a full 16- bit code
recovery. The output was high by + 1 . 9dB
measuring 2.5V, which will mislead on
tests by making the player noticeably
louder than one sut at 2V output; output
impedance was fine at 640 ohms. One
oddity was its + 0.5dli de-emphasis error,
just audible.
At a —"Odli encode level, fine distortion results were still obtained, with
—43dB of second harmonic and nothing
else

visible.

Extending

the

analysis

to

100k1 lx showed a welcome absence of
harmonics or spurious signals IFig 5a Iand
a separate analysis extending to I00MIlz
was equally free from RV noise — a good
result. Noise was low enough to give a
very clean — 90dli sinewave IFig Sc.at

The variable audio output is derived via a
buffered discrete, motorised potentio-

which point distortion had vanished into
the commendably- low noise floor at
— 118dli ( rd lMSB ). Mechanism noise was
low, the drawer action particularly so.

meter. The transport sources are now

Shock

sections, and the main reservoirs and
regulator are more generous than usual.

TECHNICS
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track

Conclusion

hand, it did not advance the state of the
art. Given the achievement of other inexpensive Technics players, the '900 only
makes it to a 'worth considering' category.

TechnicsSL-PG900

20Hz 'kHz
20kHz
0.21dB 0.22d8 0.22dB
Channel balance
130B
122dB
88/9-kill
Stereuswaration
Channel phasedifference
1111)0(113
— 94dB —93.5dB — 90dB
TIM- 10(1B
—87d13
1111)-70dB
—43d8
—101d8
Intermod 191d1z/20kHz,OdB
—99dB
Intermod 19klizi2Okliz, — 10dB
—0.01dB — 0.27c113
Frequency response, left
0.03d13 — 0.23dB
Frequency responsc.right
113d13
S/N,2011e20kIlz,unwtd
I10d13
StN,CCIR/ARM, iuir.r
IkHz
5kHz
l6kHz
+0.1
+
0.5 + 0.01
De-emphasis( arror indB )•
2.49V 1.9d8
Output level, OdB
6400hms
Output impedance
IS secs
Trackaccms time,( Sr. 15)
gap 2.5mm
Errorcurrectioncapability
slow
Mechanical noise
110t1B
Spuriae up to 100kIlz
—0.7dB — 0.8/ill
Errerai — 90dB left/right
430x117x340
Dimension( whd, min
£550
Typical price( inc VAT)
•channels identical

50 ,
AEU
111.0

51•CP: . . 5.,

while

anything except i( mat with regard to
sound quality. Ii was certainly competent
and essentially vice- free, but on the other

2 10C

000

well

made piece of engineering. It was unfortunate that this did not translate into

0C

,70,1 : 00

handled

Physically, mechanically and electronically the SIP5900 was an accurate, well

6 ,00
.1 0000

was

access was very rapid at 1.5 seconds. Very
good error gap protection was shown.

Supplier:
TechnicsHi-Fi,WilloughbyRoad,Brackndl,
BerkshireRGI24PF.Tel:(0344)86244

YAMAHA CDX 1050
just by looking at it, you would find it
hard to distinguish this player from many
others costing half as much, but when you
pick it up the considerable weight will
immediately tell you where some of the
money has gone.
The well-equipped remote does most
things, and includes the ubiquitous multikey array for rapid track entry. Control
modes include ' file' for longer terni custom disc programming, tape editing,
repeat and random play.
Opening up the player, one finds the
double-skinned cover, damped to absorb
acoustic energy. Considerable care is also
evident with regard to RE shielding and
grounding including many copper straps
and copper plated screws. The display
technology is by Sanyo and is reminiscent
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEVE
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Conclusion

hit variant, the ' S- hit' system.

You may look in vain here for any
technical evidence of that barely average

'Ibis heavyweight was very well constructed and, while the appearance was

Sound quality

sound quality; Ifound none. Output was
on the high side, 2.36V, I.44dB above

restrained, much etlint has gone into the
design of the interior. Yamaha's latest

Despite all visible attention to design,
technology and engineering, I regret to

nominal — acommon occurence and one
continuing to cause problems for shorter

report that, on my listening tests, the
sound quality was quite unremarkable;
indeed the 9.6 points scored was poorer

A/13 listening sessions. Output impedance
was amoderate 375 ohms. Absolute phase
correct, the filter chain provided near

version of the I -hit system illustrates that
an exemplary technical pcformance is
possible — beyond reproach on all tests —
but once again, if the figures are better

than the running average for all models. A
particular aspect was the ` cardboard cut-

perfect phase linearity, No RF products

(:r)

of the unit fitted to the Quad

player.

This well-built player uses Yamaha's low-

out' effect on central soloists, an odd
change to perceived stereo image focus.
The reproduction suffered from a ' mecha-

were present in this player's output.
De- emphasis showed a mild error of
—0.3dB on the treble range.
The textbook linearity, well matched

nical' quality, reducing the impression of
natural expression. Compare for example,

between channels IFig 613I, was amply
confirmed by the fine 0.32% of distortion

Joni Mitchell on

at — 70d11, this in fact merely asummation
of noise. With the — 70dB analysis

Blue' replayed by this

machine and then the Philips CD850 II.
Dynamic contrasts were muted with the
Yamaha, the feeling ' slow' and downbeat.
Rhythmic aspects were also muted, the
sound lacking bounce or involvement.
In the bass, it was thought just average;
more articulation and speed were needed
here. Through the mid- range it was essentially neutral, leading to amildly exaggerated treble — triangles and small bells
were a touch fierce, although the treble,
like the mid, showed little distortion and

extended to 1001diz, the spectral shape

than certain practical thresholds, measured improvements in technical performance do not offer any guarantee of
improved sound quality. Iwould suggest
that the engineering would not appear to
have been backed by adequate subjective
analysis.

GROUP CONCLUSION

was merely indicative of filtered noise
shaping, and no spuriae were present.

Icannot say that Iwas over- impressed by
this batch of players. When a Rotel 855

Those screening cans inside this player
must have been effective IFig 6al. To all
intents and purposes, there was no significant distortion at any level or frequency
!Fig 6c I. A full I6-bit code resolution was

4250 ) and an Aiwa XC-700 (£ 180) both
score 13 on my listening test scoring
system, and the key reference for this
present group, the old Areal]] Alpha

confirmed while the high signal-to-noise

(£430 ) achieved asound rating of 16.5, I
should have thought that scores in excess

ratio and linearity allowed a first rate
II4dB dynamic range to be specified.

of 15 were de rigour for late 1991 player
at the £400 level.

possessed good information retrieval.
Stereo images from the ' 1050 were

by a small margin was the worthy Philips

rated above average, with quite a good

CD850 II, which was much liked for its

representation of width and depth, but
just average tOcus. listening via the variable output, a loss of Ito 1.5 marks was
noted.

highly expressive and believable midrange: clearly worth recommending.

YAMAHA

As it turned out, the best of the bunch

As for the rest, the Micromega Logic
was not built to the same standard as the
Philips, cost 20% more and performed

CDX1050
le

LG,

0•411..

11..DO•55.08,-

••

10 000

Ingic's sound was pure and even, and is
certainly worth hearing; this player is
worth considering.
Some distance behind the Logic comes
the new Arcam Delta. In my opinion its

A 0000
6 ONO
COOD
2 0000

fr•
2 COO

failure to deliver Black Box Three per-

• 000

formance bars this machine from recommendation. Rhythm and timing aside, the
older and cheaper Alpha had no trouble

ppo

Fig 6a. Yamaha CDX1050: spume up to
associated with ¡kHz tone at — 70dB
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Fig 6d. Yamaha CDX1050: linearity plot below
—60dB
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worse in the lab, hut it did manage to
match the sound quality rating. Despite a
touch of brightness in the upper range the

MHz
201diz
0.18dB (e26dB
117dB 86/93dB

Channel balance
Stereomparation
Channel phase difference
o°
THDOdB
-93dB
96dB < 90dB
THD - 10dB
87dB
THD - 70dB
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Intermod 19kHz(201‘Hz,Od13
-98dB
Intermix! 191dia/ 20klia, - 10dB
-98d13
Frequency response,left
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Frequenc-yrespunse,right
-0.02c1B + 0.25dB
SiN,20Hz.20kHe,unend
-114dB
S/N,CC:IR/ARM, lkHzrcí
-110B
IkHz
51(Hz
16kilz
De-emphasis( tenor null )•
-0.07 - 0.32 + 0.1
Output leve1,0(1B
2.36V 1.44dB
Output impedance
375ohms
Track access tiene,( 0.15 )
3secs
Error currectioncapability
gap Imm
Mechanical noise
- very low
Spuriaeup to 100klia
- 180dB
Error at - 90dB leltinght
-0.3dB OdB
Dimension( vettl mm )
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Typical price ( in( VA'!
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'worst channel

Supplier:
Yamaha Electronics UK Ltd, 200
RickmansworthRoad,Watford,Hererdshire
WD1 US. Tel: (0923)33166

disposing of it. Technics SUPS900 came
next. Its performance was very competent
hut the sound proved unexceptional. In
the case of the .IVC XL-Z101 I, the sound
was thought unbalanced with an edgy
treble and weak bass detracting from the
clarity and the spacious stereo images.
Inexplicably the Yamaha was the weakest
of all. From an engineering viewpoint it
was one of the best players in the group
and yet, in this case, fine lab results did
not translate into competitive sound.
There is no point in paying more for a
CD player if it does not deliver a better
sound. Now that even inexpensive
machines can perform well in the lab, the
designer's skill must be directed towards
upgrading the sound. Third generation
Low Bit these models may he, hut the
results show that no amount of clever
juggling with the digital data is going to
address fundamental problems of sound
quality without good support in other
vital areas — the transports and the analogue sections. +
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LOUDSPEAKERS

A

ny profile of Celestion SL series
ownership would turn up as its
archetypal member a classical
music groupie who probably gets his fix
from Radio 3 and CD. You wouldn't find
the rock junkies of this world anything
like as well represented. On the whole
(and this comment includes the 700, an
SL in spirit if not in name) the series has
been a little too polite and careful to be
convincing in the role of rock advocate.
With the 100, Celestion let its corporate hair down. Design- team member Bob
Smith talks in terms of the 100 lifting a
Maltings listener from the stools in, say,
row F, just below the level of the stage, to
about row II at stage level. This doesn't
sound like a heavy metal user's charter.
Nevertheless, those compromises deemed
necessary have been tailored to err on the
side of dynamics rather than tonality.

Celestion lets its hair down and
goes all out for rock 'n' roll and
extended enanties
by Alvin Gold

'I'he hardware complement is reminiscent
of the SL series. Although the enclosure is
significantly taller than any of the single
bass SL series, appearances deceive,
because the enclosed air volume is identical at 12 litres. It is the bulk of the
extensive bracing used inside the 100's
cabinet that pushes dimensions up to 425
X 210 x 256mm ( whd).
The tweeter is a 32mm aluminium
dome, formed in one piece with the coil
former for optimum heat dissipation and
mechanical integrity ( it's amazing how
few metal domes are built this way), and
with a simplified version of the zebra
stripe finger guard/phase plate, since the
current model.has its first HF resonance at
aclaimed 25.41cHz and, says Celestion, has
little need for a helping hand below
20kHz. My own measurements only partly
confirm this, the nearfield plot showing a
small dip at 17kIlz, rising to a + 1(1dB peak
at 23kHz, the IIF resonance.
The bass driver is a Cobex coned
1
65mm unit with adiecast frame and an
enormous magnet. Work has been done to
linearize the magnetic circuit for large
cone displacements, and to remove any
asymmetric torque from the suspension,

CELESTION
100

Aimed at those who boogie, the
Celestion 100 has been balanced to
provide amore obviously 'dynamic'
performance than the arguably too
'polite' presentation of the SL Series
models. Is ùthe answer for rock
listeners?

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

both measures designed to reduce second
harmonic distortion. The two units cross
at 2.2kliz using 3rd-order Butterworth
filters, but with a 4-5dB response dip
instead of the standard 3dB at the crossover point to smooth the ( bi-wirable)
vertical off-axis responses, and to some
extent also the power response. In- room
plots made at — 15 and + 15 degrees
vertically off the axis, midway between
tweeter and bass confirm this; only the
—15 degree plot shows any substantial
disturbance — and you'd have to be lying
on the floor to hear this.
Exterior treatment has all the sophistication expected of the marque. The two
drive units are flush mounted into solid
diecast fluted panels recessed into the
baffle, which has rounded edges as part of
its anti-diffraction defences. The threequarter length covers are mounted into
rubber damped bushes.
The enclosure was developed using
modal analysis in which it was excited by
a pseudo-random signal, and analysed at
400 separate frequencies using laser interferometry. The carcase is fully veneered
(a fine mahogany for the test pair with
American walnut and black oak as listed
options) except at the rear. It is fabricated
from 15mm Medite panels which overhang the back panel, forming what
another well known speaker company
(whose name temporarily escapes me)
used to call a Wharfedale Tray. Thick
walls would act as a store of 'dynamic
mass' as the supplied technoblurb puts it,
and have been avoided. Instead, there are
two twin figure-of-eight vertical and horizontal braces to produce aseries of small
bounded areas on the outer skin, each of
different size. This pushes their resonances well outside the bass.
Celestion's thinking may however be
flawed. The newly raised resonant frequencies are now smack in the most
audible part of the midband. Iput this to
Celestion, who pointed out that residual
midband resonances are still lower than
the midband output of traditional larger
panels; hut Idon't fully accept the logic of
this argument. Partly the singular lack of
low frequency coloration and overhang in
the 100 casts the spotlight on the mid band which is no loner masked. Second,
any midband artefacts are likely to be of
high-Q, and arguably more audible. There
is a great deal of musical energy in this
area, and in addition the audibility of any
resonances will be further enhanced by
the wavelengths and the time delays
involved. All of this may have some
bearing in the way the 100 sounds,
because the auditioning results are otherwise rather difficult to explain.
The measured frequency responses,
however, could scarcely be bettered. Plotted in- room, the only disparities were
those known to be attributable to the
room itself (cg the comb filter response
below 1kHz or so), and this finding is
underlined by the ruler- flat response
when the area below ' kHz was measured
in the nearfield ( at 50cm, same axis).
Nominal impedance is 8ohms ( in fact the 78
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This year marks, as most readers know only too well, the bi-centenary of
the death of Mozart, as well as the centenary of Prokoflev's birth. Rather
less familiar, for obvious reasons, are two salient factors concerning this firm:
Thomas Heinitz was 70 in August, and in September he celebrated 50 years'
professional involvement with recorded music and domestic audio.

MIDRIGAL
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES INC

It is probably a unique record in the field, especially when we remember
that in 1941, when it all started, 78 rpm discs still ruled supreme (when T.H.
began serious listening to records, some 16 years earlier, even electrical
recording had not yet arrived!) and, in his dual capacity as a prominent
record reviewer for almost 40 years and as an audio consultant, Thomas
Heinitz fought doughty battles on behalf of such epoch-making yet initially
much-maligned developments as the Long Playing Disc ( 1950), Stereo
(1958) and, more recently, the Compact Disc ( 1983).
MUSIC IN THE HOME was launched as an independent business 35
years ago this September but, though records and equipment may have
changed almost beyond recognition since 1956, our purpose has remained
constant: to provide for all those who share our passionate love-affair with
great music agenuine service based on real knowledge, long experience and
true integrity.
We invite you to visit our studio this summer and autumn to help us
celebrate these anniversaries in style. Come and listen to our superb
selection of expertly chosen audio components, including the famous QUAD
range, plus diverse products by JVC. Yamaha and Denon (their new
'Lifestyle' system is much admired and unusually elegant), not to mention
our pièce de resistance: the 3-way loudspeaker system combining the
marvellous, BBC-designed L53/5A units with the sensational Audio Pro BI45 sub-woofer, specially imported by us from Sweden.
We also demonstrate TV and Video equipment ( including CD Video), and
our large stock of classical CDs is available to all who purchase equipment
from us at a generous 20% discount.
Please note that we are now demonstrating the new Harbeth H.L.-P.3
Speakers, as well as the latest Denon Mini System.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd music IN THE 110AIE
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
'Telephone 071-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 IThursday 9.30 to I; Friday 9.30 to 71

Madrigal HPC Cables, utilize ribbons of specially processed high purity
copper with teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations.
Visit your Madrigal Dealer and hear what these original designs can
do to improve your Music System.
For details on HPC and HFC Cables please contact Path Premier.
PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD.
HIGH WYCOMBE. BUCKS, HP12 313G
TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209
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TURNTABLES

THORENS TD280 'UK'

A new 'entry-level' record-playing
package from one of the
industry's most famous and
historic names
by Owen Clingan
only a slight run-out at the periphery of
the platter. A felt mat is supplied with the
11K version, supplanting the standard rubber one for sonic reasons.
The turntable comes fitted with the
Thorens TY 28 tonearm and, in the case of
the ' UK' model, with an Audio-Technica
AT- 95E; afavourite budget cartridge with
almost

everyone.

Tonearm

bearings

seemed to be well adjusted, giving no
detectable play and subjectively low friction, but it lacked the ' feeling' of rigidity

I

which some other designs provide. The

n the business since
the very beginnings of recorded
sound, Thorens has along-standing

are fitted more or less

reputation for quality turntables made to
high engineering standards.
Hermann Thorens founded the company in the Swiss village of Ste- Croix in
1883 to manufacture musical boxes,
drawing on local watchmaking skills. The
company soon diversified into the production of equipment for playing Edison's
cylinders, and then turntables for the
early discs as invented by Berliner.

rigidly to the plinth.
Also, being a budget
model, compromises have been made in
the quality of construction and materials
used. But convenience features have been
included; playing speed is selected by a
switch, and at the end of the record the
tonearm lifts off and the platter stops.
The plinth uses 16mm chipboard for
the sides and top, covered in black vinyl,
and has a hardboard hase. 'Ibis assembly

break-

seemed more resonant than it should be,

throughs, including the first electric gramophone ( 1928), the first ' electric sound

costs having apparently been closely controlled here. Some isolation from external
vibration is accomplished by the provision of four composite feet, but these

Thorens

claims

several

later

box' or pickup ( 1929), and the first
auto-changer in 1943. Other products
included harmonicas, cigarette lighters,
and clockwork- powered shavers but,
thankfully, the Thorens company concentrated on musical boxes and record players, designing and manufacturing such
classics as the 'I'D 124 ( ahead of its time in
1957), the 'I'D 224 (high fidelity with
automatic record-changing) and the ' I'D
150/160 series.
Today, the main factory is in the German Black Forest. It is there that complete
turntables and toncarms are assembled,
while the smaller Swiss facility supplies
component parts for the hi-fi products,
and still produces musical boxes! The
subject of this review is the entry-level
model ( with the addition of a cartridge
and felt mat for ( 1K specification) in the
current Thorens range of integrated
record players and turntables. It retails at
£189.90 including VAT.

were not felt to be particularly compliant
or absorbent. Also, the dust cover rang
significantly when struck.
An important feature of this deck is the

design features which identify it as a
Thorens. However, it departs from recent
lborcns

tradition

in

that

it

does

not

employ a suspended sub- chassis. Instead
the motor, platter bearing, and tonearm
111-11 NEWS & MORO REVIEW
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ple was very good laterally, but slightly
inaccurate

in

terms

of

azimuth. 'Ibis

caused no problems, though, as the headshell can be rotated on the arm tube after
loosening a locking screw. Arm height is
not adjustable, and spacers are supplied to
allow cartridges of various depths to be
fitted. Again this is less than ideal, but is
necessary because of the end- of- side sending mechanism; a clear case of putting
convenience of use befbre pertOrmance.

seems

than the normal mains supply as commonly used on budget ( and not-sobudget ) turntables. In fact mains voltages
arc kept away from the plinth altogether
by virtue of a small remote transfOrmer
which supplies 16V AC via asocket at the
rear of the plinth. This is most unusual at
this price point, and Thorens claims
improved pitch stability as a result.
Drive is transmitted from the plastic
motor pulley to the plastic inner platter
by afiat rubber belt. The platter itself is a
dynamically balanced zinc- aluminium

conventional bearing mounted in aplastic

many

tion of the arm in any way, and was found
to function perfectly every time in use.
Cartridge alignment of the review sam-

'Ibis supply generates two 501Iz sinewaves, which should be more accurate

belt- driven

employing

reached. 'Ibis does not affect the opera-

On the subject of cartridge mounting,
bolts in no less than six lengths are
supplied, but unfortunately these are

'Ibis latest version of ' the TD 280 is a
turntable,

calibrated cursor.
The auto- lift mechanism is optically
actuated, detecting the angular acceleration of the arm as the run-out groove is

use of an electronic power supply for the
low- voltage 24- pole synchronous motor.

alloy casting weighing I.2kg. The platter
spindle is 8mm in diameter with a
radiused conical point, and runs in a

Design and construction

counterweight is decoupled and has a

housing. While Iwould have reservations
about economizing here, the resulting
assembly seemed quite rigid. Overall this
part of the turntable seemed reasonably
well engineered, with little free play, and

made of normal ( magnetic) steel. 'Ibis
to be a case of over- enthusiastic
penny pinching, as good quality stainless
steel socket head bolts arc not expensive!
All controls are arranged along the front
of the plinth. Speed selection ( 33.3/45
rpm) and cueing are each accomplished
with chunky rotary knobs. After selecting
playing speed, the motor is started with a
click- action push button. The tonearm
can then be cued onto the record using
the control on the right hand side.

Operation and performance

t
inpacking and

assembling the 280 could
not be much simpler, taking only a few
minutes. With the cartridge already fitted
the only adjustments necessary are the
setting of tracking force and bias. Ifound
the calibrations on the counterweight to
be slightly inaccurate when compared on
two different gauges. ' Ibis meant that an
indicated 2g was required to achieve a
tracking force of I.8g. Also the bias

TURNTABLES
seemed to be alittle on the high side; here

with the sound quality, though, and in the

a lower reading was considered in order.

process of listening to arange of different

Speed was very accurate though.
One minor niggle concerns the fact that

types of music
carne to light.

the tonearm will not remain cued down
unless the motor is running. The cueing

In general listening, the presentation
still seemed to be rather forward, and

knob is held in the ' down' position by a

untidy.

solenoid which is energised when the
motor is switched on. When power is not

information, and bass lines were slightly

supplied to the motor it reverts to the ' up'
position. This would normally only be a
problem when aligning a cartridge ( and
can be overcome by removing the belt ),
but die instructions should cover the
point. Generally, the unit was straightforward, nice touches like damped cueing in
both

directions

and

the

well-

There

similar

was

characteristics

also

some

loss

of

nmddied. Complicated passages had a
tendency to sound congested, and some
coloration of instrumental timbres was
evident. A sense of proportion must be
maintained here, though, as there is alimit
to what can be expected at £ 190.
Comparisons with the Rega 2 proved
interesting. Weather Report's Birdland
showed the TD 280 to be less informative,

proportioned controls making life easy.
The turntable was used in a normal
domestic context, and also direct com-

even

parisons were made with one of the best

an overall loss of rhythm and tightness.
Turning to the Esterhazy's Quartet's

designs in the price range, the Rep Planar
2: which is a little more expensive at
about £ 204 with the AT-95E. Of course,
the Rep does not offer the convenience
features of the Thorens, but it is the
answer to a similar design problem: how
to build a competent turntable for a
budget price?

in

the

relatively

uncomplicated

opening bars. Cymbals were somewhat
too prominent and splashy, and there was

recording of Mozart's Quintet K.516 in
G- minor, the Thorcns sounded quite coloured and even squeaky on occasions, and
melody lines did not sing in the way that
they did when played on the Rep.

able at lower replay levels, indicating that
positioning the turntable should be considered carefully.

Conclusion
Listening

to

this

turntable

led

me

to

conclude that Thorens has adopted a set
of design criteria which are very different
from those of the typically smaller specialist manufacturers. The familiar trade-off
between perfOrmance and facilities is
seen ( heard?) here quite clearly; the
designer really does have to watch the
pennies at this price level.
There is another point, though. Particularly with the recent demise of Revolver
turntables ( against a background of economic uncertainty and the rise and rise of
(;D), the element of choice in turntables
offering reasonable sound at around £ 200
is extremely limited. Add to this the fact
that not every brand is as widely available
as could be wished, and the difficulties
facing a prospective purchaser become
more complex.
If ease of use is of paramount import-

Some records caused particular problems; a digital recording of Symphony 5
by Shostakovich ( Concertgebouw/
Ilaitink, 1981 ) sounded quite coarse and
strained, particularly on strings. This type

ance then the Thorens TD 280 Mk.IVUK
should be auditioned, perhaps as well as
similar models from Dual. But for purchasers who are looking for the very best
sound on alimited budget. Ido not feel it
is likely to be the answer. It would be

expedient is a bother. ) The presentation

of presentation was found on several LPs,
as was a boxy coloration, which made its
presence felt. These findings applied with

good to see those watchmaking skills put
to use to produce an inexpensive design
without concessions to convenience. -1
4
-

became significantly tidier and more controlled, sounding clearer in general terms.

the unit on agood quality turntable table
and also when wall- bracket mounted.

Istill felt that there were still problems

However, the boxiness was less notice-

Supplier: Portfolio Marketing, 67 New Road,
Little Kingshill, Bucks. Tel: (0494)890277.

tweeter being extremely well behaved.

recording of Kurt Weill's Street Scene was

Resolution was a different matter...
My listening notes pointed to other
trends, some unwelcome. When set up on
65cm Kudos lead-filled stands in an open
position, stereo imagery was always three-

tremendously impressive, comparison
with other speakers showing the Celestion able to provide distinct layering of

It was soon established that raising or
removing the dust cover while listening
to music had a beneficial effect on the
sound. ( The cover simply slides onto
well- adjusted friction hinges, so neither

LOUDSPEAKERS
75> minimum measured was just over
8ohms); sensitivity is low at 84dB/watt/m
and power handling- cum-amplifier compatibility is rated at I20 watts. You'll want
a good 50 watts to make them sing in
most rooms, perhaps more.

the women gossips' scene so that there
was no way in which participants could
be confused. Here the Celestions' superb

Audiolab 8000 pre-/power combination,

dimensional with excellent focus, even
when listening from off axis ( eat your
heart out, Canon). Iwas frequently startled by the realism of an unexpected

which I'd suggest was just about right. 1

voice or a guitar- lick from points of the

also tried some more exotic gear. including aKrell KSI. with KSA100, and Michael-

compass Ihad not been expecting. Dynamically, the 100 also has alot going for it.

almost underlined quality, but congealed
also, so that individual voices could

son Audio Chronos power amplification,

Buddy Guy's ' Black Night' (from Damn

but none of this came close to justifying

Right, I've Got The Blues) had atrain- like

the extra cost. Perhaps this was the first
harbinger of trouble. I'm pretty sure that

inevitability, and dynamic swings were
capably reproduced. Yet what might be
called dynamic resolution, the ability to

Sound quality
Iran the I00 kw most of this test with an

the extra ability of these amplifiers would
have drawn correspondingly more from
almost any of the SI. series; the fact that it
didn't here was surely a measure of the
100's lack of resolving power.
Given that about 80% of my time is
spent listening to classical music, and only
20% to the kind of music that Ken Kessler

pick out individual dynamically separated
strands, was thwarted by a heavy-going
upper midband that obscured fine detail.
My notes also pointed to adifficulty in
hearing through the treble ( the 2-5kliz
range

as

far

as

I could

judge).

The

marvellous 1974 DG recording of
Strauss's Four Last Songs for once

would approve, you can be assured Igave
the 100s athorough and varied thrashing.
The picture was far from monolithic. are

Janowitz's normally expressive soprano

overall character of the speaker was taut
hut a little dry in the bass, and rich and

sounded strained. Although the recording
was still wonderfully concentrated, it was

colourful in the upper midband. There
was also plenty of treble energy, the

also raw and undifferentiated in tone. But
there was an upside too. The new Decca

'78

sounded older than it is, and Gundula

imagery came to the rescue. More characteristically, the chorus in Mahler's Symphony 3(Solti/Decca) had a 'heightened',

scarcely be identified.
Underlying all the detail observations
was a consistent failure to communicate.
On one occasion I listened to the Stravinsky Capriccio for Piano & Orchestra
(the Paul Crossley/London Sinfonietta/
Salonen recording for Sony), and realised
at the end that this marvellously spiky
work has been softened and smudged to
the point where much of the subtlety —
and the gorgeous resonant sound of the
Makings — simply didn't happen.
A parting shot struck achord then, and I
recalled it later. ' If Celestion can't make a
loudspeaker like this work properly,' the
PR man had told me, ' there's something
seriously wrong'. Quite. +
Supplier: Celestion, Foxhall Rd, Ipswich,
Suffolk IP3 81P. Tel: (0473)723131.
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PRE-AMPLIFIER

T

he Evolution 20 pre- amplifier is an
expression of the art of the audio

purist. Such is the dedication to
fundamental engineering simplicity, painstakingly directed towards audio signal

Evolved from the even more

Nuvistor format, are used in the disc stage.
This disc inputs is configured for 40d13 of

costly two-box Premier Seven,

gain — just quiet enough for use with the
louder models of moving-coil cartridge,
among which the Koetsu ( Rosewood
Signature Series Ill) comes to mind.
Phono overload is 150mV at 1kHz, on
which point some discussion ensues from

the Evolution 20 is C-J's finest

handling with maximum transparency and
purity, this design imposes some neces-

single-unit pre-amplifier

sary compromises on flexibility of use.
More care needs to be taken both with the

by Martin Colloms

the measurements with regard to the high
frequency intermodulation performance.

normal ' listen' mode and for tape record
output, allowing independent use of these
selections. All that remains aside from the

Described as azero feedback amplifier,
the circuit architecture is open and each
stage is individually defined for gain, noise

20 is strongly derivative of the extraordinary Premier Seven A 1111W/RR, Nov '90
supplement 1. One could be forgiven for

power 'on' button, is balance and volume.

levels and impedance matching. However

describing

choice of source components and following power amplifers if the system performance is to remain near optimum.
A classic all- valve design, the Evolution

it

as

a ' one

box

Seven',

although there is much more to the story
than that. Massively presented in typical
Conrad-Johnson champagne gold livery,
the cleanly-styled front panel is complemented by a satin black enamel finish
on the remaining casework. Weighing a
substantial 17kg ( 32.71bs) it fits the I9in
(480mm ) rack format and is 180mm high

Premier

the stages do have local degeneration, and

Seven, easier to use by virtue of its stereo

after all even the simple cathode follower

operation ( the Seven was dual mono ) hut
for some, still of doubtful convenience.
This is because only 24 switched steps arc

is actually operating at 100% local negative feedback in providing a gain of one;
C-J intends to imply zero loop feedback,

provided, the top 4 ranging to — 8d13 in
significantly coarse 2d13 steps, and the

and thus the ItlAA equalization is accomplished passively. All the 10 triodes used,
including the more familiar glass-

The

latter

is taken

from

the

remaining 20 stages in still larger 3d13
steps. Here the user pays the price for
what is acknowledged to be the finest

enveloped

variety,

are

single

devices,

achieving unusually high channel separation for ahigh- impedance valved product.
Build quality is first rate. There are no

by a considerable 400mm deep. It is a
complete unit, incorporating moving-

quality volume control technology presently available. This loss of fine control
must be judged with care by prospective

magnet and moving- coil facilities,
although in practice the overall character-

purchasers.
Before use the customer or dealer must

electrolytic capacitors even in the power
supply, where the devices are selected
polypropylenes, whilst the main signal-

istics of the input favour m-c cartridges

remove four bolts on the top panel. These
are effectively transit screws, and when

carrying capacitors are huge custom-built
polystyrenes of astronomical cost. Most

removed allow the main audio board to

resistors are top grade metal- foil types.
The volume control is configured as

with a healthy output.
There are fewer controls than usual for
a C-J pre- amplifier, notwithstanding the
usual absence of any tone control or

float free on its own internal suspension. A
strong resistance to sound vibration

filtering facility. Two matched controls
cover input source selection from phono,
and four line level inputs, tuner, CD, tape

effects is conferred.

I and 2, and all these are duplicated for

Miniature

Evolution 20
ZERO FEEDBACK PREAMP,WER

Design and technology
metal

cased

triodes

in

the

separate attenuator sections rather than a
ladder and the switched balance control
goes out of circuit at the zero position.
Here the resistors are film types by
Corning. Solid state non-feedback regula-

LINN• EPOS 4 QUAD • ARCAM

If you live in S. Kensington, Chelsea, Fulham, we are
your local HiFi specialist. However, if you live in
Surrey, Kent, Berks., Herts. etc . . . . we could be your
"local" dealer, since we supply and install systems all over
Greater London and Home Counties and even Abroad.
The Listening Rooms is one of London's leading specialist Hi Fi shops, with the principal staff having over
thirty years' experience between them.
We cater for awide range of budgets and whether you are
thinking of buying anew cartridge or atop end system,
our aim is to always provide the best possible sound.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition Hi Fi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year warranty.
The Listening Rooms is also London's leading multiroom HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and
installation service.
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Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
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your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
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PRE-AMPLIFIER
tors are used in the multiple power
supplies of this comprehensive design.

Sound quality
As one would have hoped, the Evolution
20 stands remarkably close to the Premier
Seven A. While it did not quite manage the
trick of sonic inaudibility, it got close. The
Seven was exceptionally neutral, and by
comparison the tonal character of the ' 20
was slightly honeyed — a creamier effect
which one might associate with adistillation of the sounds made by the most
memorable valve electronics. The ' 20
sounds alittle ' faster on its feet' than the
Seven, more dynamic, perhaps associated
with an impression of nearer perspective.
However, these comments were based on
fine shades of character and, by normal
standards, the ' 20 was highly neutral and
mellifluous, capable of excellent soundstage perspectives. Great transparency
was a key factor and its very fine ability
here was shown in the excellent low level
detail present at all volume settings. I
value this ability to operate with conviction at whisper quiet levels. The line stage
had alot of grain, and with a2V rated CD
input, a IV sensitivity power amp and
88dB/W speakers the volume control
settings were well back, typically — 30dB
to — 40dli, in the coarse 3dB range, and I
was not too comfortable with this aspect.
Moving to the analogue disc input, the
sound quality showed some loss in performance, from a20.5 scored on my usual
listening test scale for line to 18.5 for disc,
this 8% lower than achieved for the
Premier Seven A. With realistically loud
volume settings, slight noise was evident
on very quiet passages, and Iwould judge
cartridges such as the Troika with output
levels of 0.1 mV or less to be unsuitable.
Via disc, the sound was perceptibly softer,
mildly rolled off in the treble, and the bass
was not as quick or as dynamic. Notwithstanding, this was a top rated performer,
and the excellent transparency, atmosphere and spaciousness reproduced with
good recordings was preferred. The
sound was relaxed, pure and unfatiguing.

With no negative feedback, the designer is
relying on the basic linearity of the active
devices in their chosen operating mode.
Higher- than- average distortion is to be
expected and here its very presence
provides a useful indicator of its audible
significance. Given that no distortion was
evident subjectively with the highest
quality ancilliaries, Iwould suggest that
these results show how pointless is the
still- current design goal of very low levels
of steady-state harmonic distortion.
The output stage of this pre-amplifier
was no power driver. The output impedance was 300 ohms typically, with a
maximum output of 3.1V for akind 100k
ohm load, less for lower loads. The
matching power amplifier should be
selected with some care on this basis, cg
IV to I.5V full power sensitivity and a
highish input impedance. With a 600
ohms load, the output maximum fell to
NEWs A RO.ORD MUM'

intermodulation test resulted in 12% distortion ( Fig 31. Even with the drive level
reduced by 10 times, or 20dB, to movingcoil level, the distortion still exceeded
1%. This explains why I view the disc
input as more suited to medium-output
moving-coils than to the much higher
output moving- magnet types. Disc input
sensitivity was 0.25mV IHF, which was
just enough with a normal sensitivity
power amplifier. Rated for an IHF 0.5mV
input ( moving-coil) the signal-to-noise
ratio ( 11(Hz ref CCIR ARM) was barely
satisfactory, again ruling out the low
output moving-coil cartridges. Disc channel separation varied between channels,
to aminimum of 43dB at 20kHz while the
channel balance deteriorated to 0.42dB,
just audible on a good system Fig 41.

limit for satisfactory distortion levels.
Via disc, the input overload level was of
some concern. In terms of visible overload, the figures were excellent for moving-coil use and fine for the higher moving- magnet levels. However, the normal
m- m drive level for the high frequency

needs to be weighed against the weaker
aspects of the design such as its pernickety input and output matching, and
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Conclusion
Sonically within striking distance of the
Premier Seven A legend, the Evolution 20
delivered its high performance level at a
much lower price. This price was still
very high in real terms and the fine sound

the coarsely stepped volume control. The
bottom line concerns the build and sound
quality, which both qualify the Evolution
20 for approval. +
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Lab report

I

2.12V while the distortion was 1%, even
with the output reduced to 0.5V. At
normal levels and loadings it remained at
typically — 56dli, or 0.15% over the 2011z
to 2011z frequency range. likewise at
0.3%, or — 50d13, the line amplifier interm<Klulation levels were satisfactory for
the 19kIlz/20kIlz mixed test tones. While
not up to present CD standards, the line
signal-to-noise ratio was fine in the
—85d13 range.
Via aux, impedance was lower than
expected at 16-ohms and will have some
adverse loading effect on the more sensitive source components. 100k-ohm is
favoured, while some designers are going
for 1M-ohm. Via this line input the high
frequency intermodulation was satisfactory at — 50dB, 0.32%, j
Fig Ijthis with
100K loading. The frequency response
was impressively flat, with — 0.5dB points
at 4.51z and 150k1 lz, — 3dB at 2Hz and
220kIlz. A 0.5dB point at 20kHz would be
welcome to filter ultrasonic interfence in
the path to the following power amplifier.
While rated at 20V output, 3V was the

000
30C

,

000
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Fig 2. Conrad-Johnson Evolution 20: frequency
response, line input
• •
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Fig 3. Conrad-Johnson Evolution 20: intennodulation
distortion, 19kHz120kHz tones at full level. m-m
input

5 ON ,

Fig 4. Conrad-Johnson Evolution 20. RIAA accuracy
(disc input frequency response)

Test results

Conradjoluison Evol. 20

Distortion
20Hz
IUD 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion,
56dB
56dB
56c111
At 0.5V output, aux input
Intermodulation, 19/201diz
50dB ( 100k)
at a5V output, aux input
18d11
at 0.5V output, disc ( mm)
38
at 0.5V output. disc ( me)
Noise
72dB
Disc ( mm ) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
54dB
Disc ( mc ) input( IHF, CCIR wtd)
85dB
Aux-CD input ( IHF, CCIR wtd )
Residual. unweighted ( volume
87dB
control at min)
left Onfe, right OmV
DC output offset
left OmV, right OmV
DC output ( tape I
20Hz
lIcHz
20kHz
Input Overload
24.5dB 24.5dB 13.9dli
Disc ( tom ) input ( IHF)
>28dB > 28eIB > 28d8
Aux/CD input ( 11W)
Stereo separation
83/62dB 72/48dB 61,4 3,18
Disc input
83dB
83dB 64/74(.IB
Aux input
0.42dB
Channel balance, disc at Ildiz
Volume/balance tracking
0.02dB 0.0358 0.04dB
Aux input
Level 3.1V( 100K)
Impedance 300ohnis
Output
Loading
Phase
Socket type Sensitivity
Input data
var. Wm
phono
0.250mV
Disc ( nun
600() source
N/A pf
(47k)
11mV
vat kohms
Disc Onni
phone
N/A pf
27mV
161cohms
Aux
phono
NIA pf
1)isc input ( RLAA ref ' kHz,
+0.1/ - 36:111
3011z to 15kHz)
-0.5dB, 4.5Hz/148kHz;-3d8 2.0Hzi22.01“
Line
400X I80x400
Dimensions Ovhdanm
£5100
Typical price inc VAT

Supplier:
Audiofreaks, 15 Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT. Tel 081-9484153.

CROFT VALVE AMPLIFICATION
"ALLIHÁIGUITERS IS MN
RI
SOME PEOPLE WOULD
HAVE YOU BELIEVE THAT
STICKING ACOUPLE OF
MOS-FETS IN THE OUTPUT
STAGE OF AN AMPLIFIER
WILL SIMULATE A "VALVE
SOUND"; SOME ADD A
TOKEN VALVE OR TWO IN
ASOLID STATE AMPLIFIER
AND CALL IT AVALVE
AMPLIFIER, OTHERS STILL
PERSIST IN DRESSING UP A
DECADENT 1940's-50's
DESIGN WITH ACRES OF
CHROME OR GOLDPLATED OTT. STYLING
WHILST RELIEVING YOU
OF ASMALL FORTUNE
FOR THEIR PLEASURE.
AT CROFT, ALAS, ALL
THAT WE HAVE TO OFFER
IS UNIQUE AND
INNOVATIVE CIRCUITRY,
HAND-BUILT, HARD
WIRED 100% PCB FREE
GENUINE VALVE
AMPLIFICATION .... OUR
STARTER AMPLIFIER HAS
VALVE REGULATED P.S.U.,
OUR TOP AMPLIFIERS ARE
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERLESS AND
OUR TOP 3PRE-AMPS
UTILISE PUSH-PULL
CIRCUITRY THROUGHOUT.
CROFT AMPLIFIERS
ARE GENUINE VALVE
PRODUCTS FOR TRUE
LOVERS OF MUSIC.
SOME DEALERS ARE BOX-

(
LORD OF

SHIFTERS OR FLAVOUR OF
THE MONTH MERCHANTS,
BUT OUR SELECT BAND
ARE ALL MUSIC LOVERS.
TO FIND OUT WHY MOST
OF THEM CHOOSE TO USE
OUR AMPLIFICATION IN
THEIR HOMES CONTACT:ACTION ACOUSTICS
CLEVELAND TEL: 0642 480723
CHANTRY AUDIO
TUXFORD TEL: 0777 870372
CLONEY AUDIO
BLACKROCK, DUBLIN TEL:
0001 888477
K.J. LEISURESOUND
LONDON TEL:
071-486 8262
MIDLAND RADIO SUPPLIES
BIRMINGHAM TEL:
021-430 7817
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS
ROTHERHAM TEL: 0709 370666
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE
STUDIOS
NOTTINGHAM TEL:
0773 762947
RADLETT AUDIO
HERTS TEL: 0923 856497
WARSTONES HI-FI STUDIOS
WOLVERHAMPTON TEL:
0902 345114
WINGS AUDIO
CROYDON TEL: 081-688 6565

FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES CONTACT:

EMINENT AUDIO
"THE CROFT DISTRIBUTORS"
TEL & FAX: 021-373 1442
82

QUAD
Quad Musical
Evening
We are pleased to
announce that in conjunction with QUAD we will be
holding amusical evening
on Tuesday 12th November
at 7.30pm.
The evening will feature
all Quad equipment. If you
would like to reserve aticket
for this event that is to be
held at alocal venue or for
further information please
contact us.

FOR
25 YEARS
WE'VE BEEN
MIXING
WITH THE
RIGHT
COMPANY

5PaIdm' e
STABLISHED IN SOUND

ST 081 634 1131/2040 - 32/4 LOWER ADDISCONISE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY.
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AMPLIFIERS
Moth offers amore powerful
(100W) monoblock version of its
modestly-rated 30 Series...
by Richard Black

I
4

ast year I was enchanted with
Moth's original ' 30 Series' units, and
having used the series' phono stage

in both listening room and lab since then
(1 am happy to report that it is still
performing perfectly, after being left on
almost continuously), Iwas keen to meet
the new arrival, the 100W mono amplifier
(£700 per pair). So here it is, kx)king for
all the world like four of its smaller
relatives stacked up — until one gets close,
when it looks like the single, grooved,
front panel that it is. It doesn't seem quite
as successful aesthetically as the small
units, but it's different from the run of the
mill and smarter than most.
While the small 30 Series units are
distinctly constrained by their size, this
one has amuch less restrictive body and
thus conforms to the usual expectations
of a medium-size power amp — chunky
heatsink at the rear and large mains
transformer in particular, promising good,
solid power delivery. From an engineering point of view, Ican only admire the
highly cost-effective way in which the
case has been constructed, such that it is
all braced neatly together when assembled. 'Ibis of course contributes to the
attractive price of the units, compared
with most other monobk)cks of similar
rating. My only complaint on the construction front is that the output terminals
arc partly concealed.
Internal construction is also good, with
four parallel pairs of output transistors
ensuring safe operating with lowimpedance loads. The amplifier is based
entirely on discrete transistor circuitry.

Sound quality
On the basis of my increasingly dim
recollection of the little 30 Series amps,
this model is recognisably one of the
family. That is to say, it produces a
characteristically well-defined and
informative sound, uncoloured and highly
natural. Idetected no particular euphonic

additions to the music, nor any dissonant
ones, nor indeed any real loss, although
detail is perhaps a notch or two below
perfection. Bass control is evidently good,
and when the Moths said ' jump', my ATCs
duly jumped, whether the cause was John
Ogdon applying his considerable muscle
to a Basendorfer Imperial piano or Little
Feat extolling the virtues of the ' Rock ' n'
Roll Doctor'; however, the jump was
achieved without the subsequent woof
and waffie which with some amplifiers can
spoil the whole effect.
One likely rival to these Moth amps is
the John Shearne Phase 1, reviewed last
month, and since Istill had the review
sample on hand Iwas able to conduct
comparisons. This was interesting;
although the Moths just about had an edge
in control, the Shearne seemed a short
step ahead in detail and sweetness. The
Shearne seemed to produce a more spacious stereo image in both directions, but
the Moth's was perhaps more precise. I
found it difficult to form either a strong
preference or any real conviction that one
was more ' accurate' than the other. This
was true using the Shearne pre-amp and
using the Moth phono stage and passive
pre- amp ( arevised vcrion of which, now
featuring a fixed- level tape output, was
supplied ). Both units are obviously highly
competent.

Lab report
As hinted almvc, this design has no
trouble putting out the watts — indeed,
output is comfortably above the 100W
rating into 8ohms, with almost no voltage
loss into 4ohms courtesy of the halfkilowatt's worth of transformer. Peak output current is also high. Because the
output stage is quasi-complementary, clipping is not quite symmetric and slight
rectification can occur with mild overloads, probably barely audible with most
loudspeakers. Frequency response can
only be described as wide, and noise is
quite good, let down by some spiky hum
breakthrough ( Ididn't hear it, admittedly
using rather insensitive speakers). Sensitivity is about 6d11 higher than average to
ensure compatibility with .the Moth ( or
any other) passive pre- amp, which is a
point to bear in mind. Ididn't like the DC
offset level, which is adequate with alow

ABIGGER

impedance source connected, but a bit
high ( 150mV) with a source of 100k,
typical of many valve pre- amps and quite a
few transistor ones.
Distortion is low but not outstanding,
showing slight crossover characteristics at
powers above about IONV but almost
entirely low harmonic order in content at
low levels. There's certainly nothing Ifind
alarming. Interestingly, after a couple of
minutes at full power to warm up the
output stage, distortion at 1W output
temporarily increased by a factor of 10,
from < 0.003% midband to 0.025% with
crossover spikes. The hcatsink runs pretty
warm ( 50 °C or so) at idle, but this is not
sufficient to increase distortion much, so
no doubt much higher temperatures are
involved inside the transistors.

Conclusion
Nkmoblock power amps are abit thin on
the ground at this price, and even looking
to stereo units there's not very much to
compete directly on rating and price —
units from Audiolab, Denon and Quad
spring to mind, without very much else in
common. Apart from that, these Moths
sound good with any programme, not
stunning but always competent and neutral, therefore likely to be widely compatible. Speaking of compatibility, their usefulness with apassive pre- amp indicates a
simple upgrade route. Taking all that into
consideration, and bearing in mind the
neat size and finish, Isuggest Moth can
chalk up another design success+

MOTH

1 0 OW

Test results
Output, max. before dipping:
Win to 8ohm
W into .tohm, both channels
drive
Peak output current

20Hz

lkliz

20kliz

II2W

128W

I28W

203W
2.40W
224W
+502v — 50A
IdB limits
3dB Limits
< 111,
Frequency responsc any level I< IIle
1(,01.11z
220121z
—84d1IW. Awttl
Noise
20Hz ' kHz
20kIlz
Total harmonic distortion:
I
00W out into &duns ( just
0.01%
0215%
005%
below clip
<0.003 003
<0.02
1W out (% )
<0:02% 0.03%
<0.05
50mW out ( % I
(measurements are cue — see 'cm)
Input sensitivity fur 100W
320niV
output:
30mV to 150mV ( see text'
IX: offset at output
Output impedance, TdP
201d1z
MHz
Ildiz
method:
ff 17
0.023
0:021
IA in(ohm)
003
0005
ditto, bypassing Zobd network 0 ow
17%
17%
10%
Distortion via same
£700 per pair
Typical price inc VAT

Supplier:
Moth Marketing, 10 Dane Lane, Wilstead, Beds
MF45 3HT. Tel 0234)741152

MOTH...
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AT STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO . . .
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Amplifiers — latest by Krell, Audiolab
DIA Converters — by Deltec, Audiolab, The Engine
Speakers — new range by Tannoy, Celestion
Turntable — latest Radius from Roksan
Compact Disc — players from Rotel,
Denon, Marantz, Yamaha

Call us now to arrange
a demonstration in one of
our listening rooms.
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SHORT REVIEWS
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confusion over the receiver's RDS capabilities. The handbook, and areview appear-

JADIS DEFY DA30

ing elsewhere, suggest EON secondgeneration RDS, whereby the set is returned to another station for a travel
bulletin. But despite the presence of both
'1'P' ( travel programme) and `TA' ( travel
announcement) flags on the tuner's display, Icould not coax it into full EON
activity. Isuspect that first-generation ICs
have been used with the option to
upgrade if and when necessary. But who

Of course it deserves alonger review than
this: any Jadis product would. A justification for the brevity here is that only the
dedicated few will line up for a 30W
French valve amp with no phono stage
that costs £2450.
The Defy DA30 is a single chassis version of the JA30, with a line level only
pre-amplifier. 'I'he massive chromed chassis/base measures 480 x 350mm, while
the four 6550 output tubes bring the
height to about 180mm. Rotary controls
cover volume, balance and source selection between five inputs ( two CD, two
'aux', tuner ). There is atape- monitor loop,
and direct inputs for 'pre-amp in'.
Inside, all is hard-wired. Electrical noise
levels are low enough: Ifound there was a
slight mechanical hum, not too obtrusive
in a large room.
Analogue listening started

with

the

Roksan/Artemiz/Shiraz, used alternately
via Roksan's Artaxerxes m-cstep-up and a
Musical Fidelity pre-amplifier. The Jadis is
not aproduct that takes much getting to
know before you can appreciate it: as
soon as the glowing tubes have warmed
up, it takes effortless control. The effortlessness may be avalve virtue, of course,
but the Jadis achieves it while avoiding ( in
the mid and treble) the stereotypical
valve failings which sometimes cloud the
picture. The overwhelming impression is
of avery ' live' quality, particularly striking
on vocals, with excellent stereo imaging
in terms of width, depth and solidity.
On good recordings the Jadis gave a
superior portrayal of ambient details, displaying that delicate recovery of the
'edges' of things, which is ( perhaps) what
analogue is all about. The bass was
thought extended, if a little soft.
Switching to CD, there were moments
when the Jadis seemed to be unveiling
new levels of detail with stunning realism.
It conveyed, for example, the feeling of a
wind player's breath pushing through the
instrument at the start of a note, or the
hint ( felt rather than heard) of key operation. This wasn't amatter of exaggerating
those ' tactile' details: the detail and
delicacy were associated with a pure,
'liquid' quality of sound which was
genuinely transparent to the quality or
otherwise of the source material and
source components. Again, on suitable
recordings, the DA30 showed the ability
to 'sort out' the complex sound of a
reverberant acoustic which all too often
replays as a strident jangle.
With rock material on CD, the impression is of afull, softish bass, sometimes less
than well-defined though not really lacking tunefulness.
Omitting the phono stage certainly
makes life easier for tubeamp makers, and
1
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the state of the CD art has now advanced
to the point where agood tube amplifier
can bring real satisfaction from CD replay.
The DA30 will prove transparent to the
failings of lesser CD players, and that
doesn't just mean cheap ones. Given a
good enough source, this superbly committed design will play music in the most
delightful and convincing manner. It
deserves the best: the dedicated few will
not be disappointed.
Steve Harris
Supplier: Absolute Sounds, 58 Durham Road,
London SW20. Tel 081-947 5047

SONY ST-S570ES RDS TUNER
!laving made its introduction of RDSequipped hi-fi tuners with the £ 140
370 (HFNIRR Aug '91 ), Sony is
budget STSnow using the technology in more upmarket designs. The LW/MWNIIF ST-S570
is a £ 199 component of the ES series of
'serious hi-fi products'. Many of the features of the cheaper variant are present
here, where the same circuit board is
used, albeit more heavily populated. At
470 x 85 x 372mm ( whd), the overall
dimensions of this latest model are noticeably larger than those of the ' 370, but for
no practical reason, as much space exists
within the metal box where there is still
no toroidal transformer.
'I'he multi-lingual instruction manual
outlines the various functions, which
encompass those found on the STS370,
such as auto/manual tuning, mono/stereo
reception and digital signal strength
meter, with the addition of selectable IF
bandwidth. Thirty pre-sets are provided in
hanks of ten. The tuning knob ( encoder)
is of superior quality on this model, with
smooth feel in operation. There is some

needs the full travel facility on adomestic
hi-fi tuner? The RDS features which do
exist are PSN ( programme service name),
CT ( clock time, from those stations broadcasting this data), and AF, or alternative
frequency list of the same service.

Sound quality
Initial impressions from the ST-5570E5
were of atuner clearly able to reproduce
sound with an ease and ability rarely
found with equipment at this pricepoint.
The unit arrived mid way through this
year's Promenade concert season, and just
in time for Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini ( Finish RS() Saraste), where the
whole atmosphere of the live concert was
portrayed to the listening room. Ilere was
awell detailed sound which flowed with
consumate ease — a quality which only a
handful of tuners, such as the Revox, seem
able to achieve.
The well defined midrange was hard to
fault: it was detailed yet smooth. A precise
treble, quite strident when required but
without becoming splashy or distorted at
high sound levels, showed itself to be
delicate and refined at just the right
moments. 'these qualities were supported
by a solid and well controlled bass
response. Overall, the effect was to
involve the listener more in the performance to extract the
enjoyment from the
Detailed listening
showed the Sony's
Strings were sweet,

maximum possible
music.
to other R3 Proms
effortless abilities.
percussion precise,

yet the tympani was thunderous. Flutes
could be heard as almost flawless, cymbals
crashing, not splashing, with all the igour
and excitement of being there.
Dynamic range is obviously a strong
point of the design, with impressive
results. The excellent signal-to-noise ratio
makes for asufficiently low noise floor to
allow great detail and ambience to be
conveyed. At high listening levels the
quality of sound was maintained without
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sounding forced, and the music continued
to ' flow'.
'Mat acid test, human voice, did not
cause the STS- 570 any problems. In fact it
was reproduced with an uncanny realism
(sound engineers permitting), with very
natural vocal portrayal and no hint of
chestiness, sibilance or nasality.
85

Stereo

imaging was solid

through a

details of musical performances and structures, and allows ready access to layers of
information in a way that surpasses most

wide mix of programme types with good
apparent depth to the sound-stage. The
image seemed a good deal wider than
with the cheaper ST-S370, with the

step-ups or m- c inputs. There is asuggestion of tonal brightness, hut the effect is
mild, and accomplished with grace and

orchestra well spaced in relation to the
speaker position.

authority, and it is certainly not enough to

One final test was an audition of Also

account for the ISO's easy informativeness. Only the extreme bass was open to

Sprach Zarathustra where the richness
and dynamics of the opening were superb,

criticism on the grounds of being warm in
quality but lean in balance.

the organ and tympani showing strong
bass and good drive. The warmth and
richness of the strings shined through

In the end though, none of the purely
sonic elements of the ISO performance
explain its ability to wake up my record

with the horns adding the last ingredient
for the total dimension of sound.

Test results
The audio output is on the high side at a
nominal 800mV rms. Our first sample was
misaligned and produced high levels of
second-harmonic distortion, although 19
and 381cflz spuriae were well suppressed.
A replacement was obtained for measurement. Distortion figures were very good at
0.08% at IkHz for ImV input in mono and
0.22% stereo for ± 67.5kliz. Stereo
separation was — 40dB at IkHz for 1mV
input at ± 67.5kHz deviation. While the
signal-to-noise figures obtained were good
( —73dB mono and — 59dB stereo for
40IcHz at ImV) especially for the price,
they were not up to the wildly overoptimistic specification of 80dB mono and
76dB stereo. Indeed, the ultimate S/N
possible with increased input was only
—65.5dB stereo at 75kHz. The muting
threshold was at 10µY.

Conclusion
here is atuner with the ability to produce
awonderfully delicate and precise soundstage and the capability to portray a real
sense of power when required. The presence of RDS features is a bonus and,

One outsider described Toni Evans as
having 'cosmic ideas of how to make great
sound with cheap ICs'. There's more to it
than that, but the designer is keeping
circuit details close to his chest, merely
confiding, conspiratorially, that other
designers have been reaching fur the same
end but have been working ' in the wrong
direction'. Iknow also that the ISO is built
around six IC op-amps which have IDs
removed, and that all components are

and was bowled over. During an evening
listening in the company of Tom Evans
(the talented young freelance designer of
Finestra) he bemoaned the fact that the
m-c input wasn't of matching quality.
Evans was pressed with the suggestion of
producing a high quality moving — coil
stepup — for £ 270 — making a dreamticket audiophile amp at under £ 500.
'Ibis was the genesis of the ISO, but it
didn't go fully according to plan. The ISO
is produced and distributed by Michell ( of
turntable fame) using PCBs produced by
Evans. Michell's engineering and marketing skills were a real prize, and so of

quency extremes — the IS() being nothing
like as lean, or dry. In each and every case
the ISO had the effect of making the

correcting' method of reducing noise —
not feedback I'm assured — and aDC servo

— out of sight if needs be. Take care over
setting up, use a good quality intercon-

to prevent offsets ( it is recommended to

nect, and add a good, high pedbrmance
turntable ( Tom Evans mentioned the

switch the ISO on first, off last).
The circuit consists of a single neatly
constructed PCB with asplit — rail power
supply whose main components are
housed in a box in the mains lead. The
main circuit board is fitted inside a black
Perspex box, sealed by four turned brass

Rock as particularly suitable and, knowing
the close, tactile sound of that deck, he
could well be right) and you'll find in the
ISO that rarity: a product that lives up to
the hype. The ISO redefines the state of
the art at this price level or anywhere

screws which double as feet — acharacteristic Michell touch. The use of Perspex is

close, which makes me very keen to hear
the forthcoming ' affordable' line level

for ' musical' as well as cosmetic reasons.

pre- amp.

with my own experience with successive
metal and plastic- bodied DNM pre- amps,
and coincidentally or otherwise the DNM
m-cinput was the only one of those tested
(see below) not to he clearly outclassed
by the ISO. 17b , Moth's — News Ed I.
Idid try the ISO with an A-400: not
because of the ISO's genesis, but simply
because it really is that good an amplifier,
and it promised to be an excellent testbed for the ISO. But Ialso tried it with
other components, including a Krell KM.
line level pre-amp, a Musical Fidelity
Odysseus valve integrated amplifier, and
to bypass the m- c input on my own DNM
Primus pre-amp, a Musical Fidelity A I20,
and an Audiolab 8000 pre/power amp.
record player was a Roksan Xerxes/
Artimez with a Koetsu Red Signature
cartridge. A factory adjustment is available
for high output ni c or those with special
loading requirements.

course is the quality of Michell's backup.

Iwas originally persuaded to enquire
after the ISO following comments from

but it did mean that the price had to be
pitched rather higher than originally

enthusiasts whose opinions Ivalue. Their
confidence was more than justified; the

hoped ( 1393). l'he good news is that it
remains a significant bargain.

ISO is abrilliant piece of kit. It has asharp,
brightly lit quality that draws out the
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the DNM, whose midband was of comparable quality, lost out here at the fre-

siting is necessary, though it is small
enough to he positioned almost anywhere

ISO which he says sounds greatly inferior,
especially at high frequencies. 'Ibis tallies

editor had just acquired a Pioneer A-400

including a Linn

coupled, and of wide bandwidth to ensure
alinear phase response, but uses an 'error

tions were not met on test, the results
were nonetheless very good. Trevor Butler

The story goes that a former magazine

the DNM ( but

Kairn, which departed just as the ISO
arrived). the ISO scored fie its liveliness,
unobtrusiveness and tactile nature. Even

reproduction chain sound 'shorter', more
direct and less manipulative.
The absence of metalwork makes the
ISO susceptible to hum fields, so care in

'1*()m Evans told me he has a metal-cased

MICHELL ISO HEADAMP

from

selected and pair- matched to ' incredibly
high standards' resulting, it is claimed, in a
great deal of wastage. The circuit is DC

while the exaggerated technical specifica-

Supplier: Sony UK, South Street, Staines,
Middx TW18 4PF. Tel: (0784) 467000.

playing front-end and make it sing. Compared with any of the alternatives apart

Alvin Gold

Supplier: Michell, 2Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Hens Tel 081-953 0771.

REL STYGIAN SUB WOOFER
A fairly standard definition of hi-fidelity
sound reproduction is that the system
should have a frequency reponse which
encompasses music, le 2011z-20kHz.
Digital sources and modern amplifiers are
quite capable of this, hut the vast majority
of loudspeakers are not — with the lower

SHORT REVIEWS
frequency registers greatly subdued or
non-existent. Full- range loudspeakers are
uncommon, and good ones tend to be
both expensive and rare.
An article appeared in HFN/RR Dec
'90/Feb '91 by Richard Lord on the
Monochord transmission- line principle
subwoofer. He is now making an active
sub-woofer, the Stygian.
You seem to get a lot for your money
1£6801. My sample pair was well finished
in laminate, which Richard Lord says
sounds slightly better than earlier plainMDF version. This box is heavy ( 34 kilos)
hut not huge: 575x 520 X360mm, which
in the average-sized room can be fairly
unobstrusive.
This sturdy, fully-braced cabinet contains a 254mm Volt bass driver, reflex
loaded and firing down. Inside, its 100W
amplifier is basically the standard Hitachi
Mosfet circuit, run at low bias to minimize
heat output. ( The amplifier is only
required to work up to 100Hz or so,
where FET crossover distortion is not
really a problem.)
On the same circuit board as the power
amplifier is a variable active input filter
which allows the listener to tune the level
and frequency of bass to integrate with
his/her present speaker system. The result
is, well, basically what you want: lots of
bass. But Richard Lord reckons it can take
the inexperienced listener several days
before finding the optimum settings for
proper integration.
Ifirst tried it in aNaim system with IBL
loudspeakers in my normal listening
room. It could not be made to work
satisfactorily here, je the filter slopes of
the SB crossover could not be made to
integrate — perhaps no surprise as the
Naim has a particularly dry bass.
Used with aless exotic system comprising Mission Cyrus 2, Celestion 3 loudspeakers and aMarantz CD40 CD player, it
integrated far more happily. Providing
some attention was paid to setting up, the
resultant increase in bass extension and
power was rewarding. Bass guitar lines
regained their fundamentals and you
could make the windows shake if desired.
In fact, the unit goes loud enough to
integrate with the vast majority of systems
Ihave encountered. Ialso tried it with the
Tannoy Ell and Celestion SL6S. The
results here were fairly encouraging. The
advice is to keep the bass level fairly well
down, as there is atendency to turn it up
just for the interesting effects now attainable! The bass itself is of quite good
quality and with extension Ihave rarely
heard this side of a rock concert! It will
play bass tunes and pick out bass fundamentals well — organ pieces with deep
bass were a lot of fun.
I moved on from here to use the
sub- woofer with a pair of monoblock
power amplifiers and Meridian Argent 2
loudspeakers: no mean bass performers
themselves. The results here were less
than satisfying, and it was during my
investigation of the reduction in transparency of the system that some of the
cause was traced to the joining of the

earths at the sub-woofer. Remove this
coupling and the sound improved; so here
is one limitation. The solution might be to
use two sub-woofers instead of one. With
the right system you get good stereo bass
on CD and acorrectly placed pair of units
would work well, loading the room
better.
Does the overall result enhance musical
enjoyriient, or is this just a bit of fun
which will astound your friends and
annoy the neighbours? I wasn't happy
with it in top class systems ( a price
mismatch anyway) as it took away from
transparency, some of the complex staging, and coherence. Sensibly used in
middle price systems it is relatively successful, and delivers what is claimed. It
integrates well with a variety of loudspeakers which have fairly standard bass
alignments, but don't expect it to work
with oddities like the 1131. — although Mr
Lord can provide an alignment which will
allow their use.
Chris Bryant
Supplier: REL Acoustics, 66 Fairfield Road,
Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan CF3I3DU. Tel:
(0656) 766093.

suppose, that its test period overlapped
with that of the Michell ISO, am- cstep-up
that comprehensively redefines the state
of the ( affordable) art. Even compared
with closer rivals, the m-c section of the
A120 sounded constrained, both dynamically and spatially. The moving- magnet
option sounded rather better, however.
But the A120 really comes into its own
via its line stages. The short version is that
it is tremendously atmospheric and, well,
musical. In aseries of A- B tests, it lacked
the analytical cutting edge of a Pioneer
A-400, which has become ayardstick by
which other integrated amplifiers are
judged. Yet it still has a number of
important points in its favour. It is more
airy and expansive. The bass is deep,
warm and colourful and, without straying
too far in the other direction, it sounds
significantly less lean and dry than most
amplifiers in this class. The treble behaves
in a very similar way, the output neutral,
airy, with plenty of presence and detail —
but without a trace of edge or grain.
Loudspeakers used included big floorstanding models from Apogee, Heco,
Musical Fidelity, and others which stressed the A120 at low frequencies.

MUSICAL FIDELITY A120
As part of a shake-up affecting most of
Musical Fidelity's wide range of amplifiers,
the A100 has been replaced by the A120.
The A100 was abigger version of the Al,
with fan cooling. The £ 550 A120 looks
similar, but electrically it is different:
based closely on the larger A200 but with
two pairs of output devices where the
A200 has four — still enough to double the
current of the A100. It also lacks the
Al 00's fan cooling, which has to be good
news.
Aesthetically, the A120 follows the lines
of the original Pentagram- inspired AI, and
its elegance remains untouched by time.
The proportions of this rather larger
amplifier are if anything more satisfying
then those of the Al, and the lid ( which
lacks the two-part construction and visible fixing screws of that model) looks
much better. The controls are slightly
easier to grasp, as they stand proud of the
front panel, and build quality is hard to
fault, both inside and out. The A120
carries on one other A series tradition: it
operates hard into Class A and runs
uncompromisingly hot.
Operating features are limited to a
volume control and an inptit selector.
There is a generous selection of inputs,
including two tape circuits and three line
inputs, in addition to a phono input
switchable between m- m and m-c. Note
the omissions: there is no headphone
socket, no balance control and no tape
monitor switch, which means that it is
impossible to monitor off tape. This last
restriction also excludes the possibility of
using any kind of sound processor such as
a Dolby Pro Logic decoder.
If the new amp looks wonderful, it
sounds glorious — except via the phono
input. It was the A120's bad luck, I

From an abundance of examples showing these qualities in action, Icite just
two: namely the ripeness and generous
scale of the ' Sanctus' from Verdi's
Requiem (Robert Shaw/Atlanta SO, etc —
Telarc); and the almost shocking weight
of the piano, and the way in which even
the most frantic bowing remained perfectly easy to follow in the Presto from
Schnittke's Cello Sonata ( Marco Polo).
Soundstage depth was less well
developed, and the sense of atmosphere
was diminished via the Pioneer A-400, and
some of the more energetic cello playing
was lost behind an even more vigorous
pianoforte. The cello itself was darker and
more sonorous in tone. l'he only real
limitation of the A120 when compared
with the A-400 was a lack of that almost
holographic sense of fine detail that is so
special a part of the Pioneer.
Trade-offs of this, or similar, kind are
unavoidable at this price level and do
little to dampen the conclusion, which is
that it is the combination of muscle and
transparency that marks the A120 out as
special. Warmly recommended for
medium to large systems where fancy
gadgets don't matter.
Alvin Gold
Supplier: Musical Fidelity, 15116 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex
HA9 OTF. Tel 081-900 2866.
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SONY .DEALER.AWARDS.
HPNE.,,

e.o.rO,rç1E

REGIONAL NOMINEE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

SONUS FABER EXTREMA
Amazing, fantastic, incredible.
Book your demonstration now!!

NOW DEMONSTRATING
Krell KST 100
Audio Research DAC1
TDL Studio One
Audio Research LSII
Apogee Centaur Minors
Ruark Talisman
Proceed CD & DIA
Deltec Littlebit & PDM
Acoustic Energy AEI
Stax Talent DAC
Basis Debut Gold
Micromega Logic
Rotel RCD 96513X
Marantz Music Link pre/pwr

NOW DEMONSTRATING

IEx Dem
—

JUST TWO KNOBS?
That's right — avolume control and aselector
switch. Pretty unusual for AUDIO RESEARCH,
but that's the new LS-2active line stage.
It has been reviewed in the States as being
the nearest thing to straight wire with gain
and is very open, airy, dynamic, subtle,
brimming with detail — and, above all,
neutral.
For your vinyl records you will also need
matching PH- 1phono stage ( no knobs at all),
which has the same superb qualities as the
LS- 2.
And who says the High End can't be good
value? This combination works out much less
expensive than the old SP- 11was three years
ago — and the sound is in another league.
Telephone for details.

élite

Wineweeeiletàk ern/teeny

Ilminster
Somerset

0460 54322

REL Acoustics

& Pex Bargains

EAR 519's £ 1695
Magneplanar 1.4 £850
Proceed DIA £995
Aragon 4004 £995
Marantz CD9411 £749
Apogee Centaur £ 1295
Krell KSA50 £995
Rega Ela Spkrs £225
Equation 0Spkrs £550 (£995)
SD Acoustics OBS £550
Ring for further details
Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Audio Technica,
Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD Acoustics, Stax,
Thorens, Wharfedale, Kimber, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape,
QED, van den Hul, NAD, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, JPW, Revox,
Dual, Monitor Audio, Pioneer, Ram Projects, Proceed, Vecteur, Onix,
Equation, Rotel, T.D.L., Ruark, Acoustic Energy, Audio Alchemy, Deltec,
Teac.

This is the control panel winch slots into the back of the
sub-‘‘ooler. The controls on this panel bring the subwoofer up beneath your existing speakers ensuring iseamless
match ‘vith your existing sstern. \ Idiot' benefits include a total
absence of ilhl

effect on your careftill

chosen main system.

stereo imaging is preserved ( km nto the limits of your e\isting
speakers. In other words perfect system integration.
'Ibis is unique. It you vvoul(I like to knov‘ more ; Moult this

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Fax: Oxford ( 0865) 791665

Owl) Phone or write for
0 W> of the REI ,Facil)il('k which
will tell >ou about this lieu generation ol sub->voolers.

REL ..‘ cous ti cs ,the su b_ woo r
et .
socc i
a li sts.
'lei:- 0656 766093 (any reasonable lime)
66 Fairfield Road, liridgend. Mid Glamorgan, ( F3

31)1.

photo: (:hristian Steiner

NOTES

Horacio Gutiérrez

H

oracio Gutierrez, Cuba's most celebrated living pianist, is a man of
Falstaffian size and energy. He plays
and speaks with the force of a river in full
spate, and even then appears to have limitless strength in reserve. Not suprisingly, he
takes works such as Brahms's Second and
Rachmaninov's Third Concertos in his massive stride, and his most recent recording of
Prokofiev's Second and Third concertos on
the Chandos label confirms a truly formidable mastery Isee reviews J.
'I'm constantly told I'm a " big" player, a
romantic virtuoso etc. But if I've had success
in that area its because I've concentrated on
the opposite. Right now its mostly Mozart
for me, and I've been performing the Cminor, 1)- minor, ti- major and A- major —
K-188 — Concertos; also Beethoven Four and
both the Chopin's. Mozart creates so many
problems. For astart the balance has to be so
precise, otherwise, if the strings are too
loud, the woodwind too heavy etc, the
whole structure becomes unwieldy, lacks
the transparency so central to its character
and style. Of course, such problems are not
confined to Mozart. In both the Brahms
Concertos you can become embedded in
the orchestra like a fossil in a stone, he
visible but inaudible. So much depends on
your conductor, on your musical partner.
'André Previn is an ideal colleague in this
respect, so flexible and sympathetic. With
him Ifeel Ican do anything: like the perfect
dance partner he follows you all the way. I
have such happy memories of the Mozart
C- minor, Schumann and Brahms's Second
Concertos with him in Tanglewood some
years ago, and we also did the Prokofiev
Concertos Ihave just recorded.
"l'ennstedt, on the other hand, while a
very great musician, finds it difficult to
consider his soloist's point of view. For him
there is the orchestral part and that is that; a
concerto might as well he asymphony. Idid
the Schumann with him and while I was
adjusting the piano stool he suddenly came
in — wham! — just like that. My god, for me it
was like the last scene from Bonnie and
Clyde. Ithought Iwas dead, and to this day I
don't know how Ifound my opening chords
in time. Pat, my wife, says the expression on
my face was unffirgettable!
III FI SEWS
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'We also collaborated — if that's the right
word — on a recording of the same work
during my brief spell with EMI 119781. We
coupled it with the Grieg, which was a new
piece for me, and I needed all the cooperation Icould get. Inever got to play the
cadenza through with him, not even once:
he simply wasn't interested. And during the
playbacks he concentrated on his part to the
exclusion of all else. No discussion, no
questions, nothing. I mean, I would have
welcomed a stand-up row, but for him I
didn't exist. I've never played that concerto
since; it has too many nightmarish associations. Ah well, it takes all sorts ...
'My musical background and education
were an odd mix. Igrew up in Havana and
worked with Cesar Perez Sentenat, apupil of
Joaquin Nin. He was not apianist but he had
superb cars and a wonderful capacity to
listen. We did lots of Bach, for which Iam
truly grateful, and Ialso remember playing
Schumann's Waldscenen for him. Inever did
a technical regime of scales etc, never
looked at aChopin Etude until Iwas 13, and
then only as music. Iwas never given music I
couldn't play, so Ididn't know how much
technique Ihad. Iremember Iheard Rachmaninov's Second Concerto for the first time
when I was nine, and started to learn it.
Naturally I couldn't stretch the opening
chord and my teacher shouted at me, ' Don't
touch that piece — not yet, at any rate'.
'Life in Cuba became increasingly difficult
so we left for California and Ibecame a US
citizen in 1948. There Istudied with Tarnowsky who taught Horowitz and Uninsky
among anothers. He was a wonderful man,
very old-fashioned; someone who believed
in beautiful tone and musical breadth in a
style already forgotten by too many pianists.
Ialso went to USC and studied harpsichord
with Alice Ehlers, another superb teacher.
Liter Imade the inevitable move to New
York, to th*. JuiWard. And, like many other
teenagers away from home, for the first time
Ifound New York exhilarating, depressing,
stimulating and stiffing all at the same time.
The Big Apple can be heaven and hell, and I
must say Ihad some traumatic experiences
at the Juilliard. Everything was competition
— particularly between the teachers! Career;
success; music came a very poor second. I
remember competing against Garrick
Ohlsson and Craig Shephard, and Ithink we
all played Rachmaninov 3. Our teachers
were rivals, scarcely on speaking terms with
each other, and without realizing it we were
pawns in their small-minded games. Perhaps
things have changed, hut my time there is
something Iprefer to forget.
'No, Idon't play alarge repertoire. I'm not
like Ashkenazy, amarathon man who seems
to play the AZ of the repertoire. Ilearn very
fast but the process of assimilating is always
long and tough. Iremember spending most
of 1982 simply figuring out the shape of the
opening theme of Rachmaninov's Third,
how to " sing" it etc, and now, hopefully,
something has emerged from all that experiment, all that trial and error.
'Contrary to popular belief Iplay quite a
lot of contemporary music. Something Isee
as aduty, and in the case of awork like the
Elliott Carter Sonata, more than aduty. I've
played that Sonata a lot, hut I'm still brooding over the Night Fantasies, music which
still somehow eludes me. Then I've performed the William Schuman concerto on
several occasions. Iused to go and play for

William Masselos, one of the greatest players
of modern and contemporary music,
whenever I could. His RCA recording of
Ives's First Sonata is surely one of the classics
of the gramophone, a truly great recording.
But then, Bill played everything wonderfully: Chopin, Saint-Saens etc etc. Ilearnt so
much just by listening to him.
'Naturally, there are other favourites. How
Ienvy you hearing Clifford Curzon live. I've
really made a study of his recordings of
Mozart's K488 and K595. Then there's Serkin in Beethoven 4 and Brahms 1— what I
call a musical distillation; a true unity of
heart and intellect; absolutely the real thing.
Ialso admire several recordings by Guiomar
Novaes, and many by Cortot and Gieseking.
Richter's way with Brahms 2 has me pinned
hack by the ears. You may not agree with his
conception — its too aggressive, too driven,
not full-blooded or romantic enough for me
— but he commands attention in every bar.
While he plays there seems to be no other
point of view. A magnificent illusion.
'Yes, Isuffer from all the usual things, plus
lots of extras. Sometimes the life of aconcert
pianist can be sheer murder. I remember
playing a recital in Orlando, Florida. Ihad
jet- lag badly and needed all the sleep Icould
get. Then at 5.0am there was this incredible
rushing noise, as if the entire ocean was
coming into my hotel room. Ithought Iwas
about to drown, and of course didn't sleep a
wink after that. And after my recital —
Mendelssohn's Variations Serieuses, Schumann's Davidsbündlertünze and Beethoven's Hammerklavier Sonata — there was a
reception, and perhaps Iwould like to say a
few words etc. "Irhe piano was awful, so I
included that in my speech. Idon't suppose
Ishall be going back there for a bit!
'Then I remember playing Prokofiev's
Second Concerto in Dallas and suddenly the
whole keyboard was awash with blood. Pat
wondered why Iplayed the second movement so fast. I'd cut my finger and was
desperate to get off the stage as soon as
possible.
'Yes, I'd love to play in London more
often. I love London, just for the theatre
alone.
see Glenda Jackson in The House
of Bernath) Alba, what an experience! And
even aglimpse of Olivier, or Scofield in King
Lear. Imagine performing that, day after day,
and sometimes twice when there's amatinee
— now that's energy for you.
'Actually, Ihad a top manager in London
and he was so committed and enthusiastic.
But he wanted me to tour everywhere.
Endless treks all over South Africa, Australia
etc, and all for very little money. I just
couldn't handle his plans for me. Not all
pianists are cut from the same cloth, and so
we fell out, went our separate ways. Ididn't
feel that he had much sympathy for what I
really strive for: the sort of musical quality
that comes from a real sense of balance or
equilibrium in my life. A musical career is
tough at the best of times, and I simply
couldn't do it without Pat, who is not only
my wife but a true musical partner. She
listens to everything Iplay and is critical and
supportive in an endlessly constructive and
positive sense. We met at the Juilliard — yes,
something good came out of that institution
— now she's playing again and we are
thinking of setting up as a two-piano team,
since we are inseparable, are never apart,
that seems like anatural progression.'
Bryce Morrison
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MAGIC! — A NAIM TO CONJURE CD WITH

Now on demonstration alongside all Meridian CD's,
plus Deltec, Micromega and many more
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington,
Cheshire.
(0925) 828009
Fax: ( 0925) 825773
Open six days

14/18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB
(071) 379 4010
Fax: ( 071) 497 9205
Closed Sunday & Monday

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool L15 3JJ.
Merseyside.
(051) 733 6859
Closed on Wednesday.
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BRADY'S FOR A GREATER MUSICAL CHOICE

-Fynarnic.s

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
s/hand
s/hand
ex/demo
s/hand
0/bond
ex/derno
new
./hand
0/bond
ex/derno
0/hand
wOdemo
s/hand
ex/derno
ex/derno
ex/denlo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/derno
,/hand
s/hand
s/hand
ex/demo
exAtemo
0/bond
exiderno
ex/demo
exiderno
ex/derno
ex/demo
ex/demo
eland
sMand
eland
s/hand
sinand
s/hand
s/hand
0/hand
./ hand
s/hand
s/hand
s/hand
ex/demo
1,/bond
0/hand
Whand
s/hand
s/hand
ex/demo
s/hand
s/hand
ex/derno
NEW
0/hand
ex./demo
ex/demo
ex/denno

List
C32,850
£9.150
£3.720
£1.940
£2,000
£1,985
£3.500
£5,250
£7,000
C3,200
C1,600
C3,995
C9.000
£1,995
£2.200
£3.995
£8.035
C3.300
C6.500
£2.900
C3,800
(3,800
C8.250
£15.500
C5.400
C2.700
C1,850
C971
£6.350
C7.000
£10.000
C4.575
C1,250
C8.500
£8.000
C12.000
C3,600
C5.850
£4,500
£3.200
£1,300
C2.500
£2.400
C850

'Charlotte' Drawer Chest holds 480

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
10 00am -
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Drawers on easy sliding doubleextension ball races
TEAK OAK PINE MAHOGANY £600
Georgian Style

£690

YEW ASH MAHOGANY

£690

Sizes: Width 20 1/
2 Height 32 1
/
2"
Depth 19 3/
16At Top 20"/16"
Various other sizes up to 1600 CDs
capacity
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Ian Edwards' Special Offers
NEw 50

xx 24

Designed for CDs.
Will hold 400 CDs or 272 Cassettes,
adjustable shelves adapt for Video
& DAT tapes & Books.
Sizes: Width 24 3/16Height 50 1
2
/
Depth 53/
4 Top 6
4
/
3
Wall mounted type 47 3/
4 High

£20.000
C9000
77

C2.200
C1,450
C3.200
C1,900
C2,600
C3.500
(2,900
C1,300
£1,290
C5,000

TEAK OAK MAHOGANY £250
WHITE £ 150
For our Brochure of Hi Fi Units
LP units etc etc write to:

I

0438 714038
SAT

o

CDs & spare drawer for Tapes etc.

MANY MORE ITEMS IN STOCK EFFICIENT SERVICING DEPARTMENT.
WE ARE LOCATED IN WELWYN, HERTS.

10.00am - 7.00pm MON

IN
SOUND ADVICE

HIGH END AUDIO

Sate
GOLDMUND REFERENCE SME V
C10.995
GOLDMUND STO KOETSU GOLD SIGNATURE
£3.250
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE SME V
£2.150
GYRODECK EXPORT SME IV GYRO POWER SUPPLY
£995
ROCK ECALIBUR AVONDALE SUPPLY SPECIAL BUILD
£395
GRAHAM ARM MODEL 1
(1.250
WHEATON TRIPLANAR 2 ARM
C1,150
MATTISE REFERENCE PREAMP MK2
C1,350
£1,995
AUDIO RESEARCH SPII MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 BLACK REVISIDA A'
C3,995
BURMESTER 846 LINE 838 PHONE CHROME PREAMP
£1.150
DOLAN P111 PREAMP
£995
BEVERIDGE AMI, MLA2 PREAMP
£1,750
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 7
C3.750
CONFtAD JOHNSON PV8
L195
LUMLEY MEGAVOX PREAMP
£995
MELOS 2228 BALANCED TUBE HYBRID
C1,995
MARK LEVINSON NO 26, 25 FULLY BALANCED
C4,850
MARK LEVINSON NO 28 BALANCE PREAMP
C2,400
MARK LEVINSON ML7 MM, MC PREAMP
£2.600
MARK LEVINSON MLIO MM, MC PREAMP
Cl 095
MARK LEVINSON ML10A MM, MC PREAMP
£1,750
MARK LEVINSON ML9 POWER AMP
C1,995
MARK LEVINSON MU POWER AMP
(3,500
£3,000
MARK LEVINSON ML) REFERENCE MONOS
MARK LEVINSON NO 13 POWER AMP
C3,250
MARK LEVINSON NO 29 POWER AMP
(1,750
PROCEED PCO CO PLAYER UPGRADEABLE
(1,250
C800
MERIDIAN 2068 CD PLAYER
KRELL MD1 CD TRANSPORT
(2,995
VECTEUR BLOC SOURCE CLASS A PRE, POWER
(2,500
THRESHOLD S1000 LIMITED EDITION MONOS
(2,995
AUDIO RESEARCH D125 POWER AMP
C2.095
THRESHOLD SLIO PRE AMP
£495
AUDIO RESEARCH D79C POWER AMP
(2,995
AUDIO RESEARCH M100 MONOS POWER AMP
(2,995
AUDIO RESEARCH M300 MONO POWER AMPS
(5,500
(1,495
CROFT SERIES 3 OIL MONO SPECIAL BUILD
£2.500
KRELL KMA100 MK2 MONO POWER AMPS
OCTAVE RESEARCH OR1 CLASS A POWER AMP
(2,400
CLASSE AUDIO DR2A CLASS A POWER AMP
(995
BEARD P100 MK2 VALVE POWER AMP
(ROO
KRELL KSASO MK2 POWER AMP
£1,095
LUMLEY MEGAVOX M75 TUBE MONO POWER AMPS
(995
REVOX 8750 MIL) INTEGRATED AMP
C295
CELLO AMATI SPEAKERS TWIN MOUNTED PAIR IN OAK ON GRANITE
STANDS ( GOOD OLD MARK'
C6.495
INFINITY REFERENCE RS18 SILVER WIRED
[3,500
PROAC PROSTATICS, VERY RARE
£2,995
PROAC EBS WALNUT STANDS
C995
VANDERSTEEN 2Ci SPEAKERS & STANDS
C750
STAR ELS F81 ELECTROSTATICS SPEAKERS
C995
QUAD ESL63 ELECTROSTATICS BLACK
C1.095
MAGNAPLANAR / 5 SPEAKERS
C1 095
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS
£1,500
MERIDIAN M10 ACTIVE SPEAKERS MK2
C995
ROWEN RI SPEAKERS BLACK
C495
EQUATION ZERO SPEAKERS
(795
MIRAGE MI ON DEMO ' STUNNING'
C4.000

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED

ne ULTIMATE

Ian Edwards,
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road,
Harrogate,
Yorkshire, HG1 3HB.
Telephone: 0423 500442.
Please send 3 — 2nd class stamps
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NOTES
Robert King & Handel's ' Joshua'

R

()ben King would like to be rememhered, as the performer who finally
persuaded British audiences of the
true greatness of their very own henry
Purcell.
'Britten fans can shoot me down, hut he's
by far the greatest composer this country
has ever produced. Yet he is totally underrated, particularly in Britain.
In part, he attributes the neglect to the
traditional approach to performing Purcell:
well-meaning. hut often utterly misconceived. Nuiv. working with the performers
of ' Ilw King's Consort, which he founded,
King hopes to play apart in the reassessment
of Purcell's achievement.
'Our next major project is to perform and
record all of Purcell's church music, about
eighty pieces in all.' Six volumes of the Odes
are completed; the remaining two will be
taped before the end of the year. It will he
the first complete recording of these twentyfour pieces. which Robert King concedes
'arc not always continuously perfect'.
'But every single one has at least one
movement which is mind-blowing. They
may he overtly celebratory, hut there is
always this wonderfully wistful sadness
behind the music, especially in the string
writing. It's some of the most delicious that's
ever been produced; and there's not much
Baroque music that has viola parts that in
themselves are just wonderful to play. We
keep discovering gems.'
Ile has been insistent about using the
same team of performers throughout the
eight volumes. Soprano Gillian Fisher, counter- tenor James Bowman. and bass Michael
()corgi: have been ever-present, with only
the tenors changing. simply because King
believes you must liave the right tenor voice
for each work. Ile has also maintained the
sanie continuo team, taking the harpsichord
part himself ( as he does in all hut the
large-scale works which must have direction
fro mi the po )(hum I.
'The continuo players are the ones who
colour the music. Ithink keeping the same
performers has given the series an extraordinary unity and consistency. Naturally,
we're learning as it goes on, but still doing
things in very much the sanie way as when
we started. The style has barely changed.'
Although he may never be wholly satisfied, Robert King is not a musician with an
overriding obsession for perfection. ' I'd
rather go down as someone who opened
some doors and played some music that
hadn't been heard.'
His strategy is always to ' run in' a work
with concert performances as well as rehearsals before a recording. The King's Consort
now accounts for around thirty entries in
Ted Perry's I
lyperion catalogue.
"Fed records the music he likes. You put
an idea to him and you get a decision in
three seconds. Ile took us on when no-one
had heard of The King's Consort; now, we're
his best-selling artists. Like him, I'm not
interested in recording music that doesn't
appeal to me. A company like that, which has
produced so much music that's off the
beaten track, should he made a protected
species — only Britain could produce a
completely mad record company like that!'
Robert King is quick to counter those who
dismiss any of his recording as ' faked': 'The
playing is genuinely good, and if you look
through production scores of our records,
you'll find thui ' re surprisingly little edited.
'I love making records; there's tension, hut
there's also relaxation. You do have asecond
in
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chance. But this idea of editing to extinction
worries nie a lot. Naturally, I'm against
wrong notes in records: Ido think we have a
duty to play the right notes. But even if you
had forty, fifty years to make the " perfect"
record, Idon't believe you'd find it perfect
in the end.'
King is wholly opposed to recording his
kind of repertoire in studios. The idea of
'fixing' the balance and acoustic at the
post- production stage with a little artificial
reverberation is anathema to him.
'You have apicture of the sound you want
and avenue will be perfect for one work but
unsuitable for another. So we pick venues
with great difficulty and unbelievable care.'
James Bowman takes one of the leading
roles in the King's Consort's most recent
Hyperion release, Handel's Joshua, '
a good,

bino o. thirsty story. A marvellous piece — the
pulEng down of the walls of Jericho is
powerful stuff And there's exquisite solo
writing for the counter- tenor. Joshua
emerges as arather conceited hero, with the
wisdom coming from the bass. It's not the
most perfect drama — Ithink Handel was
writing faster than his librettist could supply
him, so rather than a continuous draina it's
more a series of little scenes.
'But it has a nice balance, with its yearning, amorous bits and there's a little dalliance which enables James Bowman to run
after Emma Kirkby! It led to some hysterical
scenes during the sessions.'
King is quick to acknowledge the contribution of the New College Choir to the
success of the recording and is in no doubt
that it is 'still the best choir in Britain'.
'It isn't the most perfect, hut it's the most
musical, the most receptive to ideas and the
most exciting in what it does. And it's
wonderfully prepared by Edward Higginhottom. lie produces marvellous musicians.'
For Robert King, the key to the New
College success is its strong, ' continental'
sound coupled to elegance and a wide
dynamic range. It is also equally proficient in
early music or works of the 20th-century. An
ex- chorister himself, 114: views New College
as an incomparable breeding ground for
musicians, ' In fact, Ido believe becoming a
cathedral chorister is the best start to a
musical education you can have. You're
professional at the age of eight!'
King began with the choir of St John's
College, Cambridge, moving on to a public
school music scholarship and then hack to
Cambridge where, he admits. official studies
suffered while he organized and played in
concerts around the colleges. It led to apost

in a London day school where, he skys, he
was ' something of a controversial teacher.'
Although the headmaster was remarkably
tolerant of his fresh approach to music
education, and of his blossoming performing
career, he feels he eventually only avoided
the sack by resigning. ' Idon't miss teaching,'
he admits frankly ' hut Ido miss the thrill of
teaching young people whose minds are
open and enthusiastic.'
His discovery of Baroque music followed
on from the revelatory pleasures of the
Renaissance and acontinuing love affair with
the music of early r'th-century Italy. The
concerts and recordings of the late David
Munrow were an early inspiratiim and his
first real taste of perlbrmance came from
playing in a Renaissance consort ( although
he recalls arecording debut as aprecocious
eleven-year-old treble, ironically, with one
of the present mainstays of The King's
(;onsort, james Botwman ).
'Period performance' attracted him
immediately: ' I love the sound of those
instruments, and if Baroque instruments are
played well, the sound is fantastic'.
Ile has admiration for the pioneers of
'authenticity'. ' Hogwood was agreat innovator. Ile was prepared to put his head on the
block and took a lot of flak, sometimes
unfairly. Istill think Trevor Pinnock's .
Seasons with Simon Standage is tut' best there
is, and Frans Brüggen's Mozart Fortieth is
(Inc of the most devasting performances of
the work I've heard. Roger Norrington has
done so many exciting things. too, but now
it's fashionable to knock him. It seems
there's nothing the media like better than
making astar and then knocking him down.'
'h don't read reviews much. If you get a
good one, that's nice, but it is only one
person's opinion. When you get a bad one,
there's the danger of slumping into a
depression, but it's still onily one ()pink
If there is a single, vital characteristic of
good Baroque performance, he believes. it
lias to he ' life'.
'It's got to have life. You've got to love the
music. You have to want to persuade everyone else In nv terrific it is — show it to be
great music. Musical characteristics? Well. I
love harmony. As a keyboard player. I've
always loved chords, and Ilove orchestration. My secret desire is to write a lush
television score, something really kitsch!'
Robert King was heavily associated
ith
television's Metes,
scrics when it
embraced the music of Venice.
'I like television as amedium. Ithink there
is afuture for Laserdisc video; maybe not for
straight concerts where you only get one
man's view — the director who) chooses the
caillera angles — Ina I'm sure there's something there for the future. Idon't know how
it will develop, hut I'm sure we'll he there at
the forefront of it.
'For example, there are some Venetian
reconstructions I'd love to do) for television,
real spectacles. Or Purcell opera staged with
effects. In concert, you get the marvellous
music, but the story can SCCIII odd. Staged,
it's still a bizarre Story, but more "connected -.You need the visual effects.'
A lot of listening to) his large Cl) collection, he reveals, is dome performing sonne
tedious administrative task and watching
cricket on ; t- lei ' sum with the sound turned
down! ' Isuppose my ideal would be watching cricket somewhere in Dorset, while
partaking of sonne goo el food and wine and
listening to acathedral choir singing Purcell
in the backgroimd.'
Peler Herring
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THE PERFECT HiFi
COMBINATION
FOR THE SERIOUS
ENTHUSIAST...

AIERIDIANAUDIO
Meridian Audio limited

HI-FI EXPERIENCE are amongst the ' Happy Few'
independent dealers who manage to combine
the highest standards of service (and that means
asuperb staff who really know their product)
and yet retain afriendly professionalism - in
other words we still enjoy Hi Fi and want you to
share in our enthusiasm.
AIERIDIANAUDIO is aspecialist British
Company who have earned areputation second
to none for their design and manufacture of
digital audio components and like HiFi
Experience, the Company is still managed by the
people who founded and developed it.
The products - Meridian Hi Fi Components are
elegant in design and superbly finished, but of
greater importance is their forward and
backward compatability, avoiding unnecessary
redundancy and ensuring that the updating of
equipment is always possible.
An Invitation - You are invited to audition the
range of Meridian Hi Fi at HiFi Experience. You
may book atimed appointment or just call in as
it suits you. We have late night opening in
London every weekday until 7pm. Late night
opening at our other stores has regional
variation and a ' phone call will confirm.
Your Guarantee - As amember of the British
Audio Dealers Association ( B.A.D.A.) we offer
2years full guarantee, free delivery and free
professional installation (within the local area of
our stores).

(illustrated)

MERIDIAN 206B - Integrated C.D. A remote
controlled, integrated Compact Disc
£995.00*
Player of outstanding quality.
AS lst OCTOBER

OTHER AIERIDIANAUDIO ON SHOW INCLUDES:MERIDIAN 200 -+ 203 - C.D. Transport plus Digital
Processor for greater versatility and easier upgrading.
MERIDIAN D600 - Digital Active Loudspeakers with
Bitstream circuitry providing the highest quality
performance achievable in acomparatively compact
unit.
MERIDIAN 601 + 605 - 2 x 150 watts of cool power
ensuring the lowest possible distortion - State of the
Art DAC 7with full digital sound field processing.
MERIDIAN 606 - New Digital to Analogue Converter.
For the very best performance possible from C.D.
'State of the Art' 4- layer PCB technology with no less
than six separately regulated power supplies.
"Prices increased from 1st October. We have limited stock at
pre- increase price, please telephone or call personally for
quotation.

FOR FULLY DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE WRITE:HiFi EXPERIENCE PLC, FREEPOST (WD 4531), LONDON W1E 4YZ.
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RECORD
CLASSICAL
ALEAN

Four Seasons etc ( StultzmanGuildhall
Strings 1

97

Eruica Symphony Leonora 3 ( NDR

wo

Wand 1
BERNSTEIN
97

'
Polish Symphony/1812 ( Chicago SO'

113 Changing Faces

RPO,Previn )

Levine 1
Maazel)

Oration ( IsserlieCIA/Hickox I

107 Parsifal ( sols/BP0 etc Barenbuim

BRITTEN

WEBER

98

Cello Symphony ( Isslerlis (. ISIlickox )

98

Simple Symphony. Bridge Varns etc

107 Der Freischütz ( soLGDresden/Davis I
107 THE BRITTEN CONNECTION
1, composers ( Goldstone

(Camerata Bern I
CHOPIN
98
98

Ballades/Sonata 3 ( Collard)
DVORAK

REFLECTIONS

Symphony 8 ( Concertgebouw/Giulini)
ELGAR

98

orchestral works ( various Arnold )

FINZI
99

Choral works ( Finn iSingers

99

Clarinet Concerto etc ( Stultzman'

BEETHOVEN
109 Piano Trios ( Beaux Arts
111 Leonora Ovts ( Israel PO Nlaazel )

Guildhall Strings

BERLIOZ

GRIEG
99

109 Les Nuits d'été ( w. Ravel )( )

Peer (,ynt Suite ( BP0 etc/Tate

HAYDN

HANDEL
99

Joshua ( Kings Consort I

99

Theodora1Concentus musicusi

I
09 Piano Trios ( Beaux Arts )
MOZART
Ill Don Giovanni ( Fumvangler I

Harnoncourt I

Ill Don Giovanni ( Solti)

101 Recorder Sonatas I
Adams

III Liederarias ( Schwarzkopf )

MAHLER

SCRIABIN
III Symphonies 1-3/orchestral works

100 Symphony I ( BP() Abbado
101 Wayfarer, Rückertlieder.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

Bernstein

Ill 'London' SymphunyRutita ( LPO/Boult )

MENDELSSOHN

1I1 BRITISH BRASS —

101 Piano Quartets ( Domus I

1II OVERTURES — " composers ( Cleveland
Maazel)

Nachtmusik ( Drottningholm Ens
9"

composers ( PJB

Ens

MOZART
10 I Divertimenti K136-8/Eine Kleine
Concertos 2/3 pianos, duets ( Perahia
Lumi/ECO)

101 Piano Concertos K413.5 ( Frankl/ECO

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

101 Early String Quartets Hagen Qt )
IOU C-minor Mass sulGliP0 Abbado I

121 Mad About The Wrong Boy

102 Die Zauberilüte ( solsNPO Sulu

119 Trouble

AZIZI
PEARL BAILEY

102 Figaro ( suls Bav RSO/Davis)
PROKOFIEV

121 The Roulette Years

102 Piano Concertos 2,3 ( Gutierrez/

WILLIAM BELL

Concertgebouw Jarvi

121 Bound To HapperrWow

RACHMANINOV

CHUCK BERRY

DAVE McKENNA

114 Mysteres

114 Shadows'n'Drearns

CARLO & THE BELMONTS

METALLICA

121 Carlo 8( The lkimonts

114 Metallica

BOOZOO CHAVIS

OMAR

113 Boozoo Chavis

119 Blues Bag

NAT 'KING' COLE

THE ORCHIDS

121 Every Time ! Feel The Spirit

115 Unholy Soul

BRENDAN CROKER
119 The Great Indoors

PAPA DEE

DEEP PURPLE

119 Letting Off Steam
WAYLAND PATTON

DUANE EDDY

119 Gulf Stream Dreenin'

121 Twangy Peaks

RADIO MOSCOW

EPISODE SIX

119 World Service
RAINBIRDS

121 The Roots Of Deep Purple
FATHER FATHER

115 Two Faces
RAMAT

114 We Are All So Very Happy

115 Tingles

CHARLIE FEATHERS

THE REAL PEOPLE

113 Charlie Feathers

115 The Real People

LAURIE FREELOVE

STAN RIDGWAY

119 Smells Like Truth

119 Kuryball

MARK GERMINO AND THE
SLUGGERS

MARTY ROBBINS

I1
4 Radartown

121 Rockin 'Rollin' r- Robbins
121 The Story Of My Life

JIMMIE DALE GILMORE
13 After Awhile

121 Ruby Ann
DIANA ROSS

I19 Kao's II WierDome

I15 The Force Behind the Power
LEON ROSSELSON

HAVANA BLACK
19 Exiles In Mainstream

119 Wo Sind Die Elefanten?

HOT TUNA

RYTHM SYNDICATE

I
2! Hot Tuna

119 Rythm Syndicate
SCRFAMINGJETS

IAN & SYLVIA

117 All For One
SON SEALS

INCOGNITO
119 Inside Life

119 Living In The Danger Zone

CHUCKJACIGSON

SIADE

121 Any Day Now

121 The Slade Collection 81-8 7

JOHNNIE JOHNSON

THE SORROWS

113 Johnnie B. Bad

121 The Sorrows

VERNARD JOHNSON

SLY STONE

113 I'm Alive

121 Family Affair

LOUIS JORDAN & HIS TYMPANI FIVE
121 Complete Aladdin Sessions
KINGOITHEHILL

VARIOUS
121 Dawn Of ANew Age

102 Piano Concerto 2. Paganini Rhapsody

BEST OF THE MONTH
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BEETHOVEN: Overture Leonore
Symphony 3 `Eroica'
NDR SO/Wand
RCA RD 60755 ( 65m 18s)

3 I:

The overture was taken from concerts in
April 1990 and the symphony from others in
December 1989.
The overture sounds very much all-of-apiece: Wand avoids pressing forward for
exciting moments and the result is abeautifully balanced and powerful interpretation,
particularly striking in its gradation of dynamics.
In the Eroic-a however, the amalgamation
of sources has resulted in slight shifts of
balance, particularly in the case of quiet
timpani. Full orchestra sounds well, yet at
moments like the march- like episode in the
finale ( 3m 54s) the section starts with clear
woodwind which recedes after 15 seconds,
and the flutes, which just previously had
tended to dominate, become barely audible
in their exciting upward scales.
As an interpretation this towers over
most, with virtually all the ' right things'
occurring. In ( i), given with repeat, there is
no inauthentic brass to cloud the original
coda. In ( ii) Wand avoids the common fault
of rushing the louder sequences — the fugue
is admirably steady. l'he Scherzo is full of
dash and the finale begins attacca: astriking
effect employed by all too few conductors.
In its furious coda, Wand, though very
gripping, neither rushes nor adds the usual
spurious timpani crescendo near the close.
The Overture is recorded very clearly but,
on the other hand, the symphony sounds
spacious yet lacks the keen detail evident in
other Wand recordings. My reserved grading
reflects a suspicion that asingle all-through
performance, even at the expense of some
imprecisions, might have improved on the
admirable assemblage presented here. [
B:11
Antony Hodgson

BERNSTEIN: Candide Overture D Symphony 2 D Fancy Free
Jeffrey Kahane (pno)/Bournemouth SO/
Litton
Virgin Classics VC 791 4332 ( 66m 32s)
Not many people apart from Bernstein
himself have taken up the symphonies, but
Andrew Litton, a life-long admirer of the
composer, is clearly a devotee — at least of
No.2. With his orchestra and the same
soloist he brought it to the Proms this year
and, even allowing for the enthusiasm of an
average Proms audience, achieved anotable
success with it. Based, to the author's
ill-concealed dislike, on Auden's baroque
eclogue 'The Age of Anxiety', Bernstein's
concertantesymphony follows the poem
closely but contrives to turn its argument
into near-pastiche of the poet's wider social
and political concerns. The connotations of
New York bar-room philosophising and
apartment-block catharses were too much
for Bernstein who, shuffling off the rabbinical preoccupations which inhibit general
acceptance of his other two symphonies,
donned his zoot suit and strutted his stuff
with aflourish that must have struck Auden
as unacceptably garish. Litton's performance
— and, of course, Kahane's — is wholly in
keeping with the spirit of the work. Listening
to it in the context of the other pieces,
notably Fancy Free (which in some ways it
resembles) one is aware that it sparkles in a
brittle kind of way — the jazzy piano writing
in the Masque and Epilogue sums up asort
of empty vivacity — but that there is not
much real depth in either the Seven Ages or
the Seven Stages sections where Auden's
philosophising takes the air. But perhaps
Auden was being a bit pretentious too?
The other pieces confirm I.itton's enthusiasm — he even introduces, disembodied,
Billie Holliday's recording of Bernstein's
own ' Big Stuff' at the beginning of Fancy
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Free. The effect is disturbing, hollow, dusty,
disconsolate. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1in d D Tragic
Overture
Horacio Gutiérrez (pno)/RPO/Previn
Telarc CD-80252 ( 64m 25s)
The outstanding feature of this Walthamstow Assembly Hall coupling is the orchestral playing of the Royal Philharmonic: they
really are in magnificent form. Prcvin takes
the Tragic (placed last) in broad style,
weighty, by no means urgent. Each strand is
clear, the great string theme at 3m 40s
expansively, warmly phrased — such that
later, around 4m 23s- 5m 30s ( declamatory
writing for horns etc) things do flounder.
[1(4)]
In the concerto I only wish 1 could
discern those qualities implied in the Gutiérrez interview with Bryce Morrison l'Notes'1.
It is as if everything was made to appear
technically of so little difficulty that the
character of the work is dissipated. Gutiérrez's very first entry has acomfortable, bland
manner, and he rolls out those double trills
without hint of drama. It's the same with the
solo passage, of which Serkin made so much,
Poco piu moderato from bar 15716m 23s1;
there's scarcely a ripple on the surface, the
variations in pace like lazy habits re- run.
Again, where Serkin seemed to reforge the
very fabric of the Adagio, here the phrases
are embalmed: you think less of a Requiem
to Schumann than perhaps the barber
applying face makeup to Aschenbach in
Venice. Undeniably capable, pianist and conductor traverse the Rondo finale in smooth,
humourless fashion. A deadening predictability even extends over Brahms's marvellous contrapuntal episode from letter E.
Incidentally, there's some most distracting
tapping to be heard at the descrescendo at
2m 21s. IA:31
Christopher Breunig

RECORD OF THE MONTH
MOZART: Concerto for two pianos, 1(365
CI for three pianos, K242 `Lodron' O
Fantasia K608 (arr. Busoni) CI Andante
8c Variations K501
Murray Perahia, Radu Lupu (pnos)/ECO
Sony Classical CD $915 ( 62m 08s)
Those who attended the Barbican concert
performances of these concertos in June '88
— that for Countess Lodron and her daughters adapted by the composer for two
soloists — will have been eagerly looking out
for this recording. Like the prize-winning
Mozart/Schubert coupling by Perahia and
Lupu ( was that really six years ago?), it was
done partly at The Maltings. K608, Busoni's
arrangement of a contrapuntal piece for
mechanical organ, and K501 ( four hands)
were produced at Abbey Road two years
later.
At the Barbican, the two open grands
were on the stage centre- line, Perahia directing the ECO, I.upu facing him at the back.
This arrangement is repeated here, except
that some lateral separation is allowed for
the two pianos ( they seem more forward in
the Concerto in F). I would guess that
occasional ' help' is given, but the staging is
highly involving — weightier and with more
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depth information than on the Philips
Mozart Edition CDs with Brendel/Cooper/
ASM.
I am reminded of another famed collaboration in K365: that of ayouthful Daniel
Barenboim with Vladimir Ashkenazy. Their
filmed performance considerably predated
the 1975 Decca LP, contract complications
deferring such a sound recording. When it
came, the magic was lost.
That certainly doesn't apply here. Even
the slighter F-major Concerto sparkles as
never before, whilst the E-flat similarly
surpasses most other recordings, in its
orchestral radiance as well as in keyboard
interplay ranging from audacious brilliance
to limpidly matched cantabiles. The sense of
diversity united with these two pianists is
miraculous!
The Fantasia comprises two outer movements with fugues, sharing common introductory and closing material, enclosing a
thoughtful Andante, a song in duet form.
Busoni was by no means first to be fascinated by the original, and the booklet note
quotes a Mozart pupil, Ignaz von Seyfried,
who had prepared an orchestration: 'At the
shocking excursion into F-sharp-minor the
listener's blood runs cold and he feels the

earth trembling... the soul flees its shell of
clay. The conclusion points the way to the
next world!'. Nowadays, we do not hear the
music thus, but it's hardly an exaggeration to
say that Perahia and Lupu give a reading
itself justifying the cost of the Cl). The
concluding Variations have the refreshing
simplicity of spring water, rounding off a
programme no less essential than their
earlier recital 1CD 395111. [
A/A*:11
Christopher Breunig

MOZART- CONCERTOS FOR
TWO & THREE PIANOS
Andante and , ariations for
four hands in C, major. K.5C:
Fantasia In Fminor, 1(608
Ene Ish Chanter Orchestra
•
ke

MURRAY
PERAHIA
RADU
LUPU

BRITTEN: Simple Symphony O Frank
Bridge Variations El Prelude & Fugue
Camerata Bern/Fun
Denon CO-77409 ( 49m 22s) Conifer
These Swiss players articulate with a precision not quite Brit( ten )ish. If you admire
good string playing per se, recorded with
depth ( Radio Bern Studio), this CD will be of
interest. Ifind it achallenge. Well prepared,
the readings are very clear as to construction, but the sound-character is unusually
glacial. There's nothing bucolic about the
middle section of Playful Pizzicato' (Simple
Symphony), for instance; however, the
Variations' Fugue ( X) is memorably incisive
at this scarifying pace. Similarly, the fugue
from Britten's 1943 piece for 18-part strings
is impressively sinewy. Perhaps it does us
good to hear this composer performed with
the imperative and objective translucency
of, say, Honegger's Symphony 2. [A:1(2)]
Christopher Breunig

BRITTEN: Cello Symphony/BRIDGE:
Oration
Steven Isserlis ( vIc)/City Lond Sinf/Hickox
EMI CDM 763 9092 ( 68m 15s) ® 1988
A mercifully swift reinstatement to the
catalogue for one of the finest offerings from
'88. [ We failed to review the original — Mus
Ed. I Britten's Cello Symphony receives
memorable advocacy here from both sides
of the glass. More than, say, the Chandos
technicians for Wallfisch, one feels that
producer Andrew Keener and engineer Mike
Clements have grasped the essential fact that
this is no ordinary concerto but aformidable
meeting of minds wherein solo voice and
orchestra co-exist on truly equal terms.
Though Isserlis may be less of a craggy,
assertive presence than the admirable
Wallfisch ( to say nothing of the dedicatee
Rostropovich), his playing is not one whit
less eloquent or passionately dedicated than
either, and the balance he is accorded here
is outstandingly natural and perceptive; one
registers much in Britten's weird orchestral
landscape ( those fearful, monstrous scrubbings from string basses, double-bassoon and
tuba at the very start, for example) as never
before. Hickox is an inspired partner, eliciting a tremendously alert response from his
C1.5 forces — still their finest work on record
to date, in my view.
The Bridge coupling needs a slightly
higher replay level to extract maximum
impact and detail from what is still an
uncommonly realistic sound-picture ( Abbey
Road Studio No.1 was the venue). When this
EMI CD first appeared, both Julian Lloyd
Webber ( in his pioneering lyrita account)
and Alexander Baillic ( Pearl) had already
given us impassioned readings of Bridge's
98

deeply-felt elegy for those who fell in the
Great War; yet if anything Isserlis is even
more inspirationally involving — his is a
contribution of extraordinary accomplishment, insight and rare concentration. Some
might possibly crave amore imposing body
of orchestral tone than Hickox's comparatively modest- sized group can muster,
though I can't say it worried me unduly.
An outstanding pairing then, and, as if its
claims weren't already strong enough, it's
now at mid-price as well. [A( *)/A:1 */1]
Andrew Achenbach
CHOPIN: 4 Ballades 0 Sonata 3 in b
Jean-Philippe Collard (pno)
EMI CDC 754 0062 ( 62m 09s)
Jean-Phillipe Collard's evolution from his
early prodigy years to this sort of musical
ease and maturity is deeply gratifying. All
these performance are boldly impassioned
yet dignified, powerful yet unforced, and
informed with a rubato that is delicate or
rhetorical as required. A touch of oldfashioned desychronization ( line 4 in the
First Ballade) is surprising from this pianist,
and aslightly impatient, convulsive way with
the glowing second subject from the Third
Sonata is a less welcome characteristic. Yet
just when one queries such a momentary
failing, Collard's generosity, his big- handed
way with the grandiose expansion of the
second subject in the G-minor Ballade, and
his magically improvisatory way with the
bars immediately preceeding the principal
theme on its final appearance ( the sudden
ebbing of Chopin's passion is most individually conveyed ) provide the richest compensations. And in all four Ballades, numerous notorious difficulties are resolved with
yards to spare.
In the B-minor Sonata Collard is more
allegro than maestoso, sweeping all before
him — though even he cannot make that first
movement repeat other than an odd, harmonically unconvincing aberration. The
Scherzo is playing with an unusually lyrical
view of Chopin's arabesques, and in the
finale, despite asuper- momentum and drive,
there is a complete absence of the sort of
rigidity that can turn this equestrian gallop
into something more banal than uplifting.
The recordings are clear if somewhat shallow, and though the Ballades might be
thought less personal or deeply considered
than Zimerman's IDG), Collard's more 'distanced' and aristocratic view should never
be confused with diffidence. [B:1]
Bryce Morrison
DVORAK: Symphony 8/RAVEL: Ma Mère
l'Oye — Suite
Concertgebouw/Giulini
Sony Classical CD 46670 ( 61m 33s)
Giulini has recorded these works twice
before: the Ravel in 1956 ( Philharmonia)
and 1979 ( LAP°); Dvorak 1962 ( Philharmonia), 1979 ( Chicago SO). But what an odd
CD coupling! It almost goes without saying
that movement timings have become longer
— since the DG versions an average of 8% for
the five Ravel pieces, for the symphony a
more modest 5%.
The differences are most marked in
'Beauty and the Beast' ( iv), where the
intermediate Los Angeles had lost some of
the lyrical flow of the Philharmonia/EMI,
sounding studied and awkward in its junctures (cg the section with contrabassoon,
low strings anxiously thrummed). Whilst the
entreaties of the beast and his exquisite

transformation music ( harp glissando, solo
violin) were most sympathetically done by
the Philharmonia Orchestra, in this Amsterdam recording the lilting waltz has a new
wistful, withdrawn quality, the contrabassoon solo has become refined ( orchestral
textures beautifully differentiated in this
Nov '89 digital production), and the transformation music has a shimmering, almost
translucent delicacy. The ' hold your breath'
magic extends into the ' Fairy Garden' Lent et
grave — one of Ravel's most tenderly conceived orchestral depictions — although
Giulini's tempo must have stretched even
the RCO's leader in his exposed solos
(alternating with single viola, against harp/
celesta), whilst the steady pulse of timpani at
the end gives an almost Brahmsian majesty.
(Lower string entries are clearer in definition in the new CBSO/Rattle EMI recording
of the complete ballet.)
Talich, Walter, Snit Kubelik, Kertesz have
all left memorable recordings of Dvoralc's
Eighth, yet Beecham and Kubelik concert
transfers [ EMI & Koch] suggest that for
maximum excitement, live recording has
the advantage — EMI ought to have snared
Tennstedt's daringly free reading with the
1130, earlier this year. Giulini's is full of
individual touches — such as the clarity of
the brass as the slow introduction yields to
the Allegro ( i), or in ( iv) the precise echo of
the heraldic trumpet part by the timpanist.
That tempo is observed in the final coda:
held back, after the nostalgic fade of the
symphony, where most conductors give free
rein. In spirit, the Allegretto grazioso (iii)
harks back to Beethoven 1 ( in the menuctto
tempi favoured by Klemperer or Furtwängler); there's a very broad rallentando as the
trio section closes to Tempo I.
If only this Dec '90 recording were clearer
above mezzo-forte, especially when Giulini
has everything so painstakingly balanced.
Instead, fortes became woolly and confused,
and the symphony seems to cut off abruptly,
followed by a long trail of reverberation.
A convincing reworking of the Ravel Suite
IA:1/11. The symphony is essentially
stately, measured, in Giulini's characterisation, but full of sensitive orchestral playing
[A/C:1].
Christopher Breunig
ELGAR: Symphony 2 El Sospiri
LSO/Tate
EMI CDC 754 1922 ( 67m 40s) also MC
We live in fascinating times, we Elgar lovers!
With recordings of the Second Symphony
available from such notable interpreters as
Boult, Handley and, one must now say,
Slatkin, as well as the 'fringe candidates' like
Solti and Sinopoli, it is arich field. Now Tate
has put in his six penn'orth, so to speak, and
it isn't what Iwould have expected.
Things get off to an exciting start with the
cut-and-thrust of a performance with its
roots firmly in the tradition of Elgar's own.
But then at Fig.11, the passage that Elgar
likened to a ' malign influence walking
through the summer night in the garden',
Tate applies the brakes despite instructions
to the contrary and the wholeness of the
symphonic exposition is jeopardised. In fact
the entire performance, which clocks in at
over 62m ( by comparison, Boult's far from
hurried 1975-6 performance lasts around
53m), somehow fails to add up to asatisfactory symphonic argument. The slow movement remains dry-eyed despite some eloquent playing, and the finale lacks the
necessary flexibility of tempo to prevent
heaviness setting in. The scherzo receives a
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tremendous performance, however, with
particularly dangerous percussion — they
really 'beat into the scalp and brain' as they
should.
Fascinatingly, the LSO has not recorded
this symphony since 1927 ( when the conductor was Elgar himself) and its contribution is magnificent throughout. Sadly,
though, the recording lets it down. There is
plenty of individual vibrato to be heard in
the violins and the brass sound is particularly close and dry. The overall effect is as if
everyone is jostling to compete for the
listener's attention.
My recommendation would be for Handley IEMII or Slatkin [ RCA I; but note that EMI
have just reissued BouIt's final thoughts on
this noble symphony. 1B/C:2/3]
Mark Lowther
FINZI: Choral Works
Finzi Singers/Spicer
Chandos CHAN 8936 ( 79m I5s)
FINZI: Clarinet Concerto D Five
Bagatelles (arr. Ashmore)/ASHMORE:
Four Seasons D Greensleeves
Richard Stoltzman (clt)/Guildhall String
Ens/Salter
RCA RD 60437 ( 70m 45s)
In what is both a chronologically wideranging and exceptionally well-filled collection from Chandos, the excellent Finzi Singers under the direction of Paul Spicer give
beautifully prepared renditions of some of
the finest choral offerings by their adopted
namesake. Most familiar here will be the
rousing 'God is gone up' ( which opens the
anthology in fine style) and the other two
anthems which make up the Op.27 set,
namely ' My lovely one' and 'Welcome sweet
and sacred feast', as well as the more
ambitious
the full, final sacrifice' ( 1946)
and Magnificat (1952). The Seven Partsongs Op.17 certainly contain more than
their fair share of gems, most noticeably the
limpid ' Clear and gentle stream' and ecstatic
'Nightingales'. We also get that radiant
Coronation setting from 1953 'Whiteflowering days', and the gloriously affirmative 'All this night' ( 1951). The early Three
Short Elegies of 1926 already provide ample
evidence of Finzi's hyper-sensitive response
to English texts: bitter-sweet little distillations which capture so well the essence of
this composer's art with its constant poignant reminders of the transient nature of all
earthly things. The surroundings of St Alban
the Martyr, Holborn, provide the necessary
kindly ecclesiastical ambience, though I
personally would have preferred a slightly
closer focus for the intimacies of the
unaccompanied items. No matter, this is still
a lovely disc. [A:1]
Finzi didn't specify aminimum number of
players for the accompanying string orchestra in his gorgeous Clarinet Concerto, but I'd
hazard aguess he had in mind arather larger
body than the eleven ( wonderfully accomplished) members who make up the Guildhall String Ensemble. In the circumstances
the sonorities they produce are remarkably
full-bodied, but it still all sounds too mingy
and polite somehow: Ijust don't register the
real heartache and terror behind ( i)'s agitated tuttis (Con Furia is, after all, the
marking before the cadenza ). Richard Stoltz.
man's highly individual contribution won't
be everyone's cup of tea either: although the
American clarinettist plays in an appealingly
rhapsodic, intensely flexible manner, he
gives the impression of trying just too hard,
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and more than once his rubato seems
curiously self-conscious and studied. What's
more, he's balanced too closely for comfort;
his most distinctive, nasal tone-colour and
rapid vibrato are apt to become tiringly
strident after ashort while. Amongst recent
versions of this piece, Michael Collins's
inspirational reading for Virgin remains
unchallenged.
Stoltzman's couplings are undemanding,
but none the worse for that. The popular
Five Bagatelles are given here in a sympathetic arrangement by Lawrence
Ashmore. As a student, Ashmore was a
member of Finzi's beloved Newbury String
Players and, as well as receiving encouragement from the composer, often played
under his baton. For the last twenty years he
has been an arranger in the world of film and
television, and his skills are much in evidence in his own alternative Four Seasons:
liberal sprinklings of English folk- tunes
('Sumer is icumen in', 'Cherry Ripe', etc),
interspersed with freer, semi- improvisational episodes, all in an approachable
idiom which, yes, Finzi himself would not
have disavowed. Dazzling work from Stoltzman, needless to say. [A/B:2/1]
Andrew Achenbach

sed in eerie terror by the cumulative effect
of ' Night Scene' ( track 15).
Petteri Salomaa as Peer sings his Serenade
with nice irony as he tells Anitra she is twice
as sweet as goat's cheese ( try that on the
wife!) and, as far as Ican hear, the chorus
sings well but is repeatedly drowned out by
the orchestra. The whole thing is given in
Norwegian so this matters little unless you
happen to speak the language. Otherwise,
the recording is faithful and well-balanced,

G1RIEG: Peer Gynt — excerpts
Petteri Salomaa ( ten)/Sylvia McNair (sop)/
Ernst-Senff Choir/BPO/Tate
EMI CDC 754 1192 ( 68m 18s)
Irather regret that Jeffrey Tate has not given
us the entire music instead of only 17 of
Grieg's 32 numbers to lbsen's play, for this is
so good ( except for one major blemish ), so
well-played, so dramatic that one yearns for
more. Phrasing is spiky in the Prelude to Act
I, and this typifies the clarity with which the
rest is played, the slow lines well shaped and
the dramatic moments sizzling with power. I
thought the ' Hall of the Mountain King'
chilling enough, with trolls and witches
(Tutte Lemkov amongst them ) yelling their
bloodthirsty suggestions for the dismemberment of Peer, but even this scene is surpas-

HANDEL: Joshua
Kirkby/Bowman/Ainsley/George/Ch of
New College Oxford/King's Consort/King
Hyperion CDA 66461/2 ( 2CDs, I25m )
Critical opinion is often unkind to Joshua,
but only when this oratorio of 1747 is
compared with some of its greatest predecessors and a couple of its successors.
Taken on its own terms, and with an
indulgent eye cast on some of its dramatic
ineptitudes, it is — at least in a performance as stylish and pleasing as this — a
small masterpiece. There is a wealth of
glorious music, especially perhaps for the
chorus; the scoring is imaginative and at
times startling; and there are lovely arias
and duets. The second act is the strongest,
but hardly anumber passes without riveting the attention.
The soloists are an excellent team, led
by Emma Kirkby at her most enchanting.
Derek Bowman as her lover and reluctant
hero warms to his task ( or is it that Iwarm
to him?), giving particular satisfaction in
the last act. John Mark Ainsley in the title
role sings beautifully, though with insufficient aggressiveness for this warlike
character. Michael George is admirable as
elder statesman and heroine's father. The
choir of New College sings sweetly and

the various spoken parts placed with excellent perspective. What spoils the production
is the mighty wobbling of Anitra and Solveig,
both sung by Sylvia McNair. Why, oh why,
are we constantly subjected to ubiquitous
and offensive vibrato? Ireally would like to
know. So [13:1/31.
Robert Dearling
HANDEL: Theodora
Alexander/Kowalski/van Nes/Blochwitz/
ScharingerlArnold Schönberg Ch/Concentus
Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt
Teldec 2292-46447-2 ( 2CDs, 130m 41s)
This extensive setting of Thomas Morels
'l'he Martyrdom of Theodora and of Didymus' dates from 1749. Although Handel's
oratorios were well enough appreciated by
this time, Theodora suffered the all- too- usual
fate of initial public apathy resulting perhaps
from the slow pace of the drama, rather
more than usually sprinkled with moralising
arias, both of the intransigent Romans and of
the unshakeable Christians, which are
expounded at length. On the basis of the
devil having all the best tunes, the heathens
seem to be afforded the grandest choruses.
The last example in Scene I sounds like a
splendidly joyful hunting chorus, yet its
subject is the threat of death to the Christians in 4th-century Antioch.
The hero, Didymus, is sung by Hochen
Kowalski. Dramatically, the part ( written for
counter- tenor) has little impact, so frequently are the arias shaped to display the
voice. Unfortunately the copious decorations, though not unstylish, lead Kowalski to
use a very marked vibrato; he also tends to

with precision and, where required,
power, and The King's Consort plays
excellently. Robert King deserves praise
and gratitude for his spirited, sensitive
direction: tempos are aptly chosen and
well sustained, and the contrasts between
fast and slow, tragedy and rejoicing, solo
and chorus are unexaggeratedly appreciated. Ithink many readers will find themselves hearing this score with new ears,
and with growing appreciation. The
recording is successful in an undemonstrative way, lacking something in depth
and crispness but not in musical impact.
1A/B:11
Peter Bra nscombe
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Claudio Abbado in Berlin 81. Chicago
MAHLER: Symphony 1
BPO/Abbado
DG 431 769-2 (53m 43s) recorded live
MOZART: Mass in e, K427
Barbara Bonney, Arleen Auger ( sops Ohms
Peter Blochwitz ( ten)/Robert Holt ( bass)/
Rundfunkcbor & BPO/Abbado
Sony Classical CD 46671 (52m 445)
TCHA1KOVSKY: Symphony 3 ' Polish' 1.7
1812 Overture
Chicago M)/Abbado
Sony Classical CD 45939 ( 59m I
Os )
TCHAlKOVSKY: 1812 Overture Cl Romeo
& Juliet IJ Marche Slave Ll The Tempest
Chicago SO/Abbado
Sony Classical CD 47179 (67m I8s)
1985-9 I
'Ille Mahler is from Claudio Abbado's inaugural concert as Chief Conductor of the
Berlin Phlharmonic in December 1989. ( No
mention of this is made in the CD botildet. )
All four movements are marginally faster
than Haitink's, the only other recording to
have been made with the Orchestra [ Philips1, but within seconds of Abbado's 1982
1.11 version with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, since the quoted 24m for the
finale there proves to be a misprint. One
curious new superimposition has crept in: at
the beginning of ( ii) Abbado accelerates
away into his main tempo — appropriate to
the turbulence of the scherzo — from a
slower pacing adopted again at the repeat,
yet not heard after the trio section, 1261
Tempo primo. CD players make it easy to
jump back to check such matters! Haitink
preserves a tempo which corresponds to
Abbado's opening quaver beat. Incidentally,
how much more musical are the trumpet/
wind trills at the very end of the movement
than those of Chicago — and how staid
Haitink's sounds by comparison with this
live perftirmance. ( It will be interesting to
hear Tennstedes new Mahler 1for EMI, with
the Chicago SO.) But Claudio Abbado's
performance generally has such transparency to Mahlcr's score that it is
extremely difficult to describe. It is cool,
beautiful, with levels of pianissimi not customary under Karajan's reign. The beginning
of ( iii) is barely audible, as at the fadeout of
the movement. The solo bass sounds more
like a musing on a viola, and touches of
orchestral colour make you think ' that's the
very essence of Mahler's scoring' — horns in
(i), four before Fig.2 12nt 21s1; flute, three
after 1218m IIsl. In ( iii) the various parts as
the funeral procession wends remain distinct; the Jewish music at Fig.5 and the
parody with strings col legno are delicately
portrayed ( the marking is only pipp), with
the muted ' Wayfarer' music at 10 more
tender still. After Bernstein's, this reading
will he felt as objectively distanced, plain
even. But this is the complementary view,
no less valid or valuable. Christopher Alder
and Klaus Hiemann capture a slightly dry,
analytical but naturally recessed sound quality. IA:1*1
In the C- minor Mass the Berlin Philharmonic plays with warmth and care, as if
involved in chamber music for sheer pleasure. ( If you listen through headphones, you
get a better appreciation of the inner parts
for orchestra.) Abbado avoids all
momumentality. and the first soprano solos,
in the Cliriste eleison' and 1.audamus te'
(Bonney gloriously true in intonation ), con100
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firm the essential intimacy of the approach.
The rather soft focus of the Philharmonic
production takes away any starkness of
contrast, such as you find in the Harnoncourt ( Beyer Edition ) or Gardiner ( Schmidt
rev. Gardiner) recordings. The Barenreiter
Edition is adopted here, with completions
by Helmut Eder. lbe chorus seems to be
middle-sized, and again their refinement
(steered by Abbado through awide dynamic
range, they drop to the most delicate of
pianissimi at, for instance, ' Dominus Deus' in
the 'Sanctus' ) coheres with the overall scale
and restraint. As cast, the quartet is seamless
— cg '
Quoniam', where Harnoncourt's singers are horribly mannered, or where Marriner's ' Philips — deleted 121 sound faintly
'competitive' as compared with the unified
smoothness of Abbado's group ( excepting
one passiis uneasy moment for soprano) In
all. a fine version which makes a suitable
choice for those averse to period instrument
asperities. Reservations are that, compared
with Marriner's excellent St Martin's Choir,
the Berliners remain earthbound at 'Cum
Sancto Spiritu', whilst the ' Benedictus' carries no more conviction here than in the
version conducted by Harnoncourt. The
projection of Marriner's solo singers gives
him the edge here ( Robbins latndon's reconstruction ).
Sony's booklet presentation is rather poor:
the essay itself is exemplary, but the paper
suffers from print- through, whilst texts/
translations do not show the solo voices (le
identify Sopranos VII), nor are movements
keyed to track numbers there. IA:1*/2]
After completing the review Iwent back
to Colin Davis's wonderful 1971 recording
for Philips; Abbado may have more sophisticated soprano soloists, but in authority, a
sense of surpassing ease with Mozart's language, Davis is beyond compare. If you have
an LP copy, get it off the shelf and listen.
The five- movement ' Polish' is the most
problematical of Tchaikovsky's symphonies.
Infrequently heard, it is difficult for conductor and orchestra — for example, to sustain
the ' argument' of the long opening movement, to relate the tempo of the Alla tedesca
so as to leave one fresh, expectant for the
Andante, or in the tricky interplay of wind
and horn parts in the scherzo ( which anticipates the ' Manfred') It sits uncomfortably
for the listener as neither a suite nor a
Tchaikovsky symphony with the obvious
drama of those that followed. Should one
concentrate in front of the hi-fi system, or is
this music better enjoyed as background to
some domestic activity? Apart from the

catchy finale theme, its more memorable
sections are the introduction to the Andante
ciega/co and the coda to ( ii), rather
touchingly simple with bassoon following
on from principal clarinet.
Igor Markevitch made greater impact of it
than most recording conductors, including
Claudio Abbado who works in a more
restrained, though musicianly way.
Chicago Orchestra plays well ( rather better
technically than the 1965 I.S'() in the Markevitch/Philips version), yet sounds to me too
solid and square to be ideal for this composer. Listen, however, to the strings in their
enthusiastic presentation of the fugue ' from
4m 26s1 in the frequently maligned Finale,
tempo di Polac•ca. James Mallinson's production is expertly balanced, but this Sony
sets a rather distant or veiled picture.
'Supervising ringers' makes an unusual
recording credit, but 1812 even has a
second access point for those primarily
interested in the celebratory cannon and
church bells; these are not allowed to
obscure the brisk final pages. But ultimately,
Idon't find this version of great consequence or inspiration. l'he CS() is recorded at
Orchestra Hall with more weight and presence by Decca, in Solti's 1986 recording.
Both have in common a prominent vibrato
(too wide for my taste) in the opening
section for cellos: how much cleaner, stronger was the effect in Reiner's old recording
of 1812, albeit cut! [
11:21
1812 reappears on the compilation of
fillers from this ( formerly) CBS Masterworks
cycle. It includes aRomeo & Juliet of great
seriousness of purpose, clarity in the writing
the evident priority; the first fight sequence,
though, needs the abandon that Abbado
achieves in Prokofiev's counterpart ( his
Prom encore with the Gustav Mahler YouthOrchestra was a reminder that he should
re-record more, or all of that ballet score).
Tchaikovsky's later 'Symphonic Fantasy
after Shakespeare' ( with prompting from
Stassov) provides a timely comparison
1Decca 425 224-21 with Michael Nyman's
treatment for the new Peter Greenaway film.
The CS() bring conviction to the score,
more so than in such versions as Dorati's or
Inbal's, rising to passionate heights in the
sea-storm section before the Ferdinand/
Miranda love music. The Tempest is alternatively coupled with Symphony 2.
But here is another lost opportunity: why
could we not have had index points tied to
the booklet notes? Or does that privilege
only to apply to ( Elg,ar's ) Falstaff? IB/A:2/1/
1*I
Christopher Breunig

reviews
apjily aslightly melodramatic attack to some
of his entries. Scptimus, the Roman Officer,
is sung with immaculate diction and heroic
strength by Hans Peter Blochwitz, the outstanding performance of the set, although
the lesser part of Valens, President of Antioch, is presented nobly by Anton Scharinger.
Roberta Alexander is well at home with the
title role: her reserved, admirably pure tone
makes the anguished moments sad rather
than heart-rending.
The large forces, including horns, trumpets and drums, are used subtly; continuo is
distributed between harpsichord, organ and
lute. This is a live performance, but background noise is of little consequence and the
firm stereophonic location of each soloist is
firmly maintained. As so often, Harnoncourt's control of his group of original
instruments is immaculate — always permitting the soloists room to expand whilst
bringing gripping drive to the choruses.
An unequal work, presented in a dedicated manner in sound which is both spacious and clear — a fine achievement in a
public performance. IA:1/2]
Antony Hodgson

HANDEL: Recorder Sonatas
Piers Adams ( rec)/Howard Beach ( hPe
org)/David Watkin ( v1c)
Factory FACD 376 ( 59m 14s ) Koch
Idon't think Handel would have minded his
flute sonatas played on arecorder, and even
if he might have had difficulty in recognising
his own music he would probably have
approved the multiple embellishments Piers
Adams brings to his lines. As long as these
decorations sound natural and unforced, and
suit the respective moods of each piece, a
player can't really be regarded as 'wrong' in
his excursions. Adams usually sounds spontaneous and, importantly, he knows when
not to embellish. His phrasing is lively and
dynamic and his fingerwork neat. Iwould
disagree with only two of his decisions: in
Op. I:
7 ( iii) the last 41
/ bars are ignored first
2
time and treated as acoda to the repeat; and
Op. 1:2 ( ii) is taken too fast. Andante may
mean 'at awalking pace', but the bassline has
to break the four- minute mile to keep up.
There are problems of identification. In
his note Adams believes that ()p. I : 1 ( which
has been transposed from E- minor to I)minor) was for violin. It wasn't. Like No.5, it
was intended for flute. These two sonatas are
joined by Op. I: 2, 7, and 11, all originally for
recorder. Of two unidentified sonatas, that
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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in 1)- minor is the third of the Fitzwilliam set
(Craig- Bell 156/3); that in D begins with
()p. 1:13 ( i), then wanders off somewhere
else. "fo be told that it is a relatively recent
find' is unhelpful. The ' Harmonious Blacksmith' is transferred to recorder and continuo, and varied five times — enjoyably.
Piers Adams is clearly and forwardly
balanced, and the variety allowed by con-
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tucos — not a problem of balance, more of
detail. In 2 (iii) there is anoticeable lack of
presence. On the whole this is a mild
complaint, for it is a relief to have a
recording of chamber music with piano that
does not let that instrument over- impose.
This is a 'symphonic' recording and none the
worse for that. IA/B:1]
Antony Hodgson

tinuo ( harpsichord here, organ there, cello
everywhere ) allows one to enjoy this nicely
recorded disc at asitting. 1A:11
Robert Dearling

MOZART: Eme Kleine Nachtmusik D 3
Divertimenti K136-8
Drottningholm Bar Ens
BIS CD- 506 ( 63m 165)

MAHLER: Leider emes fahrenden Gesellen D Kindertotenlieders D RückertLieder

In augmented form, the Drottningholm
Baroque Ensemble have made notable BIS
recordings including Vivaldi's ' Four Seasons'
[available too on the Conifer/Boots label]
and Handel's Dixit Dominus — one of Sofie
von Otter's early discs. Here they appear as
string quartet with double- bass and ( divertimenti only) harpsichord. The small group
of authentic strings makes quite an incisive
sound in the lively acoustic of aSwedish hall;
inevitably some will find the 'edge' and
occasional acidity of timbres discomforting.
As is the BIS custom, the gaps between
tracks carry across the hall 'sound' and, at
the end of 13, run 20s or so before fading.
With quick allegros and forthright, unsentimental andantes, the three string divertimenti — adorned with a little decoration,
which registers convincingly as ' spontaneous' — I thought more immediately
enjoyable than the serenade. We arc so
conditioned to the sweet, idyllic manner
that the DBE's brusque chordal attack in
fortes, their curt trills in ( i) ( lovingly
extended in suave modern readings) is
analogous to the icy- cold shower. It's all
done with great intelligence, conviction
born of baroque practice study. Note, for
instance, how Nils- Erik Sparf embellishes his
part in the second line of the Romanze at
the repeat, thereby altering and extending
its characterisation. All repeats are observed,
but nothing conjectural is performed to
make a five- movement piece, as in the 1958
Philomusica/Dart version from Oiseau Lyre.
1A:1]
Christopher Breun ig

Thomas Harnpson ( bar)/VPO/Bernstein
DG 431 682-2 ( 68m 14s) *C) 1989
What worked with Bernstein in the concerthall didn't always carry the same conviction
in the recording studio, and this sequence of
song- cycles, with a live Kindertotenlieder
from 1988 ( originally twinned with Bernstein's Mahler 6) flanked by studio Lieder
cines fahretulen Gesellen and Ruckert
Lieder demonstrates the point. In all three,
Hampson's breath-control in conjunction
with his fine sense of phrasing is cause for
wonder ( try the opening songs of the first
two cycles, or ' Urn mitternacht' among the
Rückert settings for examples), and in each,
instrumental detail gleams with a new light
at analytical speeds. The difference between
Kindertotenlieder and the others is the
sustained emotion that joins the dots; with
the Wayfarer and Ruckert songs, you
glimpse only fragments of the whole. Still,
there are sonic heart-stopping moments
here, too: the short-lived dewy rapture of
‘Ging' heut morgen' as the Vienna Philharmonic strings lunge momentarily into Fsharp- major; the optimistic brass in the
Midnight setting. Hrunpson's only problem is
one of pitch — an excited sharpness in the
central cycle, but less convincing in the
other two. The spacious acoustics of the
MusikvereinsaA tend to work further against
intimate dialogues between singer and
orchestra; the vocal sound can be disembodied ( certainly not the case on most of
Hampson's recordings), and sonic of the
woodwind playing could do with more help
and focus. [ B/C:1/2]
David Nice
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Quartets 1-3
Domus
Virgin Classics VC 791 1832 ( 79m I6s )
"[he three piano quartets are all early works
dating between 1821 and 1825. Piano style
is close to Hummel but string writing, alittle
unformed in character in No.1, is an area
where Spohr's fluent style is recalled. To be
fair, that composer's weaknesses are sometimes brought to mind too, especially in a
rather mundane cello melody in I( i). The
delights in these works arc various but the
Scherzo movements seem the most delectable. No.2 has an Intermezzo instead — a
Scherzo with added winsomeness seems a
fair description. It seems premature to
describe No.3 as more mature — after all,
Mendelssohn was only 15 when he composed it, but there is certainly a dramatic
intensity not sensed hitherto.
Where the instrumentalists are content to
allow acalm melodic flow in Nos. Iand 2, a
Beethoven- like intensity is brought to 3,
notably in the finale. Mc tautness of the
playing is eminently suited to the music. In
none of the works is the piano ideally in

MOZART: Piano Concertos a quattro in
F, K413 CI in A, K414 I=1 in C, K415
Peter Frank! (pno)/ECO Members
ASV Cl) DCA 764 ( 77m 43s)
Mozart year will bring stranger experiments
than this. The composer himself gave the
option of accompaniment for orchestra with
oboes and horns, or a quattro, ie string
quartet and bass. Effixtively, then, they
become piano quintets, since the doublebass, as its name implies, doubles the cello's
bass. Such authenticity! And such apity the
piano used could not have matched it. Frankl
plays a big grand and thus dominates proceedings, just as amodern piano outbrdances
the strings in the Piano Quartets. The
recording, made in the University of Surrey,
is constricted and boxy; if the intention had
been to give the impression of an intimate
concert in asmall and heavily draped room,
it is successful, but it makes for tiring
listening. Sorry, but I cannot award this
more than IC:3].
Robert Dearling
MOZART: The Early String Quartets
Hagen Qt
DG 431 645-2 ( 3C1)s, 215m 30s)
'Ibis box contains the three Divertimenti
K125a-c ( more often heard in orchestral
guise ), the solitary G- major piece K73f, and
101
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the two sets of six quartets of 1772-3 and of
late summer 17 73. Impressive and delightful
as many of these early quartets are, they are
in tofo hardly an essential acquisition for the
average Mozart- lover. Anyone who has the
last ten masterpieces in the genre may,
however, be strongly recommended to add
these earlier essays to her or his collection.
A considerable advantage of the Hagen
Quartet version is that its rivals, the Quartetto Italiano and the Amadeus, include the
early works only in complete sets. But
beyond that, the Hagen can be warmly
recommended for its own merits: these are
serious, careful, unfailingly musicianly readings. Indeed, far from being tossed off, some
of these pieces are taken with asobriety that
might have surprised the composer. A movement like the mince- key Andante from the
F- major Quartet K168 is treated almost like
an Adagio from adozen or fifteen years later
— not that it doesn't repay such attention.
The playing is throughout of the highest
quality: alert, polished and full- toned, with
security of intonation and ensemble. The
recording is close and resonant — of apiece
with the players' approach to what they see
as large-scale, rich works. They convince me
almost throughout that they are right. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Die Zauberflóte
Jo/Ziesak/Leitner/Heilmann/Zednik/Kraus/
Molli Vienna State Opera Ch/VPOISolti
Decca 433 210-2 (2CDs, 151m 44s)
Die Zauberflôte and Salzburg have aspecial
relationship for Sir Georg SoIti: in 193 7 he
played Papageno's glockenspiel there under
Toscanini; he conducted the opera there for
the second centenary of Mozart's birth; and
this summer he has been invited back to
conduct it for the second centenary of
Mozart's death — with some of the singers he
chose for this recording in 1990, which was
made in the Konzerthaus, Vienna. A very tine
cast has been assembled, and the recording
has great presence, with the production ( by
Michael Haas) suggesting movement and
space in an unobtrusive manner. Idid miss
the lions' interruption of Papageno's guzzling in Act II, and I could have done
without the willow warblers and songthrush that start singing with Tamino's flute
in the first finale. In all other respects this is a
thoroughly perceptive performance, with
dialogue sensibly reduced and well-spoken
(though a volume setting that allows whispered asides to be caught does startle in
musical climaxes).
By comparison with Solti's 1969 recording, the timings for almost every number are
shorter, yet hardly ever did Ifeel that the
music was being rushed. Just occasionally
ensemble suffers, as in ' Fin Mâdchen oder
Weitichen', at a change of tempo or timesignature. But this is a happy performance,
with fine teamwork — the Ladies and the
Boys ( Siingerknaben ) are both well-balanced
and distinctive trios, and the inhabitants of
the Temple ( despite needless confusion
over the roles of Orator and First and Second
Priests ) are astrong team, under Kurt Moll's
sonorous and majestic leadership. Scimi Jo is
an outstanding Queen, fiery, eloquent and
precise, Heinz Zednik a credible. musical
Monostatos. The Tamino of Uwe I
leilmanti is
ardent, fresh- toned; Ruth Ziesak's Pamina is
highly promising but at this stage more
cautious than radiant ( Iwished she could
have let the aria flow). Lotte I.eitner is a
characterful Papagena, Michael Kraus an
endearingly Viennese Papageno whose solo
102

music would have benefited from greater
relaxation from Solti. The State Opera
Chorus and the VP() achieve the miracle of
making this music sound as though it were
as new and exciting to them as it is
life-enhancing. IA:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Le nozze di Figaro
DonathlVarady/Kallisch/Schmiege/Zednik/
TittislFurlanetto/Nimsgern/Bavarian RS() &
Ch/Davis
RCA RD 60440 ( 3(:Ds,174m 08s)
Sir Colin Davis's second Figaro recording
offers a reading of considerable authority —
he is surely one of the finest Mozartians of
our day — in which tempi are consistently
natural and the sense of flow effortless. It is
very much a traditional ( some might say
old-fashioned) performance, with solid
orchestral sound — impeccable playing,
incidentally — and an avoidance of decoration ( there are precious few appoggiaturas),
interpretative novelties or eccentricities. All
the singers imbue the text with meaning,
and the recitatives are done convincingly
and at a steady pace.
The cast is strong, led by Helen Donath's
admirable Susanna, an individual, human
creation achieving real personality without
any of the affectations of the 'Aren't Icute?'
school. Occasionally her over-emphasised
sibilants suggest too close aproximity to the
microphone ( in the cases of certain of her
colleagues, breathing noises and other
assorted ' mouth music' also register too
strongly ). Though Julia Varady is a versatile
singer she is not particularly associated with
the role of the Countess, one that has a
tendency to bring the latent milksop out of
less imaginative sopranos. The control and
involvement that she demonstrates here are
noteworthy. Alan 'I'itus's Figaro, the odd
consonant sounded before the beat apart, is
conscientiously sung, if a little on the
earnest side: indeed the performance as a
whole reflects the current fashion for overemphasising the serious side of the opera at
the expense of the comic. Ferrucio Furlanctto, t'or example, sounds overly dark in
timbre and spirit for the Count, though once
again his appreciation of the text is keen.
Marilyn Schrniege's Cherubino is distinguished and both Heinz Zcdnik's Basilio and
Cornelia KWIisch's Marcellina nicely judged,
hut Siegmund Nimsgern's Hanoi° is overripe. The voices generally have aslight edge,
while the orchestral sound tends to be a
shade fuzzy and compacted. Some reservation then, but nevertheless a notable addition to the Figaro discography. [
13:1/21
George Hall
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concertos 2 & 3
Horacio Gutiérrez (pno)/Royal Concertgebouweirvi
Chandos CHAN 8889 (58m 26s)
These Concertos surely represent the cream
of the crop and it is therefore puzzling that
Boris Berman, who has recorded 1, 4 and
and the complete solo piano music for
Chandos, should have left them to another
pianist. At the sanie time it is difficult not to
feel grateful for his omission, since there is
little comparison between his clinically safe
and respectable playing and Guitérrez's
towering resilience and mastery. The
Second Concerto can rarely have been
despatched more powerfully in its entire
history, and only a certain nonchalance, an
occasional air of musical disengagement,
makes this performance less thrilling than

long deleted discs by Jacov Zak and Jorge
Bolet. Yet how grateful one is for a pianist
who never confuses strength with violence,
whose sonority is as musical as it is fullblooded.
The Third Concerto is no less successful.
Try the rapid demisemi-quavers of Variation
4 for one example of the sort of weight and
velocity at Gutiérrez's command. The final
variation, on the other hand, is loud and
momentarily steely, when it should surely
be pianissimo and delicate as marked ( a
magical passage, this, once described as like
two different forms of motion proceeding
simultaneously — like glimpsing a sprinter
from atrain window ). But the final pages are
suitably breathtaking and amply explain why
Gutiérrez is a legend among his fellow
pianists. Jârvi's contribution is finely tuned
to his soloist's often bewildering turns of
speed and, finely recorded, he is amore than
proficient partner. [
A:1]
lityce Morrison
Prokofiev's five concertos are also boxed on
CHAN 8938 ( 2CDs).
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2
Orchestre de Paris/Bychkov
Philips 432 101-2 (58m 20s)
This is adisappointing joint debut disc from
Bychkov and his Paris Orchestra, especially
in the light of enthusiastic rumours and my
own perverse fondness for his Conertgelxiuw Pathétique. I reached as far as the
over- moderato manner of the scherzo's
second subject before turning back to the
much- treasured RPO/Litton disc j
Virgin
Classics] to find out what was missing here.
And, across the entire span of this sometimes
magnificent epic, the answers seemed clear.
Litton is expansive, but there's always an
underlying tension to those luxuriant lyrical
counter-themes in first, second and tburth
movements. Bychkov lets the energy be
sapped by indulgence; Litton has a much
keener approach to syncopation, rhythmic
energy generally; and above all, there's space
around his strings which Bychkov's none too
cohesive Paris counterparts desperately
need. Hysterical climaxes sound ugly, not
opulent; at the other extreme, details like
the malevolent stopped horns between Figs.
29 and 30 of the Scherzo hardly register at
all. Although there are no cuts, Bychkov
passes over the exposition repeat in the first
movement ( necessary, Ithink, for asense of
scale) and almost immediately finds himself
in deep waters with the poco piz mosso; the
development thereafter — problematic,
admittedly — proceeds in fits and starts ( and
why, incidentlly, the bass drum thwack
added to bolster the final sff of cellos and
basses? It's not in the score). There is a
high-spot amidst this half-heartedness: a
gently-unfolding slow movement complete
with winsome clarinet solo and telling detail
in the divided string writing. But that's not
enough. IS:2/3]
David Nice
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 2 ID
Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini
Andrei Gavrilov (pno)/Philadelphia/Muti
EMI CDC 749 9662 (58m 33s)
Everything counts in this Rachmaninov
Second Concerto: not just the broad melodies — warmly gleaming in the hands of
Philadelphia violins and cellos — but also the
filigree piano textures, much more than
mechanically articulated by Gavrilov, the
bridge-passages, and above all the shape of
each movement. Muti is back on top form in
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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a sweeping. well- co-ordinated firstmovement development, raising tempertures to pave the way' for Gavrilov's largesses
in the nurestoso recap. That justifiably apart,
there are kw pianistic tricks and manners;
anyone who has listened in stupefaction to
Gavrilov's Rachmaninov in the concert hall
will be surprised at the disciplined romanticism of it all. In the Paganini Rhapsody, Iwas
bewitched by the freedom of the scherzando solo variation, t
he soloist's offsetting
of the orchestra in the minuet variation 12.
The climb to 1)- flat- major heights happens
rather quickly, and there isn't much room
for the sinister or the grotesque. hut Gavri)‘ and Nluti between them do drive home
die point that the pace should never be
slower than andante. Recording is close, hut
with equal measures of bloom and focus.
Concertos IA:1 * 111. Rhapsmit ,11/21.
David Nice
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3 D 3
Etudes tableaux — in g, Op.33:8 D in c,
Op.33:3 D in a, Op.39:2
Cristina Ortiz (pno)1 Philharm(mialleischer
Collins Classics 1246-2 ( 57m I1s)
This recording is a scintillating and stylish
start to a complete cycle of the Rachmaninov Concertos and the Paganini Rhapsody.
Rarely has Cristina Ortiz sounded more
delightfully herself, more vivacious, fluent
and individual. Leaving others to strain for
depth and significance, she paces her opening with a most natural grace and mobility.
l'he first hair-raising ,'doce flourish is suitably volatile, and the climax of the development has a superb fire and impetus to its
martial phrases. An exceptionally bold rit
prepares us, too, for a cadenza that is not
only an intriguing amalgam of both versions
but one that is most intricately phrased and
voiced: a Ur cry from the noisy toccata
offered by less sensitive pianists. The climax
in ( ii) is sonorous and musicianly, and in the
skittering brilliance of the scherzando variation the notes spin and dance off the pianist's
fingers like so much cotton. The finale, too is
dazzling in its effortless verve and facility.
The heavier chordal sections ( the first headlong pin mosso, for example ) are lightened
and varied so that all potential coarseness or
opaqueness is erased; and in the variation
commencing at 4m 21s the counter- melody
is most imaginatively etched. The a tempo
c
ome prima at 7m 455 ( adaunting cascade
even for the transcendentally equipped) is
thrown off with carefree abandon, and Miss
Ortiz's way of flicking off the tail ends of the
following arpeggios — charmingly and capriciously switching the melodic emphasis — is
witty and engaging.
Ivan Fischer. ( who partnered Jorge Bolet
in an altogether more sombre account on
Decca). provides a first-class partnership,
and the recording is beautifully natural and
realistically balanced. ' Ibis is very much as
one would hear this Concerto in the concert
hall. Some may find this performance more
decorous than trenchant, but it is certainly
far more fleet and musicianly than the
majority of recordings in the catalogue;
there is also the inestimable advantage of
absolutely no cuts.
For starters or encores ( according to your
programme plan) Cristina Ortiz adds three
enterprisingly chosen Etudes- tableaux,
relishing their dark- hued introspection after
so much high-powered virtuosity. And if the
sleeve confuses 01).33:3 in C with No.8 in
6- minor ( and then tells us that Op.33:8 is in
C- sharp- minor) this is only a minor irritant.
111.14 NEWS & RECORD RI', 1EW
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What Miss Ortiz actually plays is in any case
more interesting than what is printed, and
the G- minor Etude is given, like its companions, with all of this pianist's recognizable
impulsiveness and affection. IA:11
Bryce Morrison
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 12 'The
Year 1917' D Hamlet Suite ( 0p.32a) D
The Age of Gold Suite
Gothenburg .101Jiirri
DG 431 688-2 (77 m 21s)
They won't be playing this one too often in
the Soviet t;nion libe where? Edj any more,
though birvi — uniquely, in my experience —
manages to hunt out the real Shostakovich
beneath the revolutionary banner of No.12.
The outer movements, it's true, resume the
frantic activity of parts of the Eleventh, with
asimilar whirlwind crispness from this team
in both; but from their first full entry strings
have anew dark-grained nobility — aNielsenlike strength which the Gothenhurgers are
so good at conveying — and in the Allegretto
before the final question- mark peroration
Jiirvi bounces charges of note- spinning
momentarily aside. The revelation, though.
is in the slow movement: ostensibly a
mood- picture of Lenin brooding at Razliv on
the eve of the action, but it has nothing like
the Palace-Square anticipation of No.1 I.
Heavy- laden, beautifully textured departmental chorales and desolate solos speak of a
private world ahead: the introspective nearsilences of the late quartets and the Fifteenth
Symphony; a funereal trombone — wonderfully done here — takes us closer still to the
last Trump. Every slight bending of a slow
tempo, every expressive naunce betokens a
special dedication from birvi and his players;
the space and atmosphere of Gothenburg's
concert- hall, in the hands of the expert
Dehn-liergek team, help immensely.
The scabrous Fourth Symphony of the
mid- I9305, so long on cautious hold, had its
premiere in the same year as the composition of the Twelfth ( 1961 ); the companion pieces on this disc throw light on the
experimentalist of those freer- rein early
days. 'Ibis is the Hamlet not of the brooding
196-i film- music, but of the notorious 1932
Akimov production; if the mild naughtiness
of the Mahlerian pastiche in the first few
numbers doesn't give the game away, the
cheap ditty of drunk ( not mad) Ophclia
should. Heart is to be found briefly in the
Cradle Song and Requiem, more substantially in the Adagio from The Age of Gold,
where after a limpid soprano saxophone
solo birvi screws the climax up to a tension
worthy of the Lady Macbeth Passacaglia. An
inspired programme, then, with inspired
playing to match IA*:11
David Nice
SHOSTAKOVICH: 24 Preludes,
ALKAN: 25 Preludes, Op.31
011i Mustonen (pilo)
Decca 433 055-2 ("6m I
6s )

Op.34.

Now that cynicism concerning the competition circuit has reached apoint of no return,
the more enterprising record companies are
fishing elsewhere for talent. Decca's list of
pianists — for long second to none — has been
sadly depleted by the death of Jorge Bolet,
the defection of Alicia de larrocha to RCA,
and Vladimir Ashkenazy's decision to make
fewer piano recordings. Clearly. new blood
was urgently needed and It is dramatically
provided by 0111 Mustoncn.
For Decca to launch this young Finnish
pianist's recording career with a Shostako-

vich and Alkan recital suggests atotal belief
in his powers — a belief triumphantly vindicated. Avidly teasing out every possible
oddity from Shostakovich's Preludes, Mustonen makes a matchles case for their
whimsy and variety, whirling us through the
biting satire of 2 with dizzying pianistie
aplomb, and rt. 'ding us in 3that Most akovich invariably provides one more false turn
than one expects. His clarity in 5 is diamond
bright, and in 24, where Shostakovitch
leaves the best to last, his command is truly
extraordinary.
Alkan's Preludes reflect a different, more
substantial singularity. Paradoxes occur at
every turn, for here, surely, is the music of a
recluse who was also an extravert, a composer who could unite a mystical serenity
with a biting and mordant wit — enough to
take the ground from under even the most
sanguine listener's feet. The fifth is amassive
oddity, and in 6 Alkan makes an exceptional
case for his economy ( this, from the composer of the gargantuan Op.89 Etudes,
which take an eccentric virtuosity to previously uncharted lengths). The Fourteenth,
which blossoms from innocent beginnings
into an acerbic, sweet-and-sour harmony,
looks ahead to Poulenc; and in 18 Alkan
glances over his shoulder at Chopin ( they
were for long Paris next-door neighbours)
surveying his character as if through a
distorting mirror. Time and again there are
reminders that Alkan observed other people's styles and then turned them to his own
peculiar advantage with an uncanny and
ruthless skill. How typical of him, too, to
offer 25 rather than 24 Preludes, commencing and concluding his cycle in C- major.
Admirers of some of the strangest music in
the repertoire, and lovers of 011i Mustonen's
truly prodigious pianism need look no
further. Ni) information concerning this new
star in Decca's firmament is offered, but the
recordings are of a crystalline brilliance, of
true demonstration quality. IA*:1*I
Bryce Morrison
SIBELIUS: Scaramouche: Incidental
Music, Op.71 D Wedding March from
The Language of the Birds'
Gothenburg SO/Jiirvi
BIS CD-502 ( 68m 24s)
Sibelius obviously didn't realise quite what
he was letting himself in for when he
accepted the commission for music to
accompany the dance- pantomime 'Scaramouche' in 1912. In fact, what his publisher
Wilhelm Hansen hadn't nude abundantly
clear to him was that over an hour's worth of
continuous material would he required, and
not just a few incidental numbers here and
there. The finished score undoubtedly
makes agreeable listening: pretty, discreet,
with some characteristically atmospheric
sounds from a much reduced orchestra;
although its 64m duration will surely try the
patience and concentration of even the most
fanatical die-hard Sibelians. In that respect it
does seem strange that the composer never
got round to compiling aconcert suite from
a score containing such piquant melodic
invention; the nearest he ever came was to
sanction his son-in-law Jussi Jalas's 20m
compendium, available for a while on a
Decca 'Ace of Diamonds' 1.P. Still, with such
stylish, sympathetic Gothenburg playing and
lucidly balanced recording in the very best
BIS tradition, it remains an interesting document. Intriguingly coupled too: this 31
/m
2
Wedding March from 191 Ifor Adolf Paul's
drama "lbe 1.anguage of the Birds' is
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defiantly unrousing, its fickle scoring lending
these nuptials a distinctly nervy, anxious
feel. IA:11
Andrew Achetibach
R STRAUSS: Ein Heldenleben
Eulenspiegel
Chicago SO/Barenboim
Erato 2292-45621-2 ( 62m 40s)

ID

Till

The first Chicago Heldenleben recording
since the days of Reiner ( Solti's — with one of
Dccca's worst edits at the end of the Battle
sequence — was with the Vienna Philharmonic). And Daniel Barenboim's first Strauss
recordings since he did the Bourgeois Gentilhomme/Oboe Concerto for CBS ( 1976,
'78). Fin Heldenleben is prefaced by a
hugely enjoyable, ripe Till. To suggest it has
some of the characteristics of the classic
Furtwängler/EMI Till is perhaps to state the
obvious. No matter, Barenboim is evidently
now a bold, fully 'paid up' Straussian. New
prospects are suggested for post Karajan
supremacy ( I don't see 'Filson Thomas as
inheritor of the mantle, as implied elsewhere).
Fin Heldenleben starts with a raspy fullness. ( Incidentally, six entry points are
provided on the Cl); there's agood note by
the orchestra's programme annotator relating the CSO's early performances of Strauss;
and afull listing of CS() personnel is given —
Samual Magad takes the solos, as the ' Hero's
helpmate'. ) A comparatively grave picture of
the ' Adversaries' is painted, with an
impetuous thrusting aside as gleaming brass
fanfare the pure- toned portrayal of Pauline,
sweet but given with a certain classical
reserve. The ' Battle' is launched with something of the exultant, sweeping glory of that
wonderful first Karajan recording now on
CD]. Unscathed, the Hero emerges bathed in
Strauss's glowing orchestral lights — do the
memories of past works signal the Hero as
the composer himself, or was he cunningly
playing on the listener's own Straussian

experiences to convey the way the elderly
reminisce? Whichever, Barenboim ( with
one or two little exaggerations ) carries the
listener securely on that ethereal, breathcatching flight to the final brief postWagnerian apotheosis. And in this coda. the
Chicago horns could not sound more
German!
Iwould be inclined to put Barenboim's on
the Deldenleben shortlist: Krauss/Decca;
Karajan 1959 DG ( but not the other two);
Reiner/RCA; Biihm/DG; Beechanv'EMI. But
why on earth didn't the tape editor erase the
accidental flick of violin string in the epilogue crotchet rests, one before 85, Miissig
langsam( 58s into track 7 )? An inexcusable
blot. Producer for Erato at Orchestra Hall
was James Mallinson, no less. IA:1(*)]
Christopher Breunig
R STRAUSS: Salome
Studer/TerfelleysanekIlliestermann/Bieberl
Rorholm/Deutsche Opera Orch/Sinopoli
DG 431 810-2 ( 2C1)s. 101m 46s)
Never for a moment does this sound like
'fairy music by Mendelssohn' ( Strauss's celebrated injunction to the orchestra), but in
the recording studio it doesn't have to:
Sinopoli's Deutsche Opera players, on the
rich and rounded level with the skilfullymiked singers, stab far more than they
glitter. 'Ibis is aworld where every insidious
detail undercuts the main lyrical events.
Which can be a good thing in moments of
(deliberate) melodic banality such as
Herod's drinking song ( heckelphone loud
and sickly there), hut comes to seem like
texture-over- phrasing to the point of pathological coldness in the final scene.
Certainly it has never sounded the same
before. Studer works with Sinopoli on the
toughness of the transformation; where
every other soprano takes her opportunity
for aGrand Sccna — and with it the chance to
turn our sympathies in favour of the

thwarted teenager and her overpowering
nostalgia for what might have been — this
Salome has decidedly snapped, as Studer
tells us in ugly emphasis on the text and
contorted phrases. Beauty, for her, comes in
the curiosity of the first and only meeting
with Jokanaan — the apostrophe to the
prophet's ivory- statue beauty luminously
sustained, the three hymns hurled out
warmly and sensuously. There is appropriate
youthfulness in the voice, an appropriately
nervous throb to the vibrato under pressure;
it's all been thought out closely and carefully
(which has not been the case with all of this
prolific artist's recordings), though if you
want release rather than prolonged torture
at the end you would do better to turn to
Birgit Nilsson ( Solti) or Hildegard Behrens
(Karajan ).
The Jokanaan, young Welsh bass- baritone
Bryn Terfel. was an insired piece of casting
from acautious company: his ringing, ardent
creeds have every assistance from Sinopoli
who prefers to speed them along rather than
let ponderous time stand still. The flipside of
that casting is the none- too- cutting Herodias
of Rysanek, As her neurasthenic consort,
Horst Hiestermann equivocates with the
notes rather too often in the earlier stages,
though his desperate peace-offerings to the
princess work better than ever before, since
Sinopoli favours slower tempi at this point,
revealing some of the most astonishing
textures in the score, but not at the expense
of mounting panic. In short, the set has
sweep, detail, score-faithful singing for the
most part and spectacularly opulent recording — everything except the real lyrical
intoxication you find with Karajan and Solti.
But it is at least anecessary Salome for what
it tells us, albeit coldly, about Strauss's
turn- of- the- century art of orchestration.
IA:1(*)/21
David Nice
WAGNER: Gütterdânunerung
Behrens/Goldberg/Salminen1Weikl/Studer/
Schwarz/Dernesch/Troyanos/Gruber/
Wlaschiha/Hong/tiesling/Parsons/Met
Opera Orch & Ch/Levine
DG 429 385-2 (4CDs, 269m 53s)
In the unnatural order of release for Levine's
Metropolitan Ring, world's end comes
before bright new hope — Siegfried will
complete the cycle next year — and that may
well have been a case of DG cunningly
putting off the evil day. For the liability of
the last instalment is the supremely unimaginative hero of Reiner Goldberg. It would
be some compensation if he had the fearless
beaten- bronze sound of a true Heldentenor
to redeem the uncomprehending ramble
through the text, but you can forget that,
too. For Gütterdümmerung, he steers narrowly clear of sabotage: he is in reasonable
voice for the rapturous dawn duet, just
about fails to douse the hell- fire intensity of
everybody else in the second act, and has a
horribly stressful remembrance of woodbird
and Brünnhilde redeemed by the allenveloping incandescence of the orchestra
in his dying moments.
Otherwise, it is the striking Metropolitan
mixture as before, with a few cautions and
surprises. Ican only repeat in the wake of
Walküre (Dec '88, p121 ) that Hildegard
Behrens has neither the range of colour
possessed by the much- maligned Gwyneth
Jones nor the constant steely attack of
Nilsson — the upper register can sound
curiously girlish, lacking a lower resonance
(if you see what I mean); the Immolation
Scene flails between stern resolve and
NOVEMBER 1991
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swimmy portamenti. But her wrath in betrayal is formidable, terrifyingly committed.
The shriek of recognition when Brünnhilde
catches sight of the ring on Siegfried's finger
(rather than the A marked in the score) is
dramatically right, chilling the blood, and
the sheer superhuman power of the phrase
Gutrune heisst der Zauber' just before that
most lacerating of revenge trios is breathtaking. The real star of the set, however, and the
singer most attuned to Levine's well- earthed
reading, is Maui Salminen — black and keen
of intonation in Hagen's Watch, awesomely
flanked by brass in the summoning of the
vassals. Later in that exhausting act, as chaos
breaks out, Levine keeps brute force under
control with magnificent orchestral definition: strings, brass and woodwind all keep
their respective rhythmic patterns well to
the fore. A handful of passages can drag at
Levine's pace ( the early stages of the dawn
duet, the forlorn music with wan bassoon
solo depicting Brunnhilde's confusion in Act
Two), but it's only in Act Three that a few
inconsistencies begin to nag. The
Rhinemaidens' music is slow and heavy in
the first scene — agood dramatic point if you
consider, as did Chereau at Bayreuth, that
their lustre has waned since the rape of the
Fthinegold — but later, in the Immolation
Scene, where Brünnhilde turns her attention
to the water- nymphs, it's much faster ( and
that at ajuncture where Wagner has ' Mâssig'
— moderate — in the score). And the rest of
the sequence stays urgent — a curious
apotheosis to a reading which has nearly
always taken its time.
Levine's approach in that first scene also
puts his Rhinemaidens under stress; these
three, after all, are decisively not fledgling
Brünnhildes. The Noms, on the other hand,
are an impressive trio — a sometimes quavery but more often imposing Helga Dernesch, the lustrous Tatiana Troyanos and an
interesting recorded debut from the young
soprano Andrea Gruber. Bernd Weikl and
Cheryl Studer, as Gibichung siblings, are
inclined to quaver, too, which can be apt;
Hanna Schwarz, after an unsteady start,
makes Waltraute's narration the riveting
scene it should he. D(;'s sound tends to
hedge the strings a little, but otherwise
admirably reflects the careful balancing of
the strands and the imposing bass lines of
Levine's approach. It is the ideal recorded
Ring to study with ascore, missing just the
last ounce of electricity that crackles in the
Boulez recording (still unavailable on Cl))
but much more painstakingly detailed. In
that respect, if in that respect only, no other
cycle can quite match it. IA:1*/2/31
David Nice

she shapes aphrase with warmth and understanding, whereas Klaus Künig is inclined to
bark, and Peter Meven at this stage in his
career quite lacks the steadiness of line that
even the baleful Hunding requires. A disappointment. [A/13:2/3]
Peter Branscombe

WAGNER: Die Walküre, Act I
Dunn/Kônig/Meven/Pittsburgh SO/Maazel
Telarc CD 80258 (61m IIs)

WEBER: Der Freischütz
Ma Una! LindlAraiza/Scheibner1Lorenzl
Thomaschke/WlaschibalMoIllleipzig Radio
Ch/Dresden Staatskapelle/Davis
Philips 426 319-2 ( 2CDs, 136m 48s)

The issue of a single Wagnerian act seems
old-fashioned, and indeed direct comparison
suggests itself with historic recordings of
this same act under Walter, Elmendorff and
Knappertsbusch, all available on CI). The
new Maazel version has the undeniable
virtue of fine modern recording ( though
voices dominate the orchestra in away they
do not in the opera house), and it is a lean,
swift reading that creates considerable
power, as well as offering much interesting
detail from the fine Pittsburgh Orchestra.
However, it seems to my ears to lack the
magic, the weight and depth of Wagner's
achievement. And of the singers, only Susan
Dunn's Sieglinde accords much pleasure —
HI- 1.1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WAGNER: Parsifal
Meier/ferusalem/ van Dam/von Kanner',
TomlinsonIHiille/Berlin State Opera Ch/
BPO/Barenhoim
Teldec 9031-74448-2 ( 4CDs, 256m 13s)
Parsifal has been a lucky opera on the
gramophone, and Barenhoim and his fine
cast see to it that its good fortune continues.
For this, much credit must also be given to
Uldec's recording and production team,
who, in sessions in the Jesus-Christus-Kirche
Berlin between December 1989 and March
1990, have achieved a freshness of impact,
tactful balance and spacious perspectives
that allow Wagner's score to exert its magic
in a natural-sounding way. Daniel Barenboim's view of the score is fairly traditional,
middle of the road — his overall timings are
longer than those of Krauss and Jordan,
shorter than those of Knappertsbusch,
Levine and, above all, Goodall, and very
close to those of Karajan and Solti. There is
breadth and poise in the outer acts, vigour
and venom in the Klingsor act. Once or
twice he seemed to me to be taking the
music as slowly as it could bear, but his
singers hardly ever sound under strain,
partly at least owing to the disposition of his
forces which has the singers to the fore —
though orchestral detail, like the mighty
outbursts, is perfectly placed.
Waltraud Meier, the Kundry of the
Goodall and Levine sets too, repeats her
scaring, passionate assumption, and Siegfried
Jerusalem goes from strength to strength in
his mastery of the taxing title role. John
Tomlinson as Titurel and Jose van Dam as
Amfortas are alike admirable in conveying
the anguish, the latter also the ecstasy, of
their fates. Günter von Kamen is the Klingstir — dry, precise, sinister, musicianly. Me
Gurnemanz of Matthias Hiillc is thoroughly
reliable, intelligent, but somewhat lacking in
the range of inflection and sheer beauty of
the greatest interpreters of the role. The
Berlin State Opera Chorus sings with fervour
and weight of tone, and the playing of the
BP() is as assured, warm and elegant as ever.
Ireturn to Barenboim, who has seldom
done anything better than this in my experience: it is a reading of dramatic power,
nobility and sustained momentum to rival
even Karajan's interpretation of this music
drama. [
A:1*/11
Peter Branscombe

Here is a challenging new recording of
Weber's evergreen masterpiece — the first
new version ( as opposed to CD reissue ) for
many years. The true heroes here are, after
the composer, Sir Colin Davis and the
Dresden Staatskapelle, though the cast is
almost without exception of high quality.
Davis's is a dark-hued reading, flexible, yet
with tempos generally on the slow side ( thc
Peasants' March and the Waltz are almost
clumsy). Iwas made very conscious of the
hand of the recording producer ( Mike Bremner) both in the superimposed sounds ( village jollification compared with the panoply
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of the Wolf's Glen, for instance), and in the
hasty movement from Cuno's house for the
Bridesmaids' Scene to the forest for the
Huntsmen's Chorus. Technically though, the
quality is very high, with plenty of atmosphere and a musical balance that allows the
beautiful ( and also the sinister ) details of the
scoring to emerge without distracting attention from the overall blend of voices and
orchestra. The dialogue ( somewhat contentiously edited by August Everding) is well
handled, and the melodrama of the Wolf's
Glen is properly chilling. The veteran Will
Quadffieg as Samiel is magnificently, frighteningly, championed by Ekkehard Wlaschiha's baleful, superbly sung Kaspar, against
whom Francisco Araiza is a pale, if musical,
Max. Andreas Scheffiner is an unusually
char:It:m.1bl Kilian, Kurt Moll warm and firm
as the Hermit. The Ánnchen of Eva Lind is
prettily sung if abit lacking in blithe charm;
as Agathe, Karita Mattila seems rather matronly and at times uncomftirtably constricted. Despite the splendour of the
orchestra, chorus and some of the cast on
this new set, and its sonic excellence,
Keilberth, Kleiber and Kubelik still have the
edge. IA*/A:2]
Peter Branscombe
THE BRITTEN CONNECTION
BRIDGE: Dramatic Fantasia CI Gargoyle/
IRELAND: Ballade of London Nights/
BRITTEN: Five Walztes ( 1923-5) D Night
Piece/BERKELEY: Six Preludes/
STEVENSON: Sonatina Serenissima/
MATTHEWS: Five Studies
Anthony Goldstone (/ no)
Gamut Classics GAM CD 526 (69m I7s)
An imaginatively compiled survey of piano
music by Britten's teachers, friends and
admiring colleagues over the years. Many
will find it difficult to credit that both Bridge
offerings are actually the work of the same
man. His Dramatic Fantasia, completed in
1906, is an enjoyable, soundly structured
11 m essay couched in a conventional postBrahmsian idiom, simply worlds removed
from the harmonic audacity of Gargoyle
from 1928, whose skittish splinterings preecho the eldritch Scherzo of Bridge's
masterly Second Piano Trio from the following year. Anthony Goldstone gives a superbly stylish rendering of Ireland's wonderful
(and exceedingly tricky ) London evocation,
and manages to extract miraculous amounts
of eloquence from the ten-year-old Britten's
Five Walztes ( sic — having myself embarked
on an impossibly ambitious Prudle and
Fudge' for piano at the tender age of six, I
have every sympathy ). The nocturne Britten
wrote as a test-piece for the first Leeds
Competition in 1962 is no less sensitively
served — this is most atmospheric playing.
Lennox Berkeley's Op.23 Preludes date
from 1945 — characteristically pithy nuggets
of very Gallic charm and grace. For his
ingenious Britten tribute entitled Sonatina
Serenissima Ronald Stevenson draws upon
the letters which comprise the composer's
surname as abasis for development ( shades
of D-S-C- H ); three of its four miniature
movements movingly quote from Death in
Venice (hence its title). Lastly: Colin Matthews's Five Studies, which were conceived
during 1974-6 while he was Britten's amanuensis; none are in any way intimidating —
perhaps (v), with its minimalistic repeated
note-patterns, is the most immediately striking. lhe refined piano recording is close yet
admirably real, and, all told, this uncommonly rewarding anthology deserves to do
well. [
A/A*:1/11
Andrew Achenbach
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reflections
ARNOLD: Symphony 1 D Concerto for
Two Pianos ( Three Hands) D Solitaire —
Sarabande and Polka D Tam O'Shanter*
English Dances 3 & 5* SeHick & Smith
(pnos)/CBSO/Bournemouth
SO/
PhilharmonialArnold EMI CDM 764 0442
(76m 10s) *@) C) 1980, 1976 & 1956
Arnold's first symphonic outing from 1949 is
an anguished utterance indeed for a young
man of only 27, a bleak, bitter essay of
unremitting self-doubt and perplexity,
which typically raises far more questions
than it can answer. Orchestral discipline in
Bournemouth could ideally be sharper
under the composer's own authoritative,
spaciously conceived direction. From those
same vivid-sounding Culverhouse sessions
come the delightful Solitaire extracts. Me
amiable Concerto for Three Hands is a
delight, containing a central Andante con
moto of real beauty; the finale, with its St
Trinian's-style antics, would have gone
down a treat with the public at the 1969
Proms première, I'm sure. Arnold's roisteringly theatrical rendition of lam O'Shanter
from 1955 still sounds extremely well, with
some marvellous Philharmonia articulation.
An enticing 70th birthday anthology from
EMI. [
A:1/21 1A/B:11 [ C(H):1/11
Andrew Achenbach
BEETHOVEN: The Piano Trios Beaux Arts
Trio Philips 432 381-2 ( 5CDs, 358m 37s)
® recordings from 1979-83
An admirably planned set including not only
the eleven numbered works but also the
E- flat movement from the early 1790s, and
trio arrangements of both the Septet and the
Second Symphony. These, together with
Trios 4 & 5 are digitally recorded, the
remainder are analogue.
The fluency of the playing is admirable
throughout — especially in No.10 ( actually a
set of Variations on ¡
ch bin der Schneider
Kakadu). There are shades of differentiation
of timbre which were never evident in this
group's parallel comprehensive Haydn
recording.
Occasionally the big dramatic moments
pass by rather mildly. The opening of the
'Archduke' for example is very prosaic: slow
and mild with more attention to tapering of
phrases than to forward flow, and the
developmental section of the exposition of
(i) 180 seconds in junnecessarily stresses the
relatively unimportant piano passagework.
If the dramatic works seem a little understated ( the Ghost' Trio is not always positive either) the two big arrangements are
played with an admirable sense of scale. The
tempi for the Septet are ideal — Icould live
happily with a full-scale reading at these
speeds ( though the players might find them
hot at times). The Minuet and Scherzo, for
example, are beautifully poised.
In the Second Symphony there is also
much imagination — and a good deal of
healthy forcefulness. One or two elements of
the transcription disappoint: what apity that
the furious orchestral cello passage 80
seconds before the end of ( i) should here be
given to piano. Only the slow movement
disappoints in tempo: most orchestral performances are immensely too slow, and so is
this. There is too much proceeding carefully
up and down the scale and no real holding of
the melodic line; even so, the rest of the
work is an instrumental tour-de-force.
The immaculate intonation of the strings
and the general air of confidence make this
an admirable set, especially for those whose
taste is for rapt beauty rather than driving
drama. The recordings are far more realistic
than in the Haydn set reviewed below. Piano
is somewhat forward at times, and a touch
HI- 1
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more resin' on the cello would hase been
welcome, especially when recorded in analogue, but the sound glows attractively in an
ideally neutral acoustic. IA/B:1/4
Antony Hodgson
BF.RLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Été*/RAVEL: Shéhérazade El Deux mélodies hébraïques
D Trois poèmes de Mallarmé Danco
(sop)/Cincinnati SO/Johnson•lOSR/
Ansermet Decca 425 988-2 ( 60m 29s) part
(@, ® 1951, ' 54
Featuring the great Belgian soprano Suzanne
Danco ( now 80). this Cl) seems uncertain
about its mono/stereo status. The box liner
says stereo and the disc mono, while the
booklet offers no guidance on the point. In
fact the Berlioz is 1951 mono ( enhanced by
a whiff of stereo ambience?) and the Ravel
from 1954 is in stereo for the Shéhérazade
and Hebrew Songs, hut reverts to what again
sounds like subtly 'ambienced' mono for the
Mallarmé pieces. Slight tape noise is occasionally audible, and Ifelt that at fortissimo
Danco's voice sometimes scented uncomfortably close to overload. But admirers
should not be deterred, for her famous
precision of pitch, control of tone, and
clarity of enunciation are here much in
evidence for the delectation of vocal connoisseurs.
As for the songs, while the three Ravel
groups could perhaps be said to benefit from
acoolly detached manner, when it comes to
the Berlioz the singer's 'classical' style is less
apt. These are deeply emotional declarations
about love and loneliness, and for all her
suberb vocal command Danco seems on this
occasion to have been too remote from
Berlioz's essentially Romantic spirit. For a
'historic' Nuits d'Été by arenowned Frenchspeaking artist, Iwould opt for Crespin on
Decca 417 813-L (B/C:1/31
John Crabbe
HAYDN: The Piano Trios Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 432 061-2 ( 9C1)s, 634m 20s) ®
1971-79
A well-known set by a most distinguished
group of musicians. Robbins Landon's chronology of the -i5 trios ( albeit three arc lo-. t
is also used for the sequence on the discs;
cross-indexing between Hoboken and
Lanckm is provided.
These recordings were made over a
period from 1970 to 19 7 8 commencing
with the most popular of them all, Hob XV,
the one with the Hungarian finale. Compare
this with the last recording and the con-

sistency of approach is very obvious. It is a
matter for discussion however, whether it is
entirely appropriate that Haydn's invention
in Trio form should sound identical in
timbre from the earliest — which without
doubt used harpsichord as the keyboard
instrument — to the last, which might well
have been played in England on a Broadwood. One group from 17 72 re- uses works
composed for Prince Esterházy's favourite
instrument, the baryton. This should imply
some underlining of the cello substitute.
Similarly there are works — especially those
with variation movements — where there are
florid violin solos.
The Beaux Arts Trio has one solution to
everything: employing a weighty modern
piano, they play in such a way that this
instrument predominates and the recording
ensures that it does. The violin is always
beautiful: silvery clear and immaculately
played. Isidore Cohen's recorded experience in Haydn chamber music goes back to
the 40-year old pioneering recordings by the
Schneider Quartet of which he was a member, so it would scarcely he other than
superbly stylish, yet there is always the sense
of his being slightly subordinate to the
piano. Cello is consistently underbalanced.
In movements such as Hob. XV: 20(i) the
lovely deep Schubertian pedal- notes for
cello are barely audible, and in many slow
movements the bass is no more than lightly
touched in. I switched back and forth,
listening to works of different periods in
juxtaposition, hut there was no difference of
emphasis in balance anywhere. As a result
we have the sad situation of one Haydn work
sounding much like another — a canard I
have often challenged, yet sonically it is here
made true.
Features of the playing include amazing
accuracy, delightful touch, generosity with
repeats and ideal judgement of speeds.
Despite this, there is no sense of period — at
times one might be listening to 19th-century
violin sonatas. The ear longs for a distinct
and positive string bass, not the mere
thickening of the pianist's left hand that we
are mostly offered.
Iconfess to delight at the opportunity to
rediscover these works, but the air of
sameness was at times depressing and I
could never take more than one or two at a
sitting. My grading tends to blame the
engineers for balance ( though never for
quality) yet the musicians must have
approved it. IC:1/21
Antony Hodgson
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reviews
MOZART: Lieder and Concert Arias Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (sop)/Walter Gieseking (pno)1Alfred Brendel (pno)/LSO/Szell
EMI CDH 763 7022 (70m 40s) C) 1956,
1970
This treasurable reissue contains the 16
lieder and chansons that Schwarzkopf and
Gieseking recorded in 1955, and four arias
recorded in 1968: a poised, affecting 'Ch'io
mi scordi di te?' with Brendel an equal
partner, 'Vado, ma dove?', 'Alma grande', and
'Nehmt meinen Dank', these four accompanied by the LSO and George Sze11. The
transfers are very successful, with the natural balance of Leg,ge's sessions providing an
object lesson. The solitary black mark is to
EMI for not providing the sung texts. It
would not be Schwarzkopf if there were not
the occasional touch of archness in the
singing; but who else of that or any other
vintage so often catches the essence of a
song or aria, stamps here own inimitable
personality so touchingly on miniature or
masterpiece? 1A/11:1*/1] Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Don Giovanni Soloists/Vienna
State Opera Ch/VPO/Furtwiingler EMI CHS
763 82 ( 3CDs, 181m 55s) @IC) 1986
1986 was the year when this marvellous
performance was brought out on LP. The
tapes originate in an Austrian Radio relay
from the Salzburg Festival of 1954, and
though the mono sound is dated, and at
times rough (cg in the graveyard scene),
Paul Baily's digital remastering makes this
much more than an exercise in nostalgia for
opera- lovers with long memories. The cast is
not uniformly strong, and even some of the
old State Opera stalwarts are below their
best ( Dermota uningratiating, Edelmann
lacking nimbleness as Leporello). Siepi was a
splendidly dynamic, if slightly bottom- heavy
Giovanni, hut he points the recitatives eloquently. Erna Berger was well past her best
by 1954, but her Zerlina is touching, and the
young Walter Berry is a powerful Masetto.
The loveliest singing comes from Elisabeth
(;rümmer as Anna and Schwarzkopf as Elvira.
But it is Furl-wangler who makes this performance irresistible. l'he tempi are often
slow, yet abundant dramatic touches as well
as lyricism help build up the tension and
sustain the momentum of one of his last
performances ( he died, far too young, 16
weeks later ). The VP() play with warmth and
beauty of tone, and the whole performance
has a poise, coherence and nobility that are
nowadays all too rare. The insert booklet
contains complete Italian libretto and
English, French and German notes and
synopsis. [
B/C:1*/21
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Don Giovanni Soloists/London
Opera Ch/LPOISolti Decca 425 169-2
(3CDs, 176m 42s) (D 1979
Solti's 1978 sessions gave us a very full
account of the opera ( 4LPs comfortably
reduced to three CDs), including the numbers written for the Vienna revival. As
remastered here it makes apowerful impact
both through the vivid direction and the
expert recording, which manages to be
dramatic, clear and atmospheric without the
slightest sense of artifice. Outstanding in a
fine cast is Margaret Price as Anna ( even she
leaves us in no doubt as to the taxing nature
of ' Non mi dir'); Sylvia Sass is agusty Elvira,
Lucia Popp afresh-voiced yet tender Zerlina.
Stuart Burrowes is a strong, mellifluous
Ottavio, Afred Sramek and Kurt Moll firmvoiced and dependable as Masetto and the
Commendatore. The Giovanni and Leporello
of Bernd Weikl and Gabriel Bacquier likewise are thoroughly reliable; though the
master lacks something in charm and verve,
the servant comes over as a real character.
There is agood choral contribution, and the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORI) REVIEW
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LP() plays finely — cool and lean, by comparison with the VP() ( and none the worse for
that). This is not one of the recordings of
this opera that one absolutely has to have,
but it possesses many virtues, notable among
them its completeness, the lively handling of
the recitatives, and Price's Anna. [
A:1/21
Peter Branscombe

CLASSICAI,
early symphony, too: achastening reminder
that he might have better occupied the time
spent on Tchaikovsky remakes in taking a
look at less over-exposed Russian symphonies with his hyper- romantic American
band. Still, we should be grateful for this.
[A*/A:1*/2]
David Nice
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 2*
Partita LPO/Boult Decca 430 366-2 (65m
38s) (D recordings from • I952 (g, ' 56
Boult's early stereo recording of Partita for
Double String Orchestra was originally coupled with Symphony 8; he re-recorded it for
EMI in 1976. Its Intermezzo ( iii) was a
'Homage to Henry Hall' — the reference to
Here's to the next time is clearer in the trio
of ( ii), but Michael Kennedy claims it's
discernible in both movements. Ilike this
earlier performance, which has conic up
quite well; but there's upper string discoloration and some right channel bias. IC:1]
The ' London' Symphony corresponds very
commendably to my original IX' pressing
(which has alittle more bloom and weight ).
I'm glad no attempt has been made to
modify the character of this vital performance — listen to the way Boult rips into the
whiff of afugue in the Scherzo, to the colour
of the trio with concertina and public house
revelry, or the night's shivers in the coda.
[H:11
Christopher Breunig

SCRIABIN: Symphonies 1-3 D The Poem
of Ecstasy D Prometheus* Stefania Toczyska (m-sop)/Michael Myers (ten)/Dmitri
Alexeev (pno)/Philadelphia/Muti EMI CDS
754 2512 ( 3CDs, 188m 14s) 0 1986, '89,
90 new
The symphonic odyssey of Scriabin is a
strange, if single-minded one, and it ranges
from the Wagnerian forest murmers of the
First Symphony through to the Lurex, preMessiaenic raptures of the Divine Poem and
the pseudo- mystical chromatics of Prom.
etheus. Beauty and depth of sound are vital
guides throughout, and Muti's velvety Philadelphia strings, much aided by warm EMI
engineering, rarely disappoint. The conductor's idiosyncratic shaping hand remains in
evidence throughout: a mixed blessing as
exemplified in the similar approaches to the
Second and Third Symphonies. The careful
within- bounds construction of 2 ( it received
its premiere in 1902 under the cautious
guidance of Liadov ) needs, and gets, creative
help — not for Muti the one uniform tempo
throughout the Allegro second movement.
Yet contrasting subject matter doesn't
always require the same highlighting speedwise: compare Sinopoli's DG account of 3
(his finest orchestral disc to date) and you
hear an altogether more hypnotic unfolding
of Scriabin's lofty pretensions. Sinopoli also
has the right measure of excess for the
reiterated touch of divine grandeur, whereas
Muti for once doesn't — there is something
prosaic in his final ' divine game', which is a
pity since it's the first time Scriabin came
close to achieving his special brand of
apotheosis, and after the four-square victory
hymns of the previous symphonies we're in
need of something extraordinary. No matter;
that comes — and in neighbour-deafening
waves — in the climaxes of the Divine Poem.
Prometheus, too, finally liberates the
world in this performance. It's hardly
Alexeev's fault if — like Muti in the Third
Symphony — he cannot realise all of
Scriabin's voluptuary demands: Iwonder if
they're all to be found in the music in any
case. But he does scintillate towards the end
with ever-increasing ardour, and it's an
extraordinary coda to the set. Mud relishes
the sweet-toothed Glazunov vein of the

BRITISH BRASS — Fanfares by Bax, Bliss,
Brian, Britten, Tippett D Music by
Arnold, Walton PJBEIJones1Howarth/
Iveson/Snell Decca 430 369-2 ( 70m 35s ) 0
1970, ' 76, '79
Each British composer has an identifiable
voice in these ceremonial and other fanfares.
There's also adark funeral march by Britten
(1936), sharing a Russian theme heard in
Shostakovich 11. The compilation — where,
incidentally, Decca have inextricably muddled up attributions to directors — includes
the Brass Quintet and Symphony by Malcolm Arnold ( once an orchestral trumpeter), and ends with Elgar Howarth's transcription, with percussion, of the Walton
Spitfire Prelude & Fugue. Arnold's Quintet
has a finale familiar as a signature tune; its
opening movement hints at the Britten
Young Person's Guide. The Symphony was
written for Philip Jones, whose many ensemble recordings were a mainstay of the old
Argo catalogue. Recommended, even
perhaps to those who shy away from the
genre. [
A:1/11
Christopher Breunig
MAAZEL OVERTURES
BEETHOVEN: Fidelio D Leonore 1-3
Israel PO/Maazel IMP X 9034 ( 42m 18s ) (D
1962
VERDI: La Forza del Destino/
BEETHOVEN: Prometheus/BERLIOZ:
Roman Carnival/GLINKA: Russian &
Ludmilla/BRAHMS: Academic Festival/
ROSSINI: La Gazza Ladra Cleveland/
Maazel IMP X 9027 (47m 40s) C) 1976
Two spectacular recordings ( in their time)
from Decca. Outstandingly good playing
from the Israel Philharmonic — even if
Maazel showily exploits the music, you have
to admire the preparation and, as always,
he's too perceptive a conductor to ignore.
IA:11 The mixed programme — track sequence as heading — dates from his Cleveland
tenure. Transfer level much higher here,
brass chording at the beginning of the Verdi
(second subject droopy! ) tending to curdle.
String articulation superlative. Ultra-slick
Rossini and a very fine Brahms Academic
(vulgarized ending excepted) make for a
'must'. [
B:1/11 It would be good to have
this as an audiophile analogue LP once more,
if re- licensing were possible.
Christopher Breunig
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Mike Manning Audio

112

Pioneer Europe

Michaelson Audio

36

Monitor Audio Ltd

IBC

Progressive
Radar Developments

116
16,76

84

Tannoy Ltd

Beyer Dynamic Ltd

118

82

Tandy Corp

BBC RDS Systems
Billy Vee

90

108
8
12,13

The Listening Room

80

The Sound Organisation

66

Trim Records

76

Vinyl Tube Audio

40

Wilmslow Audio

96

90
22,23
116
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AMERICAN
EXPLORERS
BOOZOO ClHAVIS:
BOOZOO CHA VIS
Elektra Nonesuch 755961146-2 (43m 53s)
CHARLIE FEATHERS:
CHARLIE FEATHERS
Elektra Nonesuch 755961147-2 ( 41m 09s)
JIMMIE DALE GILMORE:
AFTER AWHILE
Elektra Nonesuch 755961148-2 ( 38m 36s)
JOHNNIEJOHNSON:
JOHNNIE B. BAD
Elektra Nonesuch 755961149-2 ( 44m 50s)
VERNARD JOHNSON:
I'M ALIVE
Elektra Nonesuch 755961150-2 (40m 23s)
American ' roots' music
couldn't have asked for better
support than that of a major
label like Elektra. Noble though
the efforts of the indies may be,
they still ain't got the clout of a
WEA subsidiary, especially
when the latter is prepared to
market the discs as something
'special': in uniform artwork,
sporting the American
Explorer Series logo. And the
inevitable fawning hype from
Andy Kershaw can't undermine
my faith in this stuff.
The first titles cover zydeo,
C&W, rockabilly, rhythm &
blues and funk — five genuine
American art forms which owe
nothing to outsiders. Even the
French content of zydeco is so
yankified' that Idefy any Parisian to make tête or derrière
out of the Louisiana patois.
Here we have Boozoo Chavis —
whose 1954 hit ' Paper In My
Shoe' virtually launched
zydeco on vinyl — with an
eponymous CD full of brandnew recordings produced by
NRBQ's Terry Adams. Chavis
developed a ( small) cult
through releases on hard working British labels; the passing of
Clifton Chenier allowed Chavis
to claim the ' King of Zydeco'
tag. If you can handle accordion and fractured French,
you'll adore this. (
A:1/21
Charlie Feathers, one of
CARLA BLEY: THE VERY BIG
CARLA BLEY BAND
Watt 23 ( 52m 54s)
Distributed by New Note
Sixteen men and two women —
not all that big, actually, but the
sound certainly is, and it is
recorded with enough edge to
delight or dismay according to
the company present when this
is played. It deserves better than
to be background party music
DM NEWS 8: RECORD REVIEW

rockabilly's great lost causes.
also has an eponymous release.
Recorded at the Sun Studios in
Memphis and produced with
total sympathy by the amazing
Ben Vaughn ( whose own pop
releases are small masterpieces), Charlie Feathers
sounds like 1955. There's a
great ' re-make' of a classic he
supplied to Elvis, 'We Can't
Seem To Remember To
Forget', and abizarre version of
'You're Right, I'm Left, She's
Gone'. Teds: you have been
warned. IA/B:11
Jimmie Dale Gilmore, like
his buddy Butch Hancock, is
best known within the confines
of his state ( Texas) and as a
source of hits for others. Will
After Awhile relieve him of his
back-stage persona? Dunno,
but it's sensational honky-tonk
country music whatever way
you slice it. (A:1/11
R&B is represented by no
less a luminary than pianist
Johnnie Johnson, who pays tribute to his former employer —
Chuck Berry — with the title of
his Elektra offering, Johnnie B
Bad. A Living Legend who featured on tracks such as
'Maybelline' and ' Roll Over
Beethoven', Johnson has
anyway, because Carla, classically-grounded, is leading, from
the piano, some of the most
original arrangements to he
heard today. If one must play the
influences game, Gil Evans
comes to mind, but there is also
space from some star soloists
including our own Dave Sheppard. The international line-up
also features the brilliant and
original trombonist Gary Valente
and agile trumpeter Lew Sole«
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enough clout to call on Eric
Clapton, Keith Richards ( who
produces two tracks) and most
of NRBQ, again with Terry
Adams at the controls. If this
had 'Chess' stamped all over it,
you wouldn't bat an eyelash.
Zoom straight to cut 8, ' Key To
The Highway', for an instant
buzz. IA:11 for what surely
will be acollector's item in five
years' time.
New to me but shooting
straight to the top of my
favourite artists listing is Vernard Johnson, asax player who
blends gospel and funk into a
cohesive sound that recalls
such diverse labels as Stax,
Specialty and Blue Note all at
The five long tracks are all Car la's originals; the most accessible
is naturally the one which is
nearest to traditional blues
chords. But throughout the dise
there are unexpected facets such
as counterpoint — and, as she
leaves far behind the swing era's
assumption that dancing was the
raison d'etre of big bands, there
are wayward variations in
tempo. In view of that, more
variation in the dynamics would

once. Ben Vaughn has wrenched an awesome sound out of
Johnson for I'm Alive, so raw
and rocking that the gospel
element is almost camouflaged.
Which is the way you have to
go about turning sinners into
saints, I suppose. Magnificent
stuff, no matter who you rate
for reed sucking. 1A:1**1
Idon't know when the next
batch is due, but I've read that
the artists are signing for just
one release apiece: that way
Elektra can unearth more
deserving artists than it otherwise might. Who knows?
Maybe the A&R guy will fly to
Philly and find Howard Tate...
Ken Kessler
have been welcome. But the
recordings, in Ludwigsburg. Germany, fully deserves their star.
[A*:11
Denis Argent
BROS: CHANGING FACES
Columbia 4688171 MC
It would be easy to dismiss this
as derivative and irrelevant without even listening to it. Probably
because they're young, talented
and handsome. Bros are
113

resented, and have become the
current whipping boys of the
cynical, backbiting music media.
But, after many years of experience, Ihave found that even the
most unlikely album can reveal
hidden depths and yield unexpected pleasures when
approached with an open mind
and an unprejudiced attitude. So
ignore all the bitter journalistic
sniping and listen to this album,
as I have done, several times,
carefully and thoughtfully, taking
into consideration the meaningful lyrics, the new insights of
Matt and Luke, the many hours
of studio time spent on it, the
quality of the session players
used and the depth of feeling in
the vocals. Then dismiss it as
derivative and irrelevant.
Because that's what it is.[A:41
Johnny Black
THE BULGARIAN STATE
FEMALE CHOIR: MYSTERES
Jaro ( CD) 4153 ( 5-nn I5s )
There are a lot of strong vocal
traditi(ms throughout the world,
but this is probably the most
exciting and accomplished of all
choirs currently doing the
rounds. Its true that as they have
become more professional they
have become more slick and
folky-showbiz in their performance. But nothing can take away
from the sheer directness and
incisive power of their singing.
They start with asound, a backof- the- throat sound which is distinctive, then they add unusual
harmonies — parallel seconds is a
kind of trade mark. On top of
that they have got the odd Bulgarian rhythms to play with, and
complex phrases which go on
for longer than you'd expect.
hlere they have retained the oldstyle sound, hut have added
some touches which are
decidedly modern. Guests on
this CD are members of Sarband
who have amuch less successful
release on this German label —
they sound better in this context, however. If you haven't
heard this music yet, you're in
for atreat. 1A*:1*1
Ken Hyder
FATHER FATHER: WE ARE
ALL SO VERY HAPPY
Go! Discs 828 258-2
Go! Discs have amazingly good
taste and hit- spotting ability. The
Housemartins, The I.as, The
Beautiful South, Beats International have all earned big bucks
fbr Andy MacDonald's label and
now, he hopes, so will Father
Father. Ile may be right. Father
Father do what Wet Wet Wet
would like to do hut can't quite
cut. They play great, traditional
soul in the Gaye/Robinson
mould. Lots of brass, lots of
voices and afront vocal with that
magic touch. Jowl Richardson is
not Marvin Gaye, hut he can
certainly sing and he and
II #

Stephen Powys know how to
write a song: ' lbe Winds Of
Change' is a great number. That
said, Isuspect MacDonald's plans
for these two may fall flat thanks
to some rather uninspired production that has none of the
true, spine- tingling, follicle.
erecting emotional rush of a
truly classic soul recording. This
all sounds fix) clean and cosy.
Send them to Detroit, Andy.
113:11
Neville Farmer
MARK GEFLNINO AND THE
SLUGGERS: 1RADARTOIVN
RCA Records PD9Q550
When I first heard Germino's
minor Brit hit ' Rex Bob Lowenstein' I found it quirky but
interesting — no more than that.
The name Mark Germino slipped
from my memory so Ithought
nothing when Ipicked up this
disc. But my initial feelings about
yet another American rock and
roll poet steadily dissipated as
the quality of the songs took
over. Delivered with a gritty
Nashville accent, every song on
Radarlown has a story worth
listening to, in the tradition of
Warren Zevon, Bruce Hornsby,
Robbie Robertson, Bob Seger,
Springsteen. The music is distinctly Nashville but with plenty
of halls and ground glass. And
there at the end of the CD is dear
old ' Rex Bob Lowenstein' —
probably the worst song on the
album hut a great story about a
DJ who locks himself into the
studio and plays only the songs
he wants until the police cart
him off. Iwon't play this record
every day hut, with songs of the
standard of "Me Exalted Rose'
throughout, this disc won't go to
waste. IA:1]
Neville Farmer
JOE LOVANO: LANDMARKS
Blue Note ( CD) CDP 796108 2
(55m 20s)
Joe Lovano has just about
arrived. Having made aname for
himself as a consummate sideman with the likes of Paul
Motian and John Scofield,
Lovano seems poised to he the
next tenor saxophone main- man.
He's done it not through innovation as such — innovation has
slowed down a lot in jazz since
he deaths of Dolphy, Coltrane
and Ayler — but through a

reworking of established principles. like nearly all tenor players, Invano borrows and builds
on ' 1'rane's legacy. But there's a
link with older mainstream jazz
too: liwano's solos are built on
solid foundations. He's the master of phrasing and tonal variation. 'Ibis is a strong muscular
release with good support from
pianist Ken Warner, guitarist
John Abercrombie, bassist Marc
Johnson and drummer Bill Stewart, 1A*:11
Ken Hyder
KATHY MATTEA: TIME
PASSES BY
Mercury 846975-1
At the time of writing, this album
has been in the US Country
charts for nearly six months. Yet
it's safe to forecast that it won't
mean a light in this country.
Which is sad, because it's not at
all a had release. After all, apart
from one track ( an ill- chosen
re- run of ' From A Distance') it's
produced by Allen Reynolds, the
man who masterminded the
cross-over success of Don William and Crystal Gayle, and the
selected songbook, if not
remarkable, doesn't tread the
usual Nashville trail. So whatcha
get is an intelligent approach to
the problem of moving out of
Music City yet hanging on to the
loyalty of those who hug ()pry
tickets to their hearts. Mattea, for
her part, while not possessing an
immediately- recognisable voice,
performs knowingly, offering

light and shade in her renditions.
And her back-up musicians perform with equal subtlety, forcing
the listener to grab fur the credit
listings which, alas, do not exist
(I bet the IS edtion includes all
details). Anyway, how could you
fail to admire any album that
contains a song about holes
('Whole lama Holes' )? Ithought
not. [
A*1/2]
Fred De/lar
DAVE McKENNA:
SHADOWS N' DREAMS
Concord CCD 4467 ( 55m 35s
Fourteen tracks linked by the
title — ' Darn That Dream' of
course — and some themes from
well outside the jazz standards
range, such as Harry Warren's
'Shadow Waltz', and one of the
lesser songs from The King and
I, '
I Have Dreamed'. lbere is
enough of the familiar hardhitting McKenna to satisfy those
who relish the way that powerful
left hand makes bass or drums
support unnecessary, hut what
makes this 1990 recording different from his many previous
Concord releases is the inclusion
of two gentle McKenna originals,
`Shadowland' and
Dream ' n'
Blue'. These sound as if he is a
secret lover of Debussy and the
Satie of the G.)
,
mnopédies as well
as being what the notes call king
of the saloon pianists. But he can
weave melodious jazz out of any
forgotten song of the 1930s like
'Me and My Shadow', a song
whose credits to Billy Rose, Al
Jolson and Dave Dreyer make us
wonder who wrote it and who
was cut in on the royalties. But,
with McKenna playing, who
cares now? IA:1]
Denis Argent
METALLICA: METALLICA
Vertigo 510 022-2 (62m 39s)
The precious metal market is
booming once again. All those
hairy chaps who one imagined
were roadies for Brinsley
Schwartz turn out to be ripsnorting rock'n'rollers with
enough attitude for a continent.
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Ont: of the foremost combos
currently abusing the hoards is
MetaIlic,i. our dudes from California whiise last album is now
being recycled as hubcaps. The
new offering is a rather better
effort, the band having ditched
the Stravinsky pretensions of its
predecessor. The first track.
'Enter Sandman', could accurately be described as ablast, and
there's plenty more where that
crept from. For some reason, it
takes everyone by surprise to
find a slow song on a metal
album, despite the fact that Led
Zeppelin immortalized the form
with 'Stairway to heaven' and
Black Sabbath used to play very
little else. Indeed, james Hetfield, the lead singer. is himself
amazed to find the band with a
ballad on the new record. It's
called ' Nothing Else Matters'
and, when questioned, lietfield
denied its existence. Eventually,
he relented and described the
song as ' beyond ballad'. Metallica
is Spinal Tap. IA:21
¡'ele Clark

tracks to Franck's obscure hut
powerful lyrics, Rainhirds have
become a captivating prospect,
like an angry young minimalist
version of the Eurythmics, dipping in and out of the dank
puddles left behind when unfulfilled relationships drip dry. Easy
listening it ain't, because neither
Franck nor Haage seems
remotely interested in providing
catchy choruses, but the
intensity of their vision in cuts
like "Ilings Change' and ' lia! Ha!
Houdini's laughing' makes
replays increasingly rewarding.
IA:11
Johnny Black
RATCAT: TINGLES
rootArt 868573-2 ( 23m 30s )

How can a nation that excretes
such godawful 'IV shows simultaneously churn out such vital
bands? Sydney's Ratcat reminds
me a great deal of my beloved
Screaming Blue Messiahs,
because of their inexplicable
ability to fuse huzzsaw guitars,
distorted voices and tales of
demented evil with aclassic pop
THE ORCHIDS: UNHOLY SOUL
sensibility that simultaneously
Sarah CD SARAH 605CD (-1Im
conjures up "Ile Ramones and
"35 )
The Beach Boys. On this mini
album, frontman Simon Day's
The sound of Sarah has stirred
unhealthy obsession with violent
the hearts, if not the minds, of
death permeates almost every
indic fans for yonks, or thereabtrack, climaxing in the gruesome
outs. Every record seemed to
commence with a loving strum ballad ' My Bloody Valentine',
while most of the vocals dis- rendered more sinister by its
appeared in wispy smoke up a plaintively twangling guitars and
ominous scaping sounds. Crank
country cottage chimney. But
with the arrival of (mho!)' Soul, a it up, play endlessly for a week
then file under weirdsville until
reassessment of the Bristol
you need another shot. IC:1]
label's place in the world must
Johnny Black
surely he on the cards. For The
Orchids, a ( rl.igow band, not to
THE REAL PEOPLE:
be confused with MCA's hunch
THE REAL PEOPLE
of Hollywood female bubblegum
Columbia Records 468084-2
chompers, sound like a major
outfit ready to step up a league
or two. The guitars are there to
be sure. And so too are those
vocals, cream-soft and summer
set, though ' 11w Orchids can also
adopt ahypnotic ' n' heavy guise
for the likes of ' Frank De Salvo'
or become whistle- happy in
order to deliver the mishapen
lurch that is ' Me Sadness Of
Sex'. But its the sunlit songs to
which you return, melodic
affairs that someh w superglue
themselves to your mind. And as
you hum along, while quaffing
your pint of mead, the thought
strikes that, given the right
breaks, '11w Orchids themselves
could be downing champagne in
next to no time. IA:1I Fred Dellar
RAINBIRDS: TWO FACES
Mercury 848554-2 ( -1-im 32s)
Still big in Europe, Germany's
Rainbirds oiler their third album
with a streamlined band, down
from four to two, and a much
tighter focus from nimbletongued mainperson Katharina
Franck. With experimental computer keyboardist Ulrike Haage
providing atmospheric soundIll- Fl NI-' s& RECORD REVIEW
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"fht: nice zhing about the current
trend for lane guitar bands is
that old hippies like myself can
easily identify with the music
and can sit with a smug smile
and say ' Iwas there the first time
round.' All right, Iwas only ten
years old but Iwas there. The

Real People sound like Syd Barrett fi)llowing effective therapy.
They play accessible pop tunes
with unchallenging lyrics about
the summer and opening minds
and memories of girls climbing
inside those summery, open
minds. If the Real People don't
succeed it will not surprise me
any more than if they do. And it
won't really matter if they don't
— except to them and their
dependents at Columbia —
because there are a thousand
more bands to follow them. But
if they do, I'll feel happier than I
do about Vanilla Ice's success.

'the Real People don't move
musical mountains, hut I like
them and that should be enough.
IA/B:1/2]
Neville Farmer
DIANA ROSS: THE FORCE
BEHIND THE POWER
EMI CD CDP 70-7154-2
(58m 17s )
Poor Di. She still wants to be
Bahs Streisand when everyone
else ( with the exception of Mary
Wilson) wishes she was still in
the middle of The Suprenws.
N'ou don't believe? Then check
the chart hooks. Her last major
hit was a Motown remix, while
her only other top 20 single in
the past nine years was'Chain
Reaction', aMotown peak period
pastiche. Since she and Berry
Gordy went their separate ways,
fashioning a new image has
proved one hell of a job. The
¡'Orce Behind The Power opens
as though the breakthrough is
about to happen, Diana strolling
on in appealing fashion on the
back of 'Change Of Heart', a
Terry Britten/Graham Lyle song
deserving of hit status. Then,
before you can say 'Vend', the
lady's opted for her Hollywood
cocktail mode and rendering
Albert Hammond's ' When N'ou
Tell Me That Love Me' with her
tear- stained eyes trained on
those who dish out Oscars.
There are other compensations,
a skip- along ' Heavy Weather'
II

ON OEM IN KENT
Superb equipment from: Michell, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend,
Kuzma, Rega ( arms only), Helius, SME, Audionote, Goldring,
Koelsu, Milltek, Ortolon, Decca, Audio Innovations, Rose Industries,
Audio Technica, Kelvin Labs, Albarry, Sugden, Proac, TDL, Glastonbury, Snell. Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander, Ruark, Marantz, Alphason, Supra, Kimber, Vecteur. QED, Target, Pirales, Cardas Cable.

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
If, like us, you believe in the superiority of
Analogue reproduction and, in particular, the
ability of vinyl to convey the maximum in listening
pleasure - you need to visit our studio.
Here we can offer you what we consider
the ultimate in domestic musical reproduction. No
shelves of flashy boxes or flavours-of-the-month,
just awealth of the finest hi-fi we can find.
Croft * Albany * EAR * Sound Design
* Tube Technology * Space Deck *
Space Arm Mentor * Mentor Reference

PLUS EXCLUSIVELY IN
KENT
Conrad Johnson Valve and Solid State Amps and CD Player,
Raymond Lumley Valve Monoblocks and Pre- 1 Pre-amp, Oakley
Preamps, Sonograph pre and power amps, British- built Audiophile
products and Sound Lab hybrid and full electrostatic speakers.
And in addition:- Basis, Pink Triangle Anniversary and VPI
Turntables, Boulder Amplifiers, Diamond Acoustics Loudspeakers
and BB Audio and Equinox Phono Stages.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
Pink Triangle Turntables, Acoustat Spectra 11 and 1100
Speakers, Chord Power Amps, Meridian 200 Transport
and 203 Converter, Dahlquist DQ8 and 12 Speakers,
NRG and MFA Power Amps, Convergent Audio Technology Pre Amp, Cogan Hall Cables and Shure VST-V
and Ultra 500 Cartridges.

FROCRIESSI
Al Ii) FDIC

* Klipsch Horn * British Horns *
Decca fitted with extended contact area
stylus * Magneplanar * Analogue Tracer

Situated 5 minutes off the M2 near Rainham, Kent, we offer first
class no obligation dems here or in the more realistic environment of
your own home.

* The Cartridge Man's AKG Cartridge
For amusical experience you will

PHONE DAVE ON 0634-389004

remember, please contact us on 0773 762947.
PHONE
0474 561E21
FAX
0474 3337E2

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTION HOUSE. SPRINGREA0 ENTERPRISE PARK
SPIONGHEAD RD. calaVESENO. KENT CIAll OHO

Quality Hi Fi Pre Amp
Valves
12AT7A/E81CC
12AU7A/E82CC
12AX7A/E83CC
6DJ8/E88CC
EF86/6267

4.95
4.95
4.95
7.95
7.95

Shuguang Golden
Dragon Matched
Special Quality Power
Tubes
61305/E L84
6CA7/E L34
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT88
211/VT4C
845
2A3
3008

6.95 per pair
15.00 per pair
15.00 per pair
32.00 per pair
20.00 per pair
39.50 per pair
39.50 per pair
49.50 per pair
39.50 per pair
120 per pair

Siemens Valves
ECC81
E81CC
PCC88
6201/E81CC
EF86

3.50
5.50
2.50
6.45
5.50

25.00
6.45
8.50
7.50
17.50
4.50
2.75
7.00
7.95
5.50

British 'RAF'
Military Spec.
CV2492/E88CC
CV378/GZ37
CV2975/E L84
CV4085/E F86
CV4003/E82CC
CV4004/E83CC
CV4024/E81CC

Teonex Valves
60..18/ECC88
6SN7GT
12AT7/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AX7/ECC83
EF86
KT66
EL34
61468
PL519
GZ34

6.50
4.50
4.50
7.50
6.50
6.50
4.50

How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474 560521
124 hour answering service) and order by credit card or
send your order with cheque/postal order and we will
despatch all ex stock items the same day.
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UK orders p&p £2.50 per order.
Please add 17.5% VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.

USA Range
6CA7/EL34
6CG7/6F07
6DJNECC88
6L6GC
6LF6
12AT7WA/6201
12AU7A/ECC82
12AX7A
12BH7A
211/V74C
6080
6146B/8298A
6550A
7027A
7308/E88CC
758/A/KT66
7868
8417

11.50
4.95
3.95
10.50
14.50
6.50
3.95
6.50
6.50
25.00
9.50
15.00
16.95
13.95
8.95
11.95
11.95
11.95

1.50
3.15
1.95
1.50
1.85
3.50
5.00
4.50
8.50
4.85
5.95

Please ask for any tube not listed Trade enquiries welcome
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IS IT PROPER?

General Electric

Mullard Special Quality
E8OCC
E81CC/6201
E1E18CC/E88CC
E182CC
E288CC
EL84
EL86
M8136/ECC82
M8137/ECC83
M8162/ECC81
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storage for CDs and cassettes
• Modular units for the
home
• Protective zippered units
for car - boat holidays - children
• Also cases for portable CDs and removable car stereos
• Prices from £9.99 -
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(published by Gravity Raincoat,
would you believe?) proving
worthy of repeat on some forthcoming Best Of compilation,
while ' Battlefield'. a Paul Carrack- Nick Lowe creation also
escapes the curse of the scentedbubblehath ballad. Then, funnily,
this particular gift from the onetime pub- rock chain gang sounds
just as though it came stamped
'Made In Motown'. Which is just
about where we came in! (
A:21
Fred Deliar
SCREAMING JETS:
ALL FOR ONE
rootArt 848441-2 ( 4'm 42s )
Given that metal exists, the
world would be abetter place if
more of it was like this. The
boozers of New South Wales
were the breeding ground for
this quintet of reprobates with
hearts of gold. Unlike most of
their ilk, the Screaming Jets
evidently care about more than
blowjobs, thin white lines and
volume controls that go up to
11. They have songs that deal
with political corruption, heroin
addiction, the problems of
ageing and the evils of militarism, and they deliver them with
triphammer energy and total
commitment, so that when they
descend to the cliché- ridden
depths of ' Sister Tease' ('She's in
my room and she rides my
broom') it sounds like either a
hysterical parody or a concession to what the audience
expects. Thinking man's metal?
Could be. [
B:21
Johnny Black
ALAN VEGA: POWER ON TO
ZERO HOUR
Musidisc 108122
Quite how Alan Vega was supposed to have influenced U2 and
Bruce Springsteen Iam at a loss
to suggest. His 1970s band,
Suicide, raised critical interest if
not much more, and he has
attracted sufficient praise to be
Ell- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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song's titled ' Illustrated Man'.
to pretend that I understand
Ray Bradbury would surely have
something deep about this
cheered. Even better is ' Hey
album that only the brave would
dare search for themselves hut I You', which jumps like 1.(mis
Jordan at party time and comes
don't. ( 13:31
Neville Farmer
kitted out with a tasty line in
mouth- harp from Billy Branch,
VOICE OF THE BEEHIVE:
and a range of guitar- licks
HONEY LINGERS
(replete with ' Salt Peanuts' riff)
London 828259.2 ( 31 m 55s)
that simply raises goosehumps.
But the beauty of the whole
The party frocks and nasal Valley
thing is when Winter does
Girl vocals affected by Tracey
choose to ease back the throttle
and Melissa Reiland are decepand push the relaxer- mus buttive. Their debut album showed
ton, as he does on arendition of
just how far away they are from
Jesse Mae Robinson's ' Blue
the bland commerciality of The
Mood', he sounds as convincing
Bangles and, although this outing
as, say, Mose Allison. Dr John is
is smoother and more philoaboard, the song count include
sophical than the first, it still
versions of such jukebox jaunts
shows the Rebel Pebbles aclean
as Robert Parker's liarefootin",
pair of ( pink, high) heels. Their
Marty Rohhins"Sugaree and
'4 wry observations on life, love
cc
Jimmy Reed's 'Shame, Shame,
and TV evangelism come pack!
Shame' and the whole thing was
in rasping guitars, tight
è aged
pieced together in downhome
structures and sinuous tunes that
Chicago. There must be someworm their way into the subconable to Hag support tours with
thing wnmg somewhere. But
scious after a couple of plAys.
Costello, Cars, Clash el al. tie
where?1A:11
Fred Del lar
111:11
Johnny Black
remains an experimental oddity,
and has had little effect on the
world of music. But Power On
To Zero Hour has had some
effect on me. Of all the records I
reviewed this month it was the
one that most made me want to
watch ' Neighbours'. Maybe Fm
missing the point hut this minimalist, electronic meandering
lacks some of the primary de
moms of music. Doing without a
tune or obvious structure is not
a great musical crime, hut lackng any emotional input is a
langing offence, in my humble
minion. It would be easy for me

JOHNNY WINTER: LET ME IN
Virgin- Pointblank CD VPBCD
5(49m 52s)
Who'd have believed it that
Johnny with the white long hair
would, arguably, make his bestever album in 1991? An exaggeration? Idon't think so. Winter
cuts it hard right from the opening track on which he proffers
the age-old deal ' If you show me
yours I'll show you mine'. The
hluesman is referring to his
myriad tattcms, of course, so the

(RCA R060 421) is an Irish
institution's celebration of 30
Warner Bros let it be known to years in the business. The disc
me that the 'proper' soundtrack features music composed and
to BBC2's stunning The Civil arranged by Paddy Moloney,
War has been released in the UK including songs from Treasure
— not just the Mercury reissue I Island, Barry Lyndon and Trisraved about a few months ago. tan and ¡solde. It's more a treat
The Civil War Music From The for Chieftains lovers than soundOriginal Soundtrack (Elektra track junkies, but an antidote to
Nonesuch 7559-79256-2) fea- the faceless variety of mood
tures all of the freshly generated music which accompanies so
material, which is more evoca- many flicks. Just as rootsy, but
tive of that bygone era than even from anoth continent is fit: The
the more ' accurate' Fennell Movie (Virgin Earthworks
recordings of thiry years or so CDEWV 23), which features 12
past. There's abit of the knuckle- tracks from Zimbabwe's top
dragging, low-forehead Deliver- artists. ( A companion disc is
ance feel to this, but it's a fine Kenya Dance Mania — Earthreminder of a great 'IV experi- works CDENVV 24.)
And there's the monthly load
ence.
Another telly masterpiece tre- from Varese Sarabande, this time
ated to a soundtrack is G B H dealing with new films — some of
(Demon DSCD 4), of which I which haven't been released
only caught the first two epi- here at the time of writing. The
sodes. A brilliant political drama, big,gie is Terminator 2 (VSD
it charts the career of afictional 5335), Big Arnie's latest SF thrilMP reminiscent of a real one ler and probably the most profitwith a penchant for designer able film of all time.
Five other comedies are
suits despite his spouting all
sorts of leftie gibberish. Elvis covered this month ( although
Costello and Richard Harvey Hudson Hawk may be consiprovide the ambience, though dered more of a tragedy • • • ),
EC fans won't hear much of the with City Slickers (VSD 5321)
starring Billy Crystal being the
Bespectacled One,
The Chieftains' Reel Music 'sleeper' hit of '91. This one's
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e
worth buying just for Jimmy
Durantes 'Young At Heart'. Only
The Lonely (VS') 5324) stars
John Candy with a pain- in-theass mother ruining his chances
for finding true love: the Orbison
original opens the set. Naked
Gun 1/2: The Smell Of Fear(VSI)
5331) is the latest in this cop
spoof series, starring I.eslie
Nielsen; the music needs visuals
to support it. Soapdish ( VSI)
5322), asatire about soap operas
starring the amazing Whoopi
Goldberg and the precious Sally
Field, is another soundtrack
which requires viewing prior to
purchase, as does Doc Hollywood (VSD 5332), about which
Iknow nothing other than that it
stars Michael H Fox and is
redeemed by the inclusion of
Patsy Cline's 'Crazy'.
And for traditionalists? What
better than an Elmer Bernstein
score? A Rage In Harlem (VSD
5325) features music by that
master and acting courtesy of
the inimitable Gregory Hines
and Forest Whittaker, pegged to
be one of the most in-demand
actors of the 1990s. The downside? Robin Givens, ex-wife of
Mike Tyson and proof that a
pretty face ain't all that's
needed ...
Ken Kessler
It'
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Capsules
AZIZI: TROUBLE
Arista 261 685 ( 48m 04s)
The London soul scene is turning up some interesting performers, as if to show two fingers to
those who insist that soulsters
must hail from the USA. Sophistication is the watchword for
Azizi, two female vocalists who
chose their heroines wisely.
Smooth, moody original material, a welcome break from the
hardware-derived swill found in
the same CD racks. IA:1/2]
BOLT THROWER:
THE PEEL SESSIONS 1988-90
Strange Fruit SFRCD116 ( 44m
04s )
Hardcore thrash, impossible to
tell from any of the other
releases in the genre. Lou Reed
was pilloried for his white noise
epic Metal Music; compared to
this, MM could be Songs For
Swingin' Lovers. Ambient music
for the brain-dead. 113:6]
BRENDAN CROKER:
THE GREAT INDOORS
Silvertone ORE CD 517 (63m
I7s)
Croker's fourth for the label; it
doesn't seem all that long ago
since No 3. One of the best
practitioners of the Cooder/
Kottke folkie/roots music
approach, Croker comes across
like an Appalachian with abrain.
Gorgeous, mellow stuff: too bad
its release coincides with the
first Dire Straits record in yonks.
IA:11
THE END: GUSTO
Mad Moon Records ( advance
cassette)
Hey, this return-to-the-Summerof- Love scene is producing some
good music, though little of it
comes from the slavish mimes in
Manchester. The End, signed to
former Roxy Musician Phil Manzanera's label, temper their Sixties leanings with atouch of the
indies, hut — unlike too many
nostalg,ists — they haven't forgotten that most Mk Ipsychedelia
was pop music. EA/B:1/21
LAURIE FREELOVE:
SMELLS LIKE TRUTH
Ensign CCD 1849 ( 45m 40s)
Heart-stopping debut from a
new face hearing more in common with Laurie Anderson than
just the first name. Distinctive
vocals, lateral imagery, otherworldly melodies: it's like asonic
Twin Peaks but devoid of precious, artsy-fartsy smugness. One
to watch? Yes, especially if you
can't get enough of cerebral
female vocalists. (
A:11
PROFESSOR GRIFF:
KAO'S II WIZ*7*DOME
Luke Records/Musidisc
108421
Hate-driven polemics from Public Enemy's former ' Minister of
Inf)rmation'. Sadly, the venom
111- Ell NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

obscures some serious4 inventive music, state of thc art rap
buried in a mire of vengeful
politics. IA/A*:1/21
HAVANA BLACK:
EXILES IN MAINSTREAM
Hollywood (advance cassette)
Disney's rock label has come up
with a real winner, signing Finnish ( yeah, that Northern outpost) HM champions Havana
Black. Maybe it has something to
do with being situated on the
edge of the universe: whatever,
this group has learned from its
varied influences and come up
with a sound which is
immediately appealing without
sounding derivative. Even their
cover of the legendary Young
Man Blues' sounds, well, new.
Off the wall but instantly familiar, classic rock as fresh as this
morning. IA:1/1*1
INCOGNITO: INSIDE LIFE
Talkin Loud/Phonogram 848
546-2 ( 59m Ils)
Luscious London club music, the
latest manifestation of the Sade
pose ( remember her?). Heady
blend of jazz and Latin, with
Eurodance production values:
synthy horns floating over Stygian bass, vocals which
breathc...this is so deliberately
cool that Nina Simone could
cover it without changing the
backing one teensy weensy hit.
IA:1]
KINGOFTHEH ILL:
KINGOFTHEHILL
SBK ( advance cassette)
The opening track's title says it
all: Party In My Pocket'. What
could they mean? Is this gonna
be another hour's worth of
macho moronics? Numb posturing? Aah, who cares. This bunch
of metal merchants suffers no
fatigue, and just when you think
you've heard it all, out comes a
sparkling hook or aburst of truly
righteous energy. It's horrible to
even think about it, but...could
we be witnessing a renaissance
in hard rock? [
A:11, with no stars
for the compressed name.

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

his new back-up band, and the
whole affair has real bite. Venom
rests side by side with nearsentiment, so regard this is as a
case of testing the waters. IA:1]
MAGNUM: THE SPIRIT
Polydor 511 169-1
Live double LP from the 1990
Eurotour, four sides' worth of
relatively faceless but proficient
stadium filler. Blow-dried metal
with no distinguishing marks.
[A/B:21
OMAR: BLUES BAG
Provogue PRD 70282 ( 48m
045)( Dist by Pinnacle )
Sensational solo debut from
Omar ( Dykes), now without the
Howlers. A terrible loss? Not
really — more achange of character. It's still the distinctive Wolfman Jack vocals, but over half
the disc is sparse ( guitar/harp/
vocals-only) purist blues, with
the rest a reminder of his roadhouse heritage. One of the best
and most original blues releases
of the past five years. [
A *: 11
PAPA DEE:
LETTING OFF STEAM
Arista 261 322 ( 48m 35s )
Rap from aSwede/Ghanain with
a wonderful identity crisis. Bass
to curl your toes, an accent to
suggest reggae but vocal delivery straight out of Billy Stewart s
'Summertime': this is probably
gonna get slated for being too
digestible, too enjoyable, too
genuinely funky. Reggae lives, in
case you thought it had gone
away. IA:11
WAYLAND PATTON:
GULF STREAM DREAMIN'
Capitol Nashville CDP 793872
2(35m 19s)
Yet another ace country debut,
this time from a former Ricky
Scaggs sideman who's already
made his mark as a songwriter
(Strait, Yoakam, Parton and
others). Low key, stylish, emotional — leave the pick-up truck
at home and hear this one on
foot. 1A:11

THOMAS LANG:
...THE LOST LETTER Z
Dry DRYC10012 (42m 21s)
(dist by BMG )
Third release from the sorely
underrated Liverpool singersongwriter. Less immediately
'Beatlesy' than its predecessor,
this Cl) moves Lang into the area
populated by the likes of the
Blue Nile: atmospheric, plaintive
and uncompromised. Thoughtprovoking stuff, without being
indecipherable. [
A:11

RADIO MOSCOW:
WORLD SERVICE
Status Records RM LP 103
(Dist by Pinnacle )
Absolutely thrilling debut LP
from the metal hand formed by
ex- Diamond Head guitarist Brian
Tatler ( who's since returned to
that fold ). No fear of melody, but
the crunch factor is predominant
— this is metal sound to die for. A
welcome addition to the canon,
so pray the band settles on a
permanent replacement for Tatler, and soon. IA/A*:11

MARK SHAW ETC.: ALMOST
EMI ( advance cassette)
Slick debut from the former
Then Jericho frontman. The hard
rocking reflects the calibre and
temperament of the guests and

STAN RIDGWAY: PARTYBALL
I.R.S. 7131012 ( -17m 47s)
The ex- Wall of Voodooer's third
solo, while still full of songs', is
less structured and somewhat
'goofier'. Not that Ridgway was
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ever accused of being conventional; it just sounds like his
previous efforts were bids for
acceptability and now he's
saying, 'What the hell'. The key
to adoring Ridgway is responding to a voice as distinctive as
Waits' or Dylan's — grainy, nasal
but ( unlike the others) in tune.
An acquired taste, hut worth it.
1A:1/21
LEON ROSSELSON:
WO SIND DIE ELEFANTEN?
Fuse Records CFCD 002 ( 47m
04s )( 38 Park Chase, Wembley
Park, Middx HA9 8EH )
Undistilled, unrepentant, stuckin-a- time-warp folk music, the
singer-songwriter as wry observer. It borders on parody, so
pure is Rosselson's adherence to
the busker mentality that you
might wonder if he embarrasses
the progressives in the folk/roots
movement. Call it comfortable'
if you're the type who thinks the
Oyster Band is dangerous. 1A:21
RYTHM SYNDICATE:
RYTHM SYNDICATE
Impact American/EMI CDP 7
745002 2 ( 5Im 36s )
The odd spelling, rhythm minus
the H', isn't the only nod to
Prince. "Ile pace, the melodies,
the feel, the production, the
vocal inflections — but just when
you think you have an advance
copy of the Tiny One's latest,
you start hearing bits of Boy
George, George Michael and
others. IA:21
SON SEALS: LIVING IN THE
DANGER ZONE
Alligator ALCD 4798 ( 52m
04s )
Seven years since his last studio
release — far too long to wait,
especially since those years have
seen a major blues revival. Seals
is the genuine article, a sizzling
guitarist devoid of airs'n'graces.
A soulful feel permeates this
release, an unintentional updating of an intrinsically timeless
sound. [
A:1/1*1
VARIOUS: ENJOY!
Cooltempo/Chrysalis cm) 23
Another volume of Cooltempo
treasures, 10 up-to-the-minute
dance tracks from Gang Starr,
Monie Love, Adeva, Urban Soul
and others. Good mix for prime
bootie-shaking. [
A:1/21
VARIOUS:
THE SECOND CHAPTER
XL RecordingsAVEA XLCD108 ( 62m I6s )
Subtitled
Hardore European
Dance Music', the I2-track selection will have anybody over the
age of 21 wondering what sort of
physique is required to move to
this row. Technology gone mad,
under the guise of fashion. 2000
volts up your keister would provide the same effect, while leaving your cars in peace. IA/13/C:31
119
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A

fter the surprise success of Performance Recordings'
Demonstration of.Wereo Microphone Technique, we
figured that you'd he game for another ear- opener. That CD
showed you how different microphones and set-ups worked, why
some sounded realistic and others merely ' hi-fi' spectacular. And it
also helped - after the novelty value wore off- in setting up your
hi-fi. The latest from James Boyk is all music, so the brain-teaser
aspect is almost secondary. But far he it for me to pass any comment
on asolo piano performance of Mussorgsky's Pictures AI An
Exhibition, only to say that it ' sounds good'. Better Ishould stick to
alternate performances of ' Key '
ro The Highway'...
Whether or not you like this particular piece of music, though,
won't be the determining factor regarding its purchase. What Boyk
has produced are three versions of the exact same performance,
allowing you to hear analogue versus digital and CI) versus 1.1'. Even
better, the demonstration may shake up your convictions if you
consider yourself to he amember of one camp or the other.
PR- 7is available as an all- analogue I.P - ' AAA' as it were - and as a
Cl) with the work reproduced twice, in ' DDO' and ' AAD' formats.
And because Boyk wants to make certain you form your preference
with your ears rather than through audiophilic conditioning and/or
prejudice, which version is which isn't stated on the disc hut in the
booklet. So listen to the two performances before checking the
small print. Then, with the I.P to hand, you can A/B the all- analogue,
vinyl version with either of the CD takes.
I'm still not going to tell you which Ipreferred out of the two CD
versions. ( A/B'ing I.P versus either of the CD transfers isn't quite so
blind... ) Because, yet again, Boyk has opted for aural evidence rather
than fervent preaching for settling yet another of hi- ti's great debates
and Irefuse to influence any of you. I
What acop-out - EdiAnd
knowing that Boyk didn't doctor any of the transfers to force a
conclusion - this man is such afervent crusader for good sound that
it wouldn't occur to him to cheat - I'd have to say that what you'll
learn from this experiment is hard to refute.
Along with Boyk's microphone CD and the Chesky Brothers'
impossible- to- fault display of image height and depth, this ' pregreen'd' CD arms the music-lovin' enthusiast with enough ammo to
silence even the most rabid of measurement mavens. Here's hoping
that the next Boyk production features the same recording twice,
with one mastered through ' normal' cable and the other through a
bionic tunes speciality wire, or through coax and then fibre optics.
Ken Kessler

Stop press: also now available from The Accessories Club are Jazz at The
Pawnshop 2, and Good Vibes at the Pawnshop, more selections from the famous
19'76 recordings at the Swedish jazz club which gave its name to the most
loved/hated hi-fi demonstration disc of all time; at least, Ithink that's how KK
would have put it if he had written this paragraph instead of leaving it to me - Ed.
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Usin' Man Blues LP £ 13.95 DCDL13.95
Cartridge demagnetizer £79.95 CI
Eurochannels CD cleaner D £23.95 Technics CD cleaner D £39.95
HFNIRR 016 Software Storage System: 4- high CD storage unit
(matches HFNIRR 012) £60.00
Shan Isoform isolation platform £29.95
Pictures At An Exhibition (
Boyk). Good vibes at the Pawnshop Jazz
club, Jazz at The Pawnshop 2CD £ 13.95 D LP £8.95 D
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THE ATTRACTIONS: MAD
ABOUT THE WRONG BOY
Demon FIEND CD 25
(46m 50s)
Elvis Costello's lads less EC, and
a damned fine band they were,
too. Less Costelloy sounding
than you'd expect, as if the hand
members were cutting loose
with no figurehead to crowd
their action. Outré pop from one
of the best hacking hands in rock
history. IA:I]
PEARL BAILEY:
THE ROULETTE YEARS
EMI CDP 796483 2 ( 67m 34s)
Fine memorial disc for Ms Bailey,
who died last year. 23 classics
like ' I Got Rhythm', ' Pushin'
Forty' and 'Takes Two To Tango',
1957-63, all delivered with style
and wry, dry humour. Essential
listening. 1A/B:11
WILLIAM BELL:
BOUND TO HAPPEN/WOW
Stax/Ace acesxre 970 ( 68m
36s)
Two-on-one featuring one of the
best from the Stax soul stable. As
to why Bell never achieved the
fame of, say, Isaac Hayes or Otis
Redding, we'll never know, but
the recent box set revealed what
a key figure he was in creating
the label's distinctive sound.
Here's the man up front instead
of backstage, where he always
belonged. [A/B:11
CHUCK BERRY:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE CD 320
(61m 16s)
24 of Chuck's finest rockers,
absolutely kosher and licensed
from MCA. If you don't already
own a CB collection ( in which
case you should he ashamed of
yourself), this one will more
than satisfy. Honestly, what else
can you say about a disc which
starts with ' Reelin' and Rockin"
and ends with ' Rock and Roll
Music'? [A:1
JACKIE BRENSTON:
ROCKET 88
Charly CD RED 30(45m 29s)
Killer R&B from the early days.
Sax player & vocalist Brenston,
once a protégé of Ike Turner,
characterized the entire genre
with this set's title track, stompin' blues-based txxig,ie designed
to get you out of your seat.
Mandatory purchase for all
Chess-ophiles. IH:1]
MAXINE BROWN:
NOT MY BABY
Instant CDINS 5044 ( 47m I7s)
CHUCKJACKSON:
ANY DA Y NOW
Instant CDINS 5048 ( 51m 16s)
Charly's budget label has struck
again with apair of soul stunners
from two of the genre's more
sorely neglected practitioners.
Brown is best known for 'Oh No,
Not My Baby', abelter indicative
of her powerful delivery, while
111-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Jackson has always been
regarded as a musician's musician — too good for the Great
Unwashed. The link? Both did
their best work for Wand, from
which these sets are culled, and
both feature hot Brown/Jackson
duets. Essential. 111/C:11 per.
CARLO & THE BELMONTS:
CARLO & THE BELMONT'S
Ace CDCHD 251 ( 59m 46s)
Without Dion in front, this
bunch just couldn't cut it. One of
the most embarrassing discs in
ages, with Carlo Mastrangelo
attempting lame Dion impressions, plus some painfully dated
material from ill-fated comebacks in '68 and ' 75. The good
moments are few and far
between, so list this as 'for collectors only'. IA/B:31
NAT 'KING' COLE: EVERY
TIME IFEEL THE SPIRIT
Capitol CDP 796263 2 ( 25m
39s)
A double treat for Nat fans and
gospel lovers: the Master singing
spirituals, backed by the First
Church of Deliverance Choir
conducted by the great Gordon
Jenkins. Traditional material, low
key rather than raise-the- rafters
delivery, hut breathtaking from
start to finish. 18:11
DEEP PURPLE:
PURPLE RAINBOWS
EMI/Polygram TV 845 534-2
«-'• rn 29s )
EPISODE SIX:
THE ROOTS OF DEEP PIIRPLE
Sequel NEX CD 156 ( 78m 16s)
How to sandwich the recently
released Deep Purple doubledisc history: FMI/Polydor's set
features 16 tracks from the
pioneering HM outfit and four of
its offshoots, while the Sequel set
— ' the Complete Episode Six' and
including rare, unreleased material — let's you know what Galan
and Glover were doing in the
years prior to Purple's birth. The
former is as polished as you'd
expect, while the latter is better
than you'd expect. ¡A/B:1/21 and
[B:1/2].
DUANE EDDY:
TWANGY PEAKS
EMI CDP 796557 2 ( 58m 57s)
Another Eddy two- on- one —
Duane A Go Go Go and Duane
Does Dylan — from the man who
all hut invented twang. As with
all instrumental releases of this
type, it's almost aparody of rock
guitar, hut collectors seem to
love this stuff. God forbid a
Dylan worshipper should hear
tracks 13 to 23... Still, it makes
Hank sound like a drummer.
[A:1/2/3]
HOT TUNA: HOT TI/NA
Edsel ED CD 331 ( 46m 24s)
One of the strangest 'offshoots'
ever: a blues hand featuring
members of the Jefferson Airplane. Despite the loopy
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psychedclia for which Kaukonen
and Casady were hest known,
they had a deep understanding
of this genre, and those who
haven't heard this 1970 hiatus
are in for a pleasant surprise.
Imagine John Hammond on mes calm n and you're near the mark.
¡A/B:11
IAN & SYLVIA:
EARLY MORNING RAIN
Vanguard VMD 79175 ( 35m
56s )
Another gorgeous acoustic set
from Vanguard, a label quietly
producing some of the sweetest
I.P-to-CD transfers in the business. Despite some 'ping-pong'
stereo, this is 'you are there'
coffee-house fi tik, crystal-clear
vocals and rich guitar. They
knew what they were doing in
'65. (A/A*:11
LOUISJORDAN & HIS
TYMPANI FIVE: COMPLETE
ALADDIN SESSIONS
EMI CUP 796567 2 ( 59m 22s)
21 tracks from a boogie-woogie
master undergoing a reassessment thanks to West End
interest. Good-time nightclub
music which sired rock'n'roll,
the link between Fatses Waller
and Domino. Even the titles are
gems: ' Gal You Need A Whippin", ' Whiskey Do Your Stuff...
[A/H:1/11
LITTLE WALTEFUOTIS RUSH:
WINDY CITY BLIIES
Magnum CDBM 028 ( 33m 20s)
Yet another find with nearbootleg feel hut a performance
for the gods. The greatest blues
harpist ever, mated with one of
the genre's finest guitarists in
1967 — the height of the boom
hut ayear before Walter's death
at the age of 37. Never mind the
sound quality, feel the angst.
IC:11
MARTY ROBBINS:
ROCKINIIOLLIIVROBRINS
Bear Family BCD 15566
(47m 10s)
THE STORY OF MY LIFE
Bear Family BCD 15567
(38m I8s)
RUBY ANN
Bear Family BCD 15569 ( 47m
31s)
A trio of discs dealing with Robbins' upmarket C&W for Columbia, from ' 54-66. Although
still considered a mainstream
country singer, Robbins' versatility belies the image, and these
CDs feature some superb rock'n'roll, country blues, R&B and
indications that MR could have
joined the likes of Al Martino or
Tony Bennett had he desired.
Thankfully, he didn't. [A/13:1/1*1
Mom, Dad nTlaby Bear.
SLADE: THE SLADE
COLLECTION 81-87
RCA ND74926 ( 63m 10s)
Tragic, this: one of the UK's
wildest, hardest- rocking hands,

chart- toppers in the 1970s —
nada in the 1980s. The irony is
that the batid grew tighter, harder and better than the anthemmakers of the waving scarf era.
OK, there are two or three numbers so corny that you'll reach
for the sick hag, hut other than
that, this is fine pop. So I'll say
[A/EL1/21.
THE SORROWS:
THE SORROWS
Sequel NEX CD 165 ( 53m I7s)
With the flood of reissues from
forgotten Sixties Britrockers,
here's one hand which really did
deserve success. An amalgam of
all that was excellent during the
British Invasion, the Sorrows
sounded variously like the Kinks
at their grungiest and the Small
Faces at their sharpest. Now,
how about adisc's worth of their
cover versions as a follow-up?
113:1/11
SLY STONE: FAMILY AFFAIR
Magnum CDTB 119 ( 41m 24s)
This'll shock if you're expecting
the Family Stone. This is preStone music, more akin to the
pop he was producing for the
Autumn label. It's fine if you're a
scholar of that company, but
only a couple of tracks foreshadow the revolutionary funk of
the later hand. [C:1/21
TOMORROW: TOMORROW
See For Miles SEE CD 314
(38n1 39s)
Seminal flower power music
from a band which featured
Keith West, Steve Howe and the
legendary Twink. Surprisingly
good pop, including the hand's
signature tune, ' My White Bicycle'. Worth owning for a brave
take of 'Strawberry Fields Forever'. IA/B:1/21
VARIOUS:
DAW1V OF A NEW AGE
Sequel NFX CD 608 ( 68m 19s)
16 track retrospective covering
the output of the Dawn label.
Semi- legendary home of key folkies and progressives like Atomic Rooster, Fruup, Gravy Train,
Trader Home and others, as well
as the underrated Kilburn & the
High Roads ( Ian Dory's debut
hand ). Too varied to classify, hut
a must if you're the type who
waits by the post box for the
Funhouse Records sales lists. [A/
8:1/21
BOBBY WE:
MEETS THE CRICKETS
EMI CDP 796054 2 ( 52m 47s)
Ron Furmanek strikes again, with
a vastly expanded reissue of a
collaboration between Buddy
Holly's hand and the man who
stood in for him after he died in a
plane crash. Superb early Sixties
rock'n'roll, 22 tracks of which 10
were previously unavailable.
How reissues should he produced, right down to the repro
'liberty' label. [A*:1*]
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SHOP
THE RECORD CONNOISSEUR

Incorporating
Peter Russell's
MUSIC

RCA — living stereo * Mercury — living presence * Decca

1959

SXL, EMI ASD, Lyrita, Japanese pressings, US imports

Mail Order Specialists in
Jazz, Blues, Big Bands, R&B, Latin American,
British Dance Bands, Stage, Screen, Nostalgia, etc.
Large stocks of CDs. LPs.
Tapes. Books and Videos
NSA
Many second-hand and out-of-print LPs

NOW IN STOCK:
Beatles 1ps on mobile fidelity — most titles available
Michael Hedges— Aerial Boundaries — US import

n

MAIL ORDER CD's

want lists actively persued.

===

BEST SELECTION IN UKVISA

Free Lists. Callers welcome by appointment

BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £7.75

GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE,
DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL: 0271 43477

CATALOGUE OF OVER 5000 CD'S
AVAILABLE - PRICE £2
FOR DETAILS TELEPHONE.
0992 25436
ALL AT CRAZY I'RICLS

5Prospect Road, Cheshunt, Herts EN8 9QX
FAX 0992 640644

E
bruc H:me
27 Marmion Road, Southsea ( 0705) 812397

I
.

we specIalise in out ot print Ip's:

Hot Record Store
Est

JOHN TURTON

TEL/FAX 0734 730229

FINAL TRACK
CHESKY JAZZ CD OFFER

TO
ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
CONTACT
081-686 2599
EXT. 447

ESPECIALLY RECOMMENDED
• ID 2 PORTRAITS Clark Terry
• ID 28 RIO AFTER DARK Ana
Cram
• ID 33 CLUB DE SOL David
Chesky
• ID 34 TICOI T1C01Parrulo
Oftivera

• ID
• 13
•ID
• ID

3/
39
4/
08

JAL/SAMPLER &TEST CD
NEW YORK CIIORINOS DChesky
REAL LIFE Phil Woods
NATASA

ALL AT £ 12.50 INC P&P UK
EQUIPMENT
• LYRA CLAWS Clark An la Conroe
• ACOUSTIC ENERGY Maiestic Monitors
AE I & AE 2on demonstration
• MC Loudspeakers Near what the
Studios wanted you to hear - Superb
• AV International David takes on and
beats the Goliaths unbelievable value

• MOD SQUAD Passive weans without
equal tor flexibility and too quality Sound
• SPACE AND TIME Cables Dial bring the
music ALIVE
• PROCEED CD Player and DAC ott tor
upgrade to latest spec Can pu do that
vote yours'

ere ieque to
HILLCREST COTTAGE 16 HOOD
LANE ARMITAGE STAFFS WS15 TAG
Telephone 0543 490621 foi appointment to audition

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
72p per
word.
Min £20.00

Private:
60p per
word.
Min £ 16.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date
Credit Card No:

VISA

CI

ge

EEC]

111111111111111
Signature

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes E No D.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
BERKSHIRE
QUALITY HI-FI
AT ITS VERY BEST
Arcam, Audio Lab, Aiwa,
Beyer, Creek, Celestion,
Exposure, Finestra, Linn Products,
Meridian, Michell, Nakamichi,
Philips, Proac, Quad, Radford,
Rega, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd,
Sennheiser, S.M.E, Sony, Stax.

READING HI-F1 CENTRE
4QUEENS WALK
BROAD STREET MALL
READING RG I7QF
TEL: (0734) 585463

c;

.\lIIRIl)(,LsIrIRI,

Cam

—#Íeh,2,«/ Zete

sound reproducing eoulument' We otter a chance to hear ' the closest approach lu the

ARCAM. CASILE ACOUSTICS, CREEK. DENON. L.} POSURF
JPW. LINN PRODUCTS, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA MISSION
NAIM AUDIO. NAKAMICHI, REGA RESEARC:H
O

in worderthl , cuocrdings in Me Idine, 6.10110 Irides

tnebe tomPred
and

customers and

(
0223)
60442

SPECIALIST AUDIO RETAILERS
110 MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

from 'unction do on

in Me Repo, Multi Nuum System IncludIre Own) ER OR and All

CHESHIRE
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.

FAX: 0925 825773

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON

Scotland

We

also otee,

RUCK REFERENCE

nte

D

SONY

Ft1121111PWA CABIE

INTERNATIONAI AMPLIFIERS
Wert. from

88.13

holiday accommodalion

lur

prospective

or those who , ust wanl to listen tu music .

We are also agents for MANI/

01.8

Dejac
Com,ultants

:
round

QUAD - ATC MONITORS - REVOX - CASTLE
Hear

England

Jr,

'

Tel: 0925-828009

We are situated in a beautiful 17th century building
with ample parking outside. We stock the best hi-fi
money can buy, offer expert advice, home installations, and instant credit. Call us on (0494) 432290.
Stockists of: NAD, Rotel, Musical Fidelity, QUAD,
ARCAM, Denon, Cambridge Audio Systemdek,
Dual, QED Roomlink, TDL, Monitor Audio. Bosc,
Tannoy, Celestion, Sennheiser, Monster Cable, JBL,
Wharfedale, Infinity, Oracle, Target, Alphason,
HECO, Mission

original

SCM Ns Back Up demonstrations in your own home can be arranged anywhere in North

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
BUCKINGIIANISHIRE

ec

(Audio Consultants)
Why not owl us tor what could be a unique expenence in buying real value tor money

lie gorley.

SUGDEN
PRIMARL

(
CD, evedel,
Place. Watermillock

Fag,

are 2011ydc past Waternollod Church)

OR

SUMU

VENDOR

NAKAMILHI RAW

TWINSHEND

MI the MW AV

on-tillswater. Pennth. Cumbria CAI I

Phone 07684 86235

SE

T

Dorchester Ili Fi Ltd
Hear, Here!
On Demonstration in Dorset
The Solen Tiger and
The Acoustat Spectra II

also at — COVENT GARDEN AND 401

17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,

SMITHDOWN ROAD. LIVERPOOL 15.

Dorset DTI 1JP. 0305 264977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

Tel: 051-733-6859.

21 The Broadway, Old Amersham,
Bucks. 0494-433173

Closed Wednesday.

SWIFT

DERBYSHIRE

OF {WINSLOW

St Ann's Parade, Wilmslow,
Cheshire

EAST MIDLANDS
AUDIO SERVICES

Tel: (0625) 526213
ALSO:
Swift Fidelity
12 Chapel Street, Cheadle, Cheshire
Tel: 061-428 7222

BUCKINGHAMSH1RES PREMIER

Arcarr, Audio Lab, Castle, Cambridge. Decor. Cyrus,
Celestion, Kenwood, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Mission..
NAD. Pioneer, Tannoy, Rotel, Technics. Whartdale
2YEAR GUARANTEE AND FREE EASY PARKING

HI - FI DEALER
ARCAM . DENON . LINN PRODUCTS
NAIM AUDIO . MERIDIAN . ROTEL
YAMAHA . NAD . QUAD. TRIPOD.

S

NAKAMICHI . REGA . CREEK . EPOS

e>

ASTON AUDIO

MORDAU1VT SHORT. CELESTION
MARANTZ. MISSION . CYRUS . etc...

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

%7MV
CF:LESTION • YAMAHA • CYRUS

65 CASTLE STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE

MONITOR AUDIO. CAMBRIDGE,
AURA • WHARFEDALE • AIWA -

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
4 WEST STREET,

0494 531682 / 464670

ALDERLEY EDGE,

AKG • TANNOY • SENNHEISER
MARANTZ • DUAL• DENON

CHESHIRE.

QUAD • SANSUI • TECHNICS

TEL: 0625 582704

CARLISLE

F.T7irel

Osa

SPENDOR MISSION SME
NAKAMICHI • AUCIIOLAI1
ROGERS • AUDIOQUEST
MORDAUNT-SHORT
MERIDIAN • DELTEC
ROKSAN • ARCAM
AUDIO-TECHNICA

DISCOUNT CD & TAPE
EXTENDED GUARANTEE

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST

lh

6Abbey Street. Carlisle
Tel: 0228 46 756 Fax: 0228 49253 ( HiFi 8 Service
Centre)
Makes stocked Am a Aka, li,rcirr1io.o. Inn Creels Music,.
Fidel
i
t
y md r
dnt, H
eger , Monit or
Audio. MISSI0M Cyrus
NI K,remega Philips Pioneer Hevulver JV C Allison
Wharfedale Acuusloc Energy Nakarricni Audio Innovation:
Dual Acoustic Energy
DEMONSTRATION ROOM, PART EXCi IANGE WEE Wm!

ARCAM

AuCnO ALCriEmi

PO AUDIO

III II

1WS& RIS t)RI)RINIEW

NO\ ENIESLR

ipille

SUPERB

DEMO

»

▪ CAN OPENER » EPOS » HMO

HS, TVVO TRACK USED
REVOX B77
MK ONE, TROLLEY
REVOX PR99
THREE SPEED, 2T
REVOX A700
REVOX 8215
CASSETTE
FM TUNER ROS
REVOX B260
HS NEW 2TRACK
REVOX B77
STEREO VALVE
STUDER C37
NS NEW 2/4 TRACK
REVOX B77
MK III NEW
REVOX PR99
HIGH SPEED NEW
REVOX C270
STEREO HS 2T
STUDER B67
STEREO HS 2T
STUDER B62
TURNTABLE
REVOX B795
TURNTABLE
REVOX B291
FM TUNER
REVOX B261
REVOX B226S CO PLAYER NEW
REVOX B126
CO PLAYER NEW
CD PLAYER, BLACK/NEW
REVOX HS
REVOX 8215
CASSETTE DECK, NEW
REVOX B215S CASSETTE DECK
ONE CASSETTE DECK
REVOX H
REVOX B250S AMPLIFIER, NEW
FIVE AMPLIFIER, NEW
REVOX H
REVOX B260S RDS FM TUNER
STEREO TWO TRACK NS
REVOX G36
FM TUNER RN, NEW
REVOX HSIX
REVOX B242S POWER AMP, NEW
REVOX B291-S TURNTABLE, NEW
REVOX AGORA 13, EX OEM
REVOX SYMBOLEX OEM

£800.00
£1,650.00
£950.00
f1,380.00
£580.00
£1,687.30
f800.00
£1,666.15
£2,406.40
£3,284.12
£1,600.00
£1,200.00
£587.50
£910.62
£850.00
£1,065.00
£842.48
£957.62
£1,691.00
£1,846.00
£1,146.00
£1,562.00
f1,116.25
£1,314.00
£605.00
£932.00
£1,901.00
£1,445.00
f2,200.00
£990.00

ALL PRICES INC. VAT

FULL
INSTALLATION

PP JPW» LINN PP MARANTZ
10MICROMEGA» NAT/
NAIM AuDIO»NAKAMICHI
ED PROTON 10 RAI IONAL AUDIO
»REVOLVER » ROVD

10 ¡ LOUSY COFFEE,

199 I

b. el

FACILITIES
TFCHN1cA

»SOUND ORGANISATION » VOYD

PETER TYSON — CUMBRIAS PHE MIERE
HI FE CENT :

»

N> AUDIO INNOvAT IONS
▪ AuDIOTECH

KEF • NAII• BA W

STUDER — REVOX
SALES — SERVICE — SPARES

»

HOME

DEMO

SERVICE
1 IA Duke SI
Cheshue

Cong ' Mon

CW12 IAP

0260
297544

ALL REVOX PRODUCTS SERVICED
INCLUDING 36 SERIES TAPE MACHINES.
TEL: 0246 — 2754 79
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
DERBYSHIRE

HAMPSHIRE

Active Audio

Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Qyrus,Yamaha,
Rotel, Musical Fidelity, Audiolab. Quad Roark, Sony

ARLAM AuusNNuAHUNb L,LLL
DENON. EXPOSURE. KU

I

HEFEHLNLE MEHILAAN.

MARANTL. NAKAMICHI. PIONEER. HLVOLVER
FiAYMOUND LUMLEY ROKSAN. FiL/DEFIS

e
eeae etker

FULL DEMONS' RA IION AND HOME IHIAL FMALI IILS
ACCOUNT AND CHLUII CARD:,

grd-Wedi

Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

The Spot, Derby.
Tel (0332)380385/335185

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

E

E

CLONFY

0 R

S II IR E

ENGLISH

audio

Anent. Audio 1
dhotis. lilts
Cutts.
rus,
Datt lh
Dual. lleybrotilt..11'W. Niânt1111/.
Slitrumega, Nilsson'. Sloth. Slusical I' idclk). NM/.
hi. rink I
Rogrrs. Rohl. Roark. Mos.
S.tstesiitIck..1anno)..11/1..

Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449

Fret. installtoi )))) s;

retlii

Mon- Sat

Linn, Rega, Creek, Nairn, Castle,
Arcam, Croft, Rogers, Audio

Scrtitx Dept.

10 -6

95. W hitecrus,, Road. Ilerclord t11432) 355081

Research, Magnaplanar, Classé.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

HERTFORDSHIRE

Major credit cards welcome

S

S

E

X

.sounds
outstanding
ADC AKAI • ARCAM• • BANG & OLUFSEN • CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN • MORDAUNT-SHORT MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER • QUAD • • RUARK • SONY
YAMAHA
./pmg ,,,osamon 1448841 .ml,
1481:18,1-1 SI
lak I

EPPING ESSEX 1
EL 1113781 74242
26 KINK, SERIF ISAFFRON WALDEN ESSES TEE 10799I 23728
70101.411 STREET BISHOPSSIORTFORD HMS III W27'86464111
Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus, Rotel,
13&O,Yamaha, Monitor Audio, Audiolab, Quad, Sony

e-eae 4A-ifileae

aucllo.T

Quality
is not expensive
it's Priceless
Linn, Naim, Meridian, Quad, Rega,
Arcam, Sony, Denon, Hotel, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Deltec, Roksan etc etc. .

THE AUDIO FILE

Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus, Rotel,
Creek, Nad, Yamaha, Audiolab, Quad, Rogers. Sony

auclio4T

40/42 Albion Street, Cheltenham Tel:0242 583960
LONDON

AUDIO COUNCIL
III -FI SPECIALISTS

LINN, NAIM, CREEK,
YAMAHA, MORDAUNTSHORT, A&R DUAL,
REGA, NAD, JPW and
many more.
12 SHAW ROAD,
OLDHAM
w 061-633 2602
I2-i

AN:Arm

A & R Cambridge
• Ariston • Castle

SOM

• Celestion • Creek
▪ DenonU Dual
• Foundation U Harwood
• Marantz U Monitor Audio U Mordaunt-Short
• Pioneer U Philips CD U Quad• Rogers
• RotelU Revox U Sennheiser
Sony
• Spendor U Tannoy U TechnicsU Thorens
Yamaha etc.
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

LIVERPOOL

27 Hockerill St

The Essence of Muslc

HI- F1 i\r

Selected HiFi from.
Nakamichi, Arcam, Mission, Cyrus,

Bishops Stortford,

E

BETTER

Naim, Rotel, Linn Products, Quad
Audiolab, Wharfedale, Microniega, Epos

Herts 0279 506576

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

GREATER

LANCASHIRE

Audiolab. ProAc, Acoustic Energy,

Tit ULTIMPITr IN
SOL , DADVIcr

442/444 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill Tel:081-518 0915

4/ I
ffi-eeter

TEL: 081-304 4622
Alphason • Arcam • Creek • Dual • Epos • Exposure
•Marantz • Micromega • M.Short • Nakamichi •
Onix • Pink Triangle • QED • Rotel • Royd • Ruark
•Systemdek, etc...
Secondhand records bought and sold
41 UPPER WICKHAM LANE, WELLING, KENT

IN HEREFORD

55 Main Street, Blackrock

1Nakamichi,

II

N

iucT oT

4 Feathers Lane. Basingstoke Tel: 0256 24311
_

FIOILL. IANNOY LIL. LIC

E

N

16 COOK STREET,
LIVERPOOL L2 9RF

e 051-227

5007

MARPAUL 111 -F1
All the usual equipment and
now Kammerzalt Audio Lab
Speakers. Pink Triangle, S.M.E.
Sound Research Valve Amp,
Kef Speakers.
Come in and listen
"All Mail Order"
Replacement valve service.
Home Dem's + Many more.

LONDON

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB
Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205
CLOSED SUNDAY & MONDAY

Access/Barclay/Amex.

Phone 0474 703098.
3A The Parade, Ash Road, Hartley,
Dartford, Kent DA3 8HE.

LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON • D&M • ROKSAN•DELTEC
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)
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Fed up with ' Top- End Hype"

EXPERIENCE

contact-

Norfolk.

"The Cartridge Man"

(0508) 70829

M er

It doesn't have to cost an arm
and a leg to get the best - listen

EVERYTHING YOU'VE EVER
WANTED IN AGOOD HI.FI STORE

to my Koetsu-and-Decca-eater.
Also agents for Croft, Sugden,
Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
& Nottingham Analogue

B.A.D.A.
MEMBER

Near Norwich

and the sound of CDs?

dàlittbm.

tillan'a1r

NOVEMBER is BANG & OLUFSEN month in
London & Belfast. Special displays and
demonstrations. Plus the latest information
and some exclusive Super Deals.

081-688 6565

Tel:

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam. Linn. Nairn , Rega,
Exposure, Creek, Epos,
Acoustic Energy.

NORTH

WALES

MIDDLESEX

Tel. Enquiries to ( 071) 580 3535
LONDON - 227 Tottenham Court Rd - BIRMINGHAM
GLASGOW - LEAMINGTON - BELFAST - BRADFORD
Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus, Yamaha,
Exposure, Proac, Micromega, Audiolab, Quad, Rotel,

Ç
t‘-eat 47:ifiéfeaer

Ç
eeat 4tifiife-o/pr
173/175 Station Road, Edgware Tel:081-952 5535

audio.T

190 West End Lane, Hampstead Tel 071-794 7848

Ancdog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 081 445 3267

[

Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus, Rotel, B&O,
Sony, Yamaha, Audiolab, Quad, Una, Micromega

NORTHWOOD
AUDIO
Stuc kists of- Aiwa, Audio Innovations, Cyrus, Dual,

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.

Mordaunt-Short, Nad, Pink Triangle, Revolver,

*U911111E\E
BM AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS

Phone Johoi Hodkinson for expert advice.
personal service & keen price
l'IWIttt, I11)1 kf illI
AMAIIA
IIARMON KARDON. AURA. ILAC.
NAKAMICI II. ALPHASON. ARIS ION. B&W.
INFINI IY. JBL. MISSION.
MON' IOR AUDI() IANNOY.1 DL.
II l( ) RlN
i.. MORI .'
19 COLWYN CRESECENT. RHOS-ON-SEA.
COLWYN BAY, NORTH WALES.
PHONE: 0492 548932

HiFi Specialist

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Please phone for details.

ELECTROTRADER HI-FI

Exposure, Haller, Heco, Luxman, Maranta,
Musical Fidelity, Mission, Monitor Audio,

ACTON GATE AUDIO
HL HIFl L.LN H-SL IN

WREXHAM

Huju Ly r

Rotel, Rogers, Sansui, Tannoy, TDL, Trac,
Thorens, Wharfedale.

Hu,u,o,n

126 Pinner Road, Nr. Ironbridge,
Northwood, Middlesex.
Tel: 09274-20877
Open 9-6 Mon. to Sat.

12t5W NAO tarr.asa LJud...1
1
huger, WhetuUdiu
Mur ant, Audiu I
AHLAM Ht.ty, ,bSperljur
r.
,ar0

Available
Mali ()tiler aSpeciality

4RUABON ROAD, WREXHAM
TEL: 0978 364500

Separate demonstration room.
Credit facilities, Access & Visa.

24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON Sii19 2ET — TEL 081-771 7787
SALE OF EX DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT.
RING FOR DETAILS
Stockists of: Linn 1
11Fi. Nairn Audio, Creek,
Audio Tech. Epos. Denon. Dual. Revolver, Archidec,
BLO. Nakamichi. Yamaha, Marantz, Mana Acoustics.
Monitor Audio etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,
Interest Free 8. Various Credit
Facilities Available
All equipment delivered &installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-5.30pm. - Dosed all day Wednesday

Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus, Rotel,
Yamaha, Audiolab, Quad, Lins, Philips, Micromega

Ç
eeat

(tOm- audioT

159a Chase Side, Enfield Tel:081-367 3132

NORFOLK

L
et
rilla
r
i
A unique individual service with
PROFESSIONAL SOUND EXPERTISE
Reference Imports Specialist
Exclusive dem of Reference Imports range:

sass
QUALITY DEMONSTRATIONS
QUALITY SERVICE QUALITY PRODUCTS
INCLUDING LINN. NAIM, QUAD, MERIDIAN,
REGA. MISSION. CYRUS. KEF, CREEK, ROYD,
EPOS, NAKAMICHI. YAMAHA, PHILIPS, NAD
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, SONUS, FABER AND
BANG 8, OLUFSEN
79/81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage,
London NW6 4DY
Telephone: 071-624 8855
111-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

NOVEMBER 1991

OXFORDSHIRE

BASIS, CHORD, DIAMOND ACOUSTICS,
MFA, MAS, NRG, ACOUSTAT,
COGAN HALL CABLES
plus DELTEC DIGITAL: BIG BIT, PDM2
ATC, AVI, PINK TRIANGLE, TDL, TEAC
Demonstration

kv appointment

Please ring KEITH JORDAN by appointment
on 0953 789562 ANYTIME
Musical Preference, Bunwell, Norfolk, NRI6 INA

'inn products

arcain
acoustic energ)
audiolah
creek
demon
dual
epos
heybrook
JP.

meridian
mission cyrus
mordauni•shon
nano dud.,
quad
amaha

dalnekliâilallon I.e., and 2 yea/ glIalarlfre

3 Church Lane Banbury . Oxon
(0295) 272158

Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus, Rotel,
B&O,Yamaha, Kef, Audiolab, Quad, Ruark, Sony

e
e-eat 4iii frear
t

audio.T

19,0Id High St.,Headington,Oxford Te1:0865 65961
125

SPECIALIST GUIDE
S FAFFORDSHIRE

N

Active Audio

ARCAM, AU
DENON. EXPU;Dr,r, rrt t ru i

N CYRU.E,
MERIDIAN,

MARANTZ. NAKAMICHI. PIONEER. REVOLVER.

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS

Active Audio
29 Market Street,
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Tel: (0827)53355.

EST

URREY HIFI

.CHORD. MARANTZ.
.METAXAS . BASIS . KEF. MUSICAL.
.FIDELITY . MICHELL . TDL.
.TANNOY . ROTEL.
'REFERENCE IMPORTS DEALER'
Just 2 minutes off Junc 6 M25, (
A25)

GODSTONE 0883 744755
45 High St, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

LVER•CKEEX• A

SUSSEX

ClrlICIrlus-rup
Fsiltunry

SPECIALIST HI-FI OUTLET
DEMONSTRATION ROOM - PARKING

RAYMOUND LUMLEY. ROKSAN. ROGEFIS,
ROTEL. TANNOY. ETC. ETC

Tamworth, Staffs.

\\

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 1SJ
L Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

—

Designs —
111-F1

TV

VI DEO

Open 6 days 9-5.30 ( 8pm Tuesdays)
comfortable listening room

gee
CREDIT AVAILABLE

usical
pproacb
PART EXCHANGE

UNIT 7, WOODINGS YARD
BAILEY ST. STAFFORD
0785 55154

fro„„

ete0ex fituek
MID SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
•EXPOSURE MANTICORE • ROKSAN
•AR • NAD • CAMBRIDGE • B&W ONIX
MONITOR AUDIO TANNOY • NAKAMICHI
DENON• RUARK • PIONEER AURA • DUAL
PHILIPS • CELESTION •

VISA

Active Audio
ARCAM. AUDIO INNOVE,

Tel: 0342 314569

WEST MIDLANDS
CREEK AFIrSfOisi

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

as well as listen to live music. With

hi

expertise u

tan

recommend equipment Irons the tonguing, mantilat tine's
Audio Innovations. Audio, Audionine, Beyer. 1)“,a1. Dentin
Icahn IMar MAL
s.

liii

Mantel/. Nagaoka.

' r

Rect.., 001(41. The Rot k.

OE D. Reference.

Snell Sons Sugden

Systemdek. Taw, Ieat

1,

Voyd

Musical
Approach
PART EXCHANGE

HIFI MARKETS ES

Nakamicha. Oriolon. Pink Ii

MARANTZ NAKAMICH PIONEER, REVOLVER
RAYMOUND LUMLEY ROKSAN. ROGERS.
ROTEL TANNOY ETC ETC

Yamaha ti,

SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS

New, second hand records 1, PI Cleaning St•rsket
available

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND FiOM ' •
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS.

:WM
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
PRIVA IL
CAR PARK AT REAR

R

West Sussex RH19 3AB

CREDIT AVAILABLE

242336

(
0444)

We are probably the only specialist Hi -Fi Dealers who record

Coldring.

DENON. EXPOSURE. KLI

R

26 High Street,
East Grinstead,

163-165 CHURCH ROAD.
BURGESS HILL. WEST SUSSEX

Idu Amnon se

95 Stafford Street
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent
Tel: (0782) 214994

Akai, Alpha,son, Teac, Thorens,
Ortofon, Toshiba, Bowers & Wilkins

.11.

Active Audio

Arcam, Naim Audio, Mission, Tannoy,

E

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

E

Y

37 HIGH ST. ALDRIDGE

emcIti@) cr,x_uleo

0922 57926

5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel:102521 714555
Monday hi sal today 1lam

-1e7J

nprii

',Amens bt AppoonlmcniLlo,cd

The informal atmosphere and easy
access makes it so much more
exciting choosing your hi-fi, from the
finest audio products available.

Castle. Onm. Epos. Rotel

'14e power/eft;
seed s COm tE

Comfortable Demo Room

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, ARCAM, MERIDIAN.
REF. REFERENCE, DELTEC. SYSTEMDEK.
QUAD, AUDIO TECHNICA. MARANTZ,
MONITOR AUDIO, MICHAELSON AUDIO.
JPW LINS. MICROMEGA, MISSION. MOTH.
MUSICAL FIDELITY. ORTOFON. OED.
ROGERS. SENHEISER. SOUND FACTORY,
ARISTON, Tn, VAN DEN HUL,

Knowledgeable and friendly staff

WHARFEDALE

66 Upper North Street Brighton
Telephone 0273 775978
Late night Wednesday - 8pm

\VEST

69 L01,5011 Road
Boonton
0273 609431

aTries
4Alrxid Pamde
Street.
Eastbourne

29 London Road

Portsmouth
0705 66.1604

0323 31336

Eirdiedi
Excellent Listening Facilities
LATE NIGHT - WEDNESDAY - 8PM
I26

CLOSED MONDAYS

Just off The High Street,
Bloxwich, Walsall, West Midlands

Closed Mondays

Tel: 0922 473499/493449
Ample FREE parking
off the M6 (Junction 10)

SUSSEX

Bowers
& Wilkins
WORTHING
LITTLEHANIPTON ROAD
WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX
TEL. (0903) 64141

SOUND
>ADVICE
INSTALLATION

AFTERCARE

' 19106 005691.'

THE MOST EXCLUSIVE
INDEPENDENT HI-FI
STUDIO

Roksan. Musical Fidelity. Maranu. JPW,
Bryston. Yamaha, Acoustic Energy, JBL.
Tannoy, Monitor Audio. Harman Kardon.
and other fine equipment

DEALER

Ç.

JUST CALL IN OR PHONE RICHARD
FOR A DEMONSTRATION

WILTSHIRE
Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/Cyrus,Yamaha,
Rotel, Audiolab, Clued, Ruark, Sony, Link, Nakamichi

t-eat,". 4i:1f/1/-6'm'

aucnoiT

60 Fleet Street, Swindon Tel 0793 538222
Ill id NEWS acr

kE(.(i81)8EVIEU
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
\\ EST MIDLANDS
rf

MUSIC MATTERS

WEST MIDLANDS

e

cEle WILEY
cAsT, EFORO

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
FOR THE BEST IN BRITISH AND
JAPANESE HI-FI
* Demonstration rooms available by
appointment.
*Credit facilities (written details on request)
*Wide range of classical compact discs.

64 8. 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

ARCAM AUDIOLAB AUDIOLWEST BEYER CELESTION CYRUS DUAL EXPOSURE
INFINITY REF LUXMAN MARANTZ MERIDIAN MICHELL MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI ONYX PINK TRIANGLE
ROGERS ROKSAN AUTEL RUARK SANSUI SENNHEISER SYSTEMDEK TECHNICS
WHARFEDALE YAMAHA

Tues, Weds, Thurs 10.30-6.00, Friday
10 30-8 00, Saturday 10.00-5.00
351 HAGLEY ROAD, EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL
= MUM

Open

021-429 2811

YORKSHIRE

Audio Reflections Music for the Home

VISA
MEE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION CONTACT
081-686 2599 EXT. 447

ROYD, MORDAUNT SHORT. AF.
ICAM. LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM. MISSION. REGA. DUAL. RO TEL.
CYRUS, CREEK. NAKAMICHI, DENON, MARANTZ,
REVOX. QUAD
94 BRISTOL ST.. BIRMINGHAM
6 92 1359. TUE -SAT 10am - fipm

YORKSHIRE

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.

DISCOVER ACCURACY IN HIGH FIDELITY
On permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the North East of England-ATC: SCM20,
SCM50A and SCM100A, ATC, AV International, Concordant, Equinox, Harbeth Acoustics, JPW, Kelvin
Labs, Michell Gyrodec, Ortolan premier range, SME,
Sumo, Slate Audio, Sony, Target, Townsend, Van Den
Hul, Vecteur. Demonstrations by arrangement in
LEEDS, or in your own home without obligation. For
further details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on Leeds
(0532) 528850 (
evening calls welcome). Part
Exchange and Second Hand
Equipment available.
„ibti zt
e

AM1111-0•11S10111
(Brighouse) lId
ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS
PERSONAL SERVICE AND EXPERT ADVICE

Ibchnics

MAIN AGENTS
SALES
AND
SERVICE
FOR
West Yorkshire's A uthortsed ' Digital Hrference Serlea Stuck LLt
IF YOU WANT TO SEE & HEAR THE LARGEST RANGE OF
TECHNICS HLFI IN YORKSHIRE. CALL NOW:
SPECIALISTS DEALERS IN AIWA HI Fi SEPARATES

Excellent digital demonstrations with any
MORDAUNT•SHORT OR CASTIE ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKERS
Listen and buy frum aqua lIty aelectlun uf over IOW nurnpant disco

l.

TELARC DISC STOCKIST.
Jar,. Rock or

- We make ramparts.

Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

SONIC
r• •ram 1111

&COU/Tie ENGINEERS AVINTERNATIONAL

Tel. 0532 304565.
Sat 2.50 - 5.30.

pvi

Ea>, Iastening
,

- At t •

Visa

Tel: (0484) 713996

IMILE FROISJUNCTION 25. M62
5, BETHEL STREET. BRIGHOUSE. W. YORKS. HIM IJ Ft

_CLASSIFIED
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is blip per \‘ ord ( private), 11111111111.11111.1().))0 inel. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 72p per word, minimum £20.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in January issue must reach these
offices by 13th November 1991 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager. Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link [louse. Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link [ louse MagaiilleS Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

FOR

SALE- Private

Mint boxed
latest version ( balanced inputs and outputs). Tel: (( 191)
259 3000 9arn - 5pin - Available London. (LI
1990 CI.ASSE DR() PRE- AMP: £2050.

MAINS ACCESSORIES/CABLES including Deltec
"The Power" Anex FE150 mains synthesiser ( superb)
Sonic Link "Super Mains" 0.75m set ( IEC socket to
gold I3a plug) Sonic Link Gold 4-way mains extension
set etc. Please ring ( 0628) 823772 eves/we. ( L)
GARRARD 301 STROBE TURNTABLE with Rega
R2011 arm and ADC QL.M34 cartridge in plinth. Little
used. Superb condition. £ 125. Tel: David Lee on ( 0527)
401268. ( L

absolutely mint
(in grey). Reason for sale upgrading. £ 1800 o.n.o. Krell
KSA 10011. again absolutely mint with highly polished
lid £ 1500 o.v.n.o. Magnaplanar MG - 1B good condition
1400 o.n.o. Tel: ((71-589 484() after 6o'clock. ( 1.)
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES,

HI- Ft NEWS & RECC )RI) REVIEW
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FOR

SALE- Private

£
375.
Rogers LS7t's Target 11.1 15's £ 295. Garrard 401. SME
III. VIS Ill £ 195. Garrard 301. I
ladcock. Ortofon VMS
20E 11 £ 150. NAD 4020 Tuner £70. Tel: (04(13) 51587.
(L)
REVOX EQUIPMENT. 13160 Tuner U50:11252 preamplifier ( very rare) £750: B285 EM receiver 11000; 1377
Mark 2high speed half track. £ 751). All mint. boxed
(161-929 9595. ( L)
NYTECH CA202 AMP, Ipair of Ileybrook 11131
Speakers. Yamaha K320 cassette deck. Isound organisation table, all good condition 12(6) the lot. Tel:
(1(744) 26465. ( L)

TANNOY ARDEN 15" DC LOUDSPEAKERS

Krell KSP713. KSA-2001314200, Magnaplanar M(2.5 new £ 1290.
Sony CDP-X77ES one bit player £690. Tel: 081-771

GOLDMUND ST-4 TURNTABLE £2500.

7106. ( I. I

FOR

SALE- Private

little used
1050 ( 18(6)1 Sum Lamda pro SIZDX pro headphones
1400. Sony pro Walkman upgraded phones interconnect mic 1195. All immaculate. l'el: 081-521 3239. ( L)

EQUINOX MOVING COIL HEAD AMP

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO (1)2 COMPAL'1' DISC
PLAYER. Excellent IIi x16 hit £225. Deltec PDM-one
series Il bitstream DA(' 735)) chip: unused £3110.

IncaTech Claymore II integrated amplifier 150wpc.
Well matched to Cambridge Deno:. £250. All three
with good cables (7(61. Tel: 0(734) 774009 ( Pete after
7). ( L)
REVOX 1177 \HUI STEREO TAPE DECK. 2metre
pair Distech sib el interconniect 17011. Jells sulw.00lcr
interphase la ampcrossover. 4meter monster pou el line cable. 1
meter pair Audioquest quartz interconnect
(800. Ipair Quad ESL03. Arcici stands. Ipair Kimber
power cords 1140). (((487) 831531 ( L)
121

CLASSIFIED
FOR

SALE - P rivate

SONUS FABER ELECTA LOUDSPEAKERS and
Target Stands. Beautilul items in good condition £850.
Tel: 081-450 4868 evenings London. ( K)
YAMAHA NSI000s pure rosewood cabinets. iii lo be
confused with cheaper NSIIIOni's. Extremely rare
digital classic larger and heavier. Bargain at £650 0110.
Cost £1500 new. Tel: 081-451-6340. ( L)
MICHELL GYRODEC, PSU, SME V, KOFFSU
URUSHI, £2600; Revox 215 cassette e/00. Audio
Research SPI4 preamp £ 2050; Audio Research Classic
120 power amps ( pair) £4150: Sonus Faber Electa
Amator Speakers ( Rosewood) £ 1800; Slate Audio
Speaker Stands £215; Stax Lambda Signature Headphones/S[0411 amplifier £9511; All
boxed I I.
Day 081-997 2288 Eve: 1181-748 6679. ( L)
MANA 3-SHELF • REEltRENCI-;"LABLE: £275 (£400).
Mana
able - £80 ( 1125) Audioquest Hyperlitc
Lapis iniciconnect 4iii pair £350 (£900) Silica sliver
ribbon speakei cable 11.54m set £85 (£ 17))) or hi- wire set
£170 (£ 340) (
0(028) 823772 eves/we. ( L)
SONY D-20 DISCMAN. Excellent sound. attachment
for use in acar ('an he used by mains power or battery.
Hardly used. £ 100. Tel: 081-686-5904. ( L)
LINN/NAIM ISOBARIK TRI AMP system LP 12. Ekos
Troika the best detailed sound around. May split £5000
(0473) 824215/828334. ( L)
BREATHTAKING MATCHED PAIR of Audio
Research Classic 60's plus SPI4 £ 7,500 o ii.o. May
split. Roksan XCEXCS. SMI1 IV Koctsu Red ( 1.20O
o.n.o. ( Includes PSU II) 1el: ( 0(030) 815516. ( NI)
AUDIOLAB 8000A £ 189. Castle Durhanis with stands
black £ 175. Old Teat; with Dolby B. £35 Keywood
DP47 CD Players £65. Weekends () Y63) 51311. ( L)
SPENDOR BUS SPEAKERS. 80 x 39.5 uc 39.5 ems
'leak with stands. Excellent. £295 o.n.o. Kensington
071-373-6852. ( I.)

FOR

SALE - P rivate

CROFF PRE- AMP CI) dedicated 4- box design specially built by ( ilcnn Ciolt 18 months agu, incredible
bargain at £ 714) ( cost £21100 new) 0(628) 823772
eves/we. ( L)
KRELL KSP-713, as i,w. boYa:d. plat:Mk:ell. £19110;
Apogee ( t:Maui. mint, 11100; Nakainichi Dragon,
Wildly used. mint. 1995 Audio Research D-70 Mkt I,
beautilul condition. .1.8511; Micio-Sciki CD- M IOU, as
new, beautilully built heavyweight lovely sound 12700.
Sonus Fabei Amato'. £ 1090; Magneplanar MG- 111a.
il 150; Classe DR- 5 pieamp. £ 15011; Classe DR-8
power. 1.1000 ( 12900 the ))air), both as new; Koetsu
Silver Clad ( old ( hen's teeth lardy). £ 7011; Koctsti 81Ith
AtiniVei sat
tone year's use). £800; Perrea us s \ I
pi camp. as IIC W
1400;
Fandberg 31102 pie.
Pinewood Must,. lei: ( 0400) 54322. ( Li
131USIC'Al. EIDELI IN A370 1989 model. £ 1450 o.n.o.
1el: Worthing (( 9113) 61931 boxed. Immaculate. ( 1.)
GALE 31)2 SPEAKERS, 1.2 months mild. Black ash C7;1)
:wont, stands £ 25. M011,11; I IlliUll01111CCi 400 t. I
Preston (
07721 311782.

OE

ORIGINAL DUNLOP SYSTENIDEK TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE. Fidelity Rescaich FR64FX ario
with R5141 headshell, kiseki blue NEC cartridge.. VD11
aim leads. Vei ygood t..ondition..I.275. Brighton ( 0273)
509187 evening' S. (L)
SAE RI02 COMMA ER RECEIVER. Excellent and
comprehensive. Cost IMO+
Supei Hy musical
gi ado signatuie 8 in A. I. 1120 arm LIM
old
modified 10150 N/C. Jecklin Float 2 phones as new
£70. lei: Rowe: ( 0)483) 422901 ( 0)483) 426222 day. ( L)
MARTIN LOGAN SEQUEL Il SPEAKERS 12 months
old. Immaculate condition. ottginal packing £ 17110
including free Mana custom-built stands ( 0(028) 8237 77
eves/we. ( L)

FOR

QUAD VALVED SET 22/II/FM2 £200. Stacked ESLs
black £500. ESL63 £ 1200. lIallS1111SS1011 Line subwoofer plus active X() £250. Ftevox A77 Dolby .
1:400.
(0272) 571163 ( home) 10438) 752301 ( work). ( L)
LOWTHER ACOUSTA SPEAKERS PM6 drive units
£75. Toshiba Quad/Stereo Tuner Amplitici SA304 £411.
Tel: ( 1)327) 51789 evenings. ( L)

SI) ACOUSTICS has a ' mottle' of ex-demonstration
speakers available including SDI and SD Ribbon
models. Tel: for details on 081-877 9714. ( L)

KENW(X)I) DPX9010 £345. Musical Fidelity Digilog
£235. Expusul c. Ten with Exposure speaker cable £ 2411.
OrtolonT5 step-up translonneis £25. Glass Turntable
platter £25. ( 0(021) 772884 ( Essex). ( L)

ARE YOU FATIGUED WITH Cl)? Best buy a highend moving coil cartridge sounds much like the
master- tape unequalled value £55. Excelsior Tel: 081905 6331. ( L)

AUDIO RESEARCH SP8 MKII pre-amp. new valves,
mint condition. £ 15110, Meridian M61) Active loudspeakers. saint: as 13600 but analogue inputs, black, mint
condition £ 1500. Will sell together for £2800. Also,
very rare Mission 775SM high mass turntable with
Mission Mechanic 1onearin ( new bearings) £650. will
sell as a complete system for £3350. Please call Guy:
081-539-6235. ( L)

NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old
Now we sell and listen with pleasure
l
through new Croft valve ampliliers and new aiintuy
Speaker Systems. l'or details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham 814 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. (X)

MARANTZ PM84Il AMPLIFIER. Selected components. Many facilities. 110 WPC. Excellent condition.
Boxed with manual. Cost £600 12-1-89. Stopped using
on 6-5-91. Now £ 350 o.n.o. Tel: ( 0488) 683906. ( L)

COUNTERPOINT SAI00, 9 months old, valve moslet
design. lots of mods. including Golden Dragon valves
and Sonic Link mains cable £925. I
in Kindler interconnect £ 12. 1'el: Reading ( 0734) 815681. ( L)
CAMBRIDGE (' DJ, £42.5. Croft OTL3 £750, mint,
boxed. Source 1urntable 3D PSU, SME 5. Goldbug
Briar, £ 1350. Beyer DT990's £60. Tube Technology
Prophet pre- amp. Genesis Monoblocs, offers? Tel:
(0442) 877853. ( L)
HI-FI FOR SALE £570. Quad 306 Power Amplifier.
Quad 405 Control Amplifier. Pioneer CL) Player.
Tannoy M20 Gold Speakers. Aiwa Cassette Deck. Tel:
(0223) 461098 or Mob: ( 08611) 774474 anytime. ( L)
MUSCAL FIDELITY MC2 LOUDSPEAKERS. Classic
Speakers ( single woofer version), black ash bi-wircable
boxed £ 195. Target IIS20 stands £35. Tel: Chris
081-949-2191 daytime 081-941-2003 evenings. ( L)
MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE ( standard) £301) o.n.o.
Boxed. Dellec Gortex black slink intercon Imetre pair
£100. Tel: Thanet ( 0843) 584(130. ( M)
128
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SALE- Trade

Audiophile Components
Catalogue
Audiophile Guides • Balance Control
kit • capacitors • contact breakers •
contact enhancers • diodes • drive
units • enclosures • inductors •
interfence suppression • Kimber Kable
mains transformers • polarity testing •
potentiometers • power supplies •
record cleaning • resistors • solder •
switches • Torlyte Amplifier Boxes • • •
plus application notes, hints, tips and
advice on building with the best
Fully revised & updated
(on Recycled Paper!)
UK.
Postage free
Overseas send US $2bill or 4IRC
Europe - send 3International Reply Coupons

SALE- Trade

ACTIVE CROSSOVER FOR SUBWOOFERS. Iligh
quality. low noise, two models. one tor stereo bass
ampliher. one for monoblock. I' um 1,150 including
VAT. Piallachortl Loudspeakeis, 49 Rusholine Road,
London SW15 3LF. Tel: 081-788 2228. (
X)

QUAD 34/306 PRE/POWER COMBINATION, MC
input, charcoal, mint condition, boxed. 2 years old
£350. 1el: (( V942) 891741 ( Lanes). ( L)

FOR

CONVERT your 16- bit CD player to 2nd-generation
bitstream with our latest upgrade, which incorporates
Philips' SAA7350 differential- mode bilstream DAC
plus a very high quality dedicated analogue section
built entirely from audiophile-grade components. This
modification is available for most Philips- based 16-bit
4x oversampling CD players, within which it will
dramatically improve sound quality to give true stateof-the-art performance for £350. For more information
contact Geoff on 071-379 7635 Covent Garden
Records. 84 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2I1
OJA. ( X)

Russ Andrews Limited
Edge Bank House, Skeismergh, Kendal,
Cumbria LA8 9AS
Telephone: ( 0539) 83247

POST FREE HI-FI AND MUSIC
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"Silver what! How much?
It must be amistake!"

Available from Ian Harrison 7Mill Rill Renton. Derby.
0E6 6GO TEL 102831 702875

SOLID SILVER, SOLID CORE
0.5m gold phono plugs
£24.99
lm gold phono plugs £44.99

PUBLICATIONS

IYFFE, SILVER PLATED COPPER
0.5m gold phono plugs
£ 14.84
lm gold phono plugs £23.20
RING OR WRITE FOR A BROCHURE
•14 day money hack guarantee.
•Post and packaging FREE! (
UK ONLY )
•Will supply any termination your little heart desires
*Allow 28 day delivery

Campaign Audio Design
Hollins Grove ( 11N)
Manchester M125RR
Tel: (( 161)225 2438

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts. beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one- lime HEN/RR editor John Crabbe,
Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind arc available from bookshops at
£6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be murdered from
Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way, they make an intriguing read.
(XIS)
ORGAN CDs; INDEX OF HUNDREDS: July

1991

edition £5.80p. ( EC). £6.50p. ( elsewhere). Huddleston, P.O. Box 136, Fleet, GUI 38LX. ( L)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

NOVEMBER 1991

CLASSIFIED
FOR

SALE- Trade

WANTED
I.EAK,

BOYS WITH THE BLACK STUFF
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
•
SPECIALISTS IN THE PROTECTION OF ENDANGERED SPECIESI

DIRECT CUT ORIGINAL MASTERS.f2 SPEED. REFERENCE. PROPRIOS,
OPUS 3. CHESKy LINN, SHEFFIELD LAB, ECM, WILSON, GRP,
CONCORD. VIRGIN CLASSICS ETC AND ALL CONVENTIONAL LABELS

SEND Aex9" SAE FOR NEW LISTS
•
FROM OUR CURRENT BEST SELLERS WE
PARTICULARLY RECOMMEND -

LINN RECORDS
C101001
CKHOO2
DKH003
AKH013
AKH014

- MOZART. VIVALDI. BACH ELGAR DBL LP
- DEBUSSY. ETC - CELLO & PNO
- MOZART SYM 40 SCHUBERT SYM 5 - 09L LP
- DAVID MANTON - JAZZ PNO TRIO
- MARTIN TAYLOR - JAZZ GTR TRIO

((1942)

•

RODGERS,

Etc.

57525,

FAX

(( 942)

522456. ( L)

HI-FI & RADIO -

Decca, Garrard

301.

Radford,

SME,

Leak,

Quad,

Radios.

" 'annoy.

at £8.99

DUE TO A SPECIAL PURCHASE WE CAN OFFER
TEST LPANOS 2 3FOR RIO EACH
•

VARIOUS SUPERCUTS
DALEY & LORIEN - ARMOSPHE RIC GUITAR. ETC
£8 99
MOZART REQUIEM - ON PROPRIUS
£949
JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - ON PROPFIIUS
£ 16 99
CLARK TERRY - ON CHESKY
£ 13 49
ANA CARAM - LATIN VOCAL- ON CHESKY
£ 13 49
ROBERT LUCAS - SLIDE GTR BLUES - AUDIO OUEST
£ 15 99
JONAS HELBERG - VIRTUOSO BASS
£9 99
CHRIS WHITE - 18001 VINYL - LIMITED EDITION - SANBORN STYLE
SAX- SUPERB
£ 12 99
•

have continued to expand our line of parts and components

Vintage,

Tel: ( 24

Mangotsficld,

hours) ( 0272)

PARTRIDGE OUTPUT
Type CBF with

Or

WWF/0/0,95

with KT-66 15 Watts.

Fax:

TRANSFORMERS

screen

KOhms Secondary 8 Sections
watts.

Bristol.

n272-

to safely the needs of our dernandIng chetele

565472. ( X)

taps

Primary

( one

or

10 to

12

1.7 Ohms for KT 88.40

Williamson

Type

for Class

A

We pay good price and freight,

but transformers must be

in

usable state.

Aghib,

201

Ave. Brugmann, Bruxelles, Belgium. Tel: 010-322-343or

send

us

a

FAX

at

010 -322 -343-21-99. ( M)

QUAD FM3 TUNER. Tel: Warlingham (( 1883) 627185
(Surrey)

evenings

or

week -ends. ( L)

AND MANY MANY MORE...

WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH
OUR SUPERCUTS WE HAVE ACCESS TO ALL LAEIELSCOVERING BLUES
RID UK AND IRISH, FOLK. ELECTRONIC. NEW AGE JAZZ FUSION.
COUNTRY ETC ETC AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS & CURRENT
RELEASES
WE ALSO STOCK AND CAN OBTAIN A RANGE OF COMPACT DISCS THAT
REFLECTS AND IN MANY CASES EXTENDS BEYOND OUR VINYL
STOCKS. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO PHONE REGARDING STOCK, NEW
RELEASES OR SPECIAL ORDERS •
WE WOULD LIKE TO OE YOUR REGULAR ANDONLY SUPPLIER ,
MAIL ORDER
FROM STOCK WE DISPATCH SAME DAY AND SPECIAL ORDERS ARE
DEALT WITH PROMPTLY UPON RECEIPT
WE PACK VERY CAREFULLY AND ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ARE
WELCOME BY PHONE UK RP Rates f100 10 LP - 35p each thereafter

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
•
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR3 4LS.
OBI -651 3464
FAX. 011463 MU

to feature the following lines

CAPACITORS
MI1 MuM1Cop Fío /Foil or Metallized Worlds best
WONDER CAP new Serles O .wonder vas leacis

SIEMENS

metallized polypropylene Ruin 51 pl lo Glut at LaUVOC

RESISTORS.
VISHAY utikang u propftetury131111(1011 techooksay. these rue
precISID,1 resistors ore the best available' We have u lelited tar Igo ut
VIA seres (axial lead. 0 59) values In stock

Also.we oro please to

HMCO

05% 50)svn precNon metal IS,, resistors non magnetic

conslructIon We stock a CompfehensIve range cit values in 1/4
and Iwall rotrigs

1/2

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS.
GOO AERO

oftennp tested and selected tubes In 3 geodes (Stark:Sad.

Gold cins) PlatInum) tor the clacarknatInu tubeophlie 4 month

(before Cable
Company)

aegyie day

warranty'. RAM TubeWorks. CARDAS RCA lacks pkQs. hookup woe anal
shielded cable. Intorconns,1 speako, cubIe and power curds WIT.
TIFFANY EDISON PRICE Music Posts. ALPS. BOURNS Yakut e aria Balance
Controls NEUTRIK XLR plugs GRAYI41LL rotary swftches. TEFLON wire
(many gauges and co1ours3 ANALOG DEVICES A062/.1N. AL/134/3N.
PEAK Tube Coolers. So Soi_kets. CAE (Curcio Audio EnGsneennU)
DANIEL PreArnu Nils (MKT ond WI) and DYNACO Rebuild Kits. SONIC
FRONTIERS mono loader aftermutor kits (
2oic. 5C4( TOJTC. 2510E). best
volume control available plus tube sockets. sernIcunduc tors.
electrolytic cusxsulors etc

SPECIALIZING IN INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS
DISCOUNTS UP TO
Please CALL

community spawned hundreds
of specialty cables, but had no
idea how to match these cables to a
hill system.

T

hen came... The Cable
Company, who, with feedback
from thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what-works-best-withwhat. Eureka!

WRITE

1COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
VTUBES

30% AVAILABLE!

FAX'

1991 PROOUCI CATALOGUE'

SONIC FRONTIERS

r4ong ago, before 1989, the audio

• FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
48 brands, 238 cable products.
• FREE of all US taxes.

Full list available on request from:
ASTON AUDIO - HI-FI SPECIALISTS
West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire
Tel: 0625-582704 Fax: 0625-586285

TUN CAPACITORS'

REL• CAP
110,1104 polystrenti UXI()I Reads
WIMA c009x401 metallized and Pen/toil polypropylene. Nickul .030
SOLER metallized pun/propylene op lo 201)ul at 4(MVDC'

IN(

it

k

I
,

il

A

II

1

ID

760 PACIFIC ROAD LNI 1111 1
). OAKVILLE. ONTARIO. CANADA LOL 611
65

TEL (416) 847-3245

FAX (416) 847-5471
_

SERVICES
RESTORATIONS

CLASSIC

OF

EQUIPMENT

by

electronics engineer, suitably qualified ( degree/MALS)
and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service agent

and

specialist knowledge of Radford. Leak. Rogers, Arms rong. etc. Extensive workshop enables original design
s andards.
Woodford,

accompanied
Essex.

by

detailed

repot ts.

7 days.

Tel: 081-504 5467. ( X)

ONE CRITICAL LINK IN THE HI-FI CHAIN CAN
ACCOUNT

EX-DEMONSTRATION & SECONDHAND SALE
SPEAKERS:
£799.00
CELESTION 7000
£299.00
CELESTION SLESI
KEF QUATTRO SYSTEM
£299 00
£299.00
KEF C75
MISSION 765
£399.00
PROAC EBS ( Rosewood)
£1495.00
£399.00
ROGERS STUDIO 1
£299.00
ROGERS LS7T
£795.00
SONUS FABER ELECTA
AMPLIFIERS:
CAMBRIDGE A100 +
£449.00
C100 AMPS
NAIM 62 PRE-AMP
£299.00
NAIM HI-CAP P/S
£399.00
£999.00
NAIM 250 POWER AMP
£599.00
SUGDEN AU51
CD PLAYERS:
£219.00
DENON DCD960
£199.00
YAMAHA CDX1030T
TAPE DECKS:
£449.00
NAKAMICHI RX202E
£299.00
TECHNICS RSB965K

We

We are please

Introduce Me .
5102K series (Ideal lead. 0 2596) resistors which Ore
00040040001,y wskie 15v lo 25(X. in any quantity. Al under 2 weeks!

RECOMMENDED NEW RELEASES:£3 25
£0 99
CB 99
£3 25
825

has been offering

audeophIle hobby's's trurn around the world, the highest
quality electronic ports for their oude electronc projects

575442.

KU.

3
normally £ 13.49

For the lost 4 ',recta. SONIC tSIONIIEHS INC

available.

THE ENTIRE RANGE IN STOCK - WE RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING
NANCI GRIFFITH - LAST OF THE TRUE BEUOVERS - COUNTRY
PENTANGLE - BASKET OF LIGHT- FOLK
ROCKIN JIMMY BYFIELD - LAIDBACK ARE
•

OPUS

AUDIOPHILE GRADE
RTS

Thorens, Valves, etc. Buyer calls all areas. Wanted list

INTERNATIONAL'

LINN SELECT

BONNIE RAITT - LUCK OF THE DRAW
GARY BURTON - COOL NIGHTS ON GRP
LEE RITENOUR - COILECTION ON GRP
BUDDY GUY - DAWN RIGHT - SUPERB BLuE
LOW BLOWS - HARMONICA BLUES - COMP
•

All

VINTAGE VALVE

15-50
13 99
£3 99
£13 99
£3.99
DI 99

RADFORD,

ing or not, can collect. Contact Haden Boardman. Tel:

more)

IN AND OUT RECORDS
150 GR VINYL LIMITED TO 2500 EACH AT - C12.99
JAMES BLOOD ULMER
- BLUES. R/B. SOUL
CHICO FREEMAN
- MELLOW SAX FUSION
NAT ADOERLEY
- TRIUMPET
OT JAZZ
BUSTER WILLIAMS
- DOUBLE BASS • OJ JAZZ
WOODY SHAW
- TRUMPET • TRIO JAZZ
•

QUAD,

pre- 1974 valve amplifiers wanted. any condition, work-

INTERNATIONAL

FOR 50% OR MORE OF THE

SOUND DUALITY,
SYSTEMS

YET

PERCEIVED

IN MOST HIGH

END

IT IS ALSO THE WEAKEST

LINK

Can you afford to Ignore your

LISTENING ROOM
any longer?

Pali

OetifIlh,

and

11.-Ei News ' away, el out competenta

porral

ROOM ACOUSTICS
consultancy evadable
SERVICES
3, Queen Elisabeth Way,

BARTON-upon-NUMBER.

South Humberside.
Tel

DNI8 OAJ.

( 0052) 035523

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.

CALL, WRITE OR FAX FOR DETAILS
(215) 297-8824 • tax ( 215) 297-8661
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950
VISA-MC-AMEX

CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

Specialist

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION CONTACT
081-686 2599 EXT. 447

REVOX

Service

From one of the smallest, yet best equipped Service
Labs in the North. Service & Calibration in less than
8hours. Mall order spares. Most makes serviced.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

Brian RLeve_s

...when quality is important

TeL 061-499 2349 Fax. 061-499 9381 (near Manchester Airport)

BACK DOOR
Britain

theme tunes. Another gem from the same

t ' wasn't

year is Vibrations, on Freedom 28 461-2
U which has the same line-up plus

recording of a performance in
should

he

wiped,

because

music.' It sounded angry, violent and
anarchic. There seemed to be no structure, and no beauty in the music. But later
Ibecame aware that the sound was not an
angry or frustrated shout, hut a cry from
the heart. The music was strongly rooted

EN

HYDER

T

wenty-one years ago this month
(November), the body of a34- yearold saxophonist was found in the
East River, New York. Albert Ayler had
been missing from his home for several
days. His death was a mystery, and
rumours went round the New York jazz
scene about how he had been bumped off
by the Mafia after failing to repay a loan
used to cut a record.
To this day there has been no explanation of his last hours. Ayler's trumpeter
brother Don suffered a breakdown and
spent some time in amental hospital, and
suddenly

the

whirlwind

revolution

light and carries an intensely human
sound with it — a quality he shares with
Chet Baker and Miles Davis. This quartet

in the tradition, in the music of the likes of
Sidney Bechet and gospel music. Ayler's
tunes were universal. l'hey reminded you
of every folk song you had ever heard. and

had a dynamic range lacking in sonic
other formations, agreater sense of space,
and measures of gentleness alongside
bustling fortitude. The same quartet also

they were so open you could play them in
any tempo, or any rhythm.

plays on The Hilversum Session on Osmosis 6001.
Two years later, another Ayler band

There are few musics in the world
which use the possibilities of speeding up

K

trumpeter Don Cherry. His playing has a
childlike simplicity to it. It's open and

and slowing down the tempo, and kwer

came to Europe. This time there was
brother Don on trumpet, Bill Folwell,

still which allow this device to be used at
will. Shamanic music, and the music of the
American Indians do. Ayler's drummer

extraordinary violinist Michel Sampson.
A Dutch classical virtuoso, Sampson,

Sunny Murray is part- Indian and plays
uniquely, allowing the tempo to float

was touring with the New York Philharmonic when he accidentally heard Ayler.

freely without precise definition. The
beats are deliberately blurred, and the
accents appear apparently at random. The

As soon as he could, he quit the orchestra
and joined the band.

effect is stunning, and draws the listener
into the process.
The other preoccupation of Ayler was
spirituality in music. It's always a difficult
thing to define, and it's always something
that a lot of people run away from. It's

racb/Paris /966 ( Ilat MUSICS 35(1) ), you
can hear this hand live in Europe. As well
as the folksy and funeral tunes, there is a
sprinkling of march tunes which celebrate
life. This is optimistic music. The
recorded sound is rough, but the energy
comes through strongly. Another album
(also distributed by Ilarmonia Mundi ) has

hard to handle, but it's there in great
measure in his classic album, .
Spiritual
Unity on ESP 1002.
'Ibis trio of Ayler, tenor, Gary Peacock,

bass,

Beaver

Harris,

drums,

and

the

On Ilat Ilut Records Albert Ayler Lor-

conic on the market, with the quartet on
one side and the band with Sampson on

seemed to he at an end.

bass and Murray. drums is perhaps the

With Ayler dead, and Coltrane dead,
jazz became less daring, less dangerous,

strongest

recorded in 1964. You feel the pulse of

Later, Ayler was to collaborate with

and the I97 0s became the decade of jazz
rock, pulling listeners' attentions away

the music without sensing a defined
rhythm. The physical intensity ebbs and
flows in waves. Ayler uses false-fingered

Mary Parks, creating songs preaching
peace and love. Some of them are on the

from

ficry

passions

to

pyrotechnic

instrumental displays.
Of course, it's rarely as simple as that. A
minority of players dedicated themselves
to following the direction opened up by
Ayler. But ' uncompromising' music was
out of fashion, and economics forced
many players to smooth out Ayler's legacy
and repackage it for contemporary consumption. Some of Ayler's influence was
passed on in diluted form through players
like Gato Barbieri, David Murray, George
Adams, and Jan Garbarek. For along time,
anumber of European musicians kept the
torch alight, notably John Stevens and
Trevor Watts in this country.
Pure Ayler, though much loved by a
minority, is not easy on the senses for
those raised on more conventional fare.
Yet he represents an idea of integrity, and
a conscience for those who like to feel
guilty when they compromise too much.
Earlier this year, when the former jazz
magazine llw Wire changed its policy to
encompass a wider range of music, it
commented: 'We will continue to insist
that Albert Ayler should be honoured
alongside those musicians whose names
mean far more to record- company
accountants and Our Price stock buyers.'
I remember swiftly dismissing Ayler's
music the first time Iheard it. Iwas not
alone. BBC 'IN executives insisted that a
130

of many

strong

sessions

he

harmonics not only to extend the range of
the horn, but to play something extra he
heard in that higher range. Its something
that Coltrane did too, and it has filtered
right down the line to sophisti-funk TV

The BBC said it wasn't music . . .

the other. It's called simply Albert Ayler
and is on Philology W 88.

controversial New Grass album on
Impulse IMP!. 8022. ' Ibis album crossed
the funk drumming of Bernard Purdie
with Ayler's free- flowing tenor. As many
people

love

it

as

hate

it.

New

Note

distribution is handling a lot of Impulse
reissues on CD including Greenwich Village, alive recording from 19(0 and 1977
(MCAD- 39123 ).

saxophonist Albert Ayler, who

Perhaps the most remarkable thing
about Ayler was his consistency. On every

died in mysterious circumstances

single record, he plays with a magic
quality, an intensity and integrity and a

21 years ago, polarized opinion

focus not shared by many. It seems that

and summed up an era

every time he picked up his horn something very special was inevitable-I-

"THOSE MONITOR 14 SPEAKERS RIGHT,
THAT IJUST HEARD, PUT ME IN MIND, OF
THE FIRST TIME A CROTCHET, RIGHT,
CARESSED MY COCHLEA. ICAN FEEL IT
NOW, RISING AND FALLING IN A
CASCADING IRIDESCENT SPECTRUM, OF
AUDIO

LIGHT AND SHADE, AND

CULMINATING IN A SONIC CATHEDRAL
OF SOUND... RAVE ON".
PRETENTIOUS MUSIC JOURNALIST.

"...But do they tingle the senses? They do."
• Value rating *****
• Sound rating *****
HIGH FIDELITY NOVEMBER 1990

MONITOR

RAM • PROJECTS..1_ • T•D-

D

1

MONITOR 14

For further information contact:
RAM Projects Ltd, Unit 27 Stretford Motorway Estate, Barton Dock Road, Stretford, Manchester M32 OZH. Tel: 061 866 8101 Fax: 061 866 8118
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